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Foreword

The previous AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on missile aerodynamics (AGARD Conference Proceedings
No.336) was held at T1odleim, Norway in September 1982. Since that time, substantial experimental and theoretical work
has been conducted in an attempt to improve the fundamental understanding of the aerodynamics of missiles, to provide
comprehensive data bases and to develop semi-empirical and computational prediction methods. Whilbt significant progress
has been made, the performance requiremets of many types of missile have, at the same time, tended to -iden significantly to
cover, for example, higher speeds, increased agility and longer range. In addition, the use of unconventional shapes for weapons
is now being considered more often. Consequently, new problems are being posed and thus, after eight years, it was considered
appropriate to hold another symposium on missile aerodynamics to (i) review current progress and achievements, (i) highlight
outstanding problems and (iii) establish pointers for planning future research programmes.

To this end, the Symposium addressed many aspects of the aerodynamic design and performance of missiles for the subsomc
through to the hypersonic flight regimes and reviews covering the stability and control of tactical missils and progress made in
the field of store carriage and release were also presented. 31 papers were accommodated in seven sesions with contributions
from Canada, France, Germany, Turkey, United Kingdom and United States. The sessions were:-

- Overview (3 invited papers)
- Analysis and Predictive Methodologies Computational Methods/Validation (5 papers)
- Analysis and Predictive Methodologies: Empirical Tools and Experimental Techniques (ý papers)
_Flow Separation and Interference Effects (3 papers)
- Unconventional Shapes and Projectiles (5 papers)
- Propulsion, Base Flows and Jet Reaction Controls (5 papers)
- Arothermodynamics and Hypersonics (5 papers)

The Symposium ended with a substantial and worthwhile discussion period whic6 began with a preliminary assessment given
by the Technical Evaluator. These proceedings include a record of the discussior,. The Technical Evaluation Report is available
as AGARD Advisory Report AR-298.

P.RFAgnell
Prpgmmme Committee Chairman
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Avant-Propos

Lecdernicr symposium surl'mirodynamique des missiles organisi par Ic Panel AGARDde la Dynamique des Fluides secst tenti
?C~tondheim en Norvige en septewnbre 1982 (voircompte-rendu de confirence AGARD No.336). Depuis lors,d'importants
travau thoriques et exp~rimentaux out dt r~alisis en vue d'74largir It, domaine des connaissances de IPaftodynamique des
missiles, de fournir des bases de donn~s complites et de4laborer des mithodes de prevision semi-empiriques et sianistiqucs
Dienque des progTis importnt;aientdiftrdalisis dans ce domaine, 1eiweloppe des performances exig~es a tendance b s'ilargir,
pour inclure, par exemple. l'acroissement de la vitesse et la mianoeuvrabiliti. ainsi quc I'extcnsion de la portic. En outre. les
formes de missiles exotiques sontdce plus enplus henvisager.

Pai consequent, dt. nouveaux probjimes se posent et. huut ans apris, le Panel AGARD de la Dynamique des Fluides a jugi
oppornun d'orgniser tin detixiiime synspositim sur cc sujet afin de (i) isare le point des travaux en cours et des resultats dijA
obtentis, (ii) ditinir les pr bliset qui restent h resoudre, et (iii) poser des reperes en vue de la planification des futurs
programmes de recherche.

A cette fin. lee symposium a examnint diffirents aspects de [a conception ainodynamique et Ics performainces des missiles, pour
des r~gmes dle voll allant du subsoinique il'hypersonique. Des expos~s portani stir la stabilit6 et le contr6le des missiles tactiques
et stir les progris rialises dans le domaine de l'emport et du largage des charges extern es ont egalement Eti prisentees. En tout,
quelqlues 31 exposes ont pti Etre donn~s par des conf~renciers du Canada, de la France, de lAllemagne, de la Turquie. du
Royatime-Uni et des Etats-Unis lors des 7 sessions du symposium, A savoir.

- pr~ambule (3 communications sur invitation)
- l'analyse PA les m~thodologies de privision: les inethodes de calcul/validlation (5 communications)
- l'analyse el ies mnithodologies de privisiorn les outils empiriques et les techniques exp~rimeniales (5 communications)
- Ie d~colleinent de r*6couiefnent et les efrets de sillage (3 communications)
- les formes et les projectiles peti conventionnels; (5 communications)
- I& propulsion, lea Ecoulemesits de culot et les cL mnandeb par jets de gaz (5 communications)
- I'airotbermodynamique et llhypersonique (5 communications)

Le symposium s'est tenrmint par tin &change de vues soutenti et tir~s valable, avec, en guise d'introduction, tine evaluation
praliminaire pr~sent~e par l'cxpert technique du symiposium. Ce compte-rendu comprend Ie idlte du d~bat. Le rapport
d'evaluation technique est "lt6 sous la forme du Rapport Consultatif AGARD AR-298.

P.R.Bignell
Prdsident du Comit6 de Programme
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SOME TRENDS IN MISSILE AERODYNAMICS

by
R.G. LACAU and M. ROBERW

aerospatlale - Division Engins Tactiques
2, rue Bdranger - 92320 Chfitillon - France

SUMMARY

The objective of this paper is to highlight the requirements for the next generation of tactical missiles, the
corresponding new aerodynamic problems, and the new wind tunnel testing techniques and computational methods.
A special attention is focused on : unconventional shapes as airbreathing missiles, stealth considerations, pyrotechnical
lateral jet control, high angles of attack and non rigid airframe. The computational codes presented are based on
the resolution of the Euler equations ; they are illustrated by numerous industrial examples.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper provides a geueral review of trends in tactical missile aerodynamics. The paper contents four parts.
The first part is related Wo new requirements in tactical missiles. They are given for each missile family with

associated new aerodynamics problems.

The second part describes some of these problems facing the aerodynamicist:
- unconventional shapes which result from the use of side intakes on axisymmetric fuselage (ramjet missiles),

the packaging of submunitions, the better integration on an aircraft,...
- stealth considerations,
- pyrotechnical lateral jet control which is highly suitable for : antitank, very short range missiles or missiles

which use this system during a limited operating time,
- high angles of incidence which are encountered when a missile is fired vertically in a turnover phase to intercept

a sea-skimming missile,...
- deformed shapes which result from loading.
Each problem will be described with his aerodynamic effects.

The third part presents non-classical wind tunnel testing relative to pyrotechnical lateral jet, and flowfield
investigatiox.

The fourth and last part is dedicated to computational fluid dynamics (CFD). This approach is essential to
- treat complicated configurations as airbreathing missiles,
- determine load distributions for structural calculations, local flow field properties (e.g. velocity profiles at an

inlet face),....
- provide with important insights into the understanding of complex flow mechanisms.
Not so long, in 1982 (previous AGARD symposium on missile aerodynamics), only the linearized potential solvers

were able to compute couplete missile configuratimo. Since that time, remarkable progress have been done in numerical
methods particularly for the Euler equations and grid generation, allowing today to compute inviscid nonlinear flow
fields around complex 3D configurations. To demonstrate the capabilities of Euler codes we present several industrial
exanvies.

2. NEW USQUIEME IN TACTICAL MISSILES

2.1 Tks anftank reissUesFor the 3rd generation of antitank missiles, development work is taking place in two directions:

-the renwal of the actual series of medium range (2 km) and long range (4 km) missiles,
- the improvement of short raMge (25 m to 600 in) missiles.

• There will probably never be any great changes made to the shapes which will remain conventional, that means,
cylindrical cruciform with folding stabilizers at the rear. Nevertheless, for certain of these future antitank missiles
"(ERYX, ACMP) an original construction method has been adopted:
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- motor at the front and hollow-charge warhead at the rear, thus enhancing warhead efficiency,
- force-type flight control system, enabling launching at reduced speed (launching possibilities within confined

areas) and a possibility of guidance at low speed (efficiency at very short ranges). This new flight control system
will produce lateral jets, causing complex three-dimensional flow patterns (fig. 1).

2.2 The anti-ship missiles
In the future, due to the foreseen developments of anti-missile systems, it will be necessary to develop missiles

with a greater range and a greater target penetration capability. These results can be obtained by increasing the missile
speeds (Mach > 2) and by bringing them over the targets at very low heights with terminal maneuvering at high
load factors.

In the range of speeds and altitudes to be covered, the most satisfactory means of propulsion is the ramjet engine.
This is the type of propulsion selected for the successor of the EXOCET. The choice of this type of propulsion
has the effect of giving the missile an unconventional shape, due to the existence of air intakes (fig. 2).

2.3 The surface-to-air missiles
As the surface-to-air missiles have demonstrated their efficiency against attacking aircraft (i.e. the FALKLANDS

campaign and the IRAN-IRAK war), the attacking aircraft must now be equipped with jamming counter-measures
to confuse surface-to-air missiles, and air-to-surface missiles that can be launched beyond the range of the anti-aircraft
defences. For these reasons, future surface-to-air missiles must be able to intercept not only high performance aircraft
but also supersonic missiles having diving or surface-skimming flight paths, a high degree of maneuverability and
which are launched out of defensive range.

The response to these threats necessitates:
- vertical launching and turning over in all directions (reduction of launching sequence time),
- a supersonic speed,
- a very high degree of maneuverability (50 g). In order to obtain such maneuverability, but above all a very

short response time so as to render the evasive actions of the enemy aircraft ineffective, a very advanced technical
solution has been selected for the ASTER missile, which is being designed in France (fig. 3). This consists in a
force-type flight control by lateral jets, which provides very short response time, operating in conjunction with a
conventional aerodynamic flight control that makes the most important contribution to the maneuverability.

These new characteristics will lead to very high angles of incidence and complex three-dimensional flow patterns
due to lateral jets.

2.4 The air-to-air missiles
The development of the threat that can be anticipated at the end of this century necessitates the definition of

new missiles able to be fired from aircraft flying at very high incidence (350 and perhaps more) and capable of
hitting very maneuverable targets that may be dispersed throughout a very large range of altitude.

In order to fulfil this requirement, work is actually being undertaken in two directions :
- renewal of the present-day missiles. Examples : AMRAAM for long ranges, ASRAAM for short ranges, both

types being developed within an international framework ;"
- development of a light missile capable of fulfilling requirements for long range interception missions and dogfights.

Example : the MICA missile which is being developed in France (fig. 4). This missile is small, of low weight, very
compact (long chord wings). and provided with a mixed flight control system incorporating both aerodynamic control
surfaces and jet deflector control surfaces, which allows very great variations of attitude. The choice of long chord
wings and rear control surfaces enables high angles of incidence while allowing the missile to be slung directly against
the underside of the aircraft.

2.5 The air-to-surface missiles
About air-to-surface missiles, the object is to launch them from an aircraft beyond the range of the enemy defences.

* Among long range and highly accurate missiles we can mention the ASMP which is certainly a weapon unique
in the world. It is propelled by a ramjet engine with an integrated booster, and equipped with a pair of two-dimensional
lateral air intakes. Its shape is therefore unconventional (fig. 5). Flight control is aerodynamic, by means of rear
control surfaces.

A new generation of cluster-type air-to-surface weapons is being prepared for future requirements for instance
APACHE in France, This modular subsonic missile is designed to carry sub-projectiles suited to designated fixed
or moving targets at a range of several tens of kilometers, while allowing the launching aircraft to remain out of
range of the ground-to-air defence systems of these targets. These missiles will Po longer have a synunetrical shape
and they will have long folding wings (fig. 5). Their shape will be designed by taking geometrical constraints into
consideration in association with the reduction of the Radar Cross-Section (RCS).
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3. NEW PROBLEMS FACING THE AERODYNAMICIST

3.1 Uneonventionat saps

34.1.1.204 wihb uid~intaes
Two-cahm of missiles are concerned:
- ramjet or ramroked missiles
- turbojet missiles.

The number, shape and position of the air intakes must be choosen taking into account the following aspects
(N- 12):

- internal performance: thrust.
- external aerodynamics: drag, lift-to-drag ratio,
- operational constraints: overall dimensions (airplane carriage), discretion,...
- autopilot :' skid-to-turn or bank-to-turn control.

Severall configurations are illustrated fig 6.
- With a single intake:

e nose intak has high pressure recoveries but bad integration. It is no longer used.
* chin intal•e is well suited for bank-to-turn flight control (well adopted for long range missions). It uses the
windward upstream part of the missile nose as supersonic compression ramp.
0 annular intake has a better integration than the precedent but its performance is the poorest,
9 vertical intake is an excellent solution. Compactness is good (the detection, attack and propulsion functions
are separated) and performance is high.
a top mounted intake is an optimum solution for RCS (the intake is hidden from the ground based radar) but
is limited in incidence.

- With two lateral intakes (e.g. ASMP)
A missile configuration with two lateral air intakes is well adapted for a bank-to-turn control. The intakes are

located diametrically opposed or inclined towards the bottom. The first case is the best for supplying the chamber
and for incrementing the normal force. The second case is the best for internal performance.

- With four intakes (e.g. ANS, SA6)
A missile configuration with four lateral air intakes is well suited for skid-to-turn control. However, at high

incidence the leeward intakes reach their operation limit, and the lift-to-drag ratio of these configurations is not optimal
(two intakes are sufflcioet to give lift, the other two induce drag).

For all these intakes the shape may be : axisymmetric, half axisymmetric, rectangular (classical or inverted),...
(fig. 7).

The longmudinal location is a compromise between : the flowfield around the fuselage, the diffuser length, tie
center of pressure and the attachment points on the fuselage, but the normal force is only slightly modified.

It is possible to increase the performance of such intakes by adding wings or strakes to the fuselage.

a) Externl aerodynamics (Ref. 3, 4)
Concerning external =erodynamics, airbreathing missiles may be classified in two families:
- configurations with nose, chin or annular intakes. These intakes influence only fuselage's drag,
- configurations with lateral intakes. These intakes influence fuselage's lift, stability and drag.

Lift and stability
Generally lateral intakes increase lift:
- intake span influences mainly lift. Note that air intake aerodynamics behaves like the long-wing aerodynamics,
- length of the intake nacelle influences mainly the center of pressure,
- intake type influences lift and stability. For example rectangular intakes and fairings produce higher lift than
axisymmetric intakes.
- intake roll position is also important. The lift is maximal if the intakes are in an horizontal position (fig. 8 taken
from ref. 3).

SIDrag
Figure 9 (ref. 4) presents the different drag components of an airbreathing missile with four axisymmetric air-
intakes at Mach 2 at sea level. We note the important contribution of the air intakes which represents in this case
38 % of the total drag :

9 S tor inlet
IS % for the fahiring boat-tails i
14 S for the friction drag
To optimize drag we must do the thrust-drag balnnce.

SControl surfaces efficiecy, hinge moments
Oeneally control surfaces Kuw located on the faiings. T ore theoretical prediction of the control forces and
hinge momnat's is very difficult.

I
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b) Flow eld amund the Musetage
The study of this flow field is necessary do determine the best intake location. To obtain high performances,

low velocity fields are sought and low energy fields (boundary layers, vortices) are avoided.
A delicate problem concerns the ogival nose vortices that develop on the leeward side of the missile at angles

of attack beyond 5. These vortices cause major total pressure losses in air intakes. With four-intake configurations,
there will be always one or two intakes affected by these low-energy regions. It should be noted that longitudinal
strakes upstream of the air intakes modify the natural development of the boundary layer around the fuselage
at incidence and make it possible to move the vortices away from the intakes.

c) hdiutil anvodynsmi
Once we have defined the stream tube captured by the air intake, characterized by mean values in the inlet

plane (Mach, incidence, side-slop,...) it is possible to study the intake in a uniform flow field and consequently
to study it isolated. But this quick cheap method is not perfect and studies with air intakes on the fuselage are
imperative during the development process.

3.1.2. Non-circular bodies
Two classes of missiles are concerned:
- subsonic modular stand-off-missiles with square or rectangular cross-sections
- supersonic/hypersonic air-breathing missiles with elliptical or triangular,... cross-sections.
A typical subsonic modular stand-off-missile is presented fig. 10. The layout shows a square cross-section body

with the wing mounted at the top of the body to allow unrestricted installation of the submunitions.
The sharp corners of the body produce flow separations and vortex sheets inducing non-linear lift. Thus a square

body provides much more normal force than a circular body with the same cross-section area. When the body is
rolled the flow patterns change, they become unsymmetrical inducing lateral forces and moments, but become
symmetric again when the roll angle reaches 450,

lTypical supersonic/hypersonic air-breathing missiles are presented fig. 11 (Ref. 5-8). Their objectives are:
- optimum integration of the intakes in the fuselage flow field,
- low drag,
- high lift-to-drag ratio,
- low RCS,
- good integration under aircraft.
Different shapes are possible ." waveriders, elliptical, triangular, square.... Figure 11 presents two types of

examples :
- the waveriders which are designed for a minimum drag (streamlines on the leeward side are not deflected)

and for a maximum lift (shock wave is limited by the leading edges).
- the lenticular shape which is designed for a high lift-to-drag ratio at constant surface cross-section and for high

lift at incidence (the sharp leading edges generate vortices). Figure 11 presents an ONERA study.
3.2 Stealth eonsiderton

"The main class of missiles which may be concerned by low radar signature (RCS) and low infrared signature
(IRS) are missiles with relatively long flight times:

- subsonic stand-off missiles
- supersonic airbreathing missiles.

The RCS depends on many factors : the area, the shape, the presentation angle, the nature of materials, etc.
The figure 12 shows the RCS of the B-52, the B-1B, and the US Air Forces future stealth bomber, and reveals
the spectacula reduction achieved. As a reduction in RCS by one order of magaitude means an 80 % decrease in
radar detection, the immense importance of such research becoms manifest, particularly since quite simple steps
can produce significant results.

To reduce the RCS, there are essentially two ways:
- shape the airframe to deflect the radar signals (fig. 13 - Ref. 9),
- use composite materials that absorbe radar signals.

Tuday, it can be assert that considerable know-how has been gained in studying shapes for greater stealth, having
regard for such coustianits as apace, carrying capacity,...,

For the aerodynamicist the main design recommandations are:
- avoid sharp angles and surface irregularities,
- avoid straight leading edges,
- suppress reflective surfaces (depends on the observation direction).

that meamn
- design smooth profil for the lifting surfaces and dhe fuselage, smooth the junction body/wings,
- use elýiptic fuselage, sweep and curve the leading and trailing edges. -

Air intakes are also significant sources of radar returns. To reduce them it is recomnmanded to:
- smooth the intake duct
- sae h lp

/bT
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- uras duct walls with radar absorbent material
- flush subsonic intakes with the fuselages.

Concerning the infrared signatures for subsonic missiles, they ate essentially in the rear part. In order to minimize
them, asbield cn be installed arond the jet pipe with or without auxiliary intakes admitting cold airto mix the hot flux.

3.31 'MPrehwltral id control
a) Limitation of moment control and advantages of pyrotechnical force control
The conventional control of missiles consists in responding to a lateral acceleration command by controlling

the flight control surfaces creating the moment. This moment produces an angular movement of the missile resulting
in a change of incidence which creates an aerodynamic lift force ensuring the desired maneuver.

The two disadvantages of this type of control are :
- a time delay between the steering command and execution of the order, related to a number of "intermediaries"

and parameters governing the angular movement required to create the lateral acceleration (missile moment of inertia,
aerodynamic damping moment) ; this applies to any type of moment control (aerodynamic or jet controls),

- an aerodynamic control force which is proportional to the dynamic pressure, i.e. to the air density and speed,
and then a lack effectiveness at launching (low speed) and at high altitude (low air density).

But the use of a propulsive force at the missile center of gravity overrides these two disadvantages, thus enabling:
- to considerably reduce response time, and as a result, the passing distance from difficult targets, particularly,

highly maneuvering targets.
- very low speed and high altitude maneuvers.

However, pyrotechnical force control has certain constraints:
- used as single means of control, its operational domain is limited by its powder consumption. in particular,

with a gas generator associed to a distribution system towards the nozzles, powder consumption remains the same
whichever the maneuver (null or maximum),

- the missile cannot be used following the propulsion phase of this system,
- the missile must b- organized to obtain a nearly fixed center of gravity during use of the system,
- the definition of the missile's aerodynamic configuration must take account of interaction effects created by the jets.

For all of theae reasons, the purely pyrotechnical force control technology is highly suitable for antitank and
very short range missifes, or for missiles which only use this system in the final guidance phase (thius limiting operating
time) with an assocWated aerodynamic control system (thus limiting the required power level).

Note that the use of moving wings at the center of gravity, which is also a type of force control, but aerodynamic,
presents limitations (capacity of actuators, altitude effect, low speed effect, etc.) which do not allow the control
levels provided by pyrotechnical force control.

b) Aerodynamic Interactions due to a lateral jet
The transverse ejection of a lateral jet into an external flow results in a highly complex flow field (figure 14)

leading to a set of interactions which can be classified in two categories (figure 15)
- local interactions,
- downstream interactions.

The local interactions (figure 16) are related to the jet obstacle effect which, at supersonic speeds, produces
upstream of the nozzle a detached shock and a separation of the boundary layer forming a shock generating an
o4espressure zone. Just immediately downstream of the nozzle, the external flow around the jet produces a depression
zone. The distribution of the pressures around the nozzle, for a nozzle located on a wingless fuselage and near the
center of gravity, produces a low resulting force which is generally opposed to the thrust of the nozzle (unfavorable
interactiod) anIda slight nose up moment in the maneuver direction.

The downstream interactions(figure 17) are due to the highly vortical character of the flow downstream of the
jet. far fiotnheexitsection, thejet wake 'eesthe form of two contra-rotating vortices resulting from the curvaturn
ofthejetand itsrouding by theexternal f1kw. Thus, the speeds induced by these vortical structures affect the lifting
surfaces phlacddownstream, generally profucing a loss of lift and moments.

total Win of thee interactions feni , in
K j o cfqe wh"ihis addedto the laumal propulsive force and which can affect efficiency of the propulsion

• -. • 'I"* and ril moments which should not affect the controlability of the mis.ile.

* To de&sga'a leiotd olad by lateral jets, it is therefore necessary:
to optimize the aerodynamic shape of the missile with respect to the two preceding criteria,
to achieve a complete model of the interactions required for the control sudies.

~,4 q~1~~fata~ urig veticl lanch(fig 18

S. . .. . . . ._. .
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- at the beginning of the trajectory when the missile has a low forward speed and the launch platform is travelling
or with lateral wind,

- at the turn over maneuver to intercept sea-skimming missiles or aircrafts.

A typical vertical launch trajectory is shown in fig. 19 (Ref. 10). Within approximately the first second, the
missile pitches at about 300 deg/s and the angle of attack can be as high as 50*-60*. Under these conditions, the
missile can be subjected to asymmetric flow separations, inducing highly non-linear out-of-plane side force and moment.

An extensive review of available information on asymmetric vortex shedding from bodies of revolution compiled
by Ericson and Reding is available in reference 11. From this reference we can note:

- asymmetric flow separation occurs generally between 300 and 600,
- significant side forces occur only for subsonic cross flow,
- the magnitude of the side force is Reynolds number dependent,
- the phenomen is nose and roll angle dependent.

To remove the dependence on roll angle of the out-of-plane force or to reduce it, various systems are proposed
-excrescences very close to the tip of the nose to generate reliable and repeatable out-of-plane force at all roll angles,
- air jets to control asymmetric force (Ref. 12),
- a short section of the nose, free to rotate, with strakes, allows to reduce the magnitude (Ref. 13).

3.5 Non rigid airfames
The last problem concerns some types of missiles, as the air-air, which have long bodies (L/D > 20) and with

light structures constituted for example by composite materials. In this case, the missiles relatively flexible are deformed
by the aerodynamic forces inducing changes in aerodynamic characteristics which may reduce missile stability and
maneuverability (fig. 20 - Ref. 14).

4. NEW WIND TUNNEL TESTING TECHNIQUES

4.1 Ltera• jets
The.use of lateral jets as a control means has needed new wind tunnel test techniques to identify the aerodynamic

characteristics of such a missile. In the same way, the base jets may affect the stability of missiles at the very high
angles of incidence now encountered (vertical launch). The measurement of these aerodynamic interactions brings
up three main problems

* The SIXulBfIof the jets
The best representation of real effects of lateral jets is got with powder gases obtained by minipropulsion units

mounted in the model. The study and the manufacture of these specific units - that must respect the adaptation ratio
of the nozzles in flight, in comparison with the static pressure feasible in the wind tunnel - are very expensive;
the use of powder blocks brings to very long occupation times of the wind tunnels (safety problems, installation
and removal operations for each propulsion unit, i.e. for each point of the flight domain to explore), and so to very
laige costs.

So the use of compressed air to simulate jets has appeared very attractive, and many wind tunnels offer now
continuous supply lines. The characteristics of such compressed air being different from those of real powder gases,
the research ofa simlarity criterion has to be made to respect at best physical phenomenons and effects. This tchnique
is very often used, gaieeally in addition to some ponctual tests with real propulsion units.

0 The ~wd hpdajnie
The support ofhe ndel sustains both aerodynamic and propulsive component forces. Two tcchniques can be used:
- it is first possible to measure the only aerodynamic forces and moments ; the propulsion unit and the nozzles

must be then directly connected to the sting and uncoupled with the external aerodynamic model that is mounted
on the strain-gage balance (fig. 21). T"is measurement technique permits to adapt the balance to the aerodynamic
ledts only, and so toobtain agood precision. Furthermore, the deformations or vibrations are weak, the propulsive
forces loading only the sting, that is more rigid than the balance. Tim inconvenient of the technique concerns theneedful looseness between the nozzles and the model, specially for small sizes.

- it is also possible to measure the gross-aerodynamic forces and mxome (aerodynamic and propulsive). Propulsion
unitand nozzlesdre- then u6xnected to the model, the manufacturing of which is more easy. But dynamic responses
are then bigger, for instance at the time of the ignition of the powder-blodk, because the strain gage-balance is,
by definition aflexible mounting ; it meusures then, in addition of aerodynamic and propulsive components, the
inertial forcs and moments due to the movements of the model ; the measuring capacity of the balance must be
adapted to these JoadaW Ow e*triment of the precision.

* The weredion of ihUatoftea and moments
It may be necessary to correct these inertial components in the two following cases
- eithet when the combustion time is too short. so thatthese dynanic responses cannot get damped ; it is then

very diffcult to extract-a-mean value that tepres6ft only the external forces mid m6ments applied on the model,
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-or when oneis actally interestedin these transent or dynaic phenomenons (ignition of the propulsion, commandswitcthop,.,.),

Then, the model must be equipped with accelerometers, that permit to substract the inertial forces from the gross-
forces measured by the balance. Industrial wind-tunnel tests of this type have been already realized for some last
years (Nef. 15) and will be a valuable implement in many unsteady studies, regarding for instance missiles in
autorotation.

4.2 Fkowfled Investiptoi
The advent of eomputational Fluid Dynamic has created new requirements in measurement techniques in wind-

chanels. Theorists and "Numerists" have to know the physical phenomenons so as to develop adequate flow modelings
and to get some experimental data for their validation. Therefore, even if visualisation techniques are still rather
employed (hydrodynamic, oil, schlieren techniques...), the actual need consists now of quantitative measures, not
only of the gross-forces, but also of the velocity and pressure characteristics on the model skin and in the whole
flowfield.

Many new techniques have emerged during the past decade and are now currently used for the research, as
the following ones :

- the non intrusive techniques, as the laser velocimeter system, to measure the flow velocity and its fluctuations.
The example given in figure 22 presents a detailed exploration by Laser Doppler Velocimetry of the separated flow
behind a cylindrical after body with jet (Ref. 16).

- the RAMAN diffusion to identify different species in the flow (for instance air and powder gaz).

The improvement of instrumentation and data acquisition permits also such testings in an industrial context,
for validations of numerical codes on complete configurations of missiles, or for particular studies of vortex downstream
of wings or lateral jets It is now possible through, among other developments-'

- new electronic pressure transducer switches (PSI), that allow a quicker acquisition cadence, and so a larger
number of measurement points than when using scanivalves,

- five-hole probes of very small size, that allow detailed investigations of the flowfield (velocity module and
direction, pressure).

The example given in figure 23 shows a detailled exploration with a five-hole probe of the separated cross-flow
around a fuselage at one longitudinal station (Ref. 17).

5. NEW PREDICTIVE TOOLS: THE EULER SOLVERS

The Euler equations represent the most complete set of equations modelling the evolution of a non-viscous and
non-conducting fluid. They admit weak soludons with jumps, among which physical discontinuities are modelled
such as shock waves and vortex sheets.

Important progress has been made these last ten years for solving the 3D Euler equations. Moreover, the access
tc fast vector computer makes Euler calculations feasible and cost-effective, thus opening a new way for the prediction
of missile aerodynamics. However care must be taken since the model does not take into account the viscous effects
even if it computes vortex sheets.

To compute steady flows with Euier equations two ways are possible:
- to solve the steady equations. In this case, the equations are hyperbolic in space Pnd a space-marching technique

is used. This procedure is valid only for supersonic flows (e.g. code SWINT Ref. 18 and code SUP Ref. 19, 20),
- to solve the unsteady equations. In this case, the full three-dimensional flow variables are advanced in time

until an asymptotic limit is reached. TIs procedure is valid for any speed range. But if the flow is everywhere
supersonic, a pseudo-unsteady marching procedure can be used in which the steady solution is obtained in a plane
using an upwind scheme and driving the time derivaties to zero, then proceeding to the next plane, sweeping the
domain in the flow direction (e.g. code FLU3C, Ref 21, FLU3M, Ref 22). In this way, the memory requirement
is kept to a minimum and computing time is reduced.

In tables 1 and Iof the present paper, we have summarized the capabilities of 13 codes and some details on
their models. From table 1, we note that there are two programs, SWINT and FLU3C, which have computed all
types of configurations but only in supersonic. These two codes can also calculate flow separation.

pAmrs~s opt flw separtlon calcalation ; Flow can separate from sharp edges (leading and tip edges of
wn 'smooh surfaces. It isnow well known that Euler codes can calculate sharp edge separation without any

"0 Th.' exp natin is that numerical dissipation which locally generates entropy in such distorted
regions is sibpo le for the phenomenon. For smooth surface separation, the problem is more complicated. Some
authors (Rimd, Newsoine) showed separated flows without any modification of the codes. But the results are strongly
dependent on the mesh used. With a very fine grid separation can even disappear. Another approach consists in

*lo saqjeciditl hat rtates the body surface velocity vectors nea separation points
10 6m i.a giv seaation line (called forced separation technique). The results obtained with
lmdubaideas maofsurha separation are-very similar to experimentia measurements except near the center

__ _
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of the vortices. Much theoretical work has to be done to explain why we get such nice results with perfect gaz models.
From an engineer point of view, we can say that "it works" and can give usefull qualitative and quantitative results
in aircraft, missile and even car aerodynamics.

To demonstrate the capabilities of Euler codes, we present some industrial examples in supersonic.

a) Coufiuatious calculated with FLU3C:
* Conventional missile
Figure 24 presents for Mach number 2 the normal force coefficient and the center of pressure as a function

of incidence. The computation-test agreement is good and results are even a few better than semi-empirical ones.
Figure 25 presents a visualization of the surface pressure aid shows in particular the body area influenced by the
lifting surfaces.

0 Boosted configuration
This configuration concerns the ASTER missile, which can be seen in figure 26 with a visualization of the surface

pressure coefficients. Several configurations were tested, differing by the booster dimensions (chord length, span
and apex position of the tail). The computation-test data comparison (table of figure 26) shows a good absolute
agreement. Moreover there is an excellent relative agreement for the configuration variations, that underlines the
advantage of this method for dimensioning complex shapes.

* Long wing missile
Figure 27 shows the isobar lines on the ASTER surface as well as a transverse plane (Mach 2.5 and incidence

10*). On the transverse plane, we note the vortical structures produced by the tip edges of the long wings. Figure 28
shows the computation-experimentation comparison for the pressure on the long wing ; the agreement is very good
from an industrial point of view.,

* Missile with side jet controls:
The interaction of a supersonic jet coming out of the missile surface with the external supersonic flow gives

a very complicated flow., The vorticity requires at least the Euler equations and though they do not enable to find
all the real effects (separation upstream of the jet,...) they provide us with interesting information on the structure
of the flow (see figure 29).

The figure 30 and 31 show the variations of the normal force coefficient as a function of the incidence respectively
for a horizontal wing (+ configuration) and a leeward wing (x configuration) in a body-wing configuration. The
computation provides a good representation of the changes in the normal force coefficient CN as a function of incidence,
and in particular, the difference at a given incidence between values with and without jet.

Figure 32 shows the pressure distribution on the surface of the ASTER and the isobar lines in a transverse plane
located just downstream of the nozzle. This figure indicates the complexity of the flow and shows the obvious usefulness
of these computations in understanding physical phenomena ; in particular, it illustrates the favorable overpressure
of the detached shock on the fins.

Figure 33 illustrates the effect of altitude on the shape and position of the primary shock. Note that the computations
and experiment results are in good agreement.

• Alrbreathlng missile
Figure 34 presents the pressure distribution on the surface of the ANS at Mach 2 and incidence 40 and the surface

grid used for this computation. This example illustrates the capability of FLU3C to compute very complex
configurations.

b) Couftrations calculated with FLU3M
Even if vesy complex geometries can be calculated with FLU3C, it has some limitations due to its monodomain

grid strategy.
But to treat certain very complex general geonmtries and to make refinements in interesting regions without refining

the wholekdomain, it is necessary to adopt a mukiblock grid strategy. In general the multiblock grid should be made
of several structured, possibly o~vcrapping or patched domains. This choise considerably simplifies the mesh
construction and allows the same generality as unstructured grids. Such multiblock grid strategy is used in the Euler
code tLU3M (Ref. 22).

1 Lateral jet calcuation (Ref. 23)
This case is related to the computation of a subsonic pocket experimentally exhibited in the wake of the jet.

This p4enotren oW not be captured with a coarse gride. Figure 35 presents the multiblock structure and the refined
doraka which hag been included in the coarse grid. Figure 36 shows the Mach number distribution in the flowfield

o viith both grids (coarse grid and refined grid). As we can see, only the refined grid is able to capture the

$vVpo skeal-Ialte calculation
lldthsisaw concerns tcomputation of inlet internal flowfield including the presence of the inner boundary

layer bled (aitinrna trap). Its complicated shape necessitates to use a multiblock grid. Figure 37 shows the
n wicommiapproach with a discontinuous two-domain grid and the Mach number contours in a limited region of
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fte inlet, iroudW the entY section of- the inne boundary layer bleed. The compuA96"-xperimniet (schieren
"visualization)- c-parlson is good even if the calculation does not take into account the viscous effects.

All these applications emphasize what Eiler codes can bring to industrial studies.

In cnlod~n, Eue codes ippear as powerfidl analysis tools for complu external ad internal 3D flows, extending
the capfbl•ti,=s of the vmi-mprical methods. But there is still much progress to do in::

- understaing and modelling of flow-separation on smooth bodies,
- development of robust and cost-effective Euler codes for subsonic and transonic flows,
- mesh optimisation.

6. CONCLUSION

The challenge for the 2000's is to develop long range, high speed, highly maneuverable and highly penetrative
missiles.

Among the aerodynamics problems involved in the design of these new missiles, there are:
- unconventional shape aerodynamics,
- aerodynamic interactions due to pyrotechnical lateral jet,
- high angle of attack aerodynamics.

All these problems received much attention during these last years but they are not yet completely solved.

With regards to the predictive methods, the most important progress have been made in numerical methods for
solving the Euler equations and in grid generation linked to CAD system for meshing realistic configurations. Today
Euier solvers ate able to compute very complex geometries opening a new way for the prediction of missile
aerodymnmics But before they'could be among the principal tools for missile designers, they need a great deal of
work in' all areas from mesh generation (grid optimisation,...) to finding better ways of treating flow separation,
and an increasing of computer speed.

Even if computation takes more and more place in the missile aerodynamic studies, the wind tunnel tests will
remain necessary for the complete modelisation of the aerodynamic characteristics, for complex configurations such
as akbreathing missiles, and for specific studies (lateral jets,...). Exprimentation and calculation stay complementary
and progress must continue to be done in both domains.
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REVI"W OF THE SPRING 1998 AGAARD FMP SYMPOSIUM
by

H.A.Torode
Attack Weapons Dept.

Royal Aerospawe Establishment
Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 6TD

United Kingdom
SUMMARY

The AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel held its 71st symposium in Ankara, Turkey
during the period 9 to 12 May 1988 (Ref 1 & 2). The symposium was entitled "The
Stability and Control of Tactical Missile Systems" and was classified NATO
Secret, Thia topic was last sponsored by AGARD through the Fluid Dynamics Panel
in 1982 (ref 3), but several subsequent symposia have also contained significant
relevant information on underlying technologies (see References).

INTRODUCTION

The symposium was first proposed in an FMP Pilot Paper in 1984, and was
subsequently refined by several members of the Flight Mechanics Panel (notably
Mr R. 0. Anderson and Mr V. Hoehne of US) and was ultimately proposed to and
authorised by the AGARD National Delegates Board in March 1987. The definitive
proposal and meeting theme was built around the following issues:

"With recent advances in missile seekers and processors, aid in the
analysis of missile dynamic motions and thea associated control subsystem
design, missile manoeuvre envelopes have expanded rapidly. It is therefore
appropriate and timely that the stability and controllability of such
missiles be examined, and this symposium will provide a forum for the
interchange of ideas, and discussion of the different techniques currently
involved in dealing with the various aspects of this subject. The
presentations will cover a wide selection of topics, from prediction,
simulation and test, through to a look at current development experience.
The subject of the symposium would be limited to tactical missiles,
encompassing air-to-air, air-to-ground, and ground-to-air, but not
ballistic missiles."

The programme committee, co-chaired by Monsieur F.Mary (France)and Mr S. Metres
(US), solicited papers by invitation and, as expected, created considerable
interest from the Fluid Dynamics frateri ty. Dr. K.J. Orlik-Ruckemann (Canada)
of the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel joined the Programme Committee and undertook
the organisation of Session i. Guidance and Control was also seen as a driving
technology and a significant input for Session 2 was solicited from the AGARD
Guidance and Control Panel, in the form of a survey paper on their own symposium
on a closely allied subject in the same timeframe (see Paper 9 and Ref 11).

The final programme consisted of 26 technicrl papers (from 5 NATO nations) plus
two keynote addresses and the overview paper. The symposium received some 140
registrations and was attended by members of 12 NATO nations.

This paper summarises the technical aspects of the symposium in respect of the
individual papers and their collective fulfilment of the meeting theme above.
It is organised as follows. Under section 2 the individual unclassified papers
are commented upon. (Classified presentations, denoted by *, are not discussed
in this unclassified document). Discussion has not been attempted in Session or
presentation order owing to the breadth of the technical fields covered.
Instead, the papers have been regrouped under more numerous sub-headings to
reflect better the interrelation between the presentation material (Fig I).
Paper numbers are cross referenced under sub-headings. The Closing Discussion
is reviewed- in Section 3. Section 4 attempts to collect the impressions of the
maeeting as an entity and to comment on its effectiveness in covering the
perceived field. The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility of the
author.

2. REVIEW OF TECHNICAL PAPERS

2.1 Aerodynamic Prediction Codes (Papers 1,3, and 4)

In par -1 CHAMFIMGNI gave a wide ranging review of the computational methods
-aVplied for-aero$namlic prediction in France. It covered panel methods, Ruler
0o4ep ar4-se~t-onepiri4cal methods with detailed illustrative examples of the
varied, sUwgths -of ea ch technique, accompanied by the customary, unparalleled

g•rai t Van of interest to note that panel methods (methodes de
a ularites) maintain a strong following in France particularly when applied

'9 __ __-~-
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to provisional, project style studies. More developed ("higher order" panel
methods) continued to show promise, even when applied to non-circular and
non-classical configurations. Their principle limitation remains the lack of
ability to handle body vortices and therefore body lift. The Euler code
presented (FLU3C) also showed considerable promise. Although limited to
axisymmetric examples in fully supersonic flows, the ASTER configuration showed
very good agreement with subsequent measurement. The fine computational meshes
used in the examples clearly make computations of all but the most definitive
of shapes prohibitive.

FORNASIER (paper 3) continued by describing in detail the development of the
Franco/ German HISSS panel code (also referenced above). This panel code appears
unique in its capability of handling both fully subsonic and fully supersonic
flows. The author describes in some detail the precautions necessary to provide
the correct functioning of a panel code in supersonic flow. Examples were shown
of the versatile options available in the software including treatment of fixed
wakes, non-circular bodies and most notably intake flows with both sub and
supercritical (or superinclined) intake angles. The performance of the code in
supersonic regime appeared most encouraging. Subsonically the major limitation
(apart from flow criticality), was again noted as the lack of treatment of body
vortices leading to poor incidence performance particularly for bodies alone.
It was candidly agreed that 5 degrees of flow onset angle remained the limit for
precise calculation, although presented results often showed good performance
above this low limit, illustrating a high degree of configuration dependency in
this type of calculation.

Amongst semi-empirical codes the US Missile DATCOM is perhaps one of the most
comprehensive. JENKINS (paper 4) gave a status report covering the basic
concepts of the component prediction technique and the subsequent assembly of
the subject configuration with consideration of the appropriate interference
effects. While accepting that such an approach remained part art part science
he demonstrated its integration with new "engineering" features such as
experimental data substitution and the ability to rsdatum estimations on that
inputted data. As with pure numerical codes, present limitations appear to be
centred on vortex representations, in this case the precision of tracking of
shed vortices and their downstream development.

2.2 High Incidence Dynamics (Papers 6,7 and 8)

FUCHS (paper 6) showed how higher order Fourier series expansioas could be used,
sometimes in conjunction with more conventional Taylor series techniques, to
isolate higher order derivatives from dynamic experiments. He demonstrated how
expansion to second order permitted the identification of several high incidence
effects into characterising derivatives, as well as several incidental
advantages over classical techniques (including the ability to isolate Cmq from
Cmfdot). Using a "Eurofighter" aircraft style example, he was able to show the
methods success in quantifying such effects as that of vortex breakdown on
aircraft motion at high incidence and/or body rates. Subsequent discussion noted
that there was,even so, a limit to what could be achieved through extended
linear expansion for incorporating higher order dynamics and that ultimately the
severity of the ensuing motion invalidates linear superposition assumptions. In
future a fully non linear i•pproach may be required.

In a wide ranging, review style paper, ERICSSON described a variety of complex
flow xechanisms which can dominate high incidence dynamics. He stressed that
given a high incidence condition, remarkably low body rates can often result in
significant cross coupled motions. He also noted that many (but not all) of
these phenomena bring about increases in static stability (stiffness) at the
same time as reductions in dynamic stability (damping); rherefore stable
oscillations and limit cycles often result. During the paper and questioning it
was stressed that such behaviour are often the result of complex interactions
between fluid dynamic processes of different gendre and that complete
representation of all these aspects would be necessary if sub scale modelling
were to be successful.

MENDJNHALL (paper 8) concentrated on one particular fluid dynamic process, the
effect of fore body vortex shedding on fin effectiveness and missile loads
during rapid high incidence manoeuvres. Using a space marching vortex cloud
technique within an Euler solution he pursued the consequences of vortex
interaction and lag through to the prediction of unsteady non linear fin load
cycles. The net effect of these interactions on the ensiing motion was not
addressed (a pity in this forum) and thus no comparisons with observed behaviour
were available.

2.3 Wind Tunnel Experiments (Papers 5*,16,17 and 18).

Inti•rnal carriae of stores has received a considerable re-evaluation in recant
esars as the operational lim$.ationa of external carriage have become more

severely 'evident. SAWYER (paper 16) described an experimental programme using
a well dondeived group of conceptual models with differing metric elements to
investigAte carriage within a cavity., A variety of configurations were
eonsideftd (b0t at zero incidence only), with each exhibiting at least one
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serious shortcoming, these being diversely internal and external aerodynamic or
acoustic environment. Thus far reported no attempts at configuration tuning had
been made. The author felt that there was a poor likelihood of finding a
configuration that would be free from all problems, or even capable of offering
an acceptable mix. It was agreed during discussion that the closing of such a
cavity was only a partial solution to some of these problems when viewed in an
operational context. The way forward was therefore unclear with future
developments eagerly awaited.

NASA Ames/Langley contributed a paper given by ALLEN on the assembly of the
trn-service/NASA MISSILE3 database which essentially encompasses the entire
operational regime for a wide variety of classically configured missiles. The
paper concentrated on the wind tuarte3 automation and techniques necessary to
even contemplate the acquisition of such a huge body of data. It was also
suitably illustrated with several cases where the gathered data had shown trends
which had not been found in comparison with current CFD codes. The investment
in such a programme was warmly applauded by the audience who were able to offer
numerous suggestions as to how this database might be further expanded in
future, to the benefit of the entire community.

MAZZUCA described in generic terms the Italian approach to wind tunnel testing
of missiles. The paper provides a comprehensive checklist for one contemplating
such a programme but lacked any results or examples. The author showed the value
of investment in tunnel automation and the resulting efficiency of tunnel usage.

2.4 Configuration and Control (Papers 9*,12,13,15,22 and 28)

Paper 12 by RANDALL described some inter2sting apllications where careful
integration of a sensor and its strategy with aerodynamic configuration could
offer some simple lower cost options. The case considered was the use of a
simple sensor (e.g. an IR sensor) with a single axis field of view thus
requiring "twist to track" control to maintain the target in the field of view
simultaneous with the conventional trajectory guidance. The author showed how
sodern control theory could be used to optimise the resulting control law and
the ensuing trajectory. He further postulated the use of a non-cruciform
("anisotropic") aerodynamic configuration combining aircraft like bank-to-turn
guidance with twist-to- track orientation during a terminal manoeuvre. It was
perhaps unfortunate that the paper concentrated on the mathematical optimisation
of the tracking rather than the more practical, yet less determinate,
optimisation of using configurational aerodynamics to compensate for limited
sensor sophistication, in order to achieve a cost effective weapon.

In his first paper (13) GAZZINA discussed the methodologies for controlling
unstable missiles and highlighted some of the limitations imposed by this class
of vehicle. His tutorial style paper used clear mathematics carefully simplified
to highlight its basic conclusions. The was a clear parallel with the case of
control of statically unstable aircraft, particularly since longitudinal motion
only was considered, without any real involvement of guidance aspects.

Sensor development will always remain a driving technology in missile guidance.
PETIT (paper 15) traced the miniaturisation of the 3 axis ring laser gyro to the
present point were it now becomes feasible for use in small high performance
missiles.

KLABUNDE (Paper 22) addressed the problem of establishing the robustness of a
multi- variable control system through the use of the structured singular value
approach. The Monte-Carlo eigenvalue search technique used appeared innovative
and, as presented, removes much of the conservatism of the basic approach. The
author anticipated that this technique (or developments thereof) will provide
an efficient means to analyse the robustness of large multivariable systems. To
date a precision of +10% had been demonstrated on a sample system of order 25.
He also maintained that the technique was applicable to nonlinear systems
although how this is achieved without local linearisation about the chosen
operating point is not clear. The written paper is largely concfrned with the
strict demonstration of the control theory. It is perhaps unfortunate that the
clear simple example used in the verbal presentation was not included.

In his second paper (28) GAZZINA reminded us that an analytical approach to
configuration studies can still provide simple, visible results which are often
obscured by complex parametric simulations. Using a series of simplifying
assumptions (e.g. manoeuvres only in the terminal phase), hp succeeded in
extracting, analytic solutions for the entire flight profile of an air-to-air
interception, This enabled him to consider concisely the relative operational
merits of winged and wingless weapons in this class. His input data showed
marked dependency of normal force characteristics to static stability margin for
the wingless case. The result suggested that these reflected strongly in the
lift dependent and trim drags. Ultimately direct comparisons were made at equal
levels of (neutral) otability. The authors initial premise was that the analytic
appruch ad440visibility to complex scenarios. As such it was a pity that his
reults were not more expansive in considering a more varied selection of
ope•rationa. profiles.
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2.5 Direct Force Control

Many missile applications now demand powerful, precise control in conditions of
low dynamic pressure, where aerodynamic controls have severe limitations. Only
one author discussed integration of aerodynamic and direct force based
motivators. The need for careful siting of control jets was stressed, to
minimise aerodynamic interference, or indeed to turn it to positive advantage,
which appears A possibility particularly at higher Mach numbers. The continuous
use of jet thrusters appears wasteful of limited gas resources for non critical
flight phases. The combining of jet and aerodynamic control either through
scheduling, or the employment of jets as a high bandwidth control to enhance
response time. Thruster and thrust vector controls of various forms were
examined in detail in papers 11*, 14* and 21. Further more limited references
to their evaluation were also made in papers 19, 23, 27 and 30*.

DANIELSON (paper 21) described the design and development of a deployable, four
vane, thrust vector controller. (A rotating ball-in-socket nozzle vectoring
system is also discussed in the written text). The development programme
concentrated on mechanisation aspects, the durability and continuing
effectiveness of the vanes in an erosive, aluminised propellant stream clearly
being the design driver. Excessive hinge moment were also sited as leading to
undesirable hysteresis effects, but this appeared to be configuration specific.

2.6 Aeroelasticity (Papers 10 and 25).

Aeroelastic prediction has also benefited from recent advances in CFD
aerodynamic codes. The symposium two presentations on advanced techniques for
the prediction of non linear dynamic behaviour of canard controls on an
air-to-air missile. Both noted a significant computational inconvenience in
realigning data from separate aerodynamic Lnd structural grid matrices.

DILLENIUS (paper 10) described current work to combine a NASTRAN type code with
an aerodynamic (rupersonic panel) code to create a optimisation tool for a
composite control fin structure, incorporating a variety of design constraints.
A key feature was the use of local principal axes as design variables in an
otherwise unvaried structure. This choice impacts uniquely on the stiffness
matrix which is used initially to evaluate the deformation of a first
approximation lay up. Aerodynamic load and structural displacement are then
compare iteratively to converge onto a compatible solution. This can be treated
as an end in itself or evaluated against the constraints for reentry and
optimisation of the design. The recent results presented showed good convergence
and considerable promise, although much still needs to be considered before a
solution can be optimised for the full flight envelope. The ultimate aim is to
reduce fin loads and actuator size and power ratings.

SEPAHRY, in paper 25 (presented by R.Randell) also discussed the possibilities
of an extension to NASTRAN type solvers, in this case, to consider kinematic
nonlinearities. He described a two techniques, time simulation and local
linearisation to an equivalent system; both techniques well known to control
system engineering. One was left with the impression that the linearisation
process still required a considerable degree of intuition and the author notes
that the time simulation technique currently provides a more accurate result,
albeit with higher computing overheads. A test case considers the effect of
introducing hinge backlash into an all-moving canard control surface, The
nonlinear methods predict an additional dynasic mode and a radical
redistribution of modal energy. Unfortunately, the experimental evidence offered
did not extend to the nonlinear case, and was therefore unable to corroborate
these interesting effects. The programme is ongoing.

2.7 Test and Evaluation (Papers 19,20,23, and 24).

Paper 19 by DOHERR et al was an excellent illustration of the major recent
strides made in raising the parameter identification technique to a effective
engineering tool. The case studied, that of a jet controlled, aerodynamic
lifting guided shell/submunition was clearly related to a serious developmental
programme demanding practical results. Nonetheless, the identification of this
diminutive vehicle appeared practically challenging and laden with pitfalls for
the unwary. The careful integration of a varied suite of high precision
instrumentation into a very compact vehicle, launched from and imprecisely
initialised platform (under a hovering helicopter) was particularly impressive.
It was *qually complemented by the methodical modification and application of
the DFVLR interpretation of the Maximum Likelihood method, which in this case
included nonlinear modelling, and caters for both process and measurement noise.
The preliminary results presented were limited but nonetheless impressive, and
lead one to speculate on the impact this technique could soon have on the
investigation of other highly nonlinear vehicles.

BUB (paper 20) presented the findings of a recent AGARD/FMP working group
activity to attempt to quantify the validity of missile system simulations (Ref
7). 'This endeavour emerged as much philosophical as technical and the paper
concentrated on the strict semantics definition of various validation processes.-j This text is recommended to anyone concerned with simulation, primarily as a

SHatiEl H llli flil_ _IIi t__
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sound strategy against which to judge hiv own procedures and preparations. The
significance of such work is easily underestimated particularly when such model
systems are required to migrate within corporate or even international usage
where retention of confidence is a primu requisite. The utility of a procedure
such as presented will only be demonstrated by usage. A questioner also drew
attention to the further applicability of these approaches in respect of "expert
systems".

STEVENS (paper 23) described a technology demonstrator programme leading to test
firings of a controlled but unguided missile vehicle, and highlighted the role
of hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) simulation as an effective systems integration
tool. Problems which were isolated through simulation included the out of
tolerance variation of actuator characteristics, confirmation of adequate gas
reservoir capacity and evolution of autopilot control laws. It was perhaps
surprising that a problem that did escaped the net (although preliminarily
evaluated) was that of body structural modes and lack of appropriate structural
filters. An interesting side issue, barely touched upon, was the value of these
tests as a focal point for the combined engineering workforce, all of whom were
simultaneously involved in the corporate simulation activity.

Papers concerning test and evaluation usually stress their successes. It is an
unfortunate fact that such a paper's value is most often proportional to the
authors willingness to discuss what did not go according to plan. This paper wasdelivered in a frank, narrative style enabling the recipient to share in what
was clearly a valuable exercise with many lessons learned.

DESLANDES (paper 24) was the only speaker to address stores separation, focusing
on the important point that prevention of physical contact with the parent
aircraft was a necessary but by no means sufficient criteria for a successful
missile launch. Having described some of the advanced features of the current
MBB separation prediction method, he showed two case studies where launch
trajectories cleared the airframe but nonetheless suffered disturbances
sufficient to impair guidance system performance and sensor lock. It should be
accepted that the second case represented an extreme flight condition (in
incidence) but it was all the more impressive to note the good agreement of the
prediction method. Also noted in the paper was the utility of a launch control
system in suppressing the disturbance and retrieving a marginal launch. This
paper highlighted the need for careful systems integration in this sensitive
area.

2.8 Project descriptions. (Papers 27 and 30*)

MAZZUCA (Paper 27) described the extensive modifications made to the Sparrow
IIIB missile to enable it to be used in the ground-to-air role as Aspide. This
role change demanded a considerable expansion of the original flight envelope,
particularly in Mach number and dynamic pressure ranges. The need to improve
low speed manoeuvrability immediately post launch led to the interesting example
of retrospective reduction of static stability (see also Paper 13 by GAZZINA).
It says much, both for the original design and the subsequent astute developmentthat this major revision has been pursued successfully.

3. SUMMARY OP CLOSING DISCUSSION.

The closing discussion was arranged as a forum of selected authors drawn from
the various fields which had formed the subject matter of the symposium. These
were F. Mary (TPC and Chairman), M. Mendenhall (Aerodynamics), A. Gazzina
(Configurational Design),P. Letang (Project Development), H. Schilling
(Aeroballistics), and G. Stevens (Test and Evaluation). As a catalyst to
discussion and audience questions this panel was first asked to consider, within
their own fields;

" s In what directions will future operational requirements and guidance
developments drive overall missile configurational design and development".

This was a broad issue, to which the panel could, perhaps, have been given a

little more advanced warning. Their initial reactions centred largely on two
themes:

1). That the overriding new requirement on missile systems was rapidity of
reaction and control response. this lead to complex dynamic flight situations
whi'ch in themselves were extending aerodynamic prediction tools to the limit.

2). With ever IM sixg demands on cost rontrol, the many sub system which now
a up ft Advanced Weapon need careful integration and rigorous testing. New

tet3U4q1i4 0i Ovaluation ard analysis Vill be required to handle the rapidly
approaching prospects of onboard "expert" guidance systems.
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The first of these issues quite naturally lead to a discussicn of the
interleaved roles of aerodynamic prediction and control system simulation. The
fluid dynamicists present pointed out, with numerous case studies, occasions
when aerodynamic predictions had been oversimplified, or worse still, been
neglected or ignored until too late in a prijects development. Nonetheless it
was conceded that there were numerous practical areas where aeroprediction
remains in its infancy, and required practised interpretation. In this situation
practical testing through wind tunnel rigs remains a necessary step for several
issues. The following areas were defined as requiring further efforts:

a) Improved prediction of roll characteristics
b) Greater flexibility in store separation prediction.
c) Limitations in respect of angle of attack. (and the

configuration dependence of such limits'.
d) Capacity to consider non-classical shapes. (e.g.

Noncircular/bluff bodies, and body vortices)

One course of action offered was the use of empiricism embedded in computational
codes to inject test data where effects could not be modelled analytically
(provided those mechanisms are adequately understood). Accepting that there
often existed mechanisms which were not defined, there was also a body of
opinion which suggested that, in such cases, the employment of a simple (e.g.
panel) method was often the most appropriate, if only because in a project wide
sense the results were accorded the appropriate margins of uncertainty. All
agreed that modern requirements and the guidance performan.e presently available
to satisfy them laid severe demands on configurational prediction and design.
Full envelope, nonlinear, dynamics modelling of the airframe as well as the
systems now needed to be carried into the systems integration phase, The future
now demanded closer-than-ever collaboration between aerodynamicists and control
engineers and as such, technical meetings of this nature were invaluable.

The second central theme identified in discussion was perhaps of more central
interest to the Flight Mechanics Panel. Development cycle costs are currently
rising against the trends of more accurate predictions and more rigorous
testing. The costs of a programme interruption due to inadequate validation
(ultimately resulting in a test failure) are now so high that there is no place
for complacency in success. Valuable data is often discarded as surplus to
requirements and could, if properly analysed, hold the key to the timely
solution of a future problem. This aspect was considered to be the strongest,
as well as the simplest, means of reducing test times and uaexpected delays.
Secondly, sophisticated analysis tools, such as parameter estimation and
hardware in the loop testing must be pursu&d to the point where they make
economic as well as technical sense.

TLhe natural tendency to compartsentalise the disciplines required to produce an
advanced weapons system drives heavily against the policy of integrated design,
"Smart" weapons require the abilities of their seekers to be preserved (and
their limitations respected) in their onboard environment. These demands and the
constraints imposed by the parent aircraft must be integrated into the proposed
weapon airframe at the earliest possible stage if a rational development is to
result.

The highly sophisticated, and rapidly developing fields of image process..ng and
target recognition remain driving technologies, but they cannot be expected to
ease the problems of configurational designers. While onboard computing
capability will undoubtedly increase dramatically in the foreseeable future,
operational requirements will demand that advantages in target recognition must
be complemented by advances in missile agility and effectiveness. Detailed
dialogue, commencing at the earliest possible stage was again seen as the key
to successful integration. Attendees from the flight control field expressed
their satisfaction with a new appreciation of configurational problems as a
result of this symposium.

4. SYMPOSIUM ASSESSMENT

This symposium was conceived, and was described in the pilot paper as "a forum
for the interchange of ideas and discussion of the various different techniques
currently involved with the various aspects of missile stability and control".
It was clearly accepted at the outset that the subject matter would cover a wide
selection of topics and discuss their interrelation and integration within the
context of the overall design problem. In the first keynote address, NIELSON
traced the history of missile aerodynamics, and accompanied this with a list of
key topics, meritorious of further -research in that field. BISMUT, the secondt keynote speaker set the symposium into this context with a review of the issues
anticipate to be central to the discussions. The audience proved to be a blend
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of aerodynamicists, control technologists and test and evaluation engineers
which provided the variety of viewpoint necessary to stimulate good discussion.
As a Flight Mechanics Panel initiative, it was therefore anticipated that
dialogue between these disciplines would review their strengths and weaknesses
in addressing the overall design problem.

Presentations on aerodynamics proved to be a large part of the programme
occupying the whole of the first day, and this may have left the impression of
over-emphasis on this area. The papers of Session 1, and the wind tunnel
experiments of papers 16 to 18 gave a very thorough overview of the aerodynamics
field and stressed the impact of rapidly varying dynamics on overall
configurational design capabilities. There was nonetheless a serious omission
in that the field of carriage and release of externally carried store remained
unaddressed; leaving the paper by SAWYER et al, on internal carriage, as the
only paper on aerodynamic store/airframe integration. While accepting that many
aerodynamic aspects required to be covered, the reviewer feels that the basic
needs of the symposium could well have been covered by, perhaps two or three
review style papers, highlighting the implications of the critical aerodynamic
aspects.

The areas of the programme encompassing configurational and control technologies
spread over a wide range of issues during days 2 and 3. The interaction between
control requirements and configurational design was the key area where modern
guidance and control strategies meet the real world of operational demands and
system integration. Most papers in these sections, albeit well presented and
topical, tended to concentrate on detailed individual technologies and did not
define their impact on the overall design issues and mission effectiveness. Only
the papers by RANDELL and GAZZINA attempted to highlight the opportunities and
constraints that their technologies imbued on the ultimate capabilities of the
overall system.
There was a justifiably strong core of emphasis on the use of direct force
control which must now be recognised as an established option in high
manoeuvrability missiles, particularly in regimes of lot' dynamic pressure. Among
a group of excellent presentations on this topic only one refered to the
integration of direct and aerodynamic force motivators. Clearly this -s a
promising area for further work., The proper integration of direct thrust and
aerodynamic control is clearly a fruitful area for further research, offering
considerable returns.

Regrettably, these sessions left the fields of guidance strategies and control
law implementation virtually unaddressed. eossibly the programme committee had
been cautious in this area, being aware of the near concurrent AGARD GCP meeting
in the same field.

The final sessions concentrated on test, evaluation and projects and did much
to redress the ov3rall balance of the meeting. In particular, papers by DOHERR
et al (on parametar estimation), STEVENS (on hardware- in-loop testing) and
DESLANDES (on store separation testing) contributed valuable, practical
experience in these areas of vital interest. Additional and contrasting
contributions on such topics would have complamented the value of the
interchanges in these areas, which well characterise the complex issues facing
system and store/ airframe integration. For the future, detailed joint studies
and/or collaboration could be expected to expedite progress, or at least ease
communication channels in any of these fields particularly in support of
numerous international projects.

The two project orientated papers provided good examples of their type, largely
because they contained innovative technological aspects and showed clearly how
these had been progressed and controlled Within the overall project management,

copyright (C) controller HMSO London 1990
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STORE CARRIAGE, INTEGRATION AND RELEASE

A B lalnes

Chairman, Aerodynamics Group Committee
Royal Aeronautical Society

4 Hamilton Place, London WIV O9Q, UK

The first day of the conference was therefore
devoted to design and new concepts (items I and 2

An international conference on 'Store Carriage. above) and the reminder of the conference to

Integration and Release' organisad by the Royal progress in developing, applying and evaluating
Aeronautical Society was held at Bath, UlK on April prediction methods (items 3-6 above).

4-6 1990. The conference was attended by 140

delegates from 11 different countries. All the 2 DESIGQ CONCEPTS: AIRCRAFr/STORE CARRIAGE

papers presented at the conference can be obtained

from the Conference Department. Royal Aeronautical Charles Epstein
1

, throughout his career first at

Society but the present paper summarlses the USAFL Eglin, then at NATO Headquarters and then as

highlights of the conference and is intended to Program Manager of the USAF Low Observables Weapons

give a balanced view of recent developments and Program, has emphasised the need for aircraft/store

prospects for the future in both design and compatibility. This has also been the constant
predict ion. theme of AGARD FDP Working Parties and conferences;,

ideally, aircraft and weapons should be designed

together as a single entity. There have been many
reasons why progress towards this ideal has been

An international conference on 'Store Carriage, slow: in practice, aircraft have to carry many

integration and Release', organised by the Royal different stores of varying shape and size;: many of

Aeronautical Society was held in Bath on April 4-6 these stores have been stockpiled for many years
1990. The conference was well attended with 140 and there Is a reluctance to abandon them.
delegates from II different countries. 29 papers However, genuine progress has been made. It Is no
were presented by speakers from 8 countries. A longer the norm, as it was 10-20 years ago, to

full list of the papers Is given at the end of this carry all the stores on aerodynamically dirty

paper; all an be obtained by application to the multiple racks or carriers. Standards of
Conference Department at the Royal Aeronautical aerodynamic cleanliness have been greatly improved
Society, 4 Hamilton Place, London WIV OBQ. and there has been a trend towards carrying as many

of the stores as possible under the fuselage rather
The aim of the present paper is to give a balanced than on pylons below the wing. Shaw in his review

2

view of recent developments and future prospects in listed the pros and cons of alternative schemes
both design and prediction, based on the papers He noted that carrying the stores on pylons below

from the conference. The sessions of the the wings not only generally gave the highest
conference can be listed as follows:, installed drag: it could lead to a loss in

longitudinal stability for an aircraft with a low

I Cntral reviews of the present and future scene tail;; it could cause flutter problems and it could
as seen by make jettison of light stores difficult; jettison

,.a) an 'elder statesman' in the subject: loads could give wing response problems and

Charles Epsteinl, formerly of USAFL, Eglin asymmetric carriage could lead to rolling moment-g

and NATO Headquarters, Brussels and now limits on pull-out. However, underfuselage
Vice President of Armcom Inc, carriage on pylons is not necessarily a panacea:

(b) an airframe aerodynamic designer:. David there can be directional stability problems.

Sham
2

,• Assistant Chief Aerodynamicist - Regard simply for aerodynamics can lead the

Fluid Motion, Me (Military Aircraft), engineer to favour an installation in which the
Warton. and stores are semi-buried in the bottom of the

(c) a launcher designer:* Mr D Griffin
3

, Chief fuselage:, lowest drag, negligible effects on
Engineer. Frazer Nash Defence Systems Ltd. stability, smallest installed loads, no flutter or

aeroelastic problems and, in general, satisfactory

2 'New' design concepts: Jettison and release characteristics. However,.

(a) Internal carriage., Installation accessibility with such a schv,,e can

(b) Improved launch systems, be poor and the cavities cut into the aircraft

(c) Active Control during launch fuselage rarely fit more than one type of weapon.
One must conclude that,. to date, the best all-round

3 Matematical modein• for predictions of store compromise has been achieved with conformal
release. carriage. Generally, this implies that the stores

"are carried in tandem and are fitted snugly below

4 Develuopent and application of experimental and the bottom of the fuselage and, in this sense,
engineerine level prediction methods for conformal carriage has been practised extensively

installed drag, carriage loads, effects on on aircraft such as the F-14, F-15E and Tornado.
aircraft stability and store release Indeed, one could claim that the store

trajectories. installations on the F-15E in particular exploit
many of the recommendatiors put forward in earlier

5 The RAE Tornado flight research oroeratme to AGARD reports. The F-15E, now in production, is
provide dA&a for evaluation of prediction able to carry up to 12 bombs in two rows of 3 on

methOds: aircraft flow fields, store carriage conformal fuel tanks located on each side of the

loads and release tra2;ectorles, a'rcraft fuselage. The complete arrangement, le
aircraft + fuel tanks + weapon racks, has been
designed with regard to its longitudinal

'• 6- Anmllcttp gf _= to problem of store distribution of cross-sectional area and, as a
carriage and release: design and prediction, result, the performance improvements are similar to

those obtained in the 1970s In a research programbe

with the F-4B. Epstein
1 

noted, for example, that
this arrangement on the F-1$E had given more than
230 Ni increase in low-altitude dealt, more than 100

S'• "g2I
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NM radius increase at supersonic speeds, a 450 NM feature of tt'. research at NASA Langley Is
radius increase while carrying three 2000 lb bombs, therefore that the adverse effects can be
and an increase of over 1.5 hours of on-station alleviated significantly by allowing air to bleed
time; the Installed drag of the conformal tanks was from the rear to tha front of the cavity either
about 50% less than that of two pylon-mounted tank$ through a chamber below a porous floor or through
and also, the conformal tanks hold 28% more fuel. pipes let Into the floor. Again, from volume
Although not mentioned at the Bath conference, one considerations, the second of these schemes is
could add at this point that conformal carriage Is potentially more attractive but, in the research to
not necessarily limited to installations on the date, it has not been uniformly successful at all
fuselage: the F-16XL is an example of where it is Mach numbers In the test range up to M - 2.65: this
possible to mount weapons in tandem in a semi- may merely indicate that further research is needed
conformal arrangement snugly against the wing lower to establish the design rules for the size of the
surface again showing, as confirmed by flight pipes. When it Is successful, the Improvements In
tests, very low values of installed drag. the variation of both store pitching moment and

yawing moment as the store leaves the cavity are
Conformal carriage or at least, an approach to dramatic.
conformal carriage, is therefore practised on
existing aircraft but, looking to the future, there The research4 

at AEDC, which has concentrated on
appears to be a trend in the US but not yet in the aeroacoustic characteristics of cavity flow,
Europe, towards - or, should one say, hack to - shows however that even open cavity flow can lead
Internal carriage. The potential advantages are to problems. Typical acoustic spectra for a deep
obvious - no store drag and a low radar signature cavity show that both the model and broadband
or at least a low signature on the way to the amplitudes are at their greatest near the
target. In passing, one must wonder about the downstream wall of the cavity where the steady
implications of the fact that when the aircraft pressure reaches a maximum. Characteristic tonesreaches the target area - the most difficult part are clearly visible In these spectra and it is
of the flight - the bomb hay must be opened to disturbing to find that, even in this example with
release the weapons and it is quite possible for open cavity flow, the amplitude of these tones can
the radar signature to increase by as much as two be as high as 170 dB. As noted1 

by Epstein, 'these
orders of magnitude, high acoustic levels, approximating the levels of a

jet engine exhaust at 20 feet or a booster rocket,,
Internal carriage has been chosen as the primary can cause serious structural problems to both the

method of store carriage on the USATF, A-12 and aircraft and weapon structure, and may be
B-2. Internal carriage brings its own serodynasic catastrophic for sensitive store avionics.' A mainproblems. Both NASA Lang7eyo and AEDC Tullah 4  

aim of the research at AEDC has been to find some
have been studying these problems in major long- means of alleviating these high acoustic levels.running research programms; highlights of both Some success has attended the use of sawteeth or
programses were presented to the Bath conference flap type spoilers mounted at or near the leading
and are to be found in papers 4 and 5. edge of the cavity. Earlier work3 0 

by Clark of
AFATL had shown that the combination of a leading

Floyd Wilcox 5 
of NASA Langley discussed the effects edge sawtooth spoiler and a rear bulkhead ramp wasof cavity geometry on the flow in the cavity. The the most effective device but Dix In his paper 4 

at
primary factor in determining the type of flow is the Bath conference pointed out that the internal
the length/depth ratio, L/h. In a deep cavity with ramp requires a cavity length that is longer than
L/h 4 11. the external flow passes over the cavity otherwise required and is therefore not regardedwith hardly any expansion into the cavity: this is with favour by the structural designer, Results in
termed 'open cavity flow'., With a shallow cavity, the Bath paper show that, at subsonic speeds, a
L/h ;) 13, on the other hand, the flow expands into sawtooth spoiler with a height - 3 x boundary layerthe cavity, impinges on and attaches to the cavity thickness placed at the front of the cavity on its
floor (It bomb bay roof) and then exits at the own was effective in reducing both the tones and
rear; this is termed 'closed cavity flow'., The the overall sound pressure level. It also creates
corresponding pressure distribution shows a a benign flow field over more of the length of the
decrease in pressure in the forward region where cavity and also, It gives a favourable nose-downthe flow Is expanding into the cavity, an increase pitching moment on a store when it is released.
in pressure as the flow impinges on the floor, a Unfortunately, however, these spoilers appear to
pressure plateau as the flow passes along the floor lose their effectiveness at supersonic speeds. Theand then a further increase in pressure as the flow paper also shows the interaction between spoiler
exits ahead of the rear face. In the transitional effectiveness and different types of cavity door.
range, 11 4 ./h ( 13, as L/h changes from 13
towards 11, the impingement and exit shocks first The test programmes at bo~h NASA Langley and AEDC
coalesce to form a single shock: transitional- have created a very large data bank of experimental
closed flow and then, as L/h is decreased further, data which is now available for correlation. This
the high pressure region at the rear vents to the exercise should help to improve prediction methods:.
low pressure region at the front and the flow is at present, for example, one can make a tolerable
then turned by a series of weak expansion and attempt at predicting modal frequencies but there
compression waves: transitional-open flow. is no easily applicable method for predicting modal
Clearly, the pressure fields associated with closed amplitudes. Doubts persist as to whether the dataor transitional-closed flows exert more severe are subject to scale effect (note: scale, not
interference oan the stores when they are ejected or necessarily to b- equated to Reynolds number).
released and exmples are included by Floyd Wilcox
showing how the store normal force and pitching Further research is therefore still required but
moment can vary appreciably with distance below the Epstein1 

suggested that practical questions rathercavity when the flow is of the transitional-closed than aerodynamics may ultimately pose the more
type but where there is hardly any variation for serious problems hindering the successful use of
open cavity fieti, internal carriage., At present, there appears to be

little activity on the practical issues to matchCloSe oavityllow, ti a shallow cavity. Is however the effort on aerodynamics. To quote some of these
of major praottcal interest: if one has to increase practical questions. 'how are the stores to be
the depth of the cavity to avoid these adverse mounted in the cavity, how will the desired store
taiertormw*effects, this is equivalent to saying be selected at any time for release, how will thetint oe to.n Icre siro the volume of the aircraft bomb racks he moved around to allow for differentwn* thea, Increasing its dras. The important size stores to be carried and, if more than one
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layer of stores is used, how will the upper stores Griffin3
, In his general review of launcher designbe ejected wihtout hitting the lower racks?' philosophy, pleaded for the launcher requirements

to be considered at a much earlier stage in the
Whether one should adopt internal carriage on a new design of a new aircraft or a new weapon. The
high performance aircraft depends on a judgement essential requirements are to provide full control
regarding acceptable levels of aircraft radar and restraint to the store in yaw, pitch and rollcross-section. Again, to quote Epstein, 'internal throughout the ejector stroke but too often in
carriage is not necessarily required to obtain 'Low practice, these have had to be compromised because
Observable' standards even with existing weapons.' the launcher designer has been faced with aDesigners are however considering - and in some situation in which both the aircraft and weapon
cases - adopting internal carriage to achieve 'Very designs have been frozen without discussion with
Low Observability' but even here, there are the launcher designer. Griffin showed a picture of
trade-offs to be considered, his idealised ejectable missile/launcher interface:.

still designed to cope with rail launch in addition3 DESIGN CONCEPTS: LAINCI12 DESIGN to store ejection as this Is seen to be a
continuing requirement. It is however idealised in

There is no doubt that safe separation of stores the sense of including spigot features on the
from a cavity is more likely to occur if the stores missile directly under both ram feet:, such spigots
ore ejected with a high end-of-stroke velocity and or pegs on Sky-Flash provide 'a quantum improvement
a reasonable nose-down pitch rate. The trend to in missile alignment, load capability and
internal carriage will therefore increase the need, constraint, during ejection'. Missile interface
already present, for improved launchers giving high limitations on past launchers/weapons are
end-of-stroke velocities coupled with low peak considered to be the greatest single problem facing
accelerations over the ram stroke. Several eject launcher designers. Complex geometry and, In
papers

3
.
6

.
7

,B at the conference drew attention to particular, excrescences on the missile such as
the typical acceleration versus time curves of strakes containing the RF avionic systems have been
present-day launchers., Criffin

3 
noted that missile a serious embarrassment. In practice, compromises

structural strength or gyro tolerance generally set will always be necessary and so, whatever
the limit to the peak allowable acceleration and recommendations are made in an idealised world,
the aircraft installation Is often the primary problems in release will be encountered in the realfactor In determining the length of the ram stroke, world even with the beat launcher designs:, hence,
This leaves the launcher designer with the task of the importance of the next design concept - the use
optimising the launcher performance to give a ratio of active control, le an autopilot in the launch
of peak to mean acceleration as close as possible phase.
to 1:1; present-day launchers fall well short of

h i 4 DESIGN CONCEPTS4 ACTIVE CONTROL DURING LAUNCH

Several papers
3
'

6
.

8  
discussed how to improve A complete session of the Bath conference was

launcher designs in this important respect, devoted to the concept of using active control in
Long-term, the moat significant paper may prove to the launch phase - a valuable concept that has
be that given by Holder

8  
of Attack Weapons already proved itself in i-actice, eg in theDepartment, RAE Fornborough. This described the certified releases

1 2 
of Skyfla'h from Tornado, but

early stages of a research programme ail•d at which is, of course, limited to releases of guided
exploring the possible use of liquid propellants. weapons; It is of no use for an nert bomb.
These would offer a number of important advantages:.
reduced maintenance, reduced costs and, most Deslandes

9 
of MBB presented a clear example of the

significantly, the ability to change the rate of value of this concept, In this case, without
flow during the stroke and thus to modify the shape active control, high weapon roll rates were induced
of the force, je acceleration versus time curve, by the aircraft flowfield, accentuated if theResearch to date has concentrated on finding a aircraft wcs manoeuvring in a turn. In a 45" turn
suitable liquid propellant and addressing the at M - 0.8, computer predictions suggested that the
crucial issue of repeatability. Factors affecting weapon would roll so fast that the upper rear fin
performance are still being addressed and much would collide with the launcher at the start of the
remains to be done. Eventually, it is hoped to release and that the roll motion would saturate the
produce a raw powered by a liquid propellant and to missile gyrof as a result, when full guidance was
establish, using the Ignition of the bulk fluid, activated, one would be left with a bank error of
full pressurisation curves for tha operation of the 15" making it very dubious whether the missile
ram. The final phase will be to try to perform would perform its operational tzsk. Indeed, the
open and closed loop control of the liquid supply predictions suggested thit it was only when the
to vary the burning rate rith ram stroke and hence, aircraft was flying straight in a restricted
to be able to genertee a particular response by incidence range between 2' and 6" that there would
altering the control mechanism, be no degradation of the weapon flight control

system. Performance therefore fell well short of
This work with liquid propellants is being watched the customer's requirements. Activation of the
with interest by the manufacturers but it has to be full guidance mode of the missile during the launch
viewed as a long-term development. In the phase gave only a marginal improvement but
meantimt , both Fraser-Nash

2  
and ML Aviation

6  
development of a special software package withdescribed their present design atrategy. Fraser- enhanced roll control nolved the problem. This

Nash highlighted how they have used mathematical autopilot was activated from 0.05 to 1.0 seconds
modelling including dynamic simulations; ML after hook-off during which time the missile moved
Aviation presented the design of a high-pressure forward from the carriage position to a location
nitrogen-powered eject launcher developed in about 50 ft ahead of the aircraft. The software
association with WO3 and Mlatra:. this would be package was designed to accept 115' roll deflection
suitable to meet the priorities of an internal authority (rather than 55') applied to all surfacescarriwge installption but would involve significant and ignored all pitch and yaw commands, The
Spenaltiest." a.+l% in weight and 2516 in volume roll-rate peak raoes now remained below the gyro
co<mpar'ed w~th existing lavchors which are thought limitation and the missile was controlled into the
to be mwe than adequate for aircraft such as horizontal hook-up position compensating correctly
Tornado, "1S or EFA. for the 45' initial bank angle of the aircraft; a

-~clear separation was predicted. These computerI-.- _________

- .,-i
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predictions were subsequently confirmed in flight simulations which has led to a significant
trials. The customer requirements were now fully reduction in the required flight test programse'.
met.: Dexlandes

9 concluded that active control was The model was comprehensive: it Included the
an attractive, feasible solution in cases where, missile mass characteristics, the rocket motor
without active control, flow disturbances are thrust profile, the launcher performance, the free
leading to an unacceptable limitation of the air aerodynamic data for the missile, a model of
operating envelope, where hardware changes are the aerodynamic interference data based on measured
difficult or impossible to implement but where flow fields and also grid loads measured with the
software changes can lI- introduced cheaply and ARA TSR and finally, the flight control system as
quickly into the missile guidance system. transfer function blocks connecting missile wing

deflection outputs to missile angular body rate/
The required type of autopilot is likely to vary attitude input. The model was used to define the
according to the missile/aircraft combination. In flight test programme. In general, the flight test
the case just described, the ¶.roblem lay in the data were In reasonable agreement with the model
missile rolling motion; in the caselO,

1
2 of predictions but as the flight test progralmme

Skyflash on Tornado, t.te problem arose because, continued, modifications, significant but never
under certain conditions, the missile could large, were introduced into the methematical model
experience a large nose-up pitching moment which, to Improve the match. For convenience, the
if uncontrolled, could lead to a collision between modifications were mostly made to the aerodynamic
the missile and the nose of the aircraft fuselage, pitching moment term although, in fact, it is
Two active control modes in pitch were developed, likely that the wide variability in launcher
one based on pitch rate and the other on pitch performance (strongly dependent on temperature) was
attitude. For this particular application, pitch at least partly responsible.,
attitude proved to be the better choice;, the pitch
rate control gave exoessive nose-down pitching The second relevant paper in the context of
moments for releases under benign conditions mathematical modelling was that given by Wolffelt

17

whereas pitch attitude gave satisfactory results, and his colleagues at SAAB. It was generally
Ie safe separations, for releases under both recognised that this was one of the two outstanding
adverse and benign conditions. BAe, in two papers at the conference (the other being the
papers

10
,12 at the conference, argued convincingly review

24 
of CFD developments by Kraft and Belk, see

that the certified Skyflash envelope was an §8). The SAAB approach starts from the thesis that
'excellent achievement which would not have been all ground-based experimental techniques and all
possible without a reliable flight control system theoretical methods have their limitations bu all
active during the release', can - and should - be used to develop and validate

the mathematical model, Clearly, all TSR and drop
tests in a wind tunnel should attempt to reproduce

Use of active control clearly adds to the as closely as possible the conditions In the
complexity of making accurate predictions of the relevant flight release but when a mathematical
release characteristics by means of ground-based model is available, the tests will still be useful
experiments. Mrs Wood

11 
of ARA described how this even when a perfect correspondence with the flight

challenge had been met successfully with the conditions is not possible. The model can be used
2-sting rig at ARA. With an i/il scale model, it to predict the release in the tunnel test; if good
was not possible to move the missile wings during agreement Is obtained, this helps to create the
the test and so the loads due to the action of the confidence that the model can be used to predict
autopilot had to be estimated by a simplified the flight release. Both the SAAB and BAe models
representation of the control system and then fed discussed above are being 'based on wind tunnel
into the TSR computer as corrections to the data' but there is a subtle change of emphasis.
measured loads. Further corrections to these loads The SAAB approach lays considerable stress on the
were needed to allow for the missile rocket motor value of wind tup' .! drop tests. These are planned
thrust and also for the fact that, during the with the specific aim of evaluating and refining
release, the missile Mach number was greater than the mathematical model. As noted above, they do
the aircraft Mach number and, as a result, the not necessarily simulate any particular flight
missile shock patterns in a test conducted at the release. Technically, these drop tests can be
aircraft Mach number are incorrect. In addition, complex and expensive but SAAB are convinced that
as is normal practice with the TER, corrections had they provide the bent means of validating the
to be made to allow for the dynamic incidence and flow-field repre!;entation In the model and that
damping derivative terms.. For practical reasons, then, there will be no need to tune the model to
the TSR trajectories were commenced at the end of give agreement with particular flight test'.
ejector stroke (EOS) and the EDS conditions were Experience has confirmed these hopes - provided one
either matched to flight in cases where the firings really knows the initial conditions for the
had already taken place, or to condltilns release. Accurate knowledge of the end-of-stroke
calculated using the BAe mathematical model

12 
(see velocities Is absolutely vital. Regarding the

below in §5) in cases where the flight data did not expense of the special drop tests, Wolffelt1
7 

noted
yet exist. Despite the necessarily indirect that, for the clearance of releases of external
approach, trustworthy rgfight predictions of the fuel tanks from the JAS 39 aircraft, the reduction
trajectories were achieved but as with any ground- in costs of the flight test programm already
based experimental (or theoretical) prediction to corresponds almost exactly with the cost of the
be successful, one requires an adequate tunnel tests and ultimately, as the programs
representation of the missile control system, proceeds with the deletion of further flight tests,
control aerodynamics and the performance of both there will be clear profit.
the rocket motor and launcher.

5 USE (F MATIOTICAL MODEIS FOR PREDICTION OF The SAAB mathematical model is comprehensive; it
STORE REL.EASE MIA.ACTEMiSTICS includes all the modules mentioned when discussing

the BAe model and also, a special collision control

Two papers-at the conference highlighted the value algorithm since experience had Nhown that without
of a mathematical model for the prediction of store such a feature, collisions ware difficult to
-release trajectories. First, Akroyd1

2  
of Dee detect. The Input data for the model were blended

(Military Aircraft) when describing the and selected not by a computer but by an
certification exercise for the Skyflash on Tornado intelligent engineer directing a computert SAAB
concluded that 'the use of mathematical models eamphasise that It is important to obtain a complete
based on wind tunnel data gives accurate trajectory picture of the interference effects in the carriage

S. . il i i
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position - from tests on models with a faithful and experiment for the variation of store normal
representation of the full-scale geometry. An force and pitching moment with vertical
example was quoted where the missile control displacement of a store below an open cavity. The
surface efficiency was changed dramatically by NEAR methods correctly predicted the reversals In
these interference effects. The results were for normal force and pitching moment which occur close
the Skyflash missile for which two of the four to the cavity in contrast to the smooth monotonic
wings mounted half way along the body provide the behaviour for a store below a closed solid body.
roll control. With the missile in isolation, the
direct effect of these controls tends to be offset Isaacs

2
2 described recent improvements In the

by the effects"of the swirl on the tall fins but in RAENEAR code and presented many comparisons with
and near the carriage position, the presence of the experiment. Recent refinements have improved the
aircraft pylon tends to destroy this offsetting agreement and reasonable results are often achieved
effect. Differences are also observed between port in supercritical conditions at low incidence.
and starboard results because of the relative Isaacs points out that many of the remaining
direction of the aircraft-induced sidewash to the discrepancies are due to strong viscous effects In
wings providing the control. This detailed point the real flow and hence, similar discrepancies
was not mentioned by any other speaker at the would be expected to be present even if the
meeting and is a good example of the careful predictions were made by the more expensive panel
thinking underlying the development of the model, or Euler methods. Also, the RAENEAR predictions

would be expected to be more accurate for cases
The value of a mathematical model was demonstrated where the installations had been designed

2 5 
to

by an example where the release trajectory eliminate separations in, for example, the
predicted using the model appeared to be completely wing-pylon junction.
safe whereas, in a CTS test using the ARA TSR, it
was very different and clearly a hazardous release,. A parallel paper

2 3 
by Bailey of the BAe Sowerby

Flight tests subsequently showed that the safe Research Centre presented results from a recent
release prediction by the model was correct, The study in which the semi-empirical supersonic NUFA
explanation for the discrepancy between the two (SNIlFA) method was used to predict store captive
predictions lay in the very rapid change in store trajectory loads and store load distributions.
pitching moment with a small vertical displacement SNUFA requires the input of a flow field and, in
of the store from the carriage position. In the this study, the flow fields were obtained either
TSR test, the trajectory had to start from a point experimentally or with the use of either the MAe
a small but finite distance below carriage; (Warton) Mk II Supersonic Panel Program or two
otherwise, due to rig vibration, a collision would Euler codes developed at BAe (Filton). The results
occur As noted earlier, the mathematical model showed that the quality of the SNUFA predictions
can be used - and was used - to predict both the depended critically on the quality of the flow
tunnel and flight trajectories and this confirmed fields and, In this respect, both the panel method
that the difference between them was due to the and the Euler codes had their weaknesses.. The
small error in starting condition. One could of panel method had the great advantage that complex
course add that an alternative solution to this configurations could be modelled with ease but the
difficulLy, once one had been aware of the pitching assumption of potential, linearised theory meant
moment data, would have been to derive some that the shock waves in the flow field were not
corrections to the measured loads to allow for the positioned correctly (ie corrections such as those
difference in starting conditions,, and then feed introduced into the NEAR programs were needed).
these into the trajectory calculations In the TSR The resultq using the Euler codes were encouraging
computer, in the manner described earlier for the but showed the need for a finer grid; it is hoped
corrections In the GN release tests, that, in the future,. it will be possible to use a

full multiblock method to calculate the flow field.

As a final point about the SAAB presentation, it Another paper
1 5  

from the BAs Sowerby Research
ended with an impressive video showing how the Centre described the development of a prediction
release predictions are handled at a graphics method for modelling store releases from a hovering
workstation. A program described as a 'synthetic helicopter. This was achieved by coupling together
projector' has been written and this enables the a number of existing codes and modifying and
release to be viewed from any angle and for the improving these where necessary. Encouraging
angle of view to be varied during a release without results have been obtained but further developments
disturbing the store motion, are needed. For example, the progrcm currently

1 calculates time-averaged induced velocities rather
6_...D/EV£ T AND APPLICATION OF ENIGINEERING- than instantaneous induced velocities. Modifying

LEVEL PREDICTION NETlI the program to calculate instantaneous Induced
velocities could improve trajectory predictions if,

As would be expected, the conference included a at the same time, some control of blade position at
number of papers describing further refinements in store release were also Incorporated. This would
the empirical prediction methods and application of provide a means of controlling the interaction of
these methods In now situations such as releases the tip vortex with the store. Another limitation
from a hovering helicopter, at present is that the distorting effect of the

fuselage on the rotor wake Is not being modelled.
DiIleniusl

8  
reviewed progress at the Nielsen

organisation with NEAR methods., The application of Finally, in this brief survey of empirical methods,
these methods to the cairriage and launch of Pegasus mention should be made of the paper

1 3 
by Ross of

from a B3-S Is to be described in another paper31 RAE Bedford describing the further development if
at"this AGARD meetlng. General experience has the RAE method for predicting Installed drag
showin that these methods can be a reliable guide to Recent experimental programmes have extended the
release 'characteristics particularly if, at data base at transonic and supersonic speed, and
superSonic speeds, porrections for non-linear attempts have been made to Improve the accuracy of
effects are Included when determining the positions the prediction method In the difficult Mach number
of shock waves in the flow fields. Poorer range between M - 0.95 and M - 1.2. The papale
tgreemsnt, would be expected when using the methods highlighted some examples of where, In this range,
tbo CAcalcuIate pagj loads because of the any empirical method will inevitably "ve its
ittkSb4lho6d of. 'more setere viscous effects and so limitations in predicting the variation of
perhaps the most encoue'aging example in the paper

1 6  
installed erag with Rich numher. Unexpecteod

by Dillenius Is the comparison between prediction variations have been found, particularly for very
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thin wings. It is believed that these results are (I) Advances In grid generation for complex

genuine and not caused by tunnel wall interference intersectine .eometries

but almost certainly, a CFD approach would be

needed to predict thoe. Two primary techniques are being used. First, the
FAMLE code: a multiblock approach, this is a
general, three-dimensional elliptic grid generation

I THE RAE TOIMADO FLIGIH RESEAR&M PROCRAMIE code developed by Thompson
32 with recent extensions

by Kim3 3 
and Tu34 who have demonstrated solution

A complete afternoon at the Bath conference was adaptive grid generation on blocked grids. This
devoted to the presentation and discussion of a code was developed originally under USAF funding

wideo-ranging UK research programme in which but is now widely available in the US. Second, the
measurements are being made in flight of store CHIMERA approach by which one mesh may be embedded
carriage loads, store release trajectories and the entirely or partially within another and which
flow fields through which the stores pass allows each subdowain to be meshed independently
limmediately after release. The aim is to provide with no requirement for continuity of grid lines
high quality flight data that can be used for the from one grid to another. Communication betwecn
evaluation of all available ground-based prediction grids is established solely through grid
methods both experimental and theoretical. Two houndaries.
papers I,20 from RAE described

Examples of the use of both techniques are included

(1) the aircraft being used for the tests - a In the Kraft and Belk paper
24

. The CHIMERA

Tornado, approach is particularly suitable for external
(ii) the specially instrumented stores - inert store problems. The sub-grid around the store,

BL755s, equipped with internal 5-component once optimised, can be placed in any relative
strain gauged balances, and mounted on the position in the aircraft flow field and NASA Ames
shoulder underfuselage pylons, have now produced a program

2 9 
known as x-MOTION in

(iti) the special instrumentation developed for which CHIkERA grids move relatively to each other
the tests such as the rigs for the flow- in order to calculate transient flow fields around
survey rakes, bodies in relative motion. Meakin

29 , in another

(iv) the test programse and how the data are paper at the Bath conference, described the
being recorded and reducee application of the t-MOTION program to the

prediction of the transient flow around the space

Results from this important prograsite are only just shuttle vehicle both in Its ascent from subsonic to
becoming available,- the analysis of the data has transonic conditions and during the release of the
only just started. Staff at six different sites in space rocket boosters.

Sthe UK are cooperating in the analysis and In the
comparison of the data with the prediction methods. (2) Advances in flow solver algorithms
The workshop-style unscripted discussion at the
conference provided a snapshot of this activity at Codes are available based on the solution of both
this point in time. Suggestions and comments in the Euler and the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
the discussion will help in the planning of further equations, The derivation and refinement of upwind
tests when flying resumes later in 1990. To date, algorithms has greatly Improved the resolution of
carriage loads have been measured for 4, 3, 2 and shock waves in the flow fields. Also, in the
I-store arrangements on the shoulder underfuselage context of store separation problems, Kraft and

pylons and store releases have been photographed Balk place particular emphasis on the value of
for 4, 2 and I-bomb configurations with all implicit methods. In general, In the past, the
releases being from the rear port station. It is preference has been for explicit methods on the
clear that this programsg will provide plenty of grounds of simplicity, low cost per time step and
data for future AGARD conferences., smeller requirements for computer memory. However,

the timescales involved in store separation are

8 APPLICATION OF CFD TO STORE CARRIAGE very large compared with the time step required for
AIM RELES a stable solution from an explicit method:

typic'lly, 106 time steps required to drop a store
There has been considerable progress In the last a few :'-moters. Implicit time-accurate viscous
few years in the development and application of CFD calculations have however been demonstrated w:th
to problems of store carriage and release. At the Courant numbers as high as 104 rather than 0(1)
very least, CFD can now be used as a guide to good and, as a result, simulation of a store drop can be
design but in an exciting review paper

2 4 
by Kraft done in hundreds rather than millions of time

of AEDC/Calspsn and Belk of AFATL Eglin, much steps. The change to implicit methods has

stronger claims are made. To quote: 'Dramatic therefore been a most important factor in reducing
advances have been made in various CFD methods that computing costs for store release calculations.
now permit good engineering simulation of the
carriage and release of weapons from advanced (3) Use of incremental techntouea for

aircraft configurations. The introduction of CFD prediction of store release
into the weapons integration process ... portends a

significant change in the manner in which stores Methodologies have been developed at AEDC whereby,
are integrated with airframes ... weapon instead of having to undertake CFD calculations of
Integration can now be examined before the design the absolute flow fields end store loads, one
is frozen. Modifications to the location and merely uses CFD to calculate the incremental
orientation of hard points for weapon attachlsent effects on the fl)w field and store loads having
can be evaluated ... For existing aircraft, the already determined the basic aircraft flow field by
use of CFD techniques presents a significant either a wind tunnel test or a CFD calculation.
opportunity to reduce the time needed to certify These increments are then Introduced Into a
stores for safe separation .... Release effects trajectory' ge.oeration program developed as an
can be determined within a few weeks using extension of the Influence Function Method (Il11),
computational methods.' described in papers at earlier conferences.

Somewhat surprising:y, it is claimed that when an
These are strong claims. How has the progress been IFM free-stream prediction with its associated
made? The paper 24 

by graft and Balk suggests that linearization error is subtracted from an IFN
the vital contributory factors are: interference flow prediction also including

linearization errors, the resulting delta

i
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coefficients are close to the true values that (I) Stanniland of ARA showed 25 
how the ARA

would be observed In an experiment. Also, by using Multiblock/lAe Euler CFD method has been
delta coefficients in the trajectory prediction used successfully to design improved
code, one only needs a CFD calculation with the underwing pylon Installations.
store In the carriage position as opposed to a
series of calculations with the store at many (if) Clarkson of BAe (MA),, Srough, presented

26

different points in Its trajectory. With these examples of where the Mae panel trajectory
simplifications, the calculations for predicting program, TSPARV. has been used
store release become cost-effective on present-day successfully to predict release
computers as an engineering tool, trajectories for complex cases. Fore aexample, the method Is capable of
(4) Extensive exoerimental 2rograms for modelling the complex store interaction

CTD evaluation -effects In a ripple release and hence, in
determining release sequencing/intervals

Finally and significantly, AEDC in recent years, for satisfactory release it is
has undertaken major experimental programmes noteworthy that a run with TSPARV only
planned with the specific aim of providing data costs £500 - far cheaper than the more
that can be used for the evaluation of the new CFD advanced CFD methods or a flight rest
methods. programme.

The paper
24 

by Kraft and Belk contained various (i11) Finally, Carroll Dougherty, who introduced
examples demonstrating the capability of the CFD the CHIMERA grid concept to an AGARD
methods. These included: audience In Athens in 1985, presented

27

further examples of its use. The
(a) Mach number contours in the flow field around a calculations are eff'ective In showing the

wing-pylon-weapon configuration. These were physics of the unsteady flow around a
obtained from Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes store in the release irom a simple wing.
calculations and the results show the detail of
the flow, eg in the boundary layer and in the 9 CONCLUDING RDIARKS
wake behind the pylon. To sum up, the highlights of the conferenre can be

(b) Pictures of the streamlines close to the listed as follows'.
undersurface of a 3-body configuration showing
good agreement between the results of Navier- I Progress in solvin the aerodynamic problems of
Stokes calculations and the evidence from oil Internal carriage
flow tests, 2 Long-term prospects foi launchers giving mean-

(c) Pressures at a point on the side of a shoulder to-peak acceleration ratins closer to unity,
body in a 3-body configuration,, each body
fitted with low aspect ratio cruciform fins at 3 The success of applications of active control
the rear. Euler multiblock calculations were during release,
successful In forecasting the main trends with
Mach number in the experimental results in the 4 The value of mathematical modelling for
transonic range (M - 0.80 to M - 1.20), predictions of store release,

(d) Finally. a compari'on between prediction and 5 Steady progress in refining empirical methods
experiment of the release trajectory of a of prediction and in tho application of these
weapon released from a pylon on the outboard methods to new problems,
side of one of the conformal fuel tanks on the
F-15E. These predicted results were obtained 6 A major flight research programme,
entirely by CFD without making the
simplifications described above. The flow 7 Dramatic progress in CFD developments for at
field around the complete aircraft + conformal least 3 US establishments.
fuel tanks + pylons + stores was calculated and
the predicted trajectory showed good agreement REERENESII
with experiment. This was a far from trivial
case: on release, the weapon initially hung up 1-29 are papers from the Royal Aeronautical Society
close to the carriage position but yawed Conference on 'Store Carriage, Integration and
notably: these features in the experimental Release' held in Bath, UK,, April 1990.
results were faithfully reproduced by the
calculations:, an impressive result. I Epstein C S,. 'Carriage and release of stores on

tactical military aircraft - past,. present and
Despite this success, Kraft and Belk conclude 2 4  

trends for the future',. Paper no I.
that 'even with these advances in CFD techniques,
aerodynamic predictions of a quality sufficient to 2 Shaw V E, 'Weapon delivery systems - an
enable accurate trajectory predictions are beyond aircraft designer's perspective', Paper no 2.
the capabilities of current methods in a totally
robust manner.' Nevertheless, they 'can be used 3 Griffin D, 'Designing for air carriage and
confidently in a preliminary design stage to assess ejection launh - a launcher designer's
the influence of the airframe design on the quality perspective'. Paper no 3.
of store separation.' The paper ends with a
suamary of the on-going CFD development tasks being 4 Dix R E, 'Cavity aeroacoustics', Paper no 4
undertaken at AEDC and AFATL.

5 Wilcox F J, 'Experimental measurements of
The paper from AE0C/AFATL has been smuiarised In internal rtore separation characteristics at
some detail because it clearly gives a good idea of supersonic speeds' ,: Paper no 5

* what is being achieved at the frontiers of
progress. It can be regarded as a guide to what is 6 Evans R R, 'The engineering aspects of carriage
going to be possible more generally in the future and tarwwe units for agile fighter aircraft',.
but three other papers are worth mentioning as Paper no 6.
Illustrations of what can be achieved today:

JL
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7 Vibert A J. Dunkley K J, 'Simulation of system 27 Dougherty F C, 'Computational store separation
dynamics during missile release from simulat Ion', Paper no 27.
launchers', Paper no 7.

28 Morgan K, 'The simulation of store separation
8 Holder I Jj, 'Liquid propellant powered weapon using unstructured grids and adaptive

launchers', Paper no 6. remeshing', Paper no 28.

9 Deslandes R, 'Role of separation autopilots for 29 Meakln R L, 'Transient flow field responses to
modern missile concepts',. Paper no 9.. unsteady manoeuvring of aerodynamic bodies',

Paper no 29

10 Povey P G, 'Implementation of launch attitude
control in Skyflash', Paper no 10. 30 Clark R L, 'Weapons bay turbulence reduction

techniques', AFFDL-TM-75-147-F)X, December
11 Wood M E, 'Release of powered missiles with 1975.

active controf systems using the two sting rig
- launch trajectories of Skyflash from 31 Merd.nnall M R, Lesieutre D J, Caruso S C,
Tornado', Paper no 11. Dillenius M F E, 'Aerodynamic design of

Pegasus-concept to flight with CFD',. AGARD FDP
12 Akroyd C, 'Use of active control for safe Symposium on 'Weapon Aerodynamics',

separation of stores from aircraft', Paper no Friedrichshafen, Germany, April 1990, Paper no
12. 7.

13 Ross J A, 'The prediction of the installed drag 32 Thompson J F, 'A composite grid generation code
of stores' , Paper no 13. for general three-dimensional regions - the

EAGLE code',. AIAA Journal, Vol 26, No 3,. March
14 Baskaran V, Jermey C, 'Aircraft store carriage 1988, p 271.

and release studies at the Aeronautical
Research Laboratory, Australia', Paper no 14. 33 Kim H J, Thompson J F,. 'Three-dimensional

adaptive grid generation on a composite block
15 Figueiredo N M, 'A hovering helicopter store grid'. AIAA Paper 88-0311,, January 1988.

release prediction method', Paper no 15.
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22 Isaacs D, 'The prediction of carriage loads and
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currently available for the prediction of
aircraft flowfields and store loads at
supersonic speeds' , Paper no 23,
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PRESSURE MEASUREMWRNS ON SLENDER BODIES AT SUPERSONTC SPEEDS AND DEVELOPMENT OF
FLOW SEPARATION CRITERIA FOR RULER CODES

J. Hodges
L.C. Ward
T.J. Birch

Weapon Systems Aerodynamics Division
Royal Aerospace Establishment

Bedford MK41 6AE, UK

SUMMARY wind-tunnel tests and semi-empirical pre-
diction methods. The combination of

Surface pressure measurements on a falling computer costs and the inability
cylindrical body with a tangent-ogive of semi-empirical methods to handle some
nose are described. The Mach number new configurations has led to
range is 0.7 to 4.5 with incidence angles Computational Fluid Dynamic (CPD) methods
up to 26". The high density of the being applied to missiles. For conven-
measurements has allowed surface pressure tional shapes CPD methods are more expen-
contours to be constructed and detailed si±e to run than semi-empirical methods
flow Zeatures can be observed. The but they can provide more accurate predic-
measurements have suggested the use of a tions and additionally supply flowfield
2-element approximation to represent the information.
line along which flow separation occurs.
Calculations have been made using a The Royal Aerospace Establishment (RAE)
space-marching Ruler code (ZEUSB) both has conducted a series of tests to produce
with and without forcing flow separation. a data-base of experimental forces and
Comparisons with experimental data are moments on a variety of body, body-wing,
presented which show that forcing flow and body-control configurations at iach
separation significantly improves both numbers from 2.5 to 4.5 (Ref 1) in order
the surface pressure and force predic- to support enhancements of semi-empiric_,l
tions. Conclusions are drawn regarding methods. These data have also been used
the use of a 2-element separation line to carry out a limited assessment of CFD
represenation within Ruler codes, methods, but measurements of surface

pressures and/or flowfield data are
LIST OF SYMBOLS required for more thorough validation of

such methods.
Cl total rolling moment coefficient
Cn total normal force coefficient A short experiment has shown that reliable
Cnp control panel normal force coef- pressure measurements can be obtained at

ficient (is normal to panel high Mach number using existing models and
surface) equipment (Ref 2). Consequently a longer

Cp pressure coefficient, is (p-)..)/q and more comprehensive series of tests has
in minimum value of Cp (see Fig 7) been planned. Fig 1 Illustrates the three

phases of pressure measurements currently
Cpvac pressure coefficient when p - 0 being performed at Mach numbers from 0.7

to 4.5. The models have a very high den-
D maximum body diameter (1 calibre) sity of pressure taps, the limit being set
M freestream Mach number by space within the various model com-
p surface pressure ponents rather than by the number of
p. freestream static pressure pressures that can be connected to the
q dynamic pressure pressure switches at any one time. All
Re freestream Reynolds number new model components are compatible with
X distance from nose along body model parts used in the data-base tests,

axis thereby allowing for possible future
Xa distance from nose to upstream extensions to the planned programme.

row of pressure taps
Xb distance from nose to downstream In addition, surveys of the external flow

row of pressure taps using pitot and yawmeter probes are under
Xcp value of X for iongitudinal way, initially on the plain cylindrical

centre of pressure position body. It is hoped that such studies will
Xn length of cylindrical extension be continued for some of the body/wing/

piece control combinations.
G total angle of incidence

(degrees) Most current CFD methods applied to miss-
X body roll angle iles are based on the Ruler equations,
0 angular position on body surface Unfortunately the Ruler solution for the

relative to windward generator flow on the leeside cf a missile body at
(positive anticlockwise) incidences higher than about 6' is not
value of i at Cpmin realistic, with flow separation and the

resulting body vortices not being
% value of i for an infinite correctly modelled. Navier-Stokes methods

Wylinder with appropriate turbulence models will
provide realistic predictions but with a
heavy cost in computing resources on
current machines. Until there are further

1 I NTRDUOTION ' major increases in computer speed and
memory, Ruler methods which incorporate an

Traditionally, the aerodynamic loads on a empirical separation model could more
missile shape have been obtained from attractive.
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This paper gives a general description of number of 6.6 x 106/m and nominal model
the experienital work for measuring the incidences from -2" to 22*, in steps of
surface pressures, presents some of the 2'.
data, and describes the progress being
made at RAE towards the development of 2.2 Accuracy of the results
empirical formulae for cross-.flow sep r-
ation locations on missile-type bodies. A discussion of the problems associated

,-These formulas are intended for use in with the measurement of the very low sur-
conjunction with a separation model ineor- face pressures encountered at high Mach
porated within en Ruler code. Initial number is presented in Ref 2. It is worth
comparisons between prediction and noting that the pressure levels that
measurement have allowed several conclu- require to be measured can be as low as
sions to be drawn relating to the extent 1.7 mbar (0.05 inches of mercury absolute),
and shape of imposed flow separation for a freestream Reynolds number of
lines, and have shown the improvements in of 6.6 x 10 6 /m at Mach 4.5.:
predictions which can be obtained by
forcing flow separation. Fig 3 shows a comparison between values of

C measured for the three freestream
2 EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS Rgynolds numbers of 6.6, 13.1 and

19.7 x lO/m at Mach 4.5, X/D = 4.5 and a
2.1 Model test equipment, and wind nominal model incidence of 19". After the

tunnel preliminary tests described in Ref 2,
doubts had been voiced about whether the

The surface pressures on the cylindrical lowest pressures recorded were genuine, or
body were measured using two rings of Just the lowest that the equipment could
pressure taps located at different axial handle. It is clear from the close rimi-
stations along an 8-calibre long body larity of the curves in rig 3 that at the
(Fig 2). A 3-calibre power-law sharp nose lowest Reynolds number (and in particular
(virtually identical with the profile of a at the lowest pressure), the results are
tangent ogive) was fitted to the body by consistent with those at the other two
means of various length extension pieces. Reynolds numbers.
This had the effect of repositioning the
measurement stations relative to the nose Thus at the usual test Reynolds number of
apex within the range 3.5 S X/D ý 14.5 in 13.1 x 106/m no equipment limit appears to
1-calibre steps. Each pressure-tap ring have been reached.
consisted of 80 taps, individually spaced
4.5' apart in roll. 43 consecutive taps 2.3 Flow symmetry
of each ring (aligned with one another
along common body generators) were con- With only 43 of the 80 pressure taps of
nected to the ports of two commercially each body ring connected to the pressure
available 48-way pressure scanning switches, a complete 3601 roll coverage of
switches mounted within the model. the surface pressures around the body

requires data to be taken at two model
The surface pressures over the nose pro- roll angles 1501 apart. This would not be
file were measured using a physically dif- necessary if flow symmetry across the
ferent nose built to the same geometry, incidence plane could be assumed, with
having pressure tap rings every 0.2 of a substantial savings in both wind-tunnel
calibre within the range 0.2 9 X/D 9 4 running time and costs. During the
from the nose apex, and at relative orien- earlier tests (Raf 2) some data were
tations of 451. As for the body, the cir- recorded at model roll angles of -901, 0,
cumferential angle between recorded and 90", for X/D - 5.5, a model incidence
pressures was every 4.5', in this case of 19°, and at Mach numbers of 2.5, 3.5
being achieved by rolling the model. and 4.5. The results are shown in Pig 4.,

No obvious asymmetry is apparent, the
For both of these tests carborundum grit small differences that appear between the
was applied to the nose at 0.27 ý X/D port and starboard pressures are either
S 0.35 in order to promote boundary-layer within the resolution of the test, or can
transition. be explained by a small error in the

setting of the body zero roll angle. It
The RAE 3ft x 4ft (0.914m x 1.219m) was therefore decided not to roll the body
continuously-running wind tunnel was used during the present tests, and assume flow
for tests at freestream Mach numbers of symmetry. Likewise, flow symmetry was
2.5, 3, 3.5, 4 and 4.5. Most of these assumed during the tests to measure the
tests were performed at a constant Reynolds nose pressures.
number of 13.1 x 106/m (4 x 106/ft), and
at nominal model incidences from -2* 2.4 Experimental data comparisons at
to 10", in steps of 2". Additional data Mach 3
were recorded for some conditions at nomi-
nal model incidences up to 26", though 19' Fig 5 shows comparisons between the
was taken to be the maximum incidence in results of the present test and those of
most cases. At Mach numbers of 3 and 4.5 Ref 3 around bodies having virtually the
some data were taken at freestream same geometry, a comnon Mach number of 3,
Reynolds Wimbers of §.6 x 106 /m and model incidences of 8', 12' and 16", and
19.7 x 105/m (2 x 100/ft and 6 x 10 6 /ft), X/D values of 4.5 and 6.5. In general theboth with and without the boundary-layer agreement is fairly reasonable. However,
trip applied, the occasionally complex shape of the

curves as revealed by the present data can
The tests at Mach numbers of 0.7, 1.45 and not be appreciated from the sparseness ofj1.8 were performed in the RAE aft x aft, the data from Ref 3. Use of these data
(2.43414 x 2+.08m) continuously-running alone would increase the chances of
wind •tunnel at a reestream Reynolds fortuitous agreement with theoretical
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prediction, end the correct modelling of 3 PLOW SEPARATION
,ll the surface flow features could not be

verified. This highlights the danger of 3.1 Location of flow separation from
using sparse experimental data to validate measured Pressures
a theoreticel method.

Typical single station pressure distri-
2.5 Sample contour plots of Cp at butions were shown in Pig S. if cross-

Math 2.•1 4M . flOW separation occurs, it is associated
with the pressure rise immediately to

Fig 6 shows contour plots of Cp covering leeward of the pressure minim=m. In some
the X/D range from 0.2 to 14.5 for half of cases flow separation is triggered by a
the body surface (circumferential angles cross-flow shock, and flow separation can
from windward to leeward), at incidences be assumed to be located at the shock
of 12" and 160 at Mach 2.5, and 12" at position. in other cases (particularly at
Mach 4.5. high Mach number or at low incidence

angles) the pressure rise is more gentleFor Mach 2.5 and 12* of incidence, rom and the circumferential location of flow
windward at each X/D station on the separation is not obvious. Various cri-
cylindrical body the pressure decreases to teria for obtaining separation locationsa minimum followed by a pressure rise from measured pressure distributions have
causing flow separation. For X/D values been suggested (eg Ref 5), but the authorsup to about S there is a local high know of none which can be applied con-
pressure region around the most leeward sistently over the ranges of Mach numbergenerator. Between these two areas is a and incidence covered by the present
second low pressure region. From contour tests. Although the cross-flow se2aration
plots at other incidences (eg at 16W), line would not coincide with the minimumthis low pressure region is shown to move pressure line, it would be expected to
forwards as the incidence Increases, follow the same trends (Ref 6).
having initially appeared at around 6" to
8a of incidence. It seems certain there- As the object of this exercise was to
fore that it is created by one of the pair investigate the effects of adding a semi-
of vortices shed from the body. Possibly empirical separation line option into an
a secondary separation occurs slightly to ruler code, it was folt that absolute
windward of this second minimum value of accuracy in defining the location of flow
Cc at some values of X/D. Similar pat- separation would not be as important as
t rns have been observed before, for consistency across the Mach number and
example on a conically pointed circular incidence test ranges. As each of thecylinder at Mach 2.3 (Ref 4). measured pressure distributions has a well

defined minimum, its position has there-
At Mach 4.5 there is no evidence of a fore been taken as an indication of the
cross-flow shock associated with flow separation location.
separation, at either the 12' of incidence
shown or at any other test Incidence Fig 7 shows values at Cin of the cir-
angle. In general, 41- pressures on the cumferential angle, %m, for m - 3.5 and
body leeside remain fairly constant at all various angles of incidence. Up to
incidences, the body vortex having only a X/D - 6.5 the spread of these data at each
minimal effect. This is confirmed from station is only about +5", ie relatively
Schlieren observations which show that independent of incidence when compared
both lesside vortices appear to be weak, with the data at X/D values greater thandiffuse, and further away from the body 6.5. The data for other Mach numbers show
than at lower Mach numbers. the same trends, suggesting that the mini-

mum pressure line (and therefore the
An understanding of the complex nature of corresponding separation line) can be
the lenside flow requires more than just approximated by two discrete elements.
surface pressure measurements, however The forward element is part of a common
detailed. Ideally, surface oil-flow curve. When that curve reaches a par-
pictures, eoupled with boundary-layor and ticular value of *m, (%ic), which isflow-field measurements are needed. dependent on the angle of incidence, the
Currently, ths- RAB is undertaking pitot minimum C0 line (and presumably the
probe and yowpoter surveys of the external corresponding separation line) continues
flow over the leeside of a body with the at a constant value. Thus the aft
same geometry as used in these surface elements are straight lines at constant
pressure tests, at MaCh numbers from 0.7 values of 0.
to 4.5. Some data have been acquired, and
are in the probess of being analysed. The value Omc is achieved at a distance

sufficiently far along the body for the
The contour' plots of Fig 6 show that the nose to have no further effect, ia
length of body that is influenced by the is the minimum Co location which would be
nose decreases as both incidence and Mach achieved on an ihfinitely long cylinder,
number increase. Thus at high values of and thus should be dependent only on theX/D. (eg XVD > 13 at Mach 2.5, oir X/ > 8 cross-flow Mach number, Maine. Pig 8
at Mach 4.S, both at 1.2' of incidence), a shows a plot of Om at X/D - 14.5 against
contour pattern showing no apparent nose MsinG for all the Mach number and angle of
off~cta emerg"s, suggesting that this is incidence combinations which exhibited
closs to. the flow pattern that would be flow separation. Most of the points fall
)bserv*A on an infinitely long cylinder, within a band only 4' wide. For values of

MKinO < 0.5, the crosaflow remains sub-
sonic, allowing the nose to influence the
flow over the entire body.

!IB I I :•i I -I I
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4 COKPARISONS WITH PRIDICTIOs incidence, and Fig 9 the Z3USB results
with no separation modelling. The

4.1 Prediction method agreement is good on the windward side of
the body and on the whole of the nose sac-

4.1.1 %RUSS tion, but is poor on the leeward side of
the cylindrical section (X/D > 3). The

The prediction method used for the calcu- prediction shows the flow expanding beyond
lations is ZEUSB, a UX development of the the observed minimum pressure line with
NSWC space marching Ruler code, ZEUS recompression through a strong crossflow
(Ref 7). Bxtensions to ZEUS incorporated shock. There is no indication in the pre-
tvithin Z2308 include: diction of flow separation from the body

or of a suction under a body vortex.
a) e parametric geometry input scheme

developed by British Aerospace A ZEUSS calculation was performed with
(Re*f 8) separation forced along a line ddrived

from the experimental measurements (as
b) the calculation of individual described in Section 3). The line con-

control panel loads (RAE) sisted of two straight-line elements, one
in the region 2 < X/D < 7 and the other

C) the inclusion of a model of flow parallel to the body axis in the region
separation from the body, orig- X/D > 7. The forward element starts at
inally developed at the University X/D - 2 b3ecause the measurements indicate
"of lford under RAE funding no flow separation ahead of this point.
(Ref 9).

The leeside prediction (Fig 10) shows a
The separation model was incorporated into large area of low pressure caused by the
ZEUS for the half flowfield case (is where high velocities under a body vortex.
flow symmetry is assumed) by NSWC and Although this feature is spread over a
extended to the full flowfield case by largor area then is observed in the
RAE. measurements, its presence provides a

significant improvement over the predic-
All the present calculations used an tion without separation modelling.
unclustered grid consisting of 72 cells
between the body and the bow shock, end Another feature observed in Fig 10 is the
circumferential spacing of 2.5,. Thus location of the minimum pressure line.
half flow'.ield calculations used a 72 x 72 The forward element of the forced separ-
grid, and full flowfield calculations a ation line (2 < X/D < 7) matches the pre-
72 x 144 grid. dicted minimum pressure line. However,

the aft element (X/D > 7) lies to the
4.1.2 Separation model leeward of the predicted minimum pressure

line. It appears that the forced separ-
Although full details of the Salford ation model has behaved as required for
separation model are available in Ref 9, the forward element, but the slope discon-
it is felt that a brief description here tinUity at X/D = 7 has caused a problem.
of its implementation would be useful. Having initiated the flow separation for
Within the 23SB code the size of the step X/D < 7, the calculation has produced a
between computing planes in the axial pressure minimum and a flow separation
direction is calculated from the flow along a continuation of the forward
variab:es, and a two-dimensional grid element of the imposed separation line,
constructed around the configuration at with a second separation being forced
the new axial location. The two cells along the aft element of the imposed line.
adjacent to the body surface end nearest
to the imposed separation location are A calculation was performed with separ-
identified, and at all the remaining cells ation forced along the forward element
the Muler solution is calculated. In the (2 < X/D < 7) only enC this overcame the
two cells, pressure and density are above problem, producing surface pressures
obtained by averaging neighbouring values in closer agreement with experiment. A
in the circumferential direction and the calculation with separation forced along a
flow speed is obtained by using the con- shortened version of the forward element
dition of constant total enthalpy. The (3 < X/D < 6.5) provided further improved
velocity components in the two cells are results (Fig 11). By comparing Fig 11
then obtalned using empirically defined with Figs 6 end 10 it can be seen that the
fLow directions. These flow directions predicted vortex suction is more boca-
have radial components away from the body, lised, although its position does not
and circumferential components towards match that deduced from experiment very
each otht;" in order to force separation. well. The calculated minimum pressure
Other flow variables can be derived end line beyond X/D - 6.5 is in good agreement
the next axial step size is calculated, with experiment.

4.2 Vo rin for body alone This prediction probably gives the best
conficUration agreement with experiment that could be

expected from an Ruler method with a4.2.2, Surface pressures simple forced flow separation model.
There are areas of the leesIde flow where

In Order to assess the ability of the the agreement is not good, but these can
Ruler coda £3US5 to predict flow features be attributed to the lack of viscous terms
for the body alone configuration discussed in the calculation. The separation
earlier, contours of calculated and modelling has achieved its main objective
measured surface pressures have been corn- of modelling the gross effects nf the real
pared. rig 6 showed the experimental vortical flow.
measurements for Mach 2.5 and 12" angle of
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The imposed separation line only necessary to force separation at
(3 t X/D < 6.5) is in the region where stations further aft if the local Mach
separatio lcation is relatively number normal to the separation line is
unaffected 110 the incidence of the body. greater than unity.
It was there re considered worthwhile
carrying out calculations for the body 4.2.2 Forces
alone configuration at Mach 2.5 and a
range of incidences, using the same forced Measured forces have been compared with
separation line. those predicted by ZEUSB both with and

without forced separation. In all calcu-
Fig 12 shows measured and calculated sur- lations with forced separation, only the
face pressure contours for the body alone shortened version of the forward element
configuration at Mach 2.5 and 8 of inci- of the separation line has been used.
dence. Although the quantitative
agreement could be better, the observed Pig 14 shows calculated and measured
flow features- have been represented in the values of normal force coefficient, Cn,
prediction. The minimum pressure and the for a range of incidences at Mach 2.5.
vortex suction are both in approximately The results of the calculations without
the correct locations. However, the forced separation are in good agreement
calculated minimum pressure is lower and with the measurements at low angles of
the vortex suction wea.Yer than observed incidence (6 < 6-) and at high angles of
experimentally, incidence (0 > 14'). However, for inci-

dences in the range 6- < 6 < 14*, the nor-
Fig 13 shows calculated Curface pressure mal force predictions are significantly
contours for the body alone configuration below the measurements because they do not
at Mach 2,5 and 16" of incidence. This include a vortex suction contribution.
figure can be compared with Fig 6 which Although body vortices are still present
shows the corresponding experimettal in the real flow at the higher angles of
measurements. The predictions show a incidence, their effect at the body sur-
localised vortex suction a little further face is felt over a relatively small area,
along the body than is seen in the and so the vortex suction contribution to
measurements. However, after the forcing normal force is reduced. Also, the
of flow separation ceases at X/D = 6.5, predicted leeside pressures, although not
the separation doeS not continue in the in agreement with experiment, integrate
same way as it did at 12- of incidence. fortuitously to provide forces that are in
In contrast, the calculated leeside agreement with experiment.
flowfield at 160 of incidence quickly
reverts to that expected with no separ- With separation forced along the line
ation modelling, and features a strong described above, there is a significant
crossflow shock. improvement in the normal force predic-

tions for the range 6' < 0 < 14', because
There is an explanation for the behaviour the body vortices and their suction at the
at 16* of incidence. The value of Msine Lody surface are now being modelled. At
for this case is 0.689, so that just incidences above 14*, as only the forward
above the surface near 4 - 90" the element of the separation line is being
crosaflow is supersonic. Therefore the used, the modelling is incomplete., Also
forced flow separation in the region the vortex suction may have bean slightly
3 < X/D < 6.5 cannot influence the calcu- overestimated.
lated flow further along the body in the
region where flow separation is likely to Fig 15 shows the corroaponding centre of
occur. Thus in the region XID > 6,5, the pressure positions. Without separation
calculated flow near 4 * 90* knows modelling the calculations are in poor
nothing of the forced flow separation agreement with experiment for incidences
further forward, and therefore behaves as below 12, but at higher angles the
it would in a calculation dith no forced agreement with experiment is good. With
separation, forced separation, the vortex suction on

the cylindrical section of the body is
In contrast, at 86 of incidence the value modelled, and as a result the centre of
of MsinS is 0.348 eo that the cross-flow prussure moves towards the base of the
remains subsonic and the forced separ- body. A significaut improvement in the
ation can trigger separation further agreement between prediction and experi-
along the body. Maine a 0.5 corresponds ment is seen for e < 12". For higher
to the change in the nature of the flow incidences, the extent of the calculated
for an infinite cylinder, vortex suction is overestimated and the

centre of pressure is moved too far aft.
For all three incidence angles (8",
12", 16") the forced separation has 4.3 Comparisons for body-control
introduced a body vortex into the half c-nfiouration
flowf4led calculation and thus improved
the modelling of the vortical leeside Further calculations were made on a body-
flow, at least qualitatively. At 16* of control configuration to assess the
incidence, the predicted leeside flow can modelling of the interaction between body
be further improved by forcing separation vortices and undeflected control panels.
along the Whole 'cyliddrical Section of The configuration ck -sen is shown in
the body, as sh•wn in the lower half of Fig 16. In the axpE riment two opposite
Fig••3. control panels were inStrumented with

strain-gauge balances. The measurements
A general conclusion that can be drawn of panel load against angle of incidence
from the above discussion is that, having with the instrumented controls at rightinitiated a flow separation in a calcu- angles to the incidence plane are
lation at some forward statioa, it is displayed in Fig 17. Also shown in Fig 17
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are results of ZEUSE calculations with and The flow separation model within the Euler
without forced flow separation from the code Z3USB has been provided with a
body along the line describod above. realistic separation line derived from the

experimental measurements. comparisons
The predictions without forced separation have been made between experimental data
are in good agreement with experiment up for surface pressures, total loads and
to abt7t 60 of incidence. At higher inci- control panel loads, and the computed
dances the panel loads are overestimated, results using ZEUSB both with and without

separation modelling. The following
With forced separation there is a signifi- conclusion has been reached.
cant Improvement in the agreement with
experiment at angles of incidence 3 Forcing flow separation within
below 161. At incidences up to 12" the an Euler code can improve predicted sur-
agreement with experiment is good. face pressures by introducing a vortical

flow into the solution., The prediction of
Figs 18 and 19 show comparisons of calcu- both overall and control panel loads can
lated loads with measurements for various also be significantly Im.proved.
roll angles at Mach 2.5 and 121 of inci-
dence. This is the incidence for which The separation lines discussed in the pre-
the imposed separation line was tuned, so sent study have been associated with
it would be hoped that these calculations cylindrical bodies ha,,ing 3-calibre
should give reasonable agreement with tangent-ogive noses. However, the
experiment, following conclusion is generally applic-

able to separation modelling in ruler
Fig 18 shows the load on a control panel codes using cell-centred schemes.
as the configuration is rolled through
3601 (the panel being in the leeward pos- 4 Having initiated a flow separ-
ition at zero roll). When the panel is ation in a calculation at some forward
within 600 of the windward position station, it is only necessary to force
(1200 < X < 240'), the ZUSB calculations separation at stations further aft if the
(both with and without separation local Mach number normal to the separation
modelling) produce panel loads in line is greater than unity.
excellent agreement with measurement.
u•I.ide this region the results of the The results described here are encouraging

calculations with forced separation remain and justify further work on empirical for-
in good agreement with experiment, while mules for separation lines which can be
those without separation are poor. In used within Euler codes. Xz particular,
particular, the calcW.ationa without further calculations are required to be
forced separation have not predicted the performed in order to fully verify
sign reversal seen in the measured panel conclusion 4.
loads near the leeward position. With
separation modelling, this featue is RE17RZNCES
predicted.
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OONPUTATXON OF VISCOUS SUPERSONIC FLOWS
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The axi-syumetric compressible thin-
layer approximation of the Navier-

This paper describes finite difference Stokes equations in conservation law
computations aimed at the prediction form in general curvilinear co-
of the viscous flow field around ordinates is:
projectiles and slender bodies at
transonic and low supersonic speeds. a Q iE SF 1 1 S
Following a step by step validation -+ - + 1 + H = - I
process to ensure reliability in the a t af a Re Z1)
computer program development, the code
is tested with an axi-symmetric body of The equations are solved by the Warming
revolution at a free stream Mach number and Beam (Ref. 1) explicit time
of 1.4 and leigth based Reynolds number marching scheme. The method uses
of Rex=1.0*1O . Results using Baldwin- central differencing in the regions
Lomax and Johnson-King turbulence where the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
models are shown., are negative and upwind differencing in

the regions where the eigenvalues are
positive. This scheme captures shocks

2 LIST OF STIBOLM more sharply than the MacCormack method
which, in effect, uses central

Cf Local skin friction Coefficient. differencing everywhere.: The equations
Cp Pressure coefficient. are transformed for use with a general
E,F Flux vectors in # and curvilinear co-ordinate system. In

o directions, order to damp high frequency
H Axi-symmetric source term. oscillations fourth order numerical
L Reference length. dissipation terms suggested by Warming
M Mach number, and Beam are added.
Q Vector of conservative variables.
Rex Reynolds number based on reference All the results presented here are

length L.: calculated with the far field boundary
Re$ Reynolds number based on momentum sufficiently far away from the body to

thickness e . allow the free stream condition to be
S Viscous & heat conduction vector, used at the boundary. When the far
T Temperature. boundary was taken close to the solid
U,V Velocity in X and Y direction, body and the bow shock penetrated the
X,Y Cartesian co-ordinate axes. boundary, it caused a large error in
8 Boundary layer thickness, body surface pressure prediction, even
0' Displacement thickness, when a characteristic based boundary
tj Computational co-ordinate axes. condition was used.,
e Momentum thickness.
P Density., The algebraic turbulence model due to

Baldwin and Lomax (Ref. 2) is one of
Subscripts the most widely used turbulence models
w Wall condition., for compressible flow computations
0 Free stream value, because of its simplicity. The model

has been applied for a variety of flows
including separated flows. However the

3 T Tmethod incorporates no 'history
effects' and may not be adequate for

A project to develop a computer code to regions of large pressure gradient.
calculate the flow field around
projectiles at transonic and/or low Johnson and King (Ref. 3) introduced a
supersonic speed has been in progress turbulence closure model which added
for nearly 3 years. The long term some 'history effects' to the simple
objective of the project is to algebraic eddy viscosity model. An
calculate spinning projectiles at ordinary differential equation is
incidence. In order to achieve this introduced to relatL the maximum
objective, a structured sequence of Reynolds shear stress development in
validation tests have been carried out. the streaawise direction to account for
They are: convection and diffusion effects.

* Inviscid code development and In this paper both models are applied
validation against analytical to a waisted body of revolution, for
datC. which,.Winter at. al. (Ref. 4) have made

* Lamnar viscous cod* and validation a series of detailed measurements of
against classical boundary surface pressure, boundary layer
layer theory.laye theryprofiles and skin friction.

* Introduction of simple turbulence
models and validation against
good and reliable experiments.

l I1 I mlU ll I | I li~ nlII ol l lul lliBl Illmll l I llll| I Bi l IB~ I
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Finally, we have used this project to
develop our computing abilit) on
personal computers, the bulk of the 1.7 1.0
work being performed on a Compaq T
Deskpro 386/25 with a Weitek floating T. U-
point co-processor. 1.5 0.8

4 VALIDATION TESTS 1.30.6

We have followed a step by step 0.4
validation process to ensure t
reliability in the computer code 1.1 . Van Driest
development. Inviscid validation tests 110.2
were conducted against analytical
solution of cones and cone-cylinders at
various cone angles and Hach numbers. 0.9-1 0

0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30
The basic laminar 2-D code has been Y/Lxl03 Y/LxlO

3

validated against the flat plate
boundary layer of Van Driest (Ref. 5)
with zero pressure gradient with and FIGURE 2, Velocity and temperature
without heat transfer. Initial tests profiles of laminar flat plate
with various co-ordinate systems for boundary-layer at Rex.510
the adiabatic case showed that at the
very least 16 mesh points are needed to
predict velocity and temperature
profiles with reasonable accuracy at
the downstream end of the boundary 90 by 90 Mesh (Every 5 hnes
layer. Even more points may be
necessary for cases with heat transfer.
Figure 1 shows the co-ordinate system
used for the cold wall case where the
wall temperature is fixed at the free
stream value. This case is a much
severer test than the adiabatic wall
case because of the larger temperature
variatiGn across the boundary layer and
the reversal of the temperature
gradient near the wall. The free stream
Mach number is at Mw =4.0. There are 37 Leading edge -
mesh points within the boundary layer Ree=14700, Rex= 2.29 .,107
at the point close to the downstream
end. The arrow indicates the station
where the velocity and temperature
profiles are compared with theory. In FIGURE 3. Co-ordinate system for
Figure 2 the dotted lines represent the turbulent flat plate boundary layer
analytical solution of Van Driest. The with zero pressure gradient: Adiabatic
agreement between the results are very wall case M. =4.0, To =3101 K.
good, and a similar accuracy was
achieved for the adiabatic wall case.

The first turbulent test was carried
out with the Baldwin-Losmx algebraic
turbulence model. A turbulent flat
plate boundary layer with zero pressure
gradient, at a free stream Mach number uO
of 4.0, is calculated and compared with

SCAMCU'ATED
80 by 70 Mesh (Every 5 Utnes)

Ogx 
MEA . RE

, Y/O

- - . F.. . . ..... ....-...- F IGURE 4 . Ve lo c ity p ro f ile s o f
i.... . turbulent flat plate boundary layer at

tlralnq *dq Rex=S 10
4  

Re 8 =14700: Adiabatic case No =4.0
T. =310* K.

FIGURE 1. Co-ordinate system for
laminar flat plate boundary-layer:
Cold wall case Me =4.0, TwvT.
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the experiments of Maybey et. al. (Ref.
6). They measured profiles at 5
streaswise stations and paid a great XL= 01 0 0.2 0 .00 OP 07 O8 09

deal of attention for achieving near
adiabatic conditions. The experimental
profiles are also given in great detail

e.g. 80 points in a profile. The co-
ordinate system used computationally is
shown in Figure 3 and the arrow
indicates the point where the
comparison is made. Although the Stations of velocity profile
calculated momentui thickness is measurements

approximately 20 larger than the
experiments at a given X-station, the FIGURE 5. Geometry of Waisted body of
growth rates of the boundary layer are Winter 5t. al.

very similur. This discrepancy may be

caused by a difference in transition
position. The velocity profile
comparisons, therefore, are made at
momentum thickness based Reynolds
number rather than length based

Reynolds number Rex. The profile at Reg
x14700 (Rex-2.29*10) is shown in
Figure 4. The crosses represent the 140 x 80
measured profile which agrees very well Mesh
with the calculated profile. The skin
friction prediction also agrees well
with the experiments. (Every

5 lines)

6 WAISTID BODY OREVOLUTION

We now extend the validation tests to
the boundary-layer with pressure
gradient. There are several choices of
experimental data for such a purpose.
However the test flow should be
attached, because at this stage the
validation should be carried out
without the added complication of
separation. The flow should be at a
moderate Mach number, because the
ultimate purpose of the project is to
predict the flow field around
projectiles at transonic speed, not at
subsonic or high supersonic speed. And
preferably the flow field should be FIGURE 6. Co-ordinate system for
axi-symmetric since it represents Waisted body of Winter et. al. at
projectiles and also a two dimensional WM =1.4, Too =290b K and R etl.01*10a
planar flow field is likely to be more
difficult to create accurately in an
experiment.

Winter, Rotta and Smith (Ref. 4) in the Y direction. The result at
carried out definitive experiments to X/L=0.l is then used as a starting
measure the boundary-layers on an axi- condition to calculate the downstream
symmetric waisted body which is shown part of the body using both the
in Figure 5. The body is 1524mm long. Baldwin-Lomax model (BLM) and the
The ronical nose has a half angle of 20 Johnson-King model (JKM).
degrees, This is followed by a shape
defined by a quartic curve which joins The co-ordinate system used for the

the cubic giving approximately constant afterbody calculation has 140 points in
convergence. A mirror image of this the X direction and 80 in the Y
cubic provides the final flare and a direction as seen in Figure 6. The grid

quartic fairing curve joins the is generated to distribute at least 35
converging and diverging region. The mesh points within the boundary layer
flow !a attached and measurements at at around X/L=0.5. We consider this to
various Mach• numbers and Reynolds be the number needed to calculate
numberswere-carrisd out. The case turbulent boundary layers with
chosen for the present validation test reasonable accuracy. The present grid
is with the free stream Mach number at has 44 points within the boundary
M. =1.4 and the lengtj based Reynolds layer. The results with a mesh which

number of Rexul.OlelO * has 120 by 70 points are compared with
the present results. This grid has 38

At'first, only t~ij cone part up to points within the boundary layer at the
Xi/L=0ll is calculated ustag the same streaawise location. Both results
Baldtln;Lomax model. The turbulence are almost identical and this suggests
model was "itched on at the "ame that the number of mesh points seems to
location as the transition trip in the be adequate and the results are more-
ex6e0tiuEnts (XA/i=OOk)i. The grid used or-less mesh independent. Approximately
for thitrpart hgs Oi',aints in the X 25000 time steps are required to obtain
direction (X/La0 to 0.11) and So points a converged solution.

4, II•I I|IiI•I IIm
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Figure 7 shows the computed surface _AU

pressure, compared with experiments, -- LM x MEASURED
for ML*, JX sand an Inviscid 8
calculation. The results of the BLM and L
JKE are almost identical and they fall
on a single line. The dotted line
represents the inviscid results which
is very close to the viscous results.
Agreement with experiment is also very
good, providing a further validation of
the inviscid part of the code and also
ensuring that the pressure field is 0k0
correctly modelled for the viscous
calculation. The results show a region
of maJor favourable pressure gradient
from the nose to X/L=0.4, followed by
adverse pressure gradient. The close
agreement between the viscous and 0-OT
inviscid results suggests that the :2 0 02 (14 OA 08 1 12
boundary layer displacement thickness X/L
is relatively small and hence the
viscous effect on the pressure is
small.

FIGURE 8. Momentum thickness
The momentum thickness developments coopqrison between BLM, JKM and
along the body are shown in Figure 8. experiment.
The solid and dotted lines represent
the BLM and JEW results respectively
and the crosses represent the
experiments. All the following figures 0=8
are also presented in the same way. X
Figure 9 shows the displacement
thickness development along the body. L
Both figures 8 and 9 show the
discrepancy between BLM and JKE is 04N
rather small, and in general, the I \\
agreement between the calculated
results and the experiment is
reasonably good.

The skin friction coefficient is aX

probably the most difficult boundary
layer parameter to calculate and to
measure with reasonable accuracy. It is
evaluated from the velocity gradient at
the wall using the velocity value at 0AM ,
the first mesh point from the wall; a 0 2 04 a s 1 12
higher order interpolation would change X/L
predicted values by up to +16. Figure
10 shows the skin friction. The dashed
line represents the skin friction of
the forebody. The two dots at X/L=0.06 FIGURE 9. Displacement thickness
and 0.1 are the calculated values from comparison between BLM, JKE and
the 1/7 power law on a cone as quoted experiment.
by Winter et. al. Both BLM and JKE give

05 VISCOUS

CA . INVISCID Cf e7 Power low

CP 3X MEASURED 00 xX

.0,t

-02- B

"-0 0 01• 0.4 08 8 1 1.2 -€0 0 02 0,4 08 08 1 1.2

X/LX

FZQU• 7. Surface pressure comparison FIGURE 10. Skin friction coefficientSbetween ELI, JEW & inviscid comparison between ELM, JEW and
0calculations and eperiment, experiment.

b t_ 1,14 in in in com o b n in i n a



results which are such lower than the UD
experiments in the conical nose region.
The experiments also show larger
variation in the skin friction,
generally. The BLM of the two methods
gives the better reproduction of the
trends. 0.

Figure 11 shows the velocity profiles
at various X stations. The calculated
and measured velocity profiles agree 04
reasonably well at X/L20.4 where the
pressure gradient reverses from
favourable to adverse. At X/L=0.475 Q2
which is the beginning of the adverse
pressure gradient, the agreement
between the calculations and the , ... =
experiment is still reasonable. 0M 0M2
However, for the further downstream Y/L
stations at X/L=0.55 and 0.7 the
discrepancies between the calculated I
and the measured profiles are large. U
The computed profiles appear to be more U.
sensitive to the pressure gradient than
are the experimental ones, perhaps
indicating an overestimate of the
Reynolds stresses by both turbulence
models. The calculated profiles at 0

X/L=0.833 which are in the second
favourable pressure region again agree
reasonably well. However, at the last 04
station at X/L=0.983 the disagreement
among the profiles are large although
this is also close to the model 02
trailing edge. The discrepancy between
the two models, the BLM and JIM, are
relatively small wher compared with the ._ _...._, _ _ _ _

discrepancy with the calculated and the CA 004 2008 a2 m00

1D fI

X/L=0.es
O160

0.4.

0 01004 0•012 Y/L 0 OO OIY/ L O

U U

Os-

X/L= 0.475OA O
06A

0.4.45XL .8

02 Q

WOI 00M 00 02 OS n M O12 I'lL

FIGURE 11. Velocity profile comparison between ELM, JIM and

experiment. (For notation see FIGURE 8.)
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It is still too early in the study to
give definite comments on the JKM
calculations and is not clear yet why
the history effect included In the JKY
does not give a better representation
than the simpler BLM. A further study
should be carried out with
progressively severer pressure
gradient, but it say be very difficult
to find suitable experimental cases.

6 cONCLUDING REMAS

A computer code to calculate laminar
and turbulent flows around projectile
shaped body has been developed. The
code underwent rigorous step by step
validation stages. All of the
validation tests against analytical
results have given confidence with the
code. However, it became more difficult
to validate turbulent flown, especially
with pressure gradient, because of the
difficulties in finding appropriate and
reliable experimental cases. The code
has been tested with the waisted body
of Winter et. al. This body seems to be
ideal for testing the code and its
turbulence models in non-separated
flows. In the present study both
Baldwin-Lomax and Johnson-King
turbulence models are used. Both models
produced very similar results, and are
in reasonable agreement with the
experiments, although we consider that
extensive validations are still
required for flows with pressure
gradient.
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SUPERSONIC TACTICAL MISSILE COMPUTATIONS USING
EULER'S EQUATIONS WITH CROSSPLOW SEPARATION MODELING

F. A. PRJOW and A. D. WARJ)L4W, JR.

-eopc Engner
Iufwtuatlion and Mathemtatical Science Branch

NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER
Whitt Oak, Slver Spring, Maryland 20903-500
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ABSTRACT

The space-MartChing Euler solver, ZEUS, --s coupled with a separation model to predict tbe fully three-dimensiorwal separated
flows for supersonic tactical Missiles. ZEUS incorporate a multiple soon, gridding toclinike and a second-order extension of
Godunov's method. The separation model assumnes a vortex sheet leaves Ote surface at the experimentally observed separation
point Conputetions are performed on missiles which have bodies of circular and clhlnti cross sections at incidences high enough
to exthibit boundary laye separation. Results show that the spration miodel was monst effective if. imrvn . predictinso

misils it cicuarbo=e at M&Jh numbers below 35; but, at higher Mach numbers, predicted loads re nt significantly
affected. Qualitatively, caknulaed and measured flow field structures; exhibit improved agreement which increases ýbe accutacy
of the predicted body and fin loads, however, quantitative nlow field differences remain. For elliptic bodies, inviscid solutions
are in close agreement with measured surface pressures except eam the shoulder where calculations display a crossflow shock.
I~nclusos of the separation model diminishes the stregt of the inviscidi crossilow shock in the vicinity of the shoulder but
has little inflenc on the missile loads.

'NMECATR diffrec limiter [Eqs. (3)]
NOMRN~ATUREcrossfiow plane angle measured cloc~kwise

Ak asmaof control volume Pdge lying in the ft th fi *pitch plane
X k t axia And ciosaflow, plane angles defining

the streamline direction immediatelySdiameter windward of the separation point (Fgq 2)
CM F"ochin /q teL) density-

CN niormal fk Subscripts
(-"-t for-1q fiki n,m7, k cell center (Fig. 4)

CN. fi wmlt"cofiin 1,2,3,4 canard panel number as defined in Hg. 10
(,rolling momnent/q-.1"- no ambient conditions

Ci, presateft coefficietL L INTRODUCTION
(p -P)1q

CV' siefm oiice The inviacia shock layer for tactical missiles in sproi(side forc/qgwS) flight can be approximated by numerically solvingthEue
flux %vso [Eqs. (1)) equations. This Approach does not d'pend on an extensive
-stagnation enthollpy data-base such as semi~ecmpirical ntetods; and other traditional

L re~sce lngthpredictive Methods. Solutions to the Euler equations provide~~~~~detailed flow field propertie, aecrodynamic cofilnt n
freestrem Mah nuberload ditibutions.F~ m isie in supersonic flight, Euler's

fi = (n., n,, n.) vector noarma to the cell edge [Eqs. (1)] equations are beat solved using a spae-marching procedure.
I~~ICPU edge am Under these conditions, the equations are hyperbolic, and

p pressure the missile's flow field can be detemined bunm known flow
00free Mte"~ dynAisn pressure coditionis ata crosr-sectliond plane nrar the nos tip which is

upper-and lower supersonic steams for the Marched down tre length of the missile. Euler's equations can
- nam~ pr-bent (i 3)conivect vorticity and dotemine dhe circulation generated by

S azee ac s_ - hocks- but, viscous sucoeon h an vortx shedding from
a wait cell immediately widwr of di the srfae of soft ou must be vW y modbf

mulo spraio pit t )The prdcto flwXparation and the forniason ofcroaflw epaaton oin (g. ) o.tcsi motn for aneieietreatment of tactical
flux vctlor [Eqs (1)] Missiles. Atezes xet a significant and non-linear infuenc

(%,'Vtn) (hesesion Velocity conmponents onusle aerodymis Tyar eerated by sharp Ulting
(z'V'r) callsionaacoordinates with r along the sufaces and froint oybudr a separation. Changes

missie axis in icdnealter ftnevortex trjcoisas well as the number
adgin of aWick (degee) of voilma present, as shown in fgt 1. The penalties for
asial mand oastow phmn angles defiening neglecting eprtion for msieshae ae rfanv and

therdido maon circula bodidsWA and T remedy
leeward of thearg 2) thisstain body boundary layer sepaation can be simulated

oaa4deflection ansle, positive with = ~MON tlWlr iiosna h eprmnal

hlow dlirection a& 3) A*8*dlgLnnnooibdi wsa
bowc studied for mony-woars. Smidti- dqve Ce4 a=ioe in

ratioofpcfcet whinch vortex sheets are shed into otherwise iro Binlfow-,
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LOW INCIDENCE:

INTERMEDIATE INCIDENCEs+

S+1

HIGH INIEC

s-1

Figure 1. Vortex structures in a tactical missile flow field Figure 2. Flow angle parameters in 3-.D forced separation
at diffecient incidencos. model.8

however, this model was restricted to conical flow. The discrete along fth surface leeward of the separation point. Both primary
vortex method of Mendenhalls predicted both symmetric and and secondary separation are modeled.
asymmetric vortex shedding front bodies at incidence. Flddes4 Another approach to separation modeling is the clipping

sntpttdSmith, model to cialflow by using slender technique of Baitsaris et. ai.1 Heme separation is allowed to
body theory for the firoodational lo and fitting the complex occur in confoarmance, with the toeside circulation level. This

spirlingV~tt~ aS~eS Wit Poit ~circulation is introduced by limiting ki~e. setting an upper
In addition topotenial flows, mP1 o dein~Og has bound) the crossflow velocity near the surface.

sm epaein moedel are ousullyn basedonth asm Tion se The separation models described above produce a quai-
afsip surfaelavs the bodaly baledong tie asempartion lineats tativelu' correct pktture of the flow field for circular bodies

vesloipynra t i surfc laest e bod alongte searatiacons lie However, the ability of separation models to quantitativelyv nrma to surace zer, ad aros du suf de, fine the flow field remains to he demonsraedthe prsueis continuous but ote variables masy not be, Alsosuyte onmdl Kon n
the seaainline is prescribed emptirially. Mrn Rf

O~ne maetlx#,of implementing this type of separation model, Solver, 8)iS. 16ZU i plied to various tactical missile
suggested by Klopfer and Nwsn i agn gv oi s, hapes an seautdfor its ability to predict measured
does nam try to catr rpryjmsars h lpst- surface pressures and flow field profiles. Computations arelante aresure and density at the seartin poit ae performed on missiles which have bodies of circular or elliptic
determined by interolation whtich, to &the4wth thecontat cross sections at incidences high enough to exhibit boundary
lota enthalpy constrarL allow the velocity magnitude to he layer separation. Rtesulft are compared with measured surface
asceuAind uljrelot10iY direto is empirically presetibed (at pressures flow field profiles, and force and moment data, as
a cousau ckswreufwressa 411le) which c91POmplteshe definition well as some of the previous work of Refs 8-11. A brief
of the plopeties at the separatifon poa.Ti s ppoeh a description of the ZEUS computational algorithm is provided
been applied to missile shapes by Wardaw CL atL and Otiln in Sec. 11, and an outline of the forced crosiflow separation
and Latin 7 *wht 4me sqaation line lies between grdV oit model is given in Sec. li1. Sec. IV discusses resulth while Sec.
and the velo~ty vetos is aligned with the separation ln. V outlines conclusions drawn fronm this study.
In a similatr vane, Kwutg and Myrings have developed a
forced seaato mode coiped, with a time-ependent Euler
solver and ha 'applied this to bodie of tevolution. In this; JU COMPUJTATIONAL PRO)CEDURE~

di e exaie thlyosredalseapssumedhai At the cells The ZEUS code combines a multiple zone gridding
adaett4wt will immredoatey upstream and downstream technique with a second order extension of Godunov's method,

Of she sepaatio point, a Velocity JUMP is impoacdoss the an upwind scheme based on the Riesnann problem for steady
vo~t W wthmea vlue cmpuedfor die pressuire and supersonic flow. It is cast in contrl voiume form and

dhiyM6Velo0city Components K6 determined at each of the conists of a predictor and corrector step The predictor step
two cebllsby prescribing astreamline directin.as shown in Fig. advances the primitive variables using Eulers equations in non-

2, nd mpsin Ur cnstnt otl athapyconitin.Away conservation forn. esvadives are computed using a limited
frot t sesuface, doe vorna sheet is catrdby the numerical central dWf Th corrector step modifies

sht eeSeai MI for moreneais Godunov'so g linea property variations
seacond tiithod, dvlope by Ma~N i,'Wt un mt' within echi contrtol volunie W~s program is devoid of explicit

modd*Dj~mri~vth he ule eqatins o peffct epwted artificial visosity and is rhobs
dwon OomoicaI piles it aspenotaic speeds. 11is method Some details of ZEUS ame iven below with a more

etur ifta'~Iydloalty s00 entrop jump amme ;he slip trftdsritonfn in W~S. 13 arid 14.
vArfr 41on* the fotl Oh lp sur acei modeled using a

VOK460i lagalieA. ZONE ksIRuCTU

Euler eqwutin drfeenocd in a cu-ided matnfl wa fromn The ZEUS programo uses a multipe zone structure which
tse ic~atiod aw~fm At he lesie = ponint, e =rsso provides a convenent framework fromn whid% to comput
vsitjrlit set 0 b 061ti asuaana, ~esepaeuIsp se shapesl having shar1p edged finL The. cIOROslw plan IS

IA
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divided into several quadrilateral zones, andj simple, separate, Using the notation of Fig, 4. mass and momeumm
transformatio is applied to ea&i Zone boundusic ae tame conservation through a control volume can be expressed, as:
to coincddo with the body, canard and tall surfaces, and the
bow shock allowing fin thicknes and fint deflections to be

B. NUMERICAL SCHEME fl- 4m+ S4f RU++I;..j(a

For steady s .esonc flow, the Riemane problem represents where:
th cafefoctzdimensional, supeso-nicsams

as illustrited inF .At the point of intersection, shocks rPW
or expansiof M50for which turn both streams to a common 2
density Or velocity and It g~ine 1110wSDlly forms betwfen "'- PoU (b
them. The di;tono kh line is the one producing the PWV ,

same presure in both streamts. Nf the two streams forminig
the Riemano problem have -isila properties, a closed form
honea solutiont can be obtained. Alternatively, an approximate P
Rieman, probleM"7 can be constructed which has a closed jeV + npic
form solutiotn. F,, puV 4n*p (1

V fi.i,,4  0 (u, v, W).'Jm. (ld)

5: OtOCK Here, CU is the flux in the z-direction which passes through the
STATEshade cell ends while the .P's are the fluxes associatedl with

- R'P.P14w+the 

reaiin cell edges. Equatio ns (1) a re closed using the
of state that yield the constraint

The ZEUS code integrates Euer's equations utin a second

'AFAN order accurate and usually cast in a control volurie form.
Prprea within each atl e assumed constant ahd fluxles

Figure 3. The supersonic Rierannn problem consists of two [F = mi Eq. (1)1 at cell edges are calct.ZýAi4 using
intersecting supersonic streamts. R+ and R-. the problem.

Godunov's method is extended to second ordier by adding a
predico step to deternine propessies at zk + AzI2 and linearly
extrapolating thesepoen e to the cell edge. TFhe poel
slopes for both dhe p=dcrstep &nd the linear extrap lato a
computed using limited differences which prevent oscillations
near shocks. These differences are calculated in the following
manner:

Lf= J if ci<Oj' (3a)
2 ~C2 if C1 O 2!f

mi. k k+where:

C1 (f.+z,n. A- ) (f.,. A- f...,A) (b

(f+. -C"2mn K (3c)

I
1 fn.,, - -M

Here, f is some dependent variable differentiate with respect
to some independent variable f and I !; W :9 1.

V * ~Nea shocks and other discontiuitnies the lomier reduces
ll dupes 1o sWW 'na the sdlemet CollmnPO to the first Order

Figure 4. Control volume nomenclature.Gouomthd
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* C. jiOMARY CONDITIONS amactbing $tep, sine of W0% of the CML limit, In some came,
ZE~sis bsed n a voi on.mesh dfrect waft compared by balling and doubling the mesh

ZEU S p ins baedo no a onne voum fomlto , hsf si=e Caniputations featring canards or a tail wenreun using
VW ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~_ ponsd o eo h onay u ahrtecls Multiple Wries; otherwise, at one zone, model was employed&

adjacen tou the, wall have an edge lying along fte boundary. The streamline angles, Oc. 0, fle,, i, were taken as 200,20O.

by wrpltn = poetetothe Wall usingthe cell
sloe orml o wlL71i ege r~ertftdo not satisy A. BODIES ALONE

lying on the wall. Th measued. flow field and surface pressure distributions at
The outer zone boundary is determnined bynln; M, 3.5 and a - 100 are illustrated in Fig. 5. A crosliow

the domain of dependenc of the numerical solution using shock is located on the leeside of the body followed by a vottex
inflxmatioa contained in the Riennami problem, which is prima!ily the product of budr ae

The 10* incidence curve is marked with= letters
D. SPECIAL PROCEDURES

Ariiilvsoiyand other special poeusamnot _ _

requiredby theZEU code, Howe=,tede paraeters do - *'G

occurin t!A d&ne litnilars. In the program, iue of Eqls. (3)
is setto 0at cells nearto finsurfaces, Ilat interior cells andl2
at boundary cells in smooth flow regions. These values of K'
do not require adjustment fixim one problem to the next. 40O - -

ct 100
III. CROSSIFLOW SEPARATION MODELING

IUeaepanation model ofRef. Sisineompocatedlinto the
ZEUS po.to model bouridty layer separation for bodies
of : =oltin At larg Aeynoldst numbers, the separatd
boundary layer can be garied as avortex sheeembedded in .

an inviscd flow. 7barfiwe this model is constructed based on
the hrilowing physical conditions for a vortex sheet:

1. zeo velochg component normal to the sheet
2. continuouuspress=reacross the shecrt'~'
3. constant total enthalpy for steady flow
4. a jurnp, in taingentIal velocity amriss: doe sheer ' '

In th crsilow plant. the aparauton model isappliedto
the Wallicellsa and,$+ Iwhich we immediately windward .

and leeward of the separation point, respectively, as shown in .8

Fig. 2.Hemethe votaexs eet is assumed to leave the surface ;
at the expetimentally observedl separation point lying between
cells; a = a + I. A veloityJump, s imposed across the vortex f
sbeet withmen uvalues of the &Mui properties computed at the ft

tw cell in the following unanruem

P.+1 (Y. + r~.2) (4b)

Heme F denotes either por p. The + and - subscripts denoite O

the leeward and windward directions, respectively. Th'
superscripts dencoe Old Values.

The flow velocities; are determined at each of the two cells L.-------- 00
byprscribin Asramljinedctiou and imposing the constant0

the wagl cell' on the windward si" (cell:a) of the separation
limeisspfed by thelpso 0.and 0, as shown in Mir.
2. btxffmdy, a do wall cell on the leeward side (cell r)
the streaimline is specified by the angles, P.a and fl, Once s
this voote sbWhep as left dhe body surface it is captured by

0.
IPO UTE -RESUU!S AND DISCUSSION 1S 00.

1%e no potigman coupled with the separation model oif FgRem 5. MeasurediS crosaflow, plane isobars and velocity
Ref. S. has been applied to missile-shaped boIesI' of circular directions on the leeside of a tangent-ogivel
and ellpti emus sctisons. Caclations hicluded bodtes alone clnefoM,=3.5, a = 10* and zld =6.5.

ad ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Maue surfacelitn sra eutswracivd sn pressure distribution are also
aed ~o~swib l~t~n sufacs. Rsuls wre IhiB~d ~i~shown at various incidences.-Ir
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By compoft bothfgvs tis evde dotthae ftbin surface x15 0 N
shock. Sepmdon occur downstream of the cmesffow shock,
imcm pbkdiminpishes &A the B onua lifetshf the bzody with7

inrainIncidettee atditac down the=bdAs hviated
tyhe aa 15 cwo. By Monuasthe ac latdnviscid SHiOCKj

flwfdat a a-1S, overlad on the expetimental datit as
shown in ig 6. eibts acroafilow shorkwhich b toofar

inH.7 p nof fthsepus- modelprdcsa.
leadflow dominate by a larp vorfte which btings
th aluatedi flow field str uuem into qutttv agemn

with experiment Howv~er, c 1 .v - -feene reMAIn.
The cmpuited' votex is mniss and the crossflow shock, .

viil nthe. exeinn~ stmsing from the comptdfo
field Comu resswes, which ane a&W 4hwn

: F 7,agre cosey wthexperiment only on the windward
ti of tebdy.lowever, the separation model reduces

.910
discrepancies elsewhere.7

Figure 6. Computed (inviscid ZEUS, 72 x 72 mesh) and
measured' 9 crossflow plane isobars on the
tangent-ogive/cylinder of Fig. 5 at Moo, 3.5,
a =15" and zid = 6.5.

a= 150M=3 5, z/d=6.5

25

20 +* ZeKSM DATA, a-i(r
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7be tw ieso separatd low Ove A tNugent poit.i Leewai of the separation point, in the region under
rigletylda W witha sa fineness ratio of 3 and a the asn* vortex. however. the presures mre somewhat under-

caieswscomputed for Mw =.2.5 at a = predictec At r/d - M5, computations with separation modeled
12', 16' and Moo = 4.5 at a = 12*. The separation line was display a vottex trapped near the surface and a reverse crossfiow
estmae ftmn lthexpeimental surfac pressure distbuftio shock under the Vortex as indicated by the arrow. The predicted
by Hodges.20 vlg. S Illstrates surface pressure distributions M vortex is too stron~ as indicated by the large dip in the pressure
foW axial stations for Mw . at & l6~'. Separated rsls dufttibuio 92ft:n reverse crossflo, shock. which is not

ar cmpre is eedeninviscid ZEUS cilcutiaioew and observed eprmnal.Dwnstreamn at rid - 14.5, however,
Ref. B. As expected for all cases the inviacddrslsare ti impnydevre it wyfo h
wenl with experiment on the wind"l of toe body, however, as surface. The vortex formation and lift off is Illustrated in fig.
the flow expanids amound the leeside of dft body, the Pressure 9 at three axial stations using computed isobars. The primary
decreases below measurement, and a croasfiow shock occurs. vorte ad the revers ctusflow, shock locations are marked. A
With the separation model added, ZHUS computations typiclly Mesh dependency is seen in the leeside flow field using ZEUS.
emulate the viscous results in the vicinity of the separation Similar results art observed for Xe, = 2.5, 4.5 at a = 12'

which are not shown here.
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exhibit leeside separation. On the other hand, for the Eulersolutions, a shaip shock occurs at the primary separation point
_while a supersonic reverse crossilow shock appears beneath the

HA+- 1A vortex. A dip in the pressure distribution is observed behindW the reverse crossfiow sfo& which is similar to the results for2" the circular bodies. This suction peak indicates a predicted

COW WT= 4111 6 W reduces the magnitude of the shock at the separation point, but
the leeside vortex location is unaffected. Comp~uted crossflowFigure 10. Monoplane elliptic missile configuration.2' isobars and velocity vectors are illustrated in Fig. 12 for M,,

2.5, a - 200 and z/L - .95. Separation modeling only affectsthe solution near the primary separation point.
Computations were perfonned on a model 21 with a ?JI INVISCID SEPARATEDelliptic cross section, as shown in Fig. 10. Here, the separationline was estimated from the measured surface pressure - -distribution. Fig. 11I illustrates the surface pressure distributionat three axial stationsat M.=2.5&Wand = 20'. Computed F

results, with and without the separation model, are compared
with experimental data,21 separated Euler calculations'0 and'3
Navier-Stokes results.2 Windward of the separation point 0'z900). all methods are in good agreement. At the shoulder, boshexperiment and the Navier-Stoizes calculation feature separation.This phenomenon is absent for the inviscid calculation which0experiences a pressure over-expansior, at the shoulder and a/
leeside crossflow shock. Improvements in the leeside pressuredistubution near the shoulder are observed when separation -~

ar i easonableagemnwihteseparate souinFfRf PRESSURE CONTOURS10in predicting the leeside pressure plateau. At stations 4lL
=.6 and .95, measured results and the Navier-Stokes solution .

04

04 L - - 3.,~ U1

003

-0 1 0

u.99 -o-stparatin pomtn-02, prto VELOCITY VECT2ORS
-03Figure 12. Copued pressur coniours and velocity vectorso05 for th body alone configuration of Fig. 10 at0.4 Mý= 2.5, a = 200 and zIL = .95. Calculations0.4- 6,~ are for ZEUS with and without separation

03 - EU modeling.
0.2 - b~. i,

cpa0 1 0 B. FINNED BODIDES

eruriflu droi~k 2.5 and 3.5, a !52 and i0 = 00. The missile is characteized-0.1P4"c't'npoin by a .5clie agent gve noea3.7walibrcomput dar-02and cruciform canards in line wihacruciform, tail. solutions-0.211,were calculated using separation lines estimated at 0 = 9W~-03 1Z and 270*. Thes separation lnsbgnbhn h aad n05 terminated just ahead of the tail. The roiling moment and side04 torc comparisionst am illustrated in Fig. 13 with canards 2 and04 z,'r. 95 4 asymmetrically deflected 50. Comparisons are made with03 IidU3measured data2 and inviscid ZEUS calculations.ra previously,-- .P.. ZE inviscid ZEUS results indicated that non-linear trends of the02 7-3- . e Qo., 1 vs. a, curves were accounted for~ however, discrepanciescp 0 1~ - ,.U., mcuriad between measured and calculated C1, as shown infig.13. This lack of agreement is likely a result of inappropriately00 
-ees computed body vortices. The iriviscid soluton generates suchatisiflw Aiuc* vortices by virtue of crossflow shocks instead of boundary layer-01 *~~fq.,ii~m~nuiseparation which occurs in the viscous case. By modeling the- trihatapropriate mechanism for generating body vortices, i.e usino

-0 3 60 90 10 10 i~ M.= 3-.5 inclusion of the separation model b" little effect0 On computed Ct and C. Fig. 14 displays computed isobarsFigur I1 I oputed and measured C, vs. 0 o hebd and axial vorticit contours at two axial stations between thealone configuration ofFig 10 at M"'=2 canards andthe tail (74L = 11 and 30)at M.0 = 2,5, aa -200 and zIL - .3, A..95. Calculations are 'so With and without the separattion model. inclusion of thefor ZEUS with and without reparation, Euler seaato mfodel eliminates the leeside enos~aulw shocks wh~
with separationtt and Navier-Stokes'24

alter the strenagths and trajectorie of the keside body vortices.
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f i g.d 1 5 c o m p a x a M ea s u r e a n d c o m p u t e d C N , , ~ , , a F i g . 1 6 c o m p a r e s m e a s u r e d aN d c o r n p u t e d C * a s a
fialctlol o f toll- ~ m ia ai c n s at U ,, f 2 a d f m t On f to ll a n gl fo r a b o d y -ta il m issile se W ith t w ic e th45 sa a 1. isf l5 tall s as th mo ig. 15. Thso•l has n 

•
is~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~lnt ohswn yans in"o ,abd f 13 caiesaa fnnessg of3 and fint; wthcalibers and fins with a spa of .5 cal& ber.Te separation Of iA) c0alliber Ambient condifoons we M,,,, - 3.5 ando aline At M e calculations was estm•,na d f om the measw d The ao n in e is in s-,-of the exp rimn. a surfacedata of for a tangent vive body withainose fin,.neeg of' line i s am fro ctedn oef rom etJ forof-. At,0=2, invtW 4ld computMlons on ci bodies distribut io oHdgs2Coi n EttiandmeaLred fi

~ ~ ~~~~~~~~= w : wel 1, the Wind=nofe•fre t15 s••ote. side of othied= ho fins rt inaier

MAUdc a crosafow sltoc not eIn expuimvabat As a fin load calcuftin are higher than experimn~t on the leesidetsoo the inviscid fin load cl overpredke rint of the body in on the windutde of the bd v orties. zin oespecially on fth leeside of the body. By mt4ouday vyer.oseparation and, thus r lff eeii the separittio model improves the computed fin loads in fthiv~tk. iproed mor atcurdy ompuingtheke" region. .9g. 17 illustrates C, as a function of rol angle forWSWof he in OW relct~rutam btanedon he the TMoe of ftg 16. fInviscid computations and experimentSo . A = 4.5, the inviscid lside fin tue am in reasonable agrement over the full range. Therefore,Predctins nlyII Oer~ttlna~ exerimenLIfll~g~fi CI predictions ait only slightly improved when the separation
ofn d el is applied Comparison of the results in Figs. 15-17

isu g g sts tha t b e tter re su lts a te o b ta in ed o n fin s w ith la gp r d i t e s p a n s. u r e A n in c re a s e d fi n s p a n d im in is h e s th e p o rtio n o f th e fi n
whichis inf rluenced by the boundary layer.
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SFinatLOWy, m wer performed on die elliptic body~l V. CONCLUSIONS
with~ and without avronmdlg shown in ri.18, A separation model has been coupled toa pcemacing
compate favorably, 03 = the inclusio of the Euler code and applied to missiles with ciclradnon-
wings and the tail has a dominaft effect on the leeside flowfield circular bodies. Thea separation model was moxt effetive in
which leads to the minimal infituence of the separation model. iniptoving predictions on missiles with circular bodies at Mach
This is further Mlumsraed by the croassnow isobars and velocity nuisibers below 3.5. An examination of the calculated flow
vectas in ftg 19. Addition of the separation model changes field indicates that the separation model destroys the crossilow
CSr and Cat by less than 1% (not shown here). shock, which occurs In the inviscidcaultondrduea

Iarg leeside vortex bringing the computedflowý fViedsructu
into qualitative agreement with experiment. This improved
flow feied deacription increase the accuiracy of the predicted

05 _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ body and fin loads. However, quantitative differences remain
05~~between the predicted and measured flow field. At higherMach
04 numbers a similar change in flow field structure is introduced
a /L. a by the separation muodel Here, pressures on the leeside of the

model ame low, and the predicted loads are not signtificantly
0 3 - nvlscdd ZEUS .. , affected by the separation miodel.

-Spoed ZEUS NInviscid predictions for missiles with elliptic bodies (minor
2 Separucal at" axis parallel to the pitch plane) agre well with experiment

0 1 eeinteabsence of aseparation model. Here, the crossflow
shock, which develops in the invuscid solution, is located

00 near the shoulder (0l - 90*) as is the experimentally observed
SSeparation point. Predicted and measured surface pressures

-0 1 - are in close agreement except near the shoulder where the
inviscid predictions ammuch lowe than experiment. This

-0 2 discrepancy is caused by an expansion at the shoulder, followed
by acrossfiow shock which occurs in the inviscid solution.

-0 3 ~ ~Experimentally, these phenomena are replaced by boundary
0 3 60 90 120 150 l~ layer separation.Tno separation model diminishes the strength0 30 60 9 12 150 180of the crossflow shock and increases the press=r in this region

0 bust has little influence on the missile loads.
Figure 18. Computed and measured C,, vs. 0t for the

bodylwing til configuration of Fig. 10 at
Mw= 2.5, - = 200 and z1L - .95. REFERENCES
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As part of this development philosophy, the authors formed a
design team responsible for aerodynamic analysis and support for

pegasuaT M , a threestsge, air-launched, winged space booster is a number of different technical areas including trajectory
currently under development to provide fast and efficient requirements, aerodynamic loading distributions, stability and
commercial launch services for small satellites. The aerodynamic control, and aerodynamic heating. The flight conditions considered
design and analysis of the vehicle has been conducted without included carriage and launch from the B-52 parent aircraft,
benefit of wind tunnel and subscale model testing using only transonic flight at high angles of attack, supersonic flight over the
compuati aeWX4nAk! and fluid dynamic methods. AD levels entire angle of attack range, and hypersonic flight to first-stage
of codes, ranging in complexity from empirical database methods burnout. For this entire tlight regime, it was necessary to select and
to three-dimensional Navier-Stokes codes, were used in the desi. validate appropriate prediction methods, estimate the level of
This paper describes the design and analysis requirements, the accuracy adceved, and limit the flight envelope as necessary based
unique and conservative design philosophy, and the analysis on experience and engineerin judgement.
methods considered for the various technical areas of interest and
concen. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the computational

techniques used, from engineering methods (empirical
datarase/theoretcal codes) to computational fluid dynanmks (CFD)

2. LIST OF Smethods, and the results obtained from each level of prediction
method. Though specific codes wil! be described, it is not the

AR aspectratio purpose of the paper to evaluate individual codes, but to evaluate
e mean aerodynamic chord the approach of using a number of different codes for detailed
C, dgmefficient aerodynamic design of a new flight vehicle for which no test data
C, rolling-moment coefficent exist.
Co dCr/dP
C, ltl~efidrtt
C, pitching-moment coefficient 4. BACIKGOUND
C, dC.j/da
Cu yawing-moment coefficient 4.1 1

C rmdfd eoeffie To gain the advantages of increased payload performance and
dC,/da oeoperational flexibility, Pegasus is carried aloft beneath the wing of a

C.k. aid mecoefficient 8-52 bomber or a modified conventional commercial transport

CP dC,/dp aircraf. The performance improvenments over ground launch are a
g gravitationalacceleration result of both the aircraft forward velocity and the Initial launch
h altitude altitude. Launch at 40,000 feet contributes to lower dynamic
I reference length pressure, lower drag and tower structural and thermal stresses.
M.. Mach number The reduced atmospheric pressure range encountered by the first
q. dynamic pressure stage permits optimization of the first-stage nozzle. All things
t time considered, a winged air-launch vehicle has a significant payload
x asial coorinate measured from the nose mass fraction advantage over conventional ground launches.
y latena coordinate
2 vertical coordinate In level flight at Mach 0.8 and 40,000 feet, Pegasus is released from
a angle of attack the carrier aircraft and allowed to free-fall for 5 seconds. After first-
P angle of sideslip stage Igniion, Pepsus beg- a 2-- l pul-up -nneuv using wing
0 anile of roll lift and thrust while accelerating through the transonic speed
A taper ratio regime and mardinm dynamic pressure. When first-stage bumout

occurs after 82 seconds, the vehicle has reached Mach 8.7 at an
altitude of over 200,000 feet. The irst-stage, which includes all the

cp center of pressure aerodynamic lifting surfaces, is separated from the second and
In centerofmonents third stages at this time. A typical baseline flight profile is

illustrated in Figure 2.

For purposes of this paper, the end of the aerodynamic analysis is
denoted by first-stage separation. At this high altitude, the low

Pegasuaiftl) is anair-launhed space booster designed tosatisfy dynamic pressure makes the aerodynamic forces and moments
launch ref lraecnts-fots 01 payloads in a variety of missions. negligible compared to thrust and inertial forces.
The objective of this privately financed developmen eprogram is to
pro%4de reliable space lamnch services at a low cost on a near-termi 4.eoi!
schedule. Under this joint venture between Orbital Sclnces
Corporation and Hercules Aerospace Company, the design A sketch of thecomplete configuration is shown in lgure I. The
approach is based on a conservative development using blunt nose body is cylindrical with a constant diameter of about 4
conventional techniques while exploiting state-of-the-art feet over the total body length of 50 feet. A fairing between the
technology sod experience. Most of the aerodynamic design is wing and the body and a slight expansion near the tail to
based on provn, exsting vehicles; therefore, no wind tunnl tests accomodate the nozzle of the first stage rocket engine are the only
were Induded in the program, and readily available computational modifications to the cylindrical shape. The wng, a clipped delta
codcs were used fordoel aerodynamic analyses. planfrm, is mounted on top of the fuselage, slightly aft of mid-

length. The wing span of 22 feet is dictated by the available

JI
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dearace from the M-2 aircraft amd is the same as the X-15 research codes familiar to the design group are a necessity. Finally, mince no
aircraft. The graphite composite wing has a modified double wind tunnel data are available for guidance, there must be a high
wedge airfoil section. The position of the wing is critical to degree of confidence in the prediction methods so that a large
minimize the pitching moment variation due to the large center of amount of time is not spent validating the selected codes. Missile
gravity travel during firststage bum. designers and analysis have noted that the aerodynamic design of a

new vehicle may be limited by the highest level of code with which
The tail section is composed of cipped delta planform horizontal the aerodynami.t design group is familiar. The objective of the
stabilizers and vertical rudder. These all-movable surfaces are also Pegasus effort was to use the highest level code required for the
double wedge sections made of graphite composite structure. spcifc task.
Other Important details of the geometry which must be considered
in the aerodynamic analysis are the interaction of the wing and tell In this commercial design effort, time became an Important factor
surfacesand the contours and corners produced by the wlng-body for some items. The basic aerodynamic analysis had to be
fairing. completed quiddy in the conceptual design stage so that the design

effort could move on toward final design. As geometric
Thoigh significantly different from the X-15 geometry, there are a modifications were made, rapid aerodynamic evaluation was
number of similanties between the configurations that are dictated necessary so that performance characteristics were available in a
by the M-52 carriage and launch requirements (Fig. l(b)). Given timely manner formisslon analysts.
these similarities, the aerodynamic dchracteritic of Pegasus can be
compared with measured and predicted X-15 aerodynamics to After the preliminary aerodynamic design, there is generally more
preoldearealisticcheckof thecomputation) results. time available for aerodynamic support. For example, the

calculation of aerodynamic heating and aerodynamic loads for
4.2 As amlic Reuterements structural desige require the use of more complex methods, but the

timing, though still important, is not as critical. Similarly, very
A typical baseline mission profile for Pegasus is shown in Figure 2 detailed fluid mechanic analysis of certain flow characteristics may
to Illustrate the aerodynamic requirements. Note that the require a significant effort using modem CFD methods, but the
aerodynamic portion of the flight involves only the first 80 seconds results of this study, though important for the final design, may be
of the mison. Briefly, launch from th5 B 2 occurs at M- 0S at a carried out ove a longer period of time after the final aerodynamic
low angle of attack. The angle of attack Immediately increaaes to designisflixed. Themethod/-electlon process for this design effort
nearly 20 degrees as Pegasus accelerates through the transonic will be described in greater detail in the next section.
regime to supersonic speed. During this part of the mission,
Pegaisus Is gaining alftite uaiftboth rocket thrust and wing lift.
By M * X the angle of attack is down to S degrees, and by M - 6 it 5. ruuINICAL DISCUSSICO AND RESULTS
is nearly zero degrees. Different missions will dictate different
moasfattackaand Mach nmuber schedules. A number of different aerodynamic design and analysis codes were

applied to Pegasus; the portions of the flight envelope considered
A flight envelope is Illustrated by the solid curve in Figure 3, and by various codes are shown in Figure 3. The different codes used
the nmeas ofvarious computer codes are shown to Illustrate their are Identified in Figure 5, and descriptions of each code are
rangeofapplications. Thecodeanoted on this figure arediscussed presented in the following paragraphs. Since itis important to see
in a later section. Bef a decision about appropriate aerodynamic the relationship between the specific aerodynamic task and the
prediction methods can be made, the aerodynamic requirements code or codes selected, sample results will be presented and
for the various technical areas are needed. A minimum set of discussed at the jame time the prediction methods are described.
requirements is shown in Figure 4. For trajectory simulations, the
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics must Include 5.1 ryeliminary Desigm
effects of control suface deflections since trim calculations are
required throughout the trajectory. Some of the other items in As noted above, speed and accurucy are important considerations
Figure4 arespeciflc to Pegasus; for example, the wing faing shock for the codes used for preliminar- design purposes. A number of
itere is of interest becauseof a specific vehicle component, possible codes are available for this task, but as discussed In

and the B-52 pylon carriage loads and separation trajectories are Reference 1, not all codes are applicable to the configuration and
required because of thenature ofthelaunch. Ther amber of flow flow conditions of interest for this investigation. Since no
conditlons shown for each requirement i$a conservative estimate experimental data on Pegasus was to be available, a conservative
based on pre•iminary design consderations. In reality, Items such approach was taken for the analysis and a number of different
as the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic matrices were codes wer, selected for the preliminary aerodynamic design phase.
calculated a number of times as the design chumged, therefore, the
1,40) flow conditions shown were calculated as many as four Two Independent engineering codc for preliminary design anJ
difnent thnes, analysis, MISL3 (Refs. 2 and 3) and Missile DATCOM (.ef 4 and 5),

were used in parallel to predict the longitudinal and lateral
4.3 Aafdvrnmic Design Phloohv aerodynamic characteristics of Pegasus over the first part of the

flight envelope below Mach 5. Between Mach 4 and 8, the S/HABP
So-soenics aand accuracy were under constant consideration during (Ref. 6) and MADM (Ref. 7) codes were selected.
the computational aerodynamic analyses. In some cases, the
numaber of calculations required dictated the codesand methods MISL3 is a semiempirical code which uses a combination of
that could be used; for exanmpe, even if it were technicaly possible, theoretical methods with nonlinear corrections for the body and an
the aerodynamic matrices could not be developed tsing CFD extensive experimental data base for wing and tail fin loads. The
methods because of the coat and time involved. These matrices of data base inherently includes viscous and compressibility effects as
aerodynamtic chacteristics had to be calculated using simpler, well as fin-body gap effects. The code emphasizes high angles of
fasterngineert methods. However, certain of the calculations attack an transonic speeds, important flow regimes for Pegasus.
involving flow separation and shock wave interference are too Mutual interference between control surfaces is also considered in
com~plen for simple methods, and these results can onlybe obtained the data base, another Important feature for the anticipated flight
using modem CR) techniques involving solutions of the Navier" profile. To provide some confidence in the applicability of this
Stoes equations. hether cases intermediate methods such as code, MISL3 has been validated by comparison of measured and
pInal methods al~lolutioesof the luler equations were sufficient predicted aerodynamic characteristics with a number of different
to provide the design details reqeied. configurations (tefs. 2,3,8, and 9). The range of application of the

Additional considerations in the aerodynamic design philosophy parameters

were code availability, ease of use, engineering capability, and 0o < M._< 5.0
L (bvsy, odeethatm' lctlttoacquireand 4,.0 < a < 45.0

usm otbefor o ..oeve~adeWan ttridynig;tPerfeusbac be Oef A.o 1
theiltcoiitairtinoluef. Maotherse lgfeai little time Ojs < Aa< 4.0

aV be•~edvlp1eut Ind trlnn therefor, rellable o•o A • 1 .0
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Missile DATCOM is based on the body buildup method and clculations. The MADM results were compared with MISL3 and
includes a number of predicton methods for each component of Missile DATCOM results between Mach 4 and 5 to test for
the confi-ation It was developed specifically for preliminary con te and acuracy.
design applications, and it Iss also been validated by numerous
comparlaois with experimental data (Refs. 4,9 and 10). Even Predicted lift and dag coefficients at M. - 8 are shown in Figure 8
thot•gl MISL3 and Missile DATCOM use some similar approaches, for a range of angles of attack far beyond that expected during
theystre independent codes with Individual strengths and flight. An impact-pan i representation of Pegasus is also sh') in
weaknessea For examp• e Missile DA'•COM predicts axdal forceor the figure. No data on. similar con•iguration in this Mach range
drag much better than MISL3 but MISL3 predicts vortex-ntduceed are available for co n purpoes.
foessim metaat hih anem of attack ette. Thebody loads
in Missile DATCOM have proved to be more accurate tham those 5 BNairw Methods
from MISL3 in subsonic flow.

The next level of code available for aerodynaml-t calculations is a
Both of these codes should provide independent predictions of panel method. For Pegasus, the high angles of attack experienced
Pegasus aerodynamis. Throughout the preliminary aerodynamic at both subsonic and supersonic speeds add the requirement that
analysis, bothcodes were run in parallel for all flow conditions and vortex-induced effects be included. These vortex effects are those
the results were compared. Since some of the flight regime associated with vortex shedding from the body ahead of the wing
involves high angles of attack where vorex- inducediumlinearities SUPDL. an improved version of the NWCDM-NSTRN supersonic
can dominate the aerodynamic characteristics, there is likely to be code described In Reference 11, was Immediately available for
some disagreement between the results from the two codes. When analysis over the Pegasus flight envelope up to Mach 3. A subsonic
this occurs, higher level codes can be used to predict a limited version, SUBDL, was also available for use in the limited flight
number of results to help resolve the differences. These higher regime between launch and the onset of tira nic flow.

ilevel codes ame described in a fllowing setin SUPDL represents the 4omponents of the configuration with

Predicted static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the distributions of singularities derived from supersonic linear theory
complete Pegasus configuration with control surfaces undeflected The body is modeled with linearly varying supersonic line sources
are shown in Figure6 for the range of Mach numbers. Results from and doublets to account for volume and angle of attack effects, and
both MISL3 and Missile DATCOM are shown. Agreement is very thelifting surfaces and body interference regions are modeled with
good for the entire range of Mach numbers at moderate angles of planar supersonic lifting panels. Nonlinear fin loads associated
attack, but there is some disagreement above a - 10-, a good with leading edge and side edge separation at high angles of attack
indication that predicted vortex effects are different between the are included. Other important nonlinearities from forebody and
twocodes. The final ftrodynsamic characteristics are determined afterbody separation vortices are included as is the interference
by a combination of the two results, giving consideration to the effect of the wing trailing vorticity on the tall fins. SMPDL also has
respective strengthsof both codes. One use of these aerodynamic the capability of predicting the aeredynanuc characteristics of the
results is bor trajectory simulations; therer, the calculations were configuration under constant pitch, yaw, and roll rates. This is
repeated for a rnge of horizontal tail deflection angles to complete particularly useful for obtaining damping derivatives to a first
the longitudinal aerodynamic matrix. approitioi• .

A matrix of Pegasus lateral aerodynamic characteristics was The predicted distribution of aerodynamic loads from both SUBDL
generated by vrying the sideslip angle and the rudder deflection and SUPDL are easily converted for use in the structural analysts
angle. 1oli control information was generated by computing the code NASTRAN. This information on the wing and tail finsat a
effects of differen dal deflection of the horizontal tail surfacaw number of different flow conditions was provided to the structural

designe. Predicted loading distributions on the wing in subsonic
Verification of the above approach for longitudinal aerodynamic and supersonic flow at a high angle of attack are shown in Figure 9
characteristics % is essential to build confidence in the calculation The arrows represent the magnitude of the aerodynamic loading at
procedure. Experimental results are available on a similar specific wing locationsconsidered in the aerdynamic analysis.
configuration at M_ - 2 in Reference 12, and comparisons of
measured and predicted lift, drug, and center of pressure are 5.3 C-Arim and Launch Methods
shown In Figure 7 for a range of angles of attack up to the
maximum angle permitted for the Pegasus mission. The Areas that do not bear directly on the aerodynamic design of
comparisons are in very good agreement over the entire range of Pegasus are the carnage and launch characteristics, The carnage
angles of attack. Since the longitudinal center of pressure was not loads are critical to the design of the B-52 pylon adaptor as well as
in as good agreement as the force coefficients, a sensitivity study flight safety and mission viability. The launch characteristics are
was performed to illustrate the effect of moving the moment center important not only for the safety of the launching aircraft but for
an amount equal to 10-percent of the meanaerodynamic chord. It the initial flight conditions of Pegasus. These characteristics can be
is apparent that this is approximately the magnitude of the error in measured experimentally, but the expense and delay in the design
the predicted center of pressure. schedule are usually not practical for a commercial effort; therefore,

an analytical approach was selected.
The two prevlo-ss codes have an upper limit of Mach 5; therefore,
another code was required for the higher Machnumber ranges. Carriage loads and launch characteristics require that Pegasus'
Missile DATCOM has a bypersonic option which was used at aerodynarmc loads be known in the flow field of the launching
selected flow conditions, however, other codes are more aircraft, a B-52 for the initial analysis. Previous work in the
appropelateto this flow regime. S/HABPand MADM(Refs.6and prediction of store separation from various aircraft (Ref. 13),
7) were applied to Pegasufor Mach numbers between 4 and 8. including the D-52 (Ref. 14), provided the necessary capability
Note that there is also an overlap in the Mach region at which Previous validation of these methods (Ref. 15) on a number of
prelimnary design codes were used to be ertain of continuity of different store separation problems was sufficient to give
results. MADM is a major upgrade of the S/HABP code and confidence in the predicted results.
includesaddidf abpbilttoy to rvthepresse prediction at
supersotleaeedas. Both codes are patel codes that use impact Carriage loads were calculated using both the load prediction
methods to prediet pressure distributions nn arbitrary method in the store separation code, SUBSTR (Ref. 13), and the
configurstions, Thedladvad e with these cedesare thesabsence panelcode SUBDL integrated into SUBSTR. In each case Pegasus
of wing•fti voredcInterfe•ence effects and the requirement that was placed in the predicted nonuniform flow field associated with
the*Wasit ft V pdft f deuop ec latiossprocedure fimrthe the 8-52 at various flight conditions. Altitude, airspeed, and
many options. However, it is possible to validate the codes with perturbations to the flight path caused by gSats were considered.
experimental or other predicted results to enhance the use of the Forces and moments on Pegasus were predicted, and the loads on
mOd. Slaw the ansta attack atthe high Mach numtersis the pylon attachment points were calculated and examined for
very low and itis apdd cate am raeteristics pmblems. In every case, the predicted loads were within accepted
will be welli aved, 1A WA the only Codeased for these safety Uliits.

S I I
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Laufth~er titift weile calculated uilngSUUSTR with its six. made with an Buler code, a paboze dNav, -Stoks code, two-
4egme-of-froedomh trajectory simulation capability. For this dimensional andaidsymizetric NavietStokes codes, and a three-
analysis, Pegasus is launched from the D-32 with all controls dimn sional NovlerStoki- code. A number Of eaearcCR Codes
Inactive and neutral for the first five weonds, therefore, the Intia were used In. cooperation with the NASA/Ames Research Ceniter

fig I tseeoY hf0in that fluerwof Ithe M5 deltermines the andthe Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation facility. These
positon adatttudef Pe Asut IgMUtM. The firat three secoinds involved the use of a parabolized Navier-Stokes code to predict

of A nora asunh are h irn Inigure 10. Notice that Pegatss fuselag pressure distributions, the use of ani axisymmuetric Navier-
falls sway from the 1-52 with & slightly nose downs attitude and Stokes code to predict the possibility of rocket plume-tinduced
small roll Angle away from the fuselage. The predicted Pegasus separation near the tail control surfaces, and the use of a three-
trajectory is In good agreement with measured and predicted X-15 dimensional Navier-Stokes code to model the complete
trajectories (Ref. 16); however, the pitch andM r toll A sglswociated configuration at critical flight cotnditions tod"ec details of the flow
with Pegasus are much less thean those experiencred by the X-15. which may have been missed by the simpler methods. The CVI)

results have been used for the Aerodynamic heating studies and
Another feature of the Analytical launch prediction, method Is its design & the thermal protection system.
Ability to Inetgtni-tnadlaunch characteristics. Though
notplalined, if Pegasus is dropped with controls locked in various In ithi section. a number of differenit applications of CR) codes are
fully deflected positions corresponding to pitch, yaw, or roll described to illustrate the use of these advanced techniques in
control, It is essential to Identify a priori any emergency launches praectical configuration design And Analysis.
which could endanger the B-52 aircraft. A number of extreme
launch conditions were simulated with SUBSTR. In ever3 case,
though the trajectory may have been erratic and uncontrollable, Euler Solution' SWINT (Ref. 19) has been used for a number of
Pegasus cleared the B-52 and Mel safely away from the aitrcraft, different calculations during the Pegasus analysis. First, it was

used to predict the dynamic pressure defect on the lee side of the
SA Ohis Metodsconfiguration at supersonic speeds to assess rudder effectiveness

for lateral stability Analyses. This correction is included as part of
Based on the results presenited Above, the missile designer may the MISL3 code. Euler calculations were also used to predict
begin to believe that all Aerodynamics problems can besolved with detailed fuelage hiads for the nose fakring design.
one code or anorther. Before this happens, it is time to ncturni to _________________________________________
reality and exeamine an important area in which large untertainties Parabolized Navier-Stokes Solution. In the early design phase of
exist in analytical methods. That are Is the calculation of static and Pegasus, a potential for first-stage rocket plum-induced separation
dynamic stability derivaies. of the 5ow near the aft end of the fuselage was identified. Since a

separated flow region would occur in the vicinity of the control fins
The Missile l)ATCOM, MIS13, SUBOL and SUPDI, codes have the (Fig. 1),a significant loss in fin effectiveness could occur if the fins
capability of calculating limportant stablity dervivaives, but there were immersedin this flow. A Tepid CVI) analysis was proposed to
has not been enough verification to build the confidence level for determine the possibility of flow eparation in thisregion.
the results. Fortunately, the similarity between the X-15 and
Pegasu provides a means to estimate the quality of the predicted Considering the flight envelope shown in Figure 3, most of the
stability derivativeim Static longitudinal and lateral derivatives are flight occurs near an angle of attack less than 5 1; therefore, to
Available -fron Missile DATCOM end MIS13 at specified flow furthersiinplify the CR) analysis, the Angle of attack is assumed
consditions,nd a -5, was selected for the calculations between zero, the wing and fins are neglected, and calculations are
Maic0.6andS.OA Thevesults from the MAOM code were in good performed for the body only. These assumptions permit an
Agreement with fthes results between Mach 4 And 5, therefr, axisynunretrlc analysis, which considerably reduces the required
MADM was used for predictions to Mach S. The predicted static Computational effort. Flow separation calculations were performed
longtudlnalderivativesAls a forction of horizontal tell deflection at three Mach numbers, 1.5, 5, and 8 corresponding to Mach
angle And Mach miuahes' are shown in Fig-ire 11 Along with flight niimber'son the baseline mission profile.
n'eaauresnents on the X-5 from Itaferenct 17. 4)ne difference in the
moment curves between Pegasus and the X-15 is carsed by the A zonal calculation approach usuing three different computer codes
large movement of the center of gravity durin'g firat-sag bum And was used for the supersonic Analysis. First, an Euler blunt body
its efftct on the derivatives at high Mach numbers. Similar results code (Ref. 20) was used to compute the axis-ttunetric flow over a
And eomparlsovs for the Static lateral characteristic are shown in sphere to appeoximaiv the flow in the vicniy of the nose. These
Figre 12 In getieral, the stetilecharacteristicsaof Pegasus awe very results are used as starting conditions for a parabolized Navier-
similar tothose for the X-1 over the etre flight range of Interest Stokes (P185) calculation using the UPS code (Ref. 21) from

NASA/Ames Research Center. The PNS calculation produces a
The SUDDL aedSUPDL codes were used to check the Above results non-separatedl viscoust solution ins a ry efficient manner since it

stslecedlowcndtkmatsoelrae~ahnurhes.This higher uses a marching-type solution procetiure. Turbulence in the
lsd calculation verifled thseslapler methods. fuselage boundary layer is modeled using the Baldwin-Loinax

Algebraic turbulence model (Re. 22).
The prediction of dynamic stability derivatives is more difficult,
And there are few codes availabl for this task. As a consequericp, The grid used for the PNS cý-Iculationi; has 100 x 82 points in the
thelevel Of wacesaIblyla higher than for the Sticelale.A stresinwise and body-normal directions, respectively. Sufficient
method basd onvtipersoniiHewt&eery is destibed in Reference grid points wowe used to insure adeouste resolution of the futselage
18, And ft Proved successful for the X-l5. This apprcoach was boundary layer. At ftheletortnincming boundaiy, flow conditions
Applied tO-Pepasu, and *bb Predicted pitch danspirut results are obtained from the blunt body calculation Are imposed, and
shown Inflgsuf M~aestiectuve delotsd Linearlheory. ol'~gt test fivestremn conditions are applied at flue far field boundary which is
and wind tunvel measurernenitson the X-15 ameshuown in the same located just beyond the nose bow shock. Each FNS calculation
flputare rd t iser avaldacteo fit seerivat ivs mey simsilar to reepileAappeoxiinatldy ftee mimuteso-ithe NAS Cray.2.
the predictions for Yegasus. As a check on this simple Approach,
the code SUPDL was applied toea Pitching Pegasus configuration, rAygyý _iNavler-Stokes Solutions- The results of the P185
anud tisetesuaftare compared to thelinear theorry. Th genei calculation provide initial conditions for a full Navier-Stokes
betereenthemethodh is very good in the limited Mach number calculation in the region Just upstream And downstraim of the first

rneof-iheafde Srimilar results verebltinedfortls yaw and sotae rocket nozzle. These calculations were performed using the
rollaaipawddvatvean~egsus.axlynunetuc~sver.SokesolvrintheIlRFvode (Ref. 23) fhom

NASA/Amiss Turbulessois lsnnelled with the k-S equatkion in

_________ edcode.

Asabownonlwe3arddlbe mdd gxvs assmubereCl2Icndes The grid use for the Naier-Stokes analysis of the base flow is

andiftrmaldhrectlousrespectively. 1WP?5re isasweteappllea
at the left boundary, and the far field boundary was trated as
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described shboe. A conical inviscd flow corresponding to the -618,018 points. A very fine mesh was used next to the body surface
dtois rocket nozzle conditions was applied at the nozzle exit to-enhance the possibility of predicting the friction and heat
plane. The Naver-Stokese omputations require approximately transfleffects of the boundary layer.fifteen mnutes on the NAS Cray-2.

The Chimera overset-grid scheme (Ref. 24) was used to allow
Predicted Machoumber cotou at M.= - are shown in Figure 14. treatment of the two part grid configuration. The approach allows
An Oblsque shown t occurs due 6 s the p 1cw the ramp at the multiple grids to be overlayed without requ sivesh boundariess
hrocet nozle, ine itt hioeer Mach numbers (and alttudes), the to join in any spicial way. The two grids were de.gned so that the
sprea~ding of thi plvme induces a second oblique shock which axial locations of the last two ci~t-o sections of the forward grid

iatersects it irst slke cteatplnd lambm d shock near the rompn coinided w~lh the first two sections af the aft gd.
The pressure IQ" across the oblique shocs increses wih Mach
numTer. Todevrat nne if flow sqeatibneits presemth abov re The computation of the flow field was caromed out using the code
aiso shownein Figuroh4. In all caselu theiHown eminse ttached, F3DwRes.ad frodd NASAd Ames The code solves the compartisle
even for the highest Mich number where the plum expansion is threredimenf ad luthi on-layer Nyifrm-Stokes equati he, uses upwind
largests There results are strictly valid only ers the higher Mfih spatial differenctng in a streamwise dvrection, and is etther first-
o adien in the flo tpin lf e wfei e therugle ofuattack is artll; order or second-order accuracte in space. For the calculatiort,

however, sno e the plue expandsdar lawer Mach numbers and described ns the accuracy n time is first-order.
altptude, it Is likely that plome-induced flow separation Is not a

problem. Numerical computations on the complete Pegasus configurathon
were carried out at M r a 5 snd a a 5 l for a Reynolds number of

There were se conalerntoresting side benefits from the above CFD 1.33e 06, The computations began bycohuteng for the forward
intractio Surface heat trner rates derled from these alculations gridealone. After a convergingti olution was obtained, the aft grid
lprovided a check on thermal calculations made for Thleodesngn of was added and the solution continuedv With the partially
Peino thermal protection systet. The predicted boundary layer converged forward solution and uniform flow over the aft section
ithcknes provided verification that adverse effehs on prsrol fin as the ingeal condgtion, the solution advanced Artotalofaboute25
losurt h on f the pt noftiofis culd ae the boundary layer houwi of CPU time on the Cray-2 computer was reqaired for theo
were not a problem. The boundary las. o and Mach number calculations. a
profiles nealthe body also helped idews y a possible heatingg
problem on the control fin adueors A typical outhe computa putttion t s t large quantity of

reoration that is difficult to essc milate usre e aditional methods a
[ ~Three.Duriensional Navier-Stokes Solutions.- In early analyses of For example, results include surface stresim line, flow field velocity '

TPegus, tanel was concern over possible deleterous effects from vectors, and surface pressur contours on the engre b ond figurwtion; a

leading edge and the bounsdey layer on the body. The concern about the flow round the vehicle. Flow faild vectors and pressure
Involved flow se)arati1.2due to the s2o(2 wave/boundary layer contours are shown in e 16 at a n aft of the root

sucesfulompltion ofur thswopuainnhgeon hs

iinteraction and inacrewd heat transfer due to the high compression chord leading edge to illustrate the flow in the region of the wing-

ofadhesed throuO the shock coming in contact with the body nnselag fairng These detaisshow a separated region beneath the
surfaDe. Each of these conditions could sfect the dmsign of the wing And the isiron iatn evlution of the wing leabing edge shock

* theuda, andPregossyisem. A CFein.ThisuCimea completethrid- wave. It wh ancoetsal couentcy ahat the wingsshck wavecould
dimensional model of Pegasus was proposed to examiness to icmmun o ughe f ag's few ofng and causevlbesng problesms It
ahvpossety of a derse mdel effects. tppears from the computations that the win t shock wave never

reaches meths . eslmination of rults aft of
This analysis wo carried out in two phases. The first phase this natdion show vortie on top of the faing behind the wing, and

einvolved a odel of the buselage and wint for two distinct flow in the taimg gion, tae vortex from the caring seems to get "trapped"
conditiond s(1)i extd2, a f t20e, andg(2) Mta=i5,ia =e5t. After at thvale h ih of the rudder.

Fsu completion of s cmputations, the second phase e n cn
addressed the modeling of the complete configuration for
caNculatios at tA e igher Ma(h number. 2i.goNdLgrImnt

hDevelypment of the compuetiol gid a major part on ause of the teA fligh con dition is athn e anes of capabcoties of a
study, mor Pegacyl is no exception. The Chimera couposite-ngad number of the codes currently available to the missile design
approach (cde. 24 was chosen for the discretizatio process to nonuality. Though oly a few of the avirble codes wea b used in
grachieve n acurate mT del of the entira g onfige ration. The grid tho s study, the experience Illustrates the requirements for useful

orpquired for simulating the flow field around Peaasus was pre letion mefpods at all levet of coreplexity.
compfu ed l f two sections& lte fid, secioon eclosed the body and
whi• extending one grid cell beyond the tg a edge of the winl. In the preliminary desmg h applicato st, a number of codes are
The second section extended from the wi p trailrno edge to the available which ti provide moderately accurate results at t
basufe ofthebody. For aen rwardiseIsion, eonuse of the blugrd reasinableeostL The codes considered in this effort are generally
and the hisck, ratmd-edged w on f the grid was elefated Usin the available and easy to rse, and for moderate flight condexons, there
NASA/Ames cory e HYGRIHD (Ref. a 5), • three-dimensional is good agreement in the reseots from different methods At
hyperbolic grid generapt r. f6i the aft sectionu beao use of the extremei flight conditions at hsgh angles of attack, codes whtch
simpe , the cylgidrocn l georaetry, the cdd was nen otated usn a include effects of niq tineanties are required, but as shown in this
NEAR code, HYPDAPT (Ref. 26), a two-dsf enbonal hyperbolic c si esrch codes are available.
sctid genor. the f worwardseioni al tOenerthe b i•n oed to
compute erids in cr te sections which wrf combined to create a A l the level of complexity increasesan apas more detailed
sfully Nth aim lneo f g yi er information is needed, engimore level codes are available,

generally d the form of panel methods. The cost of thew codes thSThe fiaudgrid a, presented in Flgu~e 15 where part of the Se-d. on both engineering time and comnputation time increases with the
thesuriace of 4*~ body aid wings bs *own, along with the grid in leveloif information produced, but the need for asrodynairuc load
the cross section at the u-411% e*s of the tagl fins and in th~e plane distributions and vortex-induced effects make the extra effort

o 3 symmetry. aly 25% of the actual xd points a tt shown for justified. The use of these codes to check results from the
-sifty, Except for its final cross secton just aft of the wing trailing preliminary design codes at selected flow conditions proved to be a

edge, the grid on the forwerm pert of the configuration was not valuable technique to increase confidenmi m the results from the
mtritedto p rnunonl to the axis of the body. The finlns am• Sipkf as.

section of the forward section is normal to the body in order to
match more easily with the cross sectitns; of the grid an the aft Finally, the use of CFD codes for practical application to design

seto -Nowte haA~ Pln of •mmetry was used to save computer problems is becoming more feasible as the available codes areStime for logtuia calculations. The forward grid contains firther develoed Ealer codes are becorif avaitlable to even the

9Z 4 onsadteatgi otis5x3J ons ~Oo mletdsg ru scs o s erae hs oe r

ink
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nowavaillableforwinsledesign at alevel eqivalent to panel codes -8. Lesitutre, D. I., Mendenhall, M R., Nazario, S. M., and
10 tol18yearssgo. Their use will orilyconiatnue to increase as the Hemsch, M. I.: "Aerodynamic Characteristics of Cruciform
codes becme better and easfierto use and computers ruin faster Missiles at High Angles of Attack," AIAA 87-0212, January

The ans of Navier-Stokes codes for missile design is still in the 1987.
preiminsaasvorresesecli 5tage. Their use is restricted to veryspecial 9. Lesieutre, D). J., Mendenhall, M. R., and Dilllenius, M. F E
problems which eannol be solved in any other manner; for "Prediction of induced Roll on Conventional Missilea with
exmanp1 now probleminanvlvung flow separation or other viscous Cruiorm Fin5 Sections,' AIAA 88-0529, January 1989
phenomena. These codes are not yet available to many small
missille design groups because of the difficulty using them and the 10. Stoy, S. L. and Vukelich, S. R:"Prediction of Aerodynamic
high cost involved with solutions. The cost of maintAining a CFD Characteristics of Unconventional Missile Configurations
capability s-crently beyond many smalt orga'tionsbecauise of Using Component Build-Up Techniques," AIAA 86-0489,
the dedication required to keep up with the rapid advances in January 198.
computational knowledge. In spite of the current disadvantages,
CPU will soon be a readily available analysis tool for missile 11 Dillenius, M. F. E., Perkins, S. C., Jr, and Lesleutre, D. J..

desig-"Modified NWCDM-NSTRN and Supersonic Store Separation
Programs for Calculating NASTRAN Forces Acting on Missiles

With regard to Pegasus, initial test flights on the 11-52 were made in Attached to Supersonic Aircraft," NWC TI' 6834, September
early 1990 to checkout the Pegasus systems and carriage loads. It 1987.
was verified that actusal carriage loads imposed on the B-52 pylon
were well within the predicted levels. '12. Covell, P. F -"Supersonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of
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APPLWIATION OF EULER AND NAVIER-SrIES_ CODES
TO ISS&LE TYPE BODIES WmIH HGH L/D RATIOS

by

DJJonsNAE. Ottawa, Canada
J.Em DREV, Valcardet, Quebec, Canada

FPhiolo NSWC, Silver Sprqi MD, United States
WSturek BRL, Aberdeen, United States

A.Wurdlaw NSWC - White Oak, Applied Mathematics Branch (R44)
Silver Sprin& MD 20903-5000

United States

Several Ruler codes and a Parabolised Navler-Stokes code are used
to predict normal forces, pitching moments and centres of pressure
on long axisymmetric bodies which are cone cylinders or tangent
ogive cylinders one of which has 3 fins, Only supersonic flow
situations are considered so that downstream marching methods are
valid. The Mach number range is from 2 to 5 and the incidence range
is up to 15*.

b body radius r radial distance
CM pitching moment x axial distance (also x)
C, lift coefficient 70 centre of pressure f ros nose
C? pressure coeff z axial distance
D cylinder diameter a angle of incidence
L length of body •, separation parameters

length of nose circumferential angle
N Mach number *., *, separation parameters
Mm critical Mach for

clipping

1.0 IMQOgM=
Thf aim of this paper is to assess the accuracy of numerical predictions of surface
pressures, normal forces and pitching moments about several bodies at moderate
incidences (up to 15'). Only one practical missileo shape is considered and this is
an axisymmetric Lone cylinder with three fins. The other 4 bodies are ogive- and
cone- cylinders of various nose lengths and total lengths. This is considered to be
a good cross section of data suitable for testing present day CFO codes. All the
data considered are for supersonic free stream Mach numbers from 2 to 5. It was
decided as part of a more comprehensive exercise to concentrate on these simpler
bodies for which data is readily available. Good prediction methods for these shapes
can then be considered for more complicated geometries.

The complication of the flow field can be illustrated usin~g the conical flow field
shown in Fig 1 (taken from Ref I where a comprehensive description of the flowfield
developments is given). Usually the prtmary crossf low separation just leeward of 900
is enhanced by a croustlow shock. This causes symmetrical (at moderate incidence)
vortices to be formed jtlS off. the surface and a reverse flow from the leewa-d plane
of symmetry near to the aurfacee This in turn can produce a secondary suparation
(perhaps with a shock) and a secondary vortex. In a similar way a third vortex may
be formed in some cases. These phenomena can be correlated in some cases with the
leeside pressure distribution as illustrated in Fig 2 (taken from measurenents -
see Ref 2).

Since the flOwfield is so complex it is understandable that the numerical methods
nave diffioulty in making a complete flowfield prediction. Our efforts here will not
be to study the fl-wfield but rather to find methods of predicting normal force C,,
pitching moment Cv and centre of pressure X, as accurately as possible.

It was decided to limit the computations to Ruler and Navier-Stokes codes since
modern 00mputer methods and computers can fairly conveniently be used in such cases.
This is possible because of the supersonic freestream making dowtstream marching
feasible.

A parubolised Navier-Stokes (PNS) code is used in the present study. At the start
of the study it was uncertain how accurate these codes would be in predicting
crossf low shocks and separation although they are designed to be capable of such
prefdictions for moderatt separation (Ref 3). It will be seen that PUS predictions
are -ood at low incidence but some of the Ruler codes with forced separation
"modelling are capable of better predictions at the higher incidences. It seems that
tho *turfuleace iddelling in the Savior-Stokes code (Baldwin-Lomax) is not.
sufficiently accurate1 probably because of length scales, for the higher incidences.
A modification to the PUS code (described in Ref 4), which limited the t4rbulence
model from having too large a length scale, was also attempted but did not show such
improvement.
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The Buler code alone on a fine grid without any forced viscosity yield results
which predict a strong crosaflow shock at moderate incidences. This is unrealistic
and so several methods for improving the situation have been attempted -
particularly at the Naval Surface Warfare Center (see Refs 5 and 6 for example).
Firstly, computing on a crude circumferential grid, which imparts nore artificial
viscosity into the flow, can be advantageous and shows some improvement over the
fine grid results. One of the best methods soon to be to impart more circulation
into the flow by the method termed 'clipping'. Here the crossflow velocities near
the surface are slowed down in effect simalating the viscous layer. It will be sen
that 'clipping' combined with a fairly coarse grid can give reasonable predictions.
One of the reasons seem to be that the largest error in C, occurs away from the
windward and leeward planes of symmetry thus having little effect on the normal
force and pitching mcuent. Although the above predictions are reasonable, the method
will not in general accurately predict the off body flow field.

The first section will describe the 5 geometries used in this CFD validation
process. Then the Xavier-Stokes and Euler methods will be described and finally the
results will be assessed.

2.0 W mEL DA.

2.1 UMMA.M2. This is data obtained in the transonic and high speed wind tunnel
facilities at DFVLR (see Ref 7). The data was taken with a view to improving
available information for fuselage type bodies at high incidences so that this could
be used, for example, for improving CFD codes. At these incidences separation is
very dependent on Reynolds number and a series of tests were performed to study its
effect on C,. Several Mach numbers from 0.5 to 2.21 were run at incidences up to
90. Pressure coefficients, C,, C, and flow viz were obtained on the body which is
shown in rig 3. The body is a tangent ogive cylinder up to x/D=3 and given by

0. DO84~) 039867(.A)2_0. 0026 SV

The total length is 19 diameters. The present study will concentrate on the data
obtained at N-2.21 and incidences of 5, 10 and 15. The Reynolds number based on
diameter, which is 4cm., is 3-105.

2.2 .Mfla=. The long body anti-tank flechette shown in Fig 3 has a conical nose
(7.5 dog his U, angle) follo by a cylindrical body and a finned aft end. This model
together with several others was tested (see Rof 8) in the Defence Research
Ataeblishment Valcartier (Canada) 0.GmXO.m supersonic wind tunnel. Tests were
ainried out using different nose cones, fin shapes, cant angles and surface
finishes. For each configuration, normal and axial forces as well as pitching and
rolling moments were recorded at angles of incidence from -5 to 15 dog. and for Mach
numbers from 1.75 to 4. Pressure data was not recorded.

The case selected here for computing is designated N3H3U8. The fins are located
every 120 degrees with one at the leeward plane of symetry. The Mach number is 3
and the Incidences are 0, 5, 10 and I5 deg. The Reynolds number of the tests was
8.1*10' per metre and the actual diameter of the body was 0.875 inches.

2.3 UhLM!. A seriesw of tests on bodies of revoiution was carried out in the MAU
5XSft High Speed Wind Tunnel in the 1960's. Sixteen bodies in all were tested at one
subsonic (0,5) and two supersonic (2 and 3.5) Mach numbers. Bach of the models
consisted of a cylindrical aft body of length either 6 or 12 diameters (the diameter
was 4 inches). The nose shapes uwre either conical or tangent ogives and were of 3
or 5 diameters in length. The models were ewept up to 280 in the first phase of the
tarts (Ref 9) In which only balance measurements were taken. In the second phase
(Ref 2) pressure measurements were made at approximately 3, 7, and IV1 incidence and

OWe flow V42W4sw taken on the conical nose body with the longer aft body. Both
a pressure integrated values are plodtted.

used for the current comparison are shown in Fig 3. The first one,
designated 1001, is a conical nose of half angle S.7* and the second is an ogive
cylinder, designated 3001, with the ogive defined as

where w5/3 and to is the nose length (5 diameters in this case). ThiL body has a
dos e, it I a lb a i n nlle of 9.I so

4 1id
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2.4 E. HA for DEAR M DOD. The forebody of this configuration (see Fig 3)
is the Sears Haack body given by

r -. _ X _1210.75

where the nose length is 2.42 calibres and the total length including tho cylinder
is close to 36 calibres (one calibre is 23.8m).
Wind tunnel data in the form of total aerodynamic coefficients are available for
this configuration (quoted in Ref 4). Data was taken at +20 and -20 incidence with
several lengths of cylindrical aft bodies giving data at body lengths between 20 and
36. It will be seen that C. and C differ depending on sign of incidence at the
longer body length indicating difficulty measuring accurately on these very long
bodies.
For this body it is assumed in the computations that the cylinder is of constant
diameter rather than diminishing as shown in the figure; it is thought that this
will not have significant effect.,

3.0 CML& .CM

3.1 SWIM CoMpt o. This is a space marching Euler code designed for computing
supersonic flow about bodies with Wing, INlet and Mail (see Ref 5). The body,
together with the attached inlet (if any), must be a single valued function uf
circumferential angle #. In general leading edges must be sharp and 'sufficiently'
supersonic, otherwise semi empirical methods are used. Fin thicknesses are ignored
(only the slope is used in the computation) and they must be close to radial., The
Euler equations are integrated step by step downstream using a MacCormack predictor-
corrector scheme. On each step the shock location is determined by using
characteristics and the Rankine Hugoniot relati-ns. Slope discontinuities are
handled by analysis to account for expansions or compressions. Sagging is applied
in some cases, either where the user requests it or if the pressure goes negative.
This is done by applying a Schuman filter to the conserved variables and can be
thought of as a form of artificial viscosity. The original code tried to simulate
crosaflow separation by prescribing the direction of the two body surface
streamlines nearesa to the experimentally determined separation line to be in the
direction of the separation line. This works well in some cases but is
unsatisfactory as a knowledge of the separation line is first needed. At higher
incidences secondary separation may occur and will eventually cause instability
although smoothing may help in some cases.

A later version of the code incorporates a separation modelling called 'Iig3ping'.
This works by limiting the crossflow velccities rather than rigidly prescribing
streamline directions near the experimental separation line. The method, developed
by Baltakis at al (Ref 6), limits croseflow Mach number with a more severe
limitation near the body than further away, thus adding more circulation to the
flow. After trials with several formulas the final form used in the program is

14.-0.145*sqrt (e)(r/b)3

This was found to be good for turbulent, high Reynolds number flows. Thus the
crossflow velocity v is 'clipped' but without changing pressure, density, enthalpy
or entropy. The total stagnation enthalpy is kept constant by redefining the axial
velocity w. Baltakis shows (6) improved Cp distributions for the case of a tangent
ogive cylinder at Mach numbers up to 4.5 with the improvement being more pronounced
at lower Mach numbers. However C, and C. are not improved by any significant amount.
The reason for this appears to be that substantial change to pressure occurs around
i-90", which does not affect normal force and pitching moment very much, while on

the leeward side 4>120 deg the differences are smaller. In the tangent ogive case
shown in Ref 6 the normal force and pitching moment were predicted quite accurately
even with no 'clipping' applied. In the case with fins, also shown in Ref 6, C, and
C. were improved considerably using the 'clipping' option.,

The current interest in this paper is to investigate the accuracy of SWINT with and
withomt clipping., It will be seen that in most cases, C., C, and pressure
distributions are improved considerably with the clipping option.

3.2 I= ANUter •Cde. This is a method (see Ref 10) based on a Zonal F&Ilr
Solver. It is a-Secohd order Godunov method which is applied to the Reimann problem
associated with each finite volume cell. Since the Godunov method is based on local
analysi. the method can handle more complicated geometries than the SWINT code
mentioned above- It was found that SWINT lacked robustness in cases of complicated
geometries-and the artificial viscosity had to be increased to force a solution.Expernce with a first order Godunov method was found to be more robust. However
to Obtain good accuracy in smooth flow regions it was found that a very fine mesh
wae needed. The Second order method used here overcame the problem and produces
acon4rat 2solution for complicated georetries using efficient grids.

I
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In the ZEUS code the c.UpLng option mentioned above in the SWINT code is also
available as an option., In our comparisons shown later we will be comparing both
with and without clipping. Also in the ZEUS code there is an option for 1ustnaxng
grid points in the radial direction so as to get better definition near the body;
nome of these results will also be shown.

Another option in the ZEUS code is to activate the Salford Separation Model which
is described in Ref 11. In this model an approximation to the separation line must
be known in advance. On each point on either side of this line the pressure and
density are axially advanced from an averaging of the values on each side in the
croasflow plane. The velocity componentu at these cells are computed from the
constraint of total enthalpy and the specification of the streamline directions on
each side of the separation line. This requires 4 angles to be specified +., #., P,,

., where the first two define the upstream streamline directions, axially and
crossflow, and are normally taken to be 20' and 20'. The latter two are for the
downstream streamline normally taken to be 50 and 20%. The vortex sheet off the
surface is then captured by the numerical scheme. The constants in the model rere
chosen from work oq bodies at 12 to 16*. In the present paper the method is applied
at 7 and 11' on the MAE bodies.

3.3 PUS Cspnut. Code. The Parabolized 1iavier-Stokes code used here is the version
developed by Sch ff aakd Steger (Ref 3) and subsequently modified by Rai and Chausee
of NASA Ames Research Centre. This code is an approximately factored, fully
implicit, thin layer code based on the Beam-Warming algorithm. The computations
assume a fully turbulent boundary layer which is modelled using a Baldwin-Lomax
algebraic turbulence model. The code accomplishes the computations by marching in
the axial direction using a conical flow starting solution. The restrictions on the
computations are supersonic outer flow and no flow separation in the axial direction
(flow separation in the circumferential direction Js allowed). A modification to the
code (Ref 4) was included for some of the calculations to try to axtend the range
of applicability of the modelling. In this modification limits are imposed to keep
the turbulence model from having too large a length scale. In general it was found
that this did not give significant improvement,

4.0 3DJUM

4.1 AnM.DUM

a) &. SWINT was run on a .6X40 mesh (40 radially). To observe the major
differences in C with and without clipping it is best to observe the highest
incidence case o? 15'. (see rigs 4a and b). It can be seen that on the windward
side, +<45* say, the experiment and theories are well matched and thus the windward
contribution to lift in fairly accurate. Rowsver on the leeward side the result
without clipping gives too high a pressure due to prediction of a strong shock at
about 1200 (for x/O-8.22! for instance). This leads to too low a value for local
lift due to these diff.rences on the leeward side -emphasized in Fig 4a by the
shaded, area. On the other hand the clipped result of Fig 4b shows a much flatter
pressure distribution on the leeward aide, and this is very close to the
experimental data - the difference for x/D-8.225 is again highlighted on the figure.
Now the local lift is much closer to experiment as confirmed it, Fig 5b compared to
Fig 5a.

b) 1 h eJ.m . A ZEUS result without clipping at a-10° is shown on Fig 6 - this
is shown to demonstrate the inaccuracy obtained without clipping. The ZEUS results
with clipping on a 72X72 mesh were very similar to those of SWINT (36X40) with
clipping. Clustering of points nearer to the body helped to give second order
improvement. The final result was very satisfactory and, for instance, X., was
computed to half a calibre accuracy.

0) MDonaulta. At a-5* the PHS results are very good (see Fig 7) but at 100 the
accuracy is quite poor. Looking at the pressure plots at 10' (Fig 8) it can be seen
that the pressure appears generally to be too high on the leeward side at least
prior to the experimental recompression at about 150* and this results in the lower
lift predictions of Fig 7.

Casmdial. SWINT and ZEUS without clipping are clearly inadequate and should not
be used in such calculations. The clipping option yields much better results which
are accurate enough for design purposes on this sort of configuratAon. The PNS code
does not appear to be sufficiently accurate except at 5* incidence,

4.2

Sa) EEIN• sim n ItE L fgn!. The results obtained using the SWINT separation
mo4el (se-SWINT .description above) are shown together with ZEUS results on Figures
9-11. Tho saparation o4ql was not used in the fin region. The code was used with
a 36140 grid (every 5'). It can be seen that C, and C. are not quite as accurate as
the tM results at least when a is above 100. Below 7.5' tae results are in goodag.ot 4~th experiment. In general all results for Xc, are within half a calibre
oft~ expermet. It can be -seen from Figure 10 that the local lift is similar to
tAt Of "EUS. ,'he effect of fin lift can be Observed in this figure and its major
tontribution to total lift is clear. This is probably the reason for. such a good
aquesment of 4• compared to experiment for this configuration as opposed to other
case studied in this paper. The pressure ratio plots (rigs lba-lle) indicate that

4
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separation modelling has already been used in the SWINT code as early as one calibre
downsteam. However with differences compensating on the leeward side and with beingSover such a snoll distance and area it does not affect total lift appreciably. On

the windward side SWINT results match very well to those of ZEUS without clipping.

ba 24 points. Also shown on Fagntes 9-11 are results obtained using ErUS and ZEUS
w th clipping and clustering (designated C+C). The clusterang in this case was
applied in the fin region and biased points toward the body giving about r0 points
on the widest part of the fpnd this was achieved using rl*" as a transformations Thefin thickness was taken to be zero. A 36X36 grid was used in two zones with 12
circumferential points between the windward pianl of symrltry and the fin at 60 dogs
and 24 points between this fin and the leeward plane of symmetry (where there is
also a fin). As can be observed the overall forces and mmfeints appear to be equallyaccuraer and very close to the experimental data. INUS(C+C) is clearly more accurst*
in Centre of pressure prediction (Fig 9c) at 56 but this may be fortuitous as the
nwumrator and denominator in the ratio are still relatively small. To be sure more
computations would have to be done at the smaller angles of incidence.The pressure

! r~ults aee shown on Figs Ila-Ile. The clipping become effective at x/D-3 while
clustering is effective only in the fin region (x/D>22).

QwiUsuM. All the results appear to be reasonably guod in this case with centre
of pressure being accurate to within about half a calibre. Even the ZEUS results
without clipping are surprisingly good when one considers the poor DFVLR result, The
reason for this is possibly that the fins contribute a large amount to total forces
and moments. ZEUS(C+C) is more accurate in predicting L,, at 5 but this may be
fortuitous (see above). In general any of the above methods could be used for design
purposes in this finned body case.

4.3 NAN BIES01 1001 and 3001.

a) ARM11. Results were computed on a 36X40 grid with clipping. In general the
results were not as good as the similar DFVLR case covered above. In fact with the
1001 body (conical nose) at Mach 2 the local normal force was negative downstream
of about 7 diameters. However at M-3.5 the results matched the experiment fairly
,ell as they also did for the 3001 1ody at both Mach 2 and 3.5. This seems to
indicate that the stronger shock cases may be easier to compute - recall that the
DFVLR body was a 7.5* nose half angle run at M-2.2l. On Pigs 12 and 13 are shown the
comparisons of C, and C. at the 3 incidences. It can be seen that X, is predicted
to within 1 calibre for the successful computations.

b) M. The PNS results are exceptionally good (see Figs 12 and 13)in all four of
the low incidence cases a=3* with, for example, Xc, being accurate to half a
calibre. Also the Mach 3.5 cases at a-7* are exceptionally good and should lead to
a good design and prediction for these bodies. The only shortcoming is at Mach 2 at
the 7* incidence; in this case the Xcp values are predicted close to one calibre
upstream of the experimental value. As will be seen the other prediction methods
suffer here also. Looking at the local normal force shown on Figs 14a) and b) it is
seen that the absolute error in local lift is about the same whether the Mach number
is 2 or 3.5. However in the case of Mach 2 the relative error will be bigger since
the total lift is smaller. Total pitching moment will also be smaller - leading to
a greater inaccuracy at Mach 2 compared to Mach 3.5.,

c) flU. This code was run on a 72272 mesh and the computations were made with the
regular code and also with the Salford Separation Model described earlier. One cai
clearly see the inaccuracy of the regular code at Mach 2 while at Mach 3.5 the
prediction is only good at as.11, the indication being that the stronger shock will
produce better results. A second run on a 36X36 mesh produced quite reasonable
results for this case (Pigs 12 and 13) unlike the DFVLR configuration covered
earlier in which a 36040 SWINT result without clipping was quite poor and misleading
in its predictions.
The separation model gives exceptionally good results for both angles of 7* and Ii1
at Mach 3.5. It is also very satisfactory at Mach 2 and *=Il but is not so good at
Mach 2 ard a-7*. The angles used in the separation model were based on experimental
data at 12 and 160 so the inaccuracy at the lower incidence is probably due to this
but with Mach 3.5 being more forgiving.

Congcluns. At the low incidence of 3' the PNS code is exceptionally good. Also at
low incidence the 36X40 SWINT results with clipping are generally acceptable except
that for configuration 1001 the zode gave negative local lift over a large part of
the Cylinder putting the usefulness of this approach in doubt for these low
incidence cases. The same problem was encountered at 7*. One can conclude, somewhat
unsatisfactorily, that the code only works reasonably well as long as the local lift
values" remain positive.
FVtthiA confiVur~tion the regular ZEUS program on a 36X36 grid performed very well
at ? and i1* contrary to experience with the DFVLR configuration where a similar
grid using SWINT produced poor results. The reason for this is not understood atthit t1IWe.

VThe a61fotd"earation Model produced exceptionally good results at a-II0. It would
be worth investigating model constants that were more suitable for lower incidence
so that good predictions could also be made in these cases.

JA
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e) l.. The PN8 results were obtained using a 10* half vertex angle and so tend to
ffer over the forebody from the %BUS and SWINT results to be shown later. It can

be seen (Fig 15a-15d) that excellent results are predicted using the Baldwin-Lomax
model of ftis code, clearly showing that the boundary layer growth is being
predicted accurately.

b).-,rM This case made an interesting case study for SWINT calculations since
initial results were so poor that severai modifications were attempted to obtain
improvement. Without clipping applied (Fig 16a) the results for C, and 4 are
clearly in error particularly as the pitching moment about the nose goes negative.
Applying clipping, although not really designed for this low incidence application,
does give some improvement (Fig 16b) but C. is still only about 0.2 instead of being
of order 1. Clearly the boundary layer growth is essential for obtaining further
improvement. To this end a simple linear growth of 0.00495*(x-2.42) was applied to
the body aft of the nose region (xn2.42). This growth was first applied without
clipping and gave some improvement as shown in Fig l6c. However a much improved
solution was obtained by clipping and also allowing the simulated boundary 1 Lyer
growth as is shown in Fig 16d. This result indicates the* a more sophisticated
prediction of the boundary layer would be worth incorporut.ing into the inviscid
codes. Only the Mach 4 results were computed for this body.

c) ZIUS. The $EUS results on a 72X72 grid without clipping (not shown) were quite
similar to SWINT results although they did not show quite so much loss in lift.
Results improved somewhat by allowing for boundary layer growth but pitching moment
was still very low indicating insufficient accuracy in the boundary layer
approximation (Fig 17).

nlnsim. Clearly the boundary growth has to be simulated for this very long body
at small incidence. The PNS code automatically computes this with the Baldwin-Lomax
model and is obviously accurate in its prediction.

a) Computationally efficient Euler and NavLer-Stokes methods are available for
predicting long body computations in supersonic flow.

b) The PW$ code gives a good prediction for incidences up to 50 but it is not so
accurate at higher values. It was the best method for the very long Sears-Haack body
at a-2*.

c) At higher incidence and Mach rumber above 2 the SWINT or ZEUS Lesults on a coarse
grid with clipping are usually accurete to 1 calibre in centre of pressure
prediction. At Mach 2 none of the methods seemed to be completely reliable.
Extrapolation of coefficients from results at higher numbers may be more suitable.
The Salford separation model, if the separation parameters can be standardised,
looks like a promising technique.

d) The case of the long body with fins produced excellent results with the Euler
codes modified for separation modelling.
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EODY EXPERUIIMiTAL
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NUFA A SEMI-EMPIRICAL METHOD FOR THE PREDICTION OF

ISOLATED WEAPON AERODYNAMICS

by

S. McDougall, A. J., Press and P. S. Barratt,

Aerodynamics and Vulnerability Research Dept.,

Sowerby Research Centre,

British Aerospace PLC,

PO Box 5,

Filton,

Bristol BS12 7QW,

UK

SUMMARY INTRODUCTION

The NUFA method was developed from the ABACUS The NUFA semi-empirical store load prediction

program to provide estimates of weapon method was developed from the ABACUS computer

aerodynamic loads when immersed in non- program (Ref.1) in order to provide a simple

uniform, as well as uniform, onset flows, and inexpensive method of estimating weapon

Being semi-empirical in nature, the method is aerodynamic loads when immersed in a non-

relatively simple and inexpensive to use. uniform onset flow. To date the method has

The body load prediction method within NUFA almost exclusively been used for the

has recently undergone significant calculation of store carriage and trajectory

development to both the inviscid and viscous loads. The input to the method retains the

load contributions including the introduction simplicity of the ABACUS method, with

of an initial square body capability, knowledge of the weapon geometry and the

Results from each of these developments are surrounding flowfield being required. The

presented. A feature of NUFA is the ability flowfield, in general, is ootained from

to provide estimates of body load theoretical methods (eg. 3-D parel or Euler

distributions. This capability has been methods), although experimental flowfields

exploited to predict pitch damping have been utilised.
derivatives. A comparison with experiment
demonstrates a first application of NUFA to The NUFA method, having been originally based

aerodvnamic derivative prediction. The load on the ABACUS computer program, has a similar

distribution facility is further illustrated approach to the prediction of weapon

by predictions using a non-uniform flow as aerodynamic loads. The method was originally

input. It is hoped that the flexibility of described by Bizon in Ref.2. NUFA uses a

the body load prediction method has been component build-up technique. The body and

demonstrated, lifting surface loads are calculated in
isolation. These are then summed with
suitable interference terms to provide

NOMENCLATURE estimates of aerodynamic loads and moments.
The most significant difference between the

Cmq Pitch damping moment coefficient, ABACUS and NUFA methods is in the prediction

Mq/qS(t)D/V)D of body aerodynamic loads. NUFA uses a
CN Normal force coefficient, N/qS segmentation approach. The body may be
Cy Side force coefficient, Y/qS divided into as many as a thousand segments
D Body maximum diameter (width) (the number of segments being controlled by

L Body length the user). The local flow at each segment is

M Mach number used to calculate a load distribution. This

Mq Damping moment distribution is then summed to provide a

N Normal force total load. Using this approach, pitching

q Dynamic pressure moment is easily calculated using the moment
r Corner radius arm for each segment. Use of the

rb Radius of blunting segmentation approach thus allows a ron-

ReD Reynolds number based on body uniform flow prediction capability to be
maximum diameter (width) incorporated.

S Reference area, nD
2

/4
V Freestream velocity Using Slender Body Theory for calculating the

W 3ody diameter (width) linear (Inviscid) load on portions of the
x Axial station body which are either expanding or

Xcp Centre of pressure (positive aft of contracting, releases the method from the

moment reference point) constraints imposed on ABACUS of, strictly

XROT Centre of rotation speaking, being applicable to bodies with

Y Side force either sharp tantent-ogive or sharp or

z Vertical position of weapon spherically blunted conical nose profiles.

centrellne relative to wing mean The body may in fact have a continuously

chord plane/pylon base varying profile. In this case the user

a Aircraft/wing angle of incidence provides the program with the definition of

(degrees) the body shape by inputting coefficients for

o Weapon total angle of incidence a series of polynomials.
(degrees)

SRoll angle (degrees) The requirement to predict the aerodynamics

SPitch rate (rad/s) of weapons when immersed in a non-uniform
flowfield necessitates the incorporation of
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additional terms within the body load SCOPE OF PROGRAM AND ACCURACY LIMITS

calculation teennique. Principally these
terms account for buoyancy and effective The program, being originally based on the

camber, however additional higher order terms ABACUS prediction method, is largely

may be included. These body load terms, constrained to the same geometric and onset
which have been incorporated within NUFA, flow limits. The lifting surface and

have been derived by Isaacs (Ref.3) and are interference terms are virtually identical

associated with transverse and longitudinal and were detailed in Ref.1. Figure 1

velocity gradients in the flowfield within (extracted from Ref.1) summarises the lifting

which the store is immersed. surface and onset flow limitations of the
method.

:t is the intention of this paper to provide
an overview of current developments being When developing the NUFA program the

applied within the NUFA semi-empirical store intention has been to retain the accuracy

load prediction method. The techniques limits as applied to the ABACUS program ie.

described are very recent and consequently ±5% of body length for centre of pressure

most remain under development. All the position and ±10% of normal force.

techniques are concerned with the prediction
of weapon body loads, as several research
studies undertaken at the Sowerby Research A MODIFIED SLENDER BODY THEORY LOAD

Centre highlighted the need for an accurate PREDICTION METHOD
but inexpensive body aerodynamic load
prediction method. Although application of the standard Slender

Body Theory method can provide relatively

Many weapons now necessitate the need for an accurate estimates of'normal force, the

accurate prediction of body aerodynamic distribution of force and consequently the

loads. For instance, dispenser weapons may prediction of pitching moment can be

have their lifting surfaces stowed during significantly in error. Thus, in order to

carriage. In addition, these types of improve the prediction of pitching moment due

weapons tend to have bodies of non-circular to the distribution of inviscid load,

cross-section, which generally provide a modifications to the Slender Body Theory

greater contribution to the overall load from calculation technique were incorporated

the body than weapons of circular cross- within NUFA. These modifications were also

section. To accommodate these trends within necessary in order to aid validation of the

weapon design, a square body load prediction NUFA method when predicting the distribution

capability is currently being developed of normal and side force on bodies immersed

within the NUFA method. Whilst considering in non-uniform onset flows.

this development a strategy was devised
which, when completed, will hopefully allow a To validate the inviscid calculation,

relatively rapid modification of the body comparisons are generally undertaken against

load prediction method for any specified predictions from theoretical methods (eg. 3-D

cross-sectional shape. panel methods). It is not possible to
extract the various contributions to the

In order to produce a program development invisoid load predicted by a 3-D panel or

strategy, critical features of the prediction Euler method (eg. the buoyancy or effective

method which require alteration when a new camber terms) when modelling a weapon body

body cross-section load estimation capability immersed in a non-uniform onset flow. This

is required have been identified. For each inability to decompose the inviscid load

of these critical features a development tool makes the validation of the NUFA body load

has been or will be produced. The relevant prediction method all the more difficult. By

tools have, however, all been identified. improving the accuracy of the Slender Body

They are largely theoretical in nature, thus load calculation technique within NUFA, it

some experimental data is required for was felt that at least one possible source of

validation of any modification to the NUFA error for non-uniform flows could be removed.

method, made as a result of using some of The inviscid load predicted by a panel method

them. The purpose of their development is to can be decomposed in part by devising certain

provide a relatively quick method of special test cases which ensure that at least

enhancing the range of body cross-sections one of the inviscid terms are eliminated.

for which the semi-empirical method is able These test cases have no physical

to provide accurate estimates of aerodynamic significance to the prediction of weapon

loads and moments, without recourse to a aerodynamic loads, other than that they allow

major wind tunnel test programme. the partial decomposition of the constituent
parts of the load. By comparing the

The body load for uniform onset flow cases is predictions from NUFA for these test cases

composed of a linear (inviscid) and a non- with the output data from the 3-D panel

linear (viscous) term. It is typical for method, factors were derived for the

methods such as ABACUS and NUFA to use buoyancy, effective camber and higher order

Slender Body Theory to calculate the linear Slender Body Theory terms. Application of

load with a cross-flow drag calculation these factors has been found, in general, to

providing the non-linear term. Development provide an improvement in the calculation of

of both of these techniques, within the NUFA the inviscid load distribution on bodies

method, has been undertaken at the Sowerby immersed in non-uniform onset flows.

Research Centre. For a number of body
geometries the application of standard The Slender Body Theory method was modified

Slender Body Theory within NUFA has been such that both the magnitude and position of

replaced by a new prediction technique which the peak nose load were altered on tangent-

incorporates modifications to the standard ogive nose profiles. Similar modifications

form of the Slender Body Theory calculation, were incorporated for conical nose profiles.

In addition, the cross-flow drag model has In addition, a carryover from the nose to the

been significantly developed in order to body was incorporated. Although the

enhance the capability of the method to prediction of total normal force was

estimate Reynolds number effects on body unaltered by these modifications, the

loads, distribution of load was significantly
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improved. These modifications provide a more clearly be seen that the predicted centre of
accurate prediction of the inviscid load pressure position, before the appl'cation of
distribution on bodies with nose profiles the factor, is too far forward, for the short
which are either blunted or sharp, conical or nose lengths. The discrepancy decreases with
tangent-ogives. For other nose profiles, increasing nose length. The maximum error
standard Slender Body Theory is utilised. occurs at the shortest nose length and is of
The modified Slender Body Theory method is the order of 50%. Application of the
currently limited to Mach numbers below 0.8, pitching molient factor results in a
although it is intended to extend the method substantial improvement in the predicted
to Mach numbers up to 5.0. The load centre of pressure position with no change in
distribution on bodies with cross-sections the total normal force. Although the data
varying from square (r/W=O.0) to circular presented in Figure 5 was obtained at an
(r/W=O.5) may be calculated, angle of incidence of 2.5 degrees, the

percentage error in pitching moment (without
Two examples of tha improvement in the the application of the pitching moment
prediction of the nose load distribution are factor) would be invariant with angle of
shown in Figures 2 and 3. The load incidence. Two and a half degrees of
distributions from both NUFA and a 3-D panel incidence was chosen only to demonstrate the
method are shown for a hemispherical nose need for a pitching moment factor, the
(Figure 2) and a blunted tangent-ogive incidence angle itself having no Particular
(Figure 3). Both configurations are of significance.
square cross-section with an incompressible
onset flow at ten degrees of incidence. The
panel densities for the nose geometries are VISCOUS BODY LOAD PREDICTION METHOD
shown in Figure 4. Assuming that the
predictions from the 3-D panel method are The accurate prediction of the viscous load
nominally exact, then clearly the application generated by the body of a configuration can
of the modified Slender Body Theory method oe extremely important, partioLlarly in the
provides a significant improvement in the high incidence regime within which modern
prediction of the load distribution in boti weapons are required to operate. These
cases. Of note is the accuracy of the viscous loads, which tend to dominate the
prediction of the double peak in the load overall body generated forces at high
distribution on the blunted nose incidences, can be strongly dependent upon
configuration (Figure 3). both Mach number, and particularly, Reynolds

number, as well as other factors such as
surface roughness and frecstream turbulence.

PREDICTION OF THE PITCHING MOMENT ON BODIES
OF SHORT NCSE LENGTH A viscous body load prediction method has

been developed within NUFA based upon the
Using either the basic or the modified well known Crossflow Drag Analogy (which
application of Slender Body Theory, as reduces the problem to predicting a crossflow
described above, will, on its own, be unable drag coefficient). The method predicts a
to provide accurate predictions of the crossflow drag coefficient for each body
(inviscid) pitching moment for bodies of segment, at which the flow conditions are
short nose length. Despite the fact that the known, accounting for the effects of both
new potential load calculation can provide Reynolds number and Mach number. This method
relatively accurate predictions of the can be applied to any body of circular cross-
distribution of normal force, the accuracy of section, at incidences up to 90 degrees, Mach
the pitching moment prediction decreases with numbers up to 5.0 and for any flow Reynolds
decreasing nose length. In terms of pitching number. The method basically determines a
moments on the nose of the body due to the characteristic Reynolds number at each body
inviscid load distribution, the predictions segment, primarily as a function of
may be in error by up to 50%. As nose length freestream Reynolds number and local
decreases the axial force distribution incidence. This characteristic Reynolds
provides a significant contribution to the number, together with the local crossflow
pitching moment. Of course, as the name Mach number, is used to determine the
implies, Slender Body Theory was never crossflow drag coefficient at each body
intended to be a:plied to bodies with bluff segment.
nose profiles.

A comparison is presented in Figure 7 between
In order to account for the effect oC the experimental data (extracted from Ref.4) and
axial force distribution, a factor has been predictions of the variation of normal force
derived for both blunted and sharp conical coefficient for a simple nose-cylinder body
and tangent-ogive nose profiles. The effect with Reynolds number at 30 degrees of
of applying this correction is shown in incidence, at four Mach numbers. The NUFA
Figure 5. Normal force and centre of method generally predicts the variation with
pressure position due to the inviscid load Reynolds number well, showing tne progression
distribution for the nose only are plotted from suberitical (low Reynolds number) flow
against nose length. The predicted data from through the critical region to supercritical
NUFA are compared with those from a 3-D panel flow. The prediction of normal force
method. Exzmples of the panel densities used coefficient with varying Mach number is of
for the nose geometries are shown in Figure good quality, clearly demonstrating the
6. Results are presented for a corner reducing dependence of the viscous loads on
rounding of 0.3, with onset flow of MO.4 at Reynolds number, with increasing Mach number.
2.5 degrees of incidence. The moment
reference point is taken to be at the nose Predictions from NUFA are compared with
apex. The predicted normal force and experimental data from Ref.5 in Figures 8 to
pitching moment fror the 3-D panel method are 11. Comparisons of normal force coefficient
assumed, for the purposes of this comparison, and centre of pressure position for a

Sto be nominally exact. The normal force nose/cylinder body at a low subsonic Mach
predicted by NUFA is, as would be expected number are shown at four different Reynolds
from the previous figures, accurate for all numbers. The two sets of experimental data
nose lengths presented. However, it can are due to the use of two differeut wind
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tunnel models - one painted and pressure Application of the new inviscid load model to
tapped and the other unpainted and smooth, the boattail should result in an improvement
The no,.'•l force coefficients and centre of in the predicted centre of pressure position.
pressure Lsition are very well predicted up The NUFA method is, however, currently
to 40 degrees incidence. The predicted limited to using Slender Body Theory on
characteristics are well within the overall boattails.
arcuracy target. Above 40 to 50 degrees
incidence the centre of pressure position Use of the NUFA load distribution (new nose
tends to be predicted too far aft. The inviscid load model with Slender Body theory
prediction of normal force coefficient at the applied to the boattail), as it stands, would
lowest Reynolds number is excellent over the result in a significant underprediction in
whole incidence range, with the method the total normal force and an additional
predicting well the sudden steepening of the nose-up pitching moment. Viscous effects are
curve at around 20 detrees incidence. At the usually assumed to result in a reduction of
two intermediate Reyiolds numbers the normal the inviscid load on contracting body
force coefficient is somewhat overpredicted profiles. A simple correction to account for
above 50 degrees. viscous effects (other than those modelled by

the cross-flow drag method) has been
The predictions of body loads and moments, incorporated. More sophisticated methods
obtained to date with the viscous model, over have been examined (eg. Refs. 7 to 12),
a range of test Reynolds and Mach numbers, however, they are all limited in the range of
have been encouraging. The method has configurations to which they may be applied.
provided good results for a range of A new method based on the load distribution
configurations up to high incidence, predicted by the NUFA method is currently

under consideration.
An example of a body-wing-tail configuration

is shown in Figure 12. In this figure the The effect of applying the simple boattail
longitudinal aerodynamics of the Sparrow III (inviscid) load correction is shown in Figure
configuration are presented at three angler 15. There is a significant change in the
of incidence over a range of Mach numbers, normal force and centre of pressure position
The experimantal data were extracted from due to the inviscid load distribution when
Ref.6. The NUFA prvdictions include the new the correction is applied. The inclusion of
viscous body load prediction method, however, a load due to the cross-flow drag calculation
the Mach number range is too high for the shows that an accurate prediction of both
modified Slender Body Theory method to be normal force and centre of pressure position
utilised. The prediction of both normal can be achieved throughout the incidence
force and centre of pressure position are range. Since at low incidence the NUFA
within the accuracy limits of the method, predicted centre of pressure position tends
except for the prediction of centre of towards the inviscid value, the need for the
pressure position at the highest incidence boattail load correction is obvious,
and Mach number. At this combination of

conditions the centre of pressure is Comparisons with experimental data for the
predicted to be too far forward. The bomb body over a range of Mach numbers and
contribution to the normal force from the angles of incidence are shown in Figure 16.
body at these conditions is very significant. Given that a simple correction has been
By modifying the distribution of load on the applied to the boattail load distribution,
nose (reduction of the peak force and the centre of pressure predictions are very
inclusion of -i carryover onto the body), it good. The prediction of normal force is
is expected that the predicted centre of relatively accurate throughout the Mach
pressure position would be improved. number and incidence range presented, except

at the highest incidence where, in general,
NUFA underpredicts the normal force.

PREDICTION OF LOADS ON A BOATTAILED BODY

In terms of body loads the accurate PREDICTION OF SQUARE BODY AERODYNAMICS
prediction of boattail loads is extremely
important. The relatively long moment arm Provision of a prediction capability for
and the fact that the load on the boattail bodies of square cross-section obviously
will form a couple with the nose load,, means involves development of most aspects of a
that the accuracy of pitching moment component 'build up' method. Of concern here
prediction is extremely sensitive to the is the development of the body load
boattail load. prediction capability. The linear load

calculation technique encompasses a square
In principle, for conical or tangent-ogive body prediction capability up to MO.8. This
boattails, the new nose (linear) load has been described above. A cross-flow drag
prediction method could be utilised. A model (due to Clarkson, Ref.13) has been
composite load distribution has been produced incorporated allowing the prediction of the
in Figure 13 to give some indication of the non-linear aerodynamics. As with the linear
quality of the predictions which could be aerodynamic model, the technique allows an
obtained from NUFA if the new inviscid load arbitrary corner radius to be modelled.
model was a~plied to boattails. The
predicted load distribution is compared with In order to validate and a3d development of
that from a 3-D panel method. Clearly the square body aerodynamic load prediction
NUFA predicted load distribution is far methods within British Aerospace, two wind
superior to that produced by Slender Body tunnel test programmes have been undertaken
Theory (Figure 14). Both the magnitude and to date in order to estrjlish an aerodynamic
position of the peak loads are predicted database for bodies of square cross-section.
well. The error in the position of the nose The testing has involved measuring isolated
peak load as predicted by NUFA is simply due and installed forces and pressures on a
to the use of a linear interpolation method series of bodies ranging in cross-section
for extracting information from a fixed from circular to square. A range of body and
dataset. This could easily be cured by lifting surface combinations have been
applying a curve fit to the data. tested. Individual lifting surfaces have
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been instrumented, allowing lifting surface AERODYNAMIC DERIVATIVE PREDICTION
as well as total configuration loads and
moments to be measured. Measurements have Work has recently commenced to investigate
been taken over a range of incidences and the ability of the NUFA method to provide
roll angles. The store geometries are estimates of aerodynamic derivatives. Two
similar to those tested by Yeohout et al. methods of predicting pitch damping force and
(Ref.14). moment derivative coefficients have been

investigated. One of the techniques is based
Data from these tests are presented together on a method used in conjunction with the
with predictions using the NUFA method in ABACUS program. This method uses an equation
Figures 17 to 19. Figure 17 shows the effect extracted from Ref.15. Prediction of the
of decreasing corner radius on the normal pitch damping moment coefficient is, using
force and centre of pressure position of a this method, dependent upon the distribution
body alone configuration. A consistent of pitching moment, the pitching moment curve
accuracy in the prediction of normal force is slope, angle of irctdence and the body centre
not achieved. For the non-zero corner of pressure position. Similarly the pitch
roundings the accuracy is outside the damping force coefficient is dependent upon
acceptable limit for the prediction method, normal force terms and the body centre of
The normal force on the square body (r/W=O.O) pressure position. The alternative method
is shown in Figures 18 and 19. Of note in requires a non-uniform flow prediction
these figures is the poor prediction of capability and, as such, is unsuited to a
yawing moment despite the relatively accurate method such as ABACUS. A pitch rate is
prediction of side force, simulated in the prediction method byapplying a linear variation in onset flow to
It is evident from the comparisons presented the weapon model. By predicting the pitching
in Figures 17 to 19, that the initial square moment and normal force using this method the
body load prediction capability within NUFA derivative with respect to pitch rate may be
requires further development. In particular, derived. In principle this second method
the method currently lacks both a true should be capable of providing predictions at
capability to model Reynolds number effects any angle of incidence or Mach number (below
on bodies of non-circular cross-section and 5.0) and allow any offset between the moment
an interface with the new circular body reference point and the centre of rotation of
cross-flow drag model, the weapon. Other aerodynamic derivatives

may be predicted using either the equation or
onset flow based method.

TRANSITION STRIP MODELLING
To date the NUFA prediction method has been

The vast majority of data used for validation applied to two test cases. The results are
of weapon aerodynamic load prediction methods shown in Figures 21 and 22. For the
is obtained from wind tunnel tests. These configuration shown in Figure 21, identical
tests, in general, rely on the use of results for pitch damping moment coefficient
transition strips in an attempt to model full were achieved using both the equation and
scale phenomena. Use of a transition strip, onset flow based techniques. Theparticularly at low test Reynolds numbers, experimental data were extrcted from Ref.16.
can have a significant effect upon the The results are seen to be reasonably
measured aerodynamic loads. If an attempt is accurate throughout the Mach number range
made to model the configuration at the actual tested. The advantage of estimating damping
test Reynolds number using a prediction derivatives from a method which accurately
technique which does not account for the predicts the distribution of normal force is
presence of the transition strip, then clearly seen when the results from NUFA are
considerable errors may result, compared with those of ABACUS. Results for a

body-tai- configur4tion are shown in Figure
A short study was conducted at the Sowerby 22, for two different centres of rotation.
Research Centre incorporating some The comparison with experimental data
preliminary ideas for simulating the effects (extracted from Ref.17) is very encouraging,
of a circumferential transition band on the with the prediction method accurately
nose of a body of circular cross-section. estimating the effect of shifting the centre
Modifioations were made to the existing NUFA of rotation. Further validation is required
Reynolds number dependent viscous load in order to provide confidence in the
calculation. Some results from this study prediction method.
are shown in Figure 20. Experimental data
were availaule from the square stores PREDICTION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS IN
database created by British Aerospace. Using NON-UNIFORM FLOW
the actual test Reynolds number, which is
well into the sub-critical range (0.2*105, The NUFA method was specifically developed
based on body maximum diameter), within the from the ABACUS program to provide estimates
NUFA method, results in a substantial of store loads when immersed in non-uniform
overprediction of the normal force. By onset flows.
incorporating an initial methodology for
estimating transition strip effects, the For weapons installed on aircraft, the non-
prediction of normal force and centre of uniformity of the flow encountered may be
pressure position are sjibstantially improved, such that additional load components due to

gradients in the flowfield may be as large as
No claims as to the generality of the method the inviscid (Slender Body Theory) and
are being made. This exercise simply viscous aerodynamic te.'ms. Tt is therefore
indicateb that the prediction of transition important to include components such as
strip effects may be possible where wind buoyancy and higher order terms.
tunnel tests are carried out at low Reynolds
numbers. Typical applications of the method are for

the prediction of underwing and underfuselage
carriage and trajectory loads. The method
has been incorporated within a trajectory

2 -.
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suite. In this application a 'ghosted' with blunted or sharp, conical or tangent-

flowfield is calculated by a 3-D panel ogive nose profiles. Although limited to

method, the flowfield being calculated only subsonic Mach numbers, the method, when

once in order to reduce the overall cost of extended, will provide accurate inviscid load

execution. predictions at low cost for Mach numbers up

to 5.0.

In orde to indicate the quality of the

predir.ions of load distribution from the A relatively sophisticated cross-flow drag

NUFA method, comparison with predicted load prediction method has been developed and

distributions from a 3-D panel method are incorporated within NUFA. The method is

shown in Figures 23 and 24. Both comparisons capable of providing esimates of the viscous

are shown for an onset flow of twelve degrees load contribution on bodies of circular

of incidence at MO.19. The predicted load cross-section for Mach numbers between 0.0

distr:butions shown in these figures are due and 5.0. The Reynolds number range of the

to the inviscid aerodynamic terms only (ie. method is unlimited. Comparisons with

no cross-flow drag). For the purposes of experimental data have shown that the method

comparison, the results from the panel method is able to estimate adequately the Gffects of

are assumed to be nominally exact for varying Reynolds number.

inviscid flow. The 3-D panel method was used

to provide a flowfield for use with NUFA. The ability of the NUFA method to provide

The predicted normal force distribution shown estimates of body load distributions has been

in Figure 23 is for a store body under a clearly shown to enhance the prediction of

three dimensional, constant section swept the pitch damping moment coefficient on

wing. The vertical locations of the store isolated weapon bodies. As a first

relative to the wing are shown in Figure 25, application of the NUFA method to the

The NUFA predicted load distributions compare prediction of aerodynamic derivatives,, the

well with those of the panel method. Even at results presented here are extremely

the lowest position the store experiences promising.

some disturbance from the wing since over the
cylindrical portion of the body the inviscid An initial square body load prediction

load is non-zero. capability has been incorporated within NUFA.
However, comparisons with experimental data

The side force distributions shown in Figure indicate that the cross-flow drag prediction

24 are for the wing-pylon-store body method requires further development. This

configuration shown in Figure 26. The store will be part of the ongoing development of

positions vary from installed to almost the NUFA method which will also include

freestream. Again the comparison between the further investigation of the transition strip

predicted load distributions from NUFA and modelling and body boattail modelling

the panel method are good over most of the capabilities.

store length. NUFA seems to underpredict the
load aft of the peak nose load. This also

appeared on the wing-store body case (not
shown here) and requires further
investigation, as does the discrepancy at the REFERCNCES
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A SEMI-EMPIRICAL PREDICTION METHOD
FOR MISSILE AERODYNAMICS

by
Z 

K.-W. BOCK
Dornier Luftfahrt GmbH, BF20

Postach 1303
D-7990 Fricdrichshafcn I

Z• Federal Republic of Germany

1. SUMMARY computation time and cost. With regard to the
cost and the complexity of the threedimen-

This paper describes the calculation proce- sional flow it was obvious that only a semi-
dure of the new semiempirical computer code empirical procedure is adequate. There was a
AAVEX (aerodynamics of air vehicles, extended wide base of experimental data available for
versionT for the static aerodynamic coeffi- systematically varied cross wings on standard
cients of missiles with a body of revolution bodies. So it was promising to analyse these
and up to three cross wings. The range of data and to develop a method to extend the
application is: Mach-number M s 4, angle of zero roll angle results to arbitrary roll
incidence i S 90°, roll angle arbitrary, and angle. This was the basis of the new code
all fins independently deflectable. An exist- AAVEX which is presented below.
ing program for missiles at zero roll angle
with wings in + position is extended with
respect to the roll angle influence and an
improved front to rear wing interference. 3. DESCRIPTION OF CALCULATION METHOD
Special emphasis is set on this extension
because it is applicable to other zero roll 3.1 Range of Application
angle codes and thus might be of general
interest. The AAVEX is a computer code for the static

aerodynamic coefficients of missiles. It isThe whole procedure can be roughly divided applicable to the followinginto three different stages:

0 calculation for wings in + position at - bodies of rotation; different noses
zero roll angle. and tails, frustrum,

9 empirical modification of forces and - up to three cross wings; straight
moments for wings in arbitrary position, and cranked leading edges, diffe-
at given roll angle, rent profiles, flaps.

Scalculaton of front to rear wing inter- - all wing fins independently deflec-ferencea table (comp. fig. 1).

Especially the second stage is based on a
wide data base with systematically varied
cross wings at a body of revolution.

Although the code is new and has still got a
potential for improvement, the examples pre- N'

sented in this paper well agree with experi-
ments.

2. INTRODUCTION

For the design and the simulation of missiles Fig.l: Coordinate System, Attitudc Definition,
it is very important to determine the static ForcesandMoments
aerodynamic coefficients and the most impor-
tant dynamic derivatives quickly and at low
cost without affecting the accuracy too much. The caluclations are valid for the
As long as the roll angle is zero and the
cross wings are in + position, there are many flight conditions (comp. fig. 1):
computer codes available which meet these - angle of incidence 0° s i & 90°
demands. One of these is the Dornier program - roll angle 0* s 0 s 360°
AAV (aerodynamics ,of air vehicles) which is - Mach-number 0 s H S 4applicable for Mach-number-s M s 4 and angles fin de~lections 16+i s 90°
of incidence i s 180'. - Reynoldsnumber given explicitly or

by flight altitude.
For arbitrary roll angles this method uses a
rough approximation which is not able to pre- the method is able to predict the
"dict the roll angle and the corresponding
cross-coupling effects as accurately as it is aerodynamic coefficients of (comp.
necessary for advanced, future air vehicles, fig. 1):
So it was-decided to.develop an extended ver- - total forces X. Y, Z and moments L
sion, of this code which fulfils the new Mt N

requremnts ut eepstheadvantages as
there are: wide range of application, high - fin forces Nk, hinge moments Mk and
accuracy for the zero roll case, and low root bending moments Bk

:4d
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Two postprocessing programs .are available butions of the different missile components
for are superimposed to get the total force and

moment coefficients in the missile fixed

* trimmed aerodynamic coefficients coordinate system (comp. fig. 1).

1 dn derivatives including cross X-force coefficient: 1)

Hcoupling effects.
I " Cx*Sref l" I! (CTWl)H + (CTWI)V]J SWl

3.2 General Procedure 
(I)

The AAVEX is the computer code of a semi- + CTB * SB

empirical method. This means that theoretical
relations are taken whenever available and Z-force coefficient: 1)
updated with experimental and/or more precise
theoretical results whenever possible and
necessary. In cases where no theoretical for- - CZ*Sref = ICNWI + CNB(WI)
mulas could be found, all kinds of experimen-
tal and theoretical data which were available CNWlvtx]H * SWI (2)
and reliable have been used to create empiri-
cal relations by curve fitting and interpicla- + CNB * SB
tion. It has been considered to be important
that limiting cases are obeyed, e.g. that
results at angles of incidence i = 00 and Pitching moment coefficient: 1)

i - 90° etc. are correct. The main principle
is to compose the forces and moments by sum- - Cm * Sref * xref (3)
ming up the contribLtions of all missile com-
ponents. Thereby interactions between these
components are regarded. This concerns the
fin to fin, the wing to body, the body to 1=1 [(CNWl + CNWlvtx) * AxWl
wing, and the front to rear wing inter-
ference. The whole procedure can be roughly
divided Into three different stages: + CNB(Wl) * AXB(Wl)]H * SW1

s one: + CmB * XB * SB
calculation of forces and moments for
all wings in + position at zero roll
angle; only symmetrical deflection of The symbols herein are defined as follows:
horizontal fins, front to rear wing
interference neglected so far, H index of wing plane H

(fins 1 and 3 together)
2 :

modfi cation of forces and moments for v index of wing plane V
wings in arbitrary position at given (fins 2 and 4 together)
roll angle; individual fin deflection,
front to rear wing interference neglect- I wing number
ed so far,

stage three: SrefWlB reference area,
calculation of front to rear wing inter- exposed wing planform area,
ference. body cross section area

The following chapters give a survey of these xrefB missile reference length,
stages with special emphasis on the last body reference length
two. CTWl wing 1 tangential force coeffi-

cient

3.3 Missile at Zero Roll Angle with Wings in CNWl wing I normal force coefficient
+ Position including body to wing inter-

ference (camp. equ.(3.4))
On the basic stage of the AAVEX method the

missile is examined at zero roll angle with CNWlvtx body vortex influence on the wing
all wings in + position. The front to rear normal force
wing interference is neglected while the body
vortex influence on the wings is regarded. CNB isolated body normal force coef-
The calculation method at this stage is ficient
almost identical to that of the original AAV
program which is described in the documenta- CNB(WI) additional body normal force due
tion by K.-W. Bock, H. Fuchs, H. Lehra E1. to wing I (comp. equ.(3.8))

In this case opposite fins of each cross wing CmB isolated body pitching moment
are always examined together. The following
terminology shall be used (comp. fig. 1): Axwl rearward position of wing I point

of pressure relative to given
* wing plane H: horizontal fins 1 and 3 missile reference point

togethertogether_ 1) These equations are vali& for cages with-
Swing planeV: vertical fins 2 and 4 out fi'n deflection. If there are fin

-- together deflections, C has to be replaced by

Tohco - CTW aina and- C w has to be
The equations below describe 'how the contri- Creplaced' by CNWSIn6 + CTwcoso.
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AxB (W) rearward position of point of 3.4 Missile at Given Roll Angle with Wings
pressure of the additional body in Arbitrary Position

v normal force due to wing I
3.4.1 Without Fin Deflection

The different force and moment contributions
in these equations are determined semiempiri- The AAVEX method is based on systematical
cally by use of methods taken from various experiments and additional calculations. The
publications. The details will not be experiments are wind tunnel measurements of

Sdescribed here because the main topic of this the fin normal force of widely varied test
paper is the procedure for the roll angle configurations. They all consist of a cruci-
influence which is presented later. So only form wing on a standard body with a 3 caliber
the most essential formulas for the zero roll ogive nose. Fi.i 2 shows the configuration
angle case shall be mentioned, The wing nor- TC10.05.10 which iTone of this series.
mal force including the body to wing inter-
ference is determined by

007
S~CNW -= + C)+ Cl 4

with the "linear angle of attack par'" t- .....---------- --

W = CNWa sin a • cos 6 I -
(5) ,

Icos (+6)1 • KW(B),

the "linear deflection part" -.O

Vig.2: Test Configuration TC 10.05.10

46) = CNWa sin 6 - cos a (6)

Icos (a+6)I • kW(B) ,

and the "nonlinear angle of attack and
deflection part"

C1 1 = CNW.. sin (.+6" (7) - • - .. . . _

Isin (a+6)l

The additional normal force acting on the - -.

body due to the presence of the wing (wing to _.....

body carry-over)'is determined by ,,+ .,

CNB(W) = C40IW) ' 48) (8) F1g.3: Fin I Normal Force Coefficient versus

. N(W) Roll Angle; Experiment, no Deflection

with the "linear angle of attack partu In fig. 3 the fin normal force of IC10.05.10

at the Mach-number M = 1.2 is plotted versus
C496W) = CNWO sin a • cos 6 the roll angle 0 for angles of incidence

(9) 0* S i S 40°. The values refer to fin number
Icos (a+6)l • I (comp. fig. 1) which is on top of the bodyfor 0 = -90*, on the right side for 0 = 0°,

and at the bottom for 0 - +90*. The normal
and the "linear deflection part" force variation is characteristic of body-

cruciform wing configurations and well-known
from many publications, e.g. by J.R. Spahr

C W CNW• sin 6 •cos 10. For low angles of incidence the fin
(W) sn6 a(10) normal force steadily decreases to zero when

•cos (a+6)l k*1W the fin is rotated (together with the other
fins) from the horizontal to the top or to
the boctom position. The reason is the

The interference factors K* (due to a) and k decreasing "geometrical angle of attack" of
(du! to 6) for the wing ifi the presence of this fin (a = arc tan (tan i • cos 0)), For
the body (W(B)) and for the wing to body medium angles of incidence the potential
carry-over (B(W)) are empirically modified cross flow of winged circular cylinders
values of the-original slender body theory results in an increased normal force on thefactrs. owindward side while it is decreased on the
factors. leeward side (110]). For higher angles the

SMany details of the zero roll angle case pro- body vortices and the dead water regions on
cedure are taken from the DATCOM [23 and the lee side might even convert the sign of
modified, supplemented and updated by help of the normal force. This behaviour observed in
further publications and experiments whenever fig. 3 depends on the wing geometry, the
useful and necessary. The other most fre- forebody, and the Mach-nunber. Principally It
quently used reports shall be listed in is always similar.
'alphabetical order without claiming -com-
pletenes's: 14.B. Baker (33. P.T. Eaton (43. F 4~ shows this general fin normal force
ESDU -E5],' L.H.' Jorgehson (63. W.C. Pitts et variation with the roll angle for cases with
al (73. B.F. Safel E81, and R*T' Schemensky and without fin deflection. For the moment

- [9]. only the non-deflection case shall be consi-
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-(view from the rear)

CNF
• finl I

cyclic = an=_ cyclic

complement region complement

"*10091>00, 8=-I80

wi h Fg.4: Principle of Normal Force versus Roll Angle with and without Fin Deflection

dered. Because of symmetry the C N(•) func- ,,. ......... .............. ---------

180 0 0* io,€•i 8= eo 1 20

tion, which is periodical every 3613% can be F '_ .. ,+ I o
supplemented by rotating the -90° s 0 s 900 'j ' 1
s.ection arounu the points $ -90* or + -

*=+90*.

Many missile aerodynamic codes, like the ori-
ginal AAV, give good estimations of the ' .-• ..
CW(0) value. So the idea was born to use 2 -
tiis value and the zero conditions at

± = -90° to approximate the whole perioolcal ,, - ,,+,., -

function CNO() by some kind of shape func-
tion*. For 'that all experiments aa-'a e for
the test configurations already mentioned I
were analysed in detail. It was found to be ,o...

helpful to introduce the following shape W, .. Xo ,o 0
function:

Fig.5: Fin I Normal Force Shape Function;
Experiment, no Deflection

f(f) = CN($,
60 0

)/CN(.=0, 6=0) - (11)

This shape function is plotted in f for
the ease already examined in fig. 3. It he forebody length influence on this func-
tued oute thrat texafined inor fore cfI- tion is significant only for very short fore-turned out that the fin normal force coeffi- bodies. So it was neglected as well as the
cient of a body-cross wing configuration can bodes. So ecal as thebeapproximated by nose shape. The empirical formula for the
be shape function is based on experiments,

supplemented by results of more sophisticated
CN(O'' 6 O0) (12) codes for the following parameter values.

= CN(i,0O,6=O) • f(O;iM,AR,TR,s/R) 4 (0] = 90. -B0 .... 80, 90
i (03 = 0. 2. 5. 10, 15 .... 45
M - 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5. 2.0, 3.0,

with the shape functiorrf(O) depending on the 3.5, 4.5
parameters AR = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0

TR = 0.0. 0.5, 1.0
i angle of incidence, - siR = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0
M1 Mach-number,
AR : exposed wing (opposite fins together) The range of interest for typical missiles is
JR aspect ratio, covered by this data base. For angles of
J•R :exposed-wing (opposite fins together) incidence I > 45* the shape function can be

taper ratio; approximated by_ the i - 45* value. The empi-
s/R:' "exposed fin span to body -radius. rical formula is a 6th order Fourier series:

IJI
i __ _

1 __ _ ______
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f(0';i.l4.AR.TR~s/R) (1)3.4.2 With Fin Deflection

J1c~,MAR~/) sin(k~l) If the fin under consideration is deflected.
the roll angle influence becomes more compli-
cated than in the non-deflection case des-

with cribed above. This can be seen in fjg.j and
n/ m2 (14) fig. 8 which differ from fig. 3 on lyby a

poi~tT~e and a negative deflection (0 - ±200)
The Fourier coefficients ck can be approxi- of fin number 1 (other fins not deflected).
mated as follows: The curves are shifted to higher (0 > 0) or

lower (6 < b) CN values. Due to the nonlinear

9 'le of incide~ncejdepnene lift characteristics of the fins and the
thir orde r 6olnomia!?ene complex interference this shifting depends on

the angle of incidence and the roll angle. So
ck (l;M.AR.TR,s/R) the Oshape function" of the non-deflection
4 (15) case cannot simply be applied.

,ý ckl(M,AR,TR~s/R) i-

rirorder po ynmn : i

ckl(M;AR,TR~s/R)
(16) 00

m1cklm(AR,TR,5R Mm-i

aspect and tae saio depndence.
second crder twdý,imesn lTaylor-approxima-
tion:

cklm(ARTR~s/R) 50 . 5 fI

(17) *-5

cklmn(s/R) - ,A.R Fig.7: Fin I Normai Force Coefficient versus

with Roll Angle; Experimcnt, 61 =200 Dcflection

gý= 1 ar = 'log AR
92= ar tr = TR - 0.5
93= tr 2

g,-arl
g,= trl
g,= ar-tr

spa ovr bdy adis dependence.
linea~rvnterpolatMo beten:

ck(s/R=0.5), ck(sR/=1.0).

ck(sIR=
2 .0). ck(s/R=4.0).X

The coefficients cklmn of equ.(17) are stored
in the AAVEX code in DATA-statements for the *------'------

span to body radius points of support 1lo Io w00 05 00 00

OIR = 0.5. 1.0. 2.0. 4.0. Fig.6 shows the Fig.8: Fin 1 Normal Force Coefficient versus
'ape function empirically approximated for Roll Anglc; Experiment, 61 =.20' Deflectioni

Lne samne case as in fig. 5 where the expe-
rimental values are p resented.

.00 1

Fig.9: Fin I Normal Force Coefficient versus Roll
Fig.6: Fin I Normal Force Shape Function; Angle; Experiment, 61 l=0',±20' Deflection

Empirical, no Deflection

For body tall configurations without fin Fi .9 combines curves of fig. 3. 7 and 8
deflection equ.(12) already gives the final Do,10 20; 6 = -20*, 00, 200) to show the
results for the fin normal forces at arbitra- characteristic influence of a fin deflection
ry roll angles. In chapter 4.1 such an on the CN(O)-curves. These curves are

example can be found. abstracted and used for the principle sketch
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of fig. 4 which shall help to find a general The method neM thro 0O-calqulations to
approximation procedure. If the angle of determine C•"' ", and C- 'for each
incidence is i o 0. any positive (+161) and deflected fin. C0u is independ' Of 6
the same negative (-161) deflection in so identical for all four fins. C•' and C-
general cause different increments to the depend on 6. Thus they might be different ;or
normal force. Only at 0 = ±90° the fin effi- each fin because 6 might be different. These
ciency is the same for ?ositive and negative "basic normal force coefficients0 

are deter-
deflections. By analysing the available data mined like in the original AAV for the mis-
base an *efficiency modification factorm h(i) sile at zero roll angle with all wings in +
was developed to give a simple approximation position and with and without symmetrical
of the fin efficiency in top (i > 0) or bot- deflection of the horizontal fins.
tom (i < 0) position:

Equ.(23) is a periodic function through
CN(i, 0-±90. 6) = points of support which are based on 0 = 0-

(18) cases for a cross wing on a body. So the
CN(i=O, 6) h(±Iil) . "basic coefficients" have to include body

vortex effects. For that an empirical body
h(0) was found by a least square approxima- vortex pair is assumed starting at the body
tion of the whole data base without respect nose shoulder for the front wing and another
to the special geometry and Mach-number. This pair starting at the front wing trailing edge
will be improved in the future, position for the rear wing (fig. 10). For the

calculation of the body vortex influence on
Using the conditions at 0 = 0, the 9shape the wing compare chap. 3.5.2 (same method).
function" of equ.(12) and the "efficiency
modification factor* of equ.(18) a new method
has been developed to determine the general
CN(i,0,6)-function. First the following 0 = 0 t7--._ nd'• '
values are calculated by the zero-roll angle
method described in chap. 3.3 with all wings
in +position:

1. C4O) = CNF (i=O; 6:=+161), (19)

2. =) - CNF C i 0; 0, 6:=+161), (20)

3. Ck-) = CNF ( i 0=0, 6:=-161). (21)

Knowing these values and using equ.(18) four
points of the 6 > 0-curve can be determined
in the interval -90- 5 270- of fig. 6: Fig.lO: Vortex Systemi or Body to Wing

S9and Wing to Wing Interference'c•O)h(-i 0 0 = 90o

c0 +) 0
CNF(i, 620) = (22) Summing up the body and wing components for

CO)'h(*i); 900 the total force and moment coefficients in
this more general 0 # 0, 6 # 0-case leads to

"C- = 1800 equations different from equs. (Q to 3). Due
to the roll angle, unsymmetrical fin deflec-

These points are connected by a periodic tions, and cross coupling effects there might
function that takes care of the shape, which be a side force, a yawing moment, and a
must be similar to that for 6=0 ("shape rolling moment in addition.
function" fi(; i)'), and that includes the
limiting cases ivO, 6=0 (equ. (12)) and i=O,
0#0 (CO(0) = const.). The result is:

CNF(i,0, 6
?O) = +CV)*g(i,o)

+ [(C)-ckO))*cos-M0 + (Ck')+CkO))*sin'1M0] f(o;i)

CNF(i,0, 6
OO) = -ckO)*g(i,0)

+ [(Ck-)+C0O))*cos1¢0 + (Ck+)-ckO))*sin0] * f(o;i)

(23)

with the abbreviation:

h(-i)*sinlo + costo; sino s 0
g(i,O) = (24)

h(+i)*sinlo + coslo; sino ý 0 3.5 Front to Rear Wing Interference

The limiting cases mentioned above can be The method described so far presumes isolated
easily verified, cross wings at a body of rotation. So the

body vortex influence is included, but the
front to rear wing interference still has to
be determined. For that an approximation
method was developed. It can be roughly
divided into two steps:
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* shedding of fin vortices at the front tan(AoF1) = vFll/V- (26)
wing trailing edges (due to linear
lift) and above trail

4
ng edges (due to = I/(V=.CNQFl)

"nonlinear lift), tracking them together
with empirical body vortices of varia- ivFl(y) cclNr(y)
ble strength to the rear wing posi-
tion, + vF2(y) cclNu(y) eadj

* calculation of front wing vortex + VF3 (y) cclNl(y) eopp
influence on rear wing normal force. + vF 4 (y) • ccNu(y) • eadJi] d(yls)

Analogous equations are used for the other

3.5.1 Shedding and Tracking of Vortices fins. The expressions used herein are:
between Wings VF1,2,3,4(y) velocity component vertical to

The body vortex influence Dn the rear wing is fins I to 4 induced by the
already included so far 'in Obasic coeffi- front wing vortices and their
cients' of equ.(23)). Nevwrtheless they are images at the spanwise posi-
still important for the path of vortices tion y
leaving the front wing. So body vortices are
shedded along the midbody (between front and CC]Nr,!,u(y) span i4ading coefficient for across wing fin-,
rear wing). The local strencith is empirically index r: due to unit incidence
deduced from the body loading after 0. Jacob on fin itself,
(11]. index u: due to unit incidence

on adjacent fins,
Then fin vortices are shed at the trailing index 1: due to unit incidence
edge position of the front wing. The total on opposite fin
strength is calculated from the fin loading

and divided into a linear (due to linear eadjopp reduction factor due to reduc-
lift) and a nonlinear part (due to nonlinear ed influence region in super-
lift). One 'nonlinear vortex" with the non- sonic flow:
linear part of the vortex strength is shed index adj: adjacent fin,,
above each fin trailing edge to simulate the index .)pp: opposite fin
rolled up leading edge vortex. The number of
"linear vortices' per fin is given by program cNa coefficient of fin normaf

force slope at zero angle of
input. If multiple 'linear vortices" are shed incidence
from each fin, they are assumed to be of
equal strength and their properties are This equation was developed for small angles
determined for elliptical loading. The method of incidence and small induced angles using
can be found in the book of J.N. Nielsen the slender body theory and the reverse flow
(123. theorem. It is described in detail by

J.N. Nielsen et al. [13]. Integrating the
For the vortex tracking a twodimensional flow root bending moment loading analogous to equ.
in each cross plane is assumed. At the loca- (26) allows to approximate the 'point of
tion of each front wing vortex the velocity action' of the induced interference force.
components v and w are calculated. For that
the velocities induced by all other fin vor- To determine the induced normal force, equ.
tices. the body vortex pair, the image vor- (4) is used twice for each fin: first with
tices inside the body, and by the body cross i = aF and secondly with i 7 0

F + Aaf, where
flow are calculated and summed up. These aF is the -geometrical angle of attack' and
velocity components are used to determine the Aal is the induced angle of attack of equ.
displacement of the fin vortices on their way (26). The difference gives
downstream by integrating

dy/dx = vIV, and dz/dx = w/V. (25) CNFint CNF"iOF + tlfin, 0=0. 
6
0 (27)

- CNF( i=OF 0 =0, 
6
F

This method is described by J.N. Nielsen
(12). In the AAVEX the integration of equ. This completes the final total force and
(25) is done by a Runge-Kutta method, moment coefficients o; the missile.

The twodimensional consideration of the cross
flow becomes wrong with the angle of
incidence increasing. But in this method it
is guaranteed that for higher angles the body
cross flow becomes more and more dominant
over the vortex induced contributions, which
become wrong. Due to that the front wing vor-
tices more and more follow the streamlines
without influence of other vortices for
increasing angles.

3.5.2 Front Wing Vortex Influence on Rear
Wing

To determine the interference on the rear
wing, first for each rear wing an 'equivalent
induced,-angle of attack' is estimated by
integrating the-16cal fin load in the follow-
ing"way'(e'.g. for fin 1):
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4. EXAMPLES

4.1 Body-Tall Configuration 24

Fjg. 11 shows the fin normal force coeffi- 0
EcHeh, 1 'of a body-cross wing configuration(referred to Ar• f n Y1/4) versus the angle

of incidence at different roll angles for the o.IMach-number M = 2.36 in comparison With • •A~ .'

angle AAVEX 
0experiments of reference (143. The roll ange . ..

varies between 0 - 0* (fin 1 horizontal) and -.

0 = -90° (fin I on top of body). The * * 0
cases in the AAVEX are based on the 0 =
curve. So the accuracy Is limited by the zero --------

roll accuracy. Even these values are diffi-
cult to predict, because they are influenced
by the body vortex system which sensitively -- --- -

depends on the Reynolds-number and the 0 --0
experimental conditions. Nevertheless the 0 , a 12 16 20
results, especially the roll dependence is 1
sufficiently correct. Fig.1l:, Fin I Normal Force Coefficient of a

Body-Tail Configuration

4.2 Body-Wing-Tail Configuration

Test calculations were made for the body-
wing-tail configuration FRL218 of reference
f15]. Its geometry is shown in fig. 12. In
fTjs. 13 and 14 the pitching and rolling
moment coefficients of this configuration are
plotted versus the angle of incidence for
roll angles 00 < 0 S 450 and the Mach-number FL21 &ATHA.U

M = 2.5. Cm is the coefficient of the pitch-

ing moment in a Obalance coordinate system"
where the y-direction is horizontal and the----- ......
x-direction is the body, axis. Both coeffi-
cients are referred to Iref 0 and
Aref = nD/4.

Although there are considerable cross-flow
effects and strong front to rear wing inter-
ferences, the roll influence on both moments Fig.12: Body-Wing-Tail Configuration FRL 218
is sufficiently predicted. The lar -st (reference[15])
distance between the predicted and measured
rearward point of pressure (not explicitly
shown) is below D/3. The same good agreement
was found for all other tests of this confi-
guration presented in reference 115J between
M = 0.7 and 3.1.

o o

-5 .... AV.-5 ....
______0 AAVEX

"______, __,______ _ %% (F A TNAUI-988. reference 151)
-10 -"988 1eemO N1 "

.5 0 5 10 1 25 -5 0 5 10 1s 25

Fig.13: Pitching Moment of Body-Wing-Tail Fig.14: Rolling Moment of Body-Wing-Tail
Configuration FRL 218 (reference (15]) Configuration FRL 218 (reference [15])

____------.--

i j I
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4.3 Body-Canard-Wing Configuration WdQ1*N4$ 25.

The third example is the canard controlled
missile-of fi 1. 5. The experimental results 26887

at Mach-numbir M 2.5 are taken from refer-
2 VA

force and p~thn moment coefficient versus 0786
the angle of incidence without fin deflection 1210121
at zero roll angle. Both values are expressed17027
in the body fixed coordinate system of fig. 1 - - Cl --- 0
and referred to Aref - 02D/4 and 1reif D
(moment only). The experimental values, which '5W
are available up to I- 18*. are well pre-
dicted by the AAVEX. The dashed curves repre- ....
sent the AAVEX method without canard to wing
interference. Obviously there is a downwash Fig. 15: Body-Canard-Wing Configuration
effect which reduces the rear wing normal (NASATP 2157, referencec[16])
force. Especially for the Ditching moment
this contribution must not be omitted.

*361 Cm4j

body-c'anard-wing configuration
32 Mach-number. M .25 - 4- Experiment (reference 1161)

roll angle: a - 0' -20' - -c)--AA 1E X

281 fin deflection: 8-0 .
2 0 

0 --. 0-- AAV VEX (without

. -4 . .~ . . . . . .. 0 canard-wing interference)

24- - -I7

-60-- --

20--. -nn '

16 -- ' ~ -- -7

------ . -00

1211120 .i / .K .-12 . '

81 1 Mach-number. M .2 5-
4~--- Expeniment (reference [161) -140, roll angle: 0 - 0' 7

~1 / ~ AAVEXwihu- fin deflection* 8 - 0
- canard~~-wing interference) I- - - - 7

0 ---- i---.---------,-- -1, t - I t I- I T I I I t
0 4 8 1'2 '1'6 '20C 2'41N28 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 1 1*128

Fig. 16. Normal Force of Body-Canard-Wing Fig.17: Pitching Momcnt of Body- Canard-Wi ng
Configuration; Pf'0*, 6 0* Configuration; 0%O' 6 -0*

36 20
0

N ij Mc-ume.M2. - -

body-canard-wing configuration, /
A rotllangle: 0 - 0' A xeiet(eeec 1)

2 j-fin deflection: 8-5 . 5-*- - -e AAVEXwihu

- - ~ / - -canard-wing interference)

24. --t 40 -6

12--- 100- -

body-ana--wi- -configu----on

--- -- - --- -120- Mahnubr M- 2.I '---t-4--Experiment (reference[1161) - rolltangle. 0-O'

--- AAVEX fin defltection: 8 - 5
A0- AAV EX(without -140-----------

0 - 6 20 2 1601- 4-t i i."-t-
0 4 8- 12 1 2` 241 128 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 128

Fig.18: Normal Force of Body-Canard-Wing Flg.19: Pitching Moment of Body-Canard-Wing
Configuiration; ~b0', 6 5' Configuration-, 40*, 6'5Y
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3 6 -jy-- 20
a . -

3 body-canard-Y configuration, / I32 Mach-number: M 2.5 0. .

Srolltangle: 0 -45* -.- 4-- Experilment (reference (161)-
findefleclion. 8-0 0* --e AAVEX

28--------------*---. ... - --f 20. ---- AAVEX(vfthout
----- ----- -~ -anard-wing Interference)

1'6420- -60.

12-r- -100

. body-canard-wing configuration8--------- - - -120. Mach-number M 2.5 - '4
- i- - i- Expenment (reference 1161) roll angle. a-451 - - '4

S.-.-O--AAVEX fin deflection: 5 0' ,'
4 -- 0-- AA V E X (without -140 - -

!/ "canard-ving interference) - .

0 -r----r-T----T-r--, 4 1604 1 I I _ I t I t I 1 10 4 8 1'2 16 20 24 ,[ol 28 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 WI 28
Fig.20: Normal Force of Body-Canard-Wing Fig.21: Pitching Moment of Body-Canard-WingConfiguration; =45", 6=-0" Configuration; • 45°, 6 =0°

In fjs. 1ý8 and 19 the normal force and * The front to rear wing interference can
pitching moment coefficient are plotted for be approximated by shedding leading and
6 = 28° deflection of the two horizontal trailing edge vortices from the frontcanard fins. It can be seen that about half wing, tracking them together with mid-of the canard deflection efficiency is the body vortices to the rear wing, and cai-
result of the canard to wing interference. culating equivalent induced angles of

attack for all rear wing fins.
In Li 21 and 22 the normal force and
pitching moment coefficient (in the "balance * The results of all test calculations are
coordinate system") are presented for 0 = 45o sufficient although the computation time
without canard deflection. Now at angles of is short.
incidence i Z 10° the agreement between AAVEX
and the experiment is not as good as for * The accuracy might decrease in cases

0 = 0 but still sufficient. The maximum with strong vortices passing fins at apitching moment deviation corresponds to a short distance or when vortex dissipa-
point of pressure deviation oF Axcn 0/2. tion and bursting is likely. This will
The front to rear wing interference seems to be improved in the future.
be overpredicted at medium angles of inci-
dence, when the vortices of the lower canard * The method is applicable to most zero
fins (x-position!) pass the upper rear wing roll angle codes which thus can be
fins at a short distance. Further examina- extended to dibitrary roll angles.
tions concerning e.g. vortex dissipation andbursting are planned and right lead to animprovement. 6. REFERENCE
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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CYLINDRICAL BODIES
WITH POINTED. AND TRUNCATED CONICAL NOSES
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I SUMMARY dt body flat-nose diameter

The aerodynamic characteristics of dt/d nose bluntness ratio

cylindrical bodies, with pointed and fcx) : no-mal force distribution
truncated conical noses, are investigated I total body length
experimentally and theoretically, at a low I nose length
Mach number, over the range of angle of I
attack from 0 to 20 deg. The Reynolds reference length C =t )
number, based on the maximum body diameter, M . pitching moment
is about 4.1xlO4. The surface-flow M freestream Mach number
visualization is performed by applying the
oil method The balance measurements are M : crossflow Mach number
made by using a sting-type strain-gage C =M sine )
balance which is designed and constructed
under the project T40 of FDP of AGARD. The N . normal force
results of the balance measurements are qO. freestream dynamic pressure
compared with the potential theory and the C= v z
method of viscous crossflow analogy. It is 2 .

observed that the method of viscous R local body radius
crossflow analogy is applicable to the Re Reynolds number based on the
cylindrical bodies with pointed and maximum body diameter
truncated conical noses even at high angles V d
of attack. unlike the potential theory. The C D )

nose-cone angle and the bluntness are the
parameters affecting the flowfield around Recd crossflow Reynolds numver
and the aerodynamic characteristics of a s V sine d
pointed or truncated cone-cylinder body. based on d, C - )

2. LIST OF SYMBOLS S: local cross sectional area
C =nR )

Sb :body base area
A axial force S nose planform area
C Caor CA): axial force coefficient np

C- qAs ) S : total body planform area
4 D I

C5  : drag coefficient C = ) C = !2Rdx )
0

C DO drag coefficient at ot=O deg S /S : nose planform area ratio

Cd crossflow drag coefficient S :reference areaL C = 71d'•
cd : crossflow drag coefficient ofn

crsflwdrgcoficet tbody flat-nose are
circular cylinder section

L V • freestream velocity
CL : lft coefficient C =% ) I

L W body volume C = ,f nR
2

dxc )
C (or CM) pitching moment coefficient

C M o
C =.j .) -body axis (axi al distance f'rom

q Sr'ý body nose)
C Car CM): normal force coefficient x : axial distance from body nose

._N to centroid of body planform

SSr area
CXCP : location of center of pressure x : axial distance from body nose

in dimensionless form to center of pressure
C =x /Z Clocation of center of

Scp pressure)
D maximum body diameter x pitching moment center Caxial

Cdiameter of the main body) distance from body nose to
d diameter of cylinder pitching moment center)c x /4 : locatlon of center of pressurecorresponding to missile c

C-SP.4 ) in dimensionless form

x C
*Assoc. Prof., Ph.D., Member of AGARD FDP, C =CXCP --- -

Senior Member AIAA. C

/-
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angle of attack
*density of airt=83d

11 kinematic v*scosity of air r
Scorrection factor for In _ _ m=7.33dM ODEL

influence of fineness ratio MODEL
on c d d lA

: nose cone anyle

2d 6.33 d
3. INTRODUCTION

The flowfield around, and, consequently the d 2A
aerodynamic characturistics of a missile -
depend on the geometrical shape of the
missile as well as angle of attack, Mach 3d 5.33d
number and Reynolds number. The flowfield
around a missile starts to develop from its
nose. Therefore, the entire flowfield d 3A
around a missile is naturally under the
influence of the geometry of the nose.
Cylinders and cones are the major 4 .3
geometrical forms used widely in missile
configurations as main body and nose
respectively The discontinuity in the d -- 4A
slope of the body surface, between the
conical nose and the cylindrical main body
Cthe nose-main body junction), causes a 7.33d
circular flow separation at zero angle of
attac; (13. This flow separation is 2d W_ 5.3d
modifi ed with angle of attack and becomes

The experimental and theoretical techniques d
for missile aerodynamics are outlined in
some of the recent publications [2-63 6.83d
presenting many works. Atli [1] has shown
that the geometrical complexity of a - 1.5d 1t5di 5.33d
missile strongly affects the flowfield
around it and its aerodynamic
characteristics. However, systematic
studies are necessary to investigate th- 3C
effects of geometrical modifications such
as the nose geometry. On the other hand, it
is necessary to verify the applicability of
some theoretical and empirical methods.
such as the method of viscous crossflow Fig. 1 Models ( d=3Omm for flow
analogy for the calculation of the visualization models, d=60 mm for
aerodynamic characteristics of different
configurations. balance measurement models.)

In the present work, the aerodynamic
characteristics of four pointed and two (Models IA. aA, 3A, 4A) are pointed
truncatee cone-cylinder bodies, are cone-cylinder bodies with the same fineness
investigated experimentally and ratio, ZVd=8.33. but with the oifferent
theoretically at a low Mach number, over nose cone angles, 0=53 1, 28.1. 18.9, 14.3
the range of angle of attack from 0 to a0 deg. (with the different nose fineness
deg. The Reynolds number, based on the ratio Z /d=1 e 2. 3. 4) for the Models from
maximum body diameter, is about 4. Ixl0l. nSurface-flow visualization is performed by IA to 4A respectively. The last two models
Surface-flowvisualizaetion is performed ob (Models 3B. 3C) are the truncated versions
applying the oil method at the angles of of Model SA with the different nose
attack o=0 and 20 degs. Hence, the flow bluntness ratio. drd0.33. 0.50 for Models
separations on the bodies are investigated
qualitatively Balance measurements are 39 and 3C respectively. The maximum
made, over the range of angle of attack diameter (the diameter of the cylindrical
0:oC20 deg. by using a sting-type main body) of the flow visualization
strain-gage balance which is designed and models, d is 30 mm. The dimensions of the
constructed under the project T40 of FDP of models used for the balance measurements
AGARD. The results of the balance are twice of those used for the flow
measurements are compared with the *:isualization. However, the configurations
potential theory and the method of viscous are the same for the balance measurements
crossflow analogy, and the flow visualization tests. Some of

the geometrical characteristics of the
configurations are given in Tab.1.

4. DESCRIPTIOJJ OF MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIUSE The surface flow visualization tests are

performed by applying the oil technique, in
The configurations of the models are order to observe the flow separations on
presented in Fig.i. The first four models the bodies. These tests are conducted in an

open-circuit wind tunnel with a test

J
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Tab.1 Some of the geometrical characteristics of the configurations

Nose Total fineness Nose fineness Nose planform .Nose cone Noseb(untness
Model Type ratio 0 rato area ratio angle ratio

.__Type d__ _ , S4hSl Odeg. dtld

1A pointed 833 1 0.064 53.1 0cone

2A pointed 8.33 2 0.136 28.1 02A cone

3A pointed 8.33 3 0.220 18.9 0cone
4A pointed 8.33 4 0.316 143 0_One

3B truncated 7.33 2 0,250 18.9 0.33cone I..

3C truncated 688 15 0174 18.9 0.503C cone

section of SOxOx200 cm at the freestream
velocity V0=20 mns and at the angles of

attack a=O and 20 degs. The Reynolds
number , based on the maximum body diameter.
is Red-4 lO 6 7 C24 lxlO'). The photogr-aphs of1
the flow visualization are taken by a
camera from one side during the tuinnel run. o2

The aerodynamic force and moment

measurements are made in a closed-circuit
wind tunnel with a test section of Test section
80xlOIxZ cm. over the range of angle of
attack 0-oi:20 deg. The freestream velocity
in these balance measurements, V., is 10

in/s which is the half of that in the flow
visualization tests. However, the Reynolds
number is tbh name as Rea4.ixlO since the

dimensions of the models used in 'the Signol Dataj
balance measurements are twice of those
used in the flow visualization. o A.

!.e. zrinstrumentation of the balance
measurements is sketched in Fig.2. As seen
from this figure. a sting-type, strain-gage
balance, which is designed Pn-d =-structed
under the project T40 cf FDIP of AGARD. is (Th. Model
employed with a data acquisition system. &
The data acquisition system consists of a C) 6-Component sting-type strain-gage
six -component signal conditioner/amplifier balance
CMeasurements Group, System 2100). a
multi-channel data acquisition unit
CValidyne. Model DA390) and a personal Sting support
compJier (Goupil G40) and a line printer
CEpson FX-1000). Although the balance has Angle of attack mechanism
six components only three components
([normal force N, axial force A. and (s: Signal condition, and amplifi- system
pitching moment M are considered in the (Measurements Group System 2100)
balance measurements. The calibration data
of .hese components are plotted in Fig. 3. : Multi-channel data acquisition unit
Tho sensitivities of the balance components (Validyne Model DA380)
of A. N and M. with no amplification and

for a I Volt excitation, are 0,170 (".V7 Personal computer (Goupil G40)IJV./Cgrf*V'J, 0.186 ,uV/Cgrf*V), 0 048
pV/Cgrfwcm*'vD respectively. The accuracies (j\
(±2o') of the same components of the balance / Line-printer (Epson FX-1000)
are ±2.1 grf, -1.8 grf and ±18.4 grfwcm
respectively. The balancte and the data
acquisition system are operated with an
excitation voltage E of 2 Volts and an
amplification ratio of 4000.
A data acquisition and reduction program in Fg2 Ins ebaanemeasurements,
"Basic" is developed and employed. In the
data reduction, the aerodynamic force and
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Figure-3 The calibration graphics of the balance

moment coefficients CC, C ,- C.) and the The method based on the viscous crossflow
analogy is explained in Ref I in detail In

location of the center of pressure this method, the crossflow around an
SXCP x C inclined slender body is treated

,- are determined independently from the axial flow, and the
effects of the viscous leeward flow

for the different angles of attack. Here, separation are considered by the viscous
the pitching moment is refered to the nose crossflow analogy. According to the viscous
tip point of the model. Then, the crossflow analogy, the crossflow around a
variations of C . CA, C, and x P/1 with slender body. moving at the velocity V00,

angle of att4c. a are plotted. These plots with the angle of attack a. is similar to
are presented in Section 8 together with the two dimensional flow around a
the theoretical results, corresponding circular cylinder moving at

the velocity V 0 sina (7.9,4,13. Hence, the

5. THEORETICAL BASIS: THE METHOD BASED ON normal force distribution on a body of
THE VISCOUS CROSSPLOW AMALOGYLOGY revolution of a finite length Z, moving at

the velocity V and with the angle of
At an on u sack greater tnan a t'ew attack at may be expressed as

degrees, the flow around a body of
revolution, even of simple-type, separates f(x)= q( d-•S-.jnacosa
from the lee-side of the body because of 2ox
the effects of the viscosity and rolls up
to form vortices in the leeward flowfield. + a))c Cx)%q sin'a Cl)S& 0
This large-scale leeward flow separation where the first term on the right hand side
produces a large increase in the normal comes from the potential theory and the
force distribution reducing the lee-side second term is the contribution of the
pressure. The variations of the aerodynamic viscous leeward flow separation From Eqn. 1
loads with the angle of attack become the normal force coefficient
nonlinear. z

Although the potantial theory is sufficient CN= N/CqOS r f fCx)dx / CqCS

at small angles of attack, it is necessary and the pitching moment coefficient about
to consider the effects of the leeward flow an arbitrary point on the body axis with an
separation at high angles of attack. For axial distance x from tL.2 nose
this purpose, some certain theoretical and
empirical methods have already been C = M/CqoS Z f fCx)Cx -x)dx / Cq S )
developed Z73. Unfortunately, the
theoretical methods have large may be derived as
computational requirements 17J. In the
viscous crossflow analogy, which is an S _S S
empirical method. an empirical term C = . -- sinaocosa + C -- in 2 C
representing the viscous leeward flow NL5 dSg a C2)
separation is added to a term representing
the potential theory for the normal force W-SbCZ-x --S x
and pitching moment. This relatively simple C = r b_______________
method was originally proposed by Allen L !Sr ]ri L
[8.93 and has succesfully been applied to
simple-type bodies of revolution in many S x -x
studies (9-a0]. This method has recently + C. "-1 "- " sin A (3)
been applied to some complex bodies of d= J
revolution, by Atli [1). The comparison of

this method with the available experimental where
data has shown a good agreement not only I
for the simple-type bodies of revolution cxaRdx
114,18.19,203 but also for the complex ones d. d
E13, even at high angles of attack. Cd S C4)

PI

/p
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e For rough engineering estimations,, the
rJc'x)adeCPRxdx axial force coeficient for slender bodies

17 d a I S may be appi-iximated as

S p C d 52

1ý .Cos C C83
the first terms on the right

hand si'des"of Eqns.2 and 3 6ome from the by assuming that the axial force is
potential theory, -while the second terms produced only by the axial flowfield that
represent- the effects of the viscous is similar to the flowfield in the o:O deg.
leeward flow separation. For St=O. Eqns.2 case tM10ii3, Here. C is the drag

and 3 take the forms for the closed-nosed coefficient at acO deg.
bodies t[,l6-3"O. Therefore, Eq-ns.a and 3
may be used for the closed-nosed as well as After the determination of C , C and C
for the flat-nosed bodies of revolution. It W
is obvious that Cd and x should be the lift and drag coefficients and the

d Cposition of the center of pressure may be
evaluated first.in order to calculate C obtained, respectively, by

and C. from Eqns.2 and 3. For this purpose.

the bodies may be tested at a-gO deg. in CL= CNcosa- CAsinc. C9)
the wind tunnel, as has been done by Allen
and Perkins- rg. But, these parameters may
also be-calculated by using the available
sufficient experimental drag data on C S Cinnt + CACOSa C0O)
cylinders in two-dimensional flow tg]. The
variation of cde with the crossflow Mach x x

number and the 6rossflow Reynolds number , P - N 11)
and the variation of v? with the Z
length-diameter ratio of the cylinder are
given in Refs.i1S, lg, and 20, based on the where x shows the axial distance from the
experimental data.It is not easy to body nose to the center of pressure (19f .
calculate dd and x from Eqns.4 and 5 by

assuming that c& and Y are functions of x. This method is applied to the
configurations considered in the balance

Therefore. Allen and Perkins [93 have measurements. In this application, the
assumed that the crossflow around a body of values of C obtained by the balancerevolution of finite-length t moving at the
velocity V and with the angle of attack a measurements are used to calculate CA from

is similar to the crossflow around a Eqn.8. The theoretical results are
corresponding cylinder of finite-length I presented in Section 8, together with the

'and of constant diameter d 9S P /Z moving at balance measurements, for comparison.
o p

the velocity V0sino. Thus, since cde and T)

are not functions of x. and Eqns.4 and 5 8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
become, respectively, as The surface flow visualization photographs

for ct=O and ao degs. are shown in Figs.4
Cd' Ycd C83 and S, respectively for the pointed and

truncated cone-cylinder bodies. The
Z limiting streamlines and the separation
f2Rxdx: lines on the bodies are observable from
h these photographs. Hence, these photographsX C?) give some qualitative results about the

effects of the geometrical shape and the
where the value of cd. corresponds to the angle of attack on the flowfield.

crossflow Reynolds number As seen from the photographs for o=O deg in

V sina d. Figs.4 and 5, the gravity effect on the oil
Re =flow over the models during the flow

ed . ' visualization tests, makes it difficult to
analyse these photographs, since the oil

and the crossflow Mach number flow keeps a curved path near the aftward

SM nof the models due to this effect. However.
- ;si not the circular flow separations Chence the

circular separation bubbles) around the
while th.* value of z corresponds to the nose-main body Junction and around the
ratio of Vda. The data given in the truncated nose of the models are quite

literatur ais.io,20]o for 1 is for subsonic ,•lear. The effects of the geometrical
cond'ti6ns, but, in practice it has been modifications considered here on these flow
foundF-thail -shouldbe set to *n4t in separations may also be analysed

supers64ic fl E73. "Hence, C, may be qualitatively from these photographs as
cfollows. The circular separation and the
calculated from Eq.6 by using the circular separation bubble are quite
experimental data given in the literature significant around the nose-body Junction
1i1,ig,.O] for do and i for the circular on Model IA. This flow separation becomes

cylinder, less significant when the nose cone angle,

It
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FiS. 4a Surface flow visualization~pbatographs of Fig. 4b Surface flow visualization photographs of
the pointed cone-cylinder bodies fo a: -O deg, the pointed cone-cylinder bodies for a-20 deg.
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Fig. 5a-Surface flow visualization-photographs of Fig. 5b Surface flow visualization photographs of
the truncated cone-cylinder bodies for a-0 deg. the truncated 46one-cylinder bodies for a-20 deg.
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9. decreases, so that it is not identified nose of Model lA from the side-view.
on Model 4A. Circular flow separations with Obviously, this fact affects the vortex
the circular separation bubbles are also formation and the flow separation on the
exist around the truncated conical noses cylindrical parts of the bodies. The
This separation becomes more significant leeward separation lines on the truncated
when the nose bluntness, d,/d, increases, conical noses make a curve near the

It is also interesting to see that the nose-tip due to the vortex formation on the
separation around the truncated nose of the nose-tip of the truncated conical noses.

ethe significance of the The vortex formation over the nqse-tip of
separation around the nose-lin body the truncated conical nose becomes larger
junction. when the nose bluntness. dt/d. increases

As seen from the photographs for ot20 deg. The experimental and theoretical results
in Figs.4 and 5. the leeward flow for the variations of C., Cu. C and x /Z
separation produced by the incidence, ian p
cooperates with the circular flow with a are plotted in Figs.8-9 and
separations. On the leesides of the conical Figs 10-13 respectively for the pointed and
and cylindrical parts of the models, the truncated cone cylinder models. The
primary separation lines are completely observations obtained from these plots are
observable. The secondary separation lines as follows:
on the cylindrical parts of the models are
partly visible On the lee-sides of the 1) Unlike the potential theory, the
cylindrical parts of the models, Just after method of viscous crossflow analogy is

the conical noses,, Con the shoulders of the generally in agreement with the
nose-main body junction) three dimensional experimental results for the pointed and
complicated vortex formation exists as a truncated cone-cylinder bodies even at high
result of the interactions between the flow angles of attack.

separations caused by the incidence and the
discontinuities in the slope of the body The scatter in the experimental data for CA
surface. It is not easy to sketch the full is large, since the balance measurements
structure of this complex vortex formation are performed at a very low freestream
from the present photographs taken from -'elocity as 10 m's so that the axial force
only one sideý but It is observable that to be measured has very small values.
this vortex formation is quite sensitive to
the nose cone angle., e, The complexity of There is a considerable d.screpancy between
this three dimensional vortex formation the experimental results .xnd the method of
becomes more significant when the nose cone viscous crossflow analoyv 'or the location
angle, e, increases. The leeward primary of the center of pressure i'n the case of
separatlon lines, on the cylindrical parts small angles of attack Ca<lo deg.). However
of the models, first make a curve near the Eqn. 11 used to obtain the lcation of the
nose Cdue to the vortex formation), and center of pressure from C and C.,ý loses
then lie along about the equatorial line of N

the body. The leeward separation lines, on its meaning in the case of small angles of
the conical noses of the models, lie along attack since the values of both CN and CM
the meridian lines. However, the locations go to zero In the case of the small angles
of these separation lines move with the of attack, the accuracy of the balance
nose cone angle. e, so that when e tends to be poor for the same reason
decreases the separation line moves
downward toward the equatorial line of the 2) The variations of C and C with o
conical nose. For instance, the leeward
separation line on the conical nose of are nonlinear for all the pointed and
Model 4A exst along about the equatorial truncated cone-cylinder models CA shows a

line, although it is not observable on the
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Figure-6 Normal force coefficient versus angle of attack
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Figure-13 The location of pressure center versus angle of attack
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slight decrease with a in the range of a respect to the nose tip point) with a
considered here. The center of pressure become slower by truncating the conical
moves forward with a in the range of small nose of a cone-cylinder body as seen from
angles of attack CoKiO deg.) and then Figs.iO and 11 respectively. However, these
slightly moves backward according to the facts are not clear in the present balance
experimental data. measurements as much as in the results of

the method of viscous cr ssflow analogy.
3) CA slightly decreases when the nose Therefore, as indicated before, more

cone angle decreases for the pointed accurate balance measurements are
cone-cylinder models as seen from Fig. 8. neccessary. Indeed, the first fact may be
For instance, for aO deg. C Ci.e., Coo -! due to the decrease of planform area when

A truncating the nose and the second fact may
0.35. 0.20, 0.19, 0.18 for Models IA, 2A, also be related with the movement of center
3A and &A respectively, of pressure forward Cthus, may be related

with the planform area distribution and the
The axial force of a cone-cylinder body is flowfield) when truncating the nose, as
increased by truncating the conical nose. would he seen from Fig. 13.
Hence. CA increases with the nose

bluntness. For instance, for a-0 deg., 5) According to the balance
C Ci. e. , Co) 0-O. g 0.22. 0.28 for Models measurements, the center of pressure moves

A DO with a, first forward in the range of small
3A, 3B and 3C respectively, angles of attack Ca<IO deg.), then backward

in the range of high angles of attack Ca>iO
4) The nose cone angle of a pointed deg.) for all the models, as seen from

cone-cylinder body affects not only the Figs. 9 and 13. However. the method of
axial force but also the other aerodynamic viscous crossflow analogy indicates a
characteristics such as the variations of backward movement of the center of pressure
C and CM with a. When the nose cone angle in all the range of angles of attack

decreases Cfrom model 1A to 4A), the considered here. The agreement'between the
increase of C with ca becomes slightly results of the balance measurements and the

N method of viscous crossflow analogy, for
slower and the increase of -C. Cwith the location of the center of pressure, is
respect to the nose tip point) becomes rather good at high angles of attack Co>10
slightly faster as seen from Figs.8 and 7 deg.:), unlike that at small angles of
respectively. However, these facts are not attack.
clear in the present balance measurements
as much as in the results of the method of As seen from Fig. 9, when the nose cone
viscous crossflow analogy. Therefore, more angle, 9, decreases Cfrom model IA to 4A).
accurate balance mee.st.rements are the center of pressure moves backward.
necessary. Indeed, the first fact may be
due to the decrease of planform area when Fig. 13 indicates that the center of
the nose cone angle decreases and the pressure of a cone-cylinder body moves
second fact may be related with the forward by truncating the conical nose.
movement of center of pressure backward
Cthus, may be related with the planform These facts are related with the normal
area distribution and the flow field) when force distribution and hence may be related
the nose cone'angle increases as would be with the planform area distribution and the
seen from Fig. 9. flowfield. However, to analyse these facts

in more detail, some pressure measurements
The aerodynamic characteristics, not only on the models and some more flow
C but also C and CM of a cone-cylinder visualization tests that show the top-viewsA H U of the models are necessary.
body are affected by truncating the nose of
the body. The increases of C and -Cý Cwith

Ii
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7. CONCLUSIONS bluntness of a cone-cylinder body affect
not only the axial force but also the other

The aerodynamic characteristics of aerodynamic characteristics such as the
cylindrical bodies with pointed and normal force, pitching moment and the
truncated conical noses are investigated location of the center of pressure.
experimentally and theoretically at the low
Mach number in the range of angle of attack When the nose cone angle decreases, the
of 005=_20 deg. The Reynolds number, based increase of the normal force with a becomes
on the maximum body diameter and the slightly slower although the increase of
freestream conditions, is about 4.1xiO'. the pitching moment (with respect to the

nose tip point), in the negative direction,
Surface flow visualization is made by using becomes slightly faster.
the oil method at the anqles of attack o=O
and 20 degs. Balance measurements are The increases of the normal force and the
performed and the potential theory and the pitching moment Cwith respect to the nose
method of viscous crossflow analogy are tip point), in the negative direction, with
applied in order to obtain the variations a. become slower by truncating the conical
of C1, CM' CA and x 11 with a. nose of a cone-cylinder body. The nose

A C bluntness increases these effects.
experimentally and theoretically, over the
range of angle of attack 0_<•2O deg. The center of pressure of a cone-cylinder
Comparison is made between the experimental body moves backward when the nose cone
and the theoretical results. The major angle decreases and moves forward by
conclusions are as follows: truncating the conical nose.

1) At zero angle of attack, a circular These facts may be related with the
separation Ca circular separation bubble) variation and the distribution of the
exists around the nose-main body junction planform area of the body and the flowfield
of a pointed cone-cylinder body. The nose around it.
cone angle is a parameter affecting on the
scales of this circular separation bubble 6) More experimental studies are
so that this circular separation bubble necessary to analyse the problem in more
becomes smaller and finally disappears when detail.
the nose cone angle decreases.
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Abstract

Six component measurements were carried out on several combinations of an ogive-circular
cylinder body without and with lifting surfaces having rectangular planform and sharp
leading and trailing edges. These experiments were performed in the subsonic compres-
sible speed range at various Reynolds numbers up to high angles of attack. For the same
geometries the forces and moments were calculated and compared with the experimental
results. It was the aim of this combined investigations to get a better understanding of
the vortex flows over such body-wing-tail combinations and to generate a reliable data
base for the validation and improvement of prediction methods and to obtain hints for a
more accurate theoretical modelling of the flow fields.

Nomenclature

Alfa, a Angle of attack

A Aspect ratio

Cm = M/(q 'S "Dj Pitching moment coefficient; reference point is body nose tip

CN = Z/(q •S) Normal force coefficient
Orientation of all forces and moments see system of coordinates
in Fig. la. Moments are positive if they form right hand screws
looking in positive direction of x, y, z

D Body diameter, reference length, 35 mm

M Pitching moment, reference point is body nose tip

Ma Mach number

Ma. Cross-flow Mach number

N Yawing moment, reference point is body nose tip

p Freestream static pressure

q = (1/2)pV
2  

Freestream dynamic pressure

Re Reynolds number, based on body diameter

S = (xD0)/4 Body cross-section, reference area

V Freestream velocity

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates, origin in body nose tip, see Fig. la

Y Side force

Z Normal force

acrit Critical angle of attack, definition see Figs. 16a and 16b

9 •Roll position of the lifting surfaces relative to the body,
see Fig. Ia

* Body roll angle about longitudinal axis,
*= 00, see Fig. Ia

P Freestream density
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1. Introduction

The 3-d flow fields around slender bodies without and with lifting surfaces can be very
complex and are predominantly dependent on the geometry of the combinations, the angle
of attack and the Mach and Reynolds number. The complexity of such flows causes great
difficulties in the understanding of the underlying flow phenomena and their theoretical
treatment. At higher angles of attack the flow separates from the body and lifting
surfaces. Consequently, vortices are shed from the configurations in different ways and
a variety of flow patterns on the leeside can occur. These flow structures produce large
forces and moments in the pitch and yaw plane in a non-linear way.

In this connection the body alone is the most complicated component of a body-wing-tail
combination because the positions of the separation lines are not fixed on it, as in the
case of a sharp-edged wing. The flow separates from the body along lines which result
from the interaction of the external flow with laminar or turbulent boundary layers. The
state of the boundary layer prior to the separation has a striking influence on the aero-
dynamic loads which therefore depend considerably on the Reynolds number. Regarding the
Reynolds number it is a problem to decide which kind of definition (characteristic
length) describes best the transition and separation process of a 3-d boundary layer.

On the other hand I.e transition from an attached flow to a completely separated flow of
a wing is reached already at low angles of attack especially if higher aspect ratios are
involved.

Of great influence on the experimental results are the special test conditions of the
wind tunnel consisting of flow unsteadiness (turbulence level and structure), model
vibration (no ideally rigid model-support-system) and manufacturing Imperfections espe-
cially on the body nose tip, on the wings and on their surfaces. The latter influenceleads, at least in the case of a body, to a strong dependence of the forces and momentson body roll position (0) and turbulence as shown for example by K. Hartmann [1].

In addition to the phenomena just described further problems are caused by the mutual
interaction of the vortices arising from the body and the lifting surfaces of a body-
wing-tail combination.
Starting from the background mentioned before a detailed test program has been estab-
lished in order to investigate the complicated vortex flow fields over slender bodies in
combination with lifting surfaces at high incidences and at various Reynolds numbers.
Figure Ib comprises the tested configurations. The experimental results are considered as
a contribution to the improvement of existing prediction codes. Such computational
methods which can provide reliable results at low costs are a useful tool in applied
aerodynamics.

2. Models

In order to restrict the number of geometrical parameters of the missile an ogive circu-
lar cylinder body of constant length was chosen as body alone. Cruciform lifting surfaces
having rectangular planform areas were mounted on the body In a forward position as wing,at the body base as tail and simultaneously in the same locations as a complete body-
wing-tail combination. The leading edges of the cruciform wing are positioned at a
distance of 4D behind the body nose tip. All lifting surfaces are rectangular panels witi,
sharp leading and trailing edges. Their chord length is ID (D = 35 mm, body diameter),
see Figure lb. The wing and tail panels are mounted on sleeves which are parts of the
body. These sleeves can be rotated about the body longitudinal axis and fixed at any roll
position (9) relative to the body. All components of the models were made of steel to
very close tolerances and with a high degree of surface finish. For surface flow visuali-
zations the models were darkened first by browning and later by a black painting. Further
informations were given by V. Kanagarajan and K. Hartmann [2,3.4,5].

3. Wind Tunnel and Test Set-Up

The measurements were carried out in the high speed wind tunnel (HKG = Hochgeschwindig-
kelts-Kanal G1ttingen) of the DLR. A sketch of the wind tunnel (HKG) is given in Figure
2a. This tunnel is of the suck-down type and works between the atmosphere and a vacuum
container with a capacity of 10 000 m'. Atmospheric air flows through the dryer, the
setting chamber, the test section inside a vacuum-proof plenum chamber, consisting of a
subsonic open jet or, alternatively, a supersonic flexible Laval nozzle, the convergent-
divergent adjustable diffusor and a butterfly valve into a vacu-im vessel. The evacuation
of the vessel is done either )y vacuum pumps or by the suction pump of the DLR transonic
wind tunnel. For the open-jet subsonic test section, which was used for the present
experiments, the nozzle exit is of a square cross-section, measuring 0.75 m x 0.75 m,
with a Mach number range from 0.38 to values approaching sonic speed. Depending on the
selected Mach number, the large size vacuum container allows the wind tunnel to be
operated for 40 to 60 sec. Figure 2b demonstrates how in this tunnel the Reynolds number
varies with the Mach number. A detailed description of this tunnel was given by
IH. Ludwieg and Tn. Hottner (6,7].

The basic model support, Fig. 2c, allows a pitch range of -100 to 350. A cranked piece,
Fig. 2d, was used In combination with the basic sting support to reach angles of attack
up to 700 or somewhat more depending on the straight sting deflection. For the force and
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moment measurements a strain gauge balance (OASK Corporation, USA) of an outer diameter
of 75" wos used. The electrical outputs of the balance were acquired by the electronic
data acquisition system of the wind tunnel and processed on the main computer of the DLR.

4. Test Program

Force and moment measurements were executed at three subsonic %lech numbers, Ma - 0.4, 0.6
and 0.8. at angles of attack ranging from -5" up to about 70". The accompanying Reynolds
numbers, based on body diameter, are according to Fig. 2b, Re x10'=0.28, 0.39 and 0.46.

It Is known, for example from [13, that the flow asymmetry around the body alone and
consequently the aerodynamic forces acting on it are, among other geometricdl and aero-
dynamic parameters, dependent on the body roll orientation which is defined as roll angle
0 in Fig. la. In order to demonstrate the dependence on this roll angle 0 and to fix a
body roll position of highly asymmetric flow structure on the leeside some additional
tests were performed. To this end the body alone was rolled over 360" in steps of 60".
The starting roll position a = 0' is arbitrary and was marked on the body. Great flow
asymmetry was found at a = 60". A' 11 tests the body was kept at this 0 = 60" roll
orientation. Under this condition ,e lifting surfaces were added to the body in order to
get strong interFerence effects of the asymmetric body vortices on the oing and tail
panels which were mainly intended to investigate. Measurements were made for the +
0") and x (p = 450) position of the wings and tails.

:n addition to the force and moment measurements some flow visualization e>periments were
conducted in the 3 m x 3 m low speed tunnel (NWG = NiedergeschwindigkeitswinidkanaI
Gbttingen) of the DLR using smoke and a laser light sheet. With the aid of this technique
the leeside vortex structures were made visible for a subsequent quantitative image
processing.

5. Results

5.1 Experiments

The complete data obtained in the course of all experiments are documented in several
internal reports [2,3,4,51. Due to space limitation a few sigificaiot cases were selected
for the present publication. The data of the normal forces, pitching moments, side forces
and yawing moments are given in this paper in form of their coefficientn. In the figures
the data points are connected by thin lines. As far as available the calculated results
are, in most of the same figures, depicted by tnick lines. All values of the Mach and
Reynolds numbers in the legends of the figures are averages with a tolerance of less than
1% for the Mach number and less than 2% for the Reynolds nuimber.

5.1.1 Body Alone

In previous experiments the Reynolds number dependence of the forces acting on the no-e-
sent body was investigated up to a Reynolds number of 5.7 x 10' in the incompressible
speed range F5).Figs. 3,4,5a and Sb provide infornations about the Mach and Reynolds
number dependence of the normal forces in the compressible speed range (Ma = 0.5) and at
Reynolds numbers which comprise the Reynolds numbers of the present investigation. These
data were obtained for a body of revolution of higher length (18 D). Nevertheless, they
can be used for the interpretation of the present results. Tne Reynolds number range of
the present experiments is marked at the abscissa of Fig. 4. This suggests how strong the
state of the boundary layer (turbulent, transitional, laminar), and consequently the type
of separation, vaules at a constant Reynolds number with increasing angle of attack. The
effect of Mach number on the normal force Loefficient is shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. As
long as the cross-flow Mach number is smail in comparison with the critical value of a
circular cylinder In cross-flow the influance of the Reynolds number is predominant and
leads to a strong change of the forces and moments in the transitional range. This strong
change decreases with increasing cross-flow Mach numbor and vanishes finally.

It is shown in Figs. 7a to 7d how the forces and moments in the pitch and yaw plane
depend on the body roll orientation 0. Maximum side forces of differeut signs occur
around 50 incidence and can achieve values up to 50% of the normal forces., The onset of
side forces, as a consequence of flow asymmetry, starts at angles of attack greater than
about 150. Maximum side forces are correlated with the greatest variation of the normal
forces. Similar results, as shown in Fig. 7 for Ma = 0.4, were also obtained for the
other Mach numbers.

In addition to the parameters (Re, Ma,o) described before, the measured forces and
moments of the body alone can also depend essentially on the flow quality (turbulence
etc.) in any test section. It is, therefore, a great problem for every experimentalist to
obtain reliable data. The reader is askeu to keep this always in mind when estimating the
results of this presentation.

The measured forces and moments, as olotted in Figs. 8a to 8d, show a strong nonlinear
characteristic with the angle of attack. In addition they depend on both Mach number and
Reynolds number. Note that In the subsonic compressible speed range (Ma = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
the Reynolds.nuber changes somewhat with the Mah number because this is conditioned by
the wind tunnel, see Fig. 2b. It was shown in other investigations (8,9,19) that at small
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angles of attack and at Reynolds numbers as given in Fig. 8 turbulent separation takes
place because of great effective Reynolds numbers as a result of great effective
reference lengths resulting in small values of the normal forces. With increasing angle
of attack the influence of the body vortices becomes stronger and the limiting streamline
as reference length of an effective Reynolds number ranging from the stagnation line up
to the separation lines becomes shorter. Therefore, the effective Reynolds number becomes
smaller and the separation passes into its critical mode (critical Reynolds number
regime) accompanied by increasing normal forces. At Mach numbers greater than 0.4 the
critical cross-flow Mach number is reached in the present case at a = 450 or Z 320,
respetively. This introduces additional effects, i.e. shock boundary layer interactions.
Higher values of the normal forces were obtained at higher Mach numbers. The increase of
the aerodynamic coefficient caused by the Mach number is greater at high incidences than
at moderate ones where the change is mainly caused by the Reynolds number.

The accumulation of data points between a = 300 and 400 is caused by repeated measure-
ments after changing the model support, see Fig. 2c and 2d, for measurements in the upper
range of angles of attack.

The flow field around the body becomes asyi.uietric approximately at a = 150 which leads to
the onset of side forces as can be seen in Figure 8. With increasing angle of attack the
side forces grow, change their directions and reach maximum v.lues at about 400 to 500
and 600 to 700. The side forces decrease with increasing Mach number.

In addition some ftow visualization eXperiments were carried out in the incompressible
speed range in order to get a visual impression of vortex structures, which cause the
siJe forces and moments. The trajectories of the shed vortices were extracted from the
experiments and compared with calculations as shown in Figure 6.

5.1.2 Body-Tail and Body-Wing-Tail Combinations

In order to show the Mach rumter deoendence of all forces and moments reoresentative
examples are selected from the complete data, These examples are plotted ,n Figs. 9a to
9d and 10a to 10d. It can be seen that differences among the normal forces and pitching
moments occur mainly at high angles of attack and transonic Mach numbers (Ma = 0.8). The
side forces and yawing moments decrease with increasing Mach number, similar as described
in 5.1.1. Their onset is independent of the Mach number.

All combinations have non-linear force and moment characteristics with respect to the
angle of dttack. These non-linearities are strongest for the +-position of the lifding
surfaces, see Figs. Ila to lid. They are weaker for the x-positions, see Fig. 12a to 12d.
A nea'ly linear behaviour shou the characteristics of the body-wing-tail combination in
the x-position up to a = 500, see Figs. 13a to 13d.

In the case of the body-wing-tall combinations the side forces and yawing moments are
only weakly developed as Figs. 13c and 13d show. This is presumably caused by the far
upstream located wing which strongly reduces the asymmetry of body vortices. In contrast
to that the body-tail combinations show side forces and yawing moments which are of the
same magnitude as for the body alone.

The trends of all normal force and pitching moment curves show an interesting common
feature. A distinct decrease of the slopes of the characteristics can be observed at
incidences of about 10°. This effect is especially evident in the case of the body-tail
combination with 4D span. The measurements shown in Figures 9 to 13 clearly demonstrate
that this phenomenon depends on the aspect ratio of the rectangular lifting surfaces, the
roll orientation of the combination (+- or x-position), the Mach number and the local
angle of attack of the lifting surfaces. It was attempted in section 5.2 of this paper to
give an interpretation of this fact. The relating calculations seem to confirm this
observation. But it must be kept in mind that downwash effects can contribute similar
effects, particularly when a body-wing-tail combination is considered in x-position.

5.2 Calculation

The numerical technique used in this report for the computation of the aerodynamic coef-
ficients of cruciform wing-body combinations for high angles of attack and for arbitrary
roll angles in the subsonic speed range is based primarily on a component build-up
technique of body and wing. This method is a very useful, fast and inexpensive tool for
the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of slender body-tail and body-wing-
tail combinations, and facilitates the design of such configurations, It has been applied
before up to medium size angles of attack (11,12,13,14J.

The measurements presented in this report were considered to be a valuable validation
test for this prediction code. To check also the limits of the method calculations up to
very high angles of attack were performed. The results presentad in this report have been
limited to Ma = 0.6 cases. The configurations included in the tests (body alone, body +
tail, body + wing + tail) represent rather challenging geometries with regard to theo-
retical treatment because of the long body and the relatively high aspect ratio wings.

The linear part of the body aerodynamics is treated with slender body theory or option-
ally with a 3-d method of source distributions on the body surface, The non-linear part
of the body aerodynamics was simulated by a multi-vortex-model. This flow model works
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with asymmetric vortex arranagements, so that 'out of plane' forces and moments can be
estimated. The caluclated normal forces of the body agree very well with the experimental
data, see Figs. 7 and 11 to 13. A good agreement of the predictions with ttle measurements
was obtained for the slopes of the normal force and pitching moment curves at a z 00.
Also the basic characteristic of the side forces for the body alone case is reproduced
relatively well if one considers the complicated flow phenomena. The minimal disturbances
fixing the directions of the side forces and yawing moments in the experiment cannot be
simulated theoretically, for that reason the sign of the (alculated characteristics was
adapted to experiment. The vortex shedding is controlled by Strouhal number. The
calculated vortex trajectories are compared in Fig. 6 with results of additional
experiments as mentioned already in section 4.

The forces and moments of a cruciform wino are calculated by a non-linear vortex lattice
method as descriLed by D. Nikolitsch [9). It was assumed that the free vortex sheets
leave the crucifcrm wing inclined by a half of the local angle of attack. The influences
of the body and the velocity field induced by the body vortices were taken into account
by computing the downwash on the cruciform wings. Incidentally this approach is similar
to the method of 'equivalent dngle of attack' . Whereas the influence of the wing on the
body is covered by the interference factor KB(W) according to Nielsen [15], the Mach
number effects are taken into account by the Prandtl-Glauert factor.

For all body-tail and body-wing-tail combinations the calculations reproduce the linear
and non-linear parts of the normal forces and pitching moments relatively well at angles
of attack up to about 100. If the aspect ratio of the wing is small enough agreement with
experiment is obtained up to angles of attack higher than 100. A pronounced reduction of
the normal force curve occurs for higher aspect ratio wing combinations at a certain
angle of attack. This is obviously caused by the abrupt breakdown of the leeside struc-
ture of the wing flow. This effect is shifted to smaller angles of attack with increasing
aspect ratio. It must also be kept in mind that due to the presence of the body the local
angle of attack is increased, as shown in Fig. 14. Thereby the onset of flow breakdown is
reached sooner. It is necessary to cover these effects in calculations, see the principal
sketch in Fig. 15. As long as a fast prediction method'for the wing alone characteristics
up to 900 consistent with the component build-up technique is not available, an empirical
data base has to be used. Since a systematical measurement for a special class of wings
alone of different aspect ratio up tu angles of attack of = 9

0
° exists (Esch [16)) an

empirical correction of the prediction method with the aid of these data seemed to be
possible as a preliminary extension. An equivalent angle of attack was calculated on the
wing the aerodynamic values of which were determined by the procedures mentioned above if

eIe,< crit (see Fig. 16a and 16b). For angles Oeq > "crit the Esch data base was used to
e the wing component in the component build-up procedure. As can be seen in Figs.

Ila, Ild, 12a and 12d tais method provides good agreement with experimental results up to
very high angles of attack. Some calculations were performed without this empirical
correction, see Figs. 13a and 13b, which show far higher discrepancies at high angles of
attack.

6. Conclusions

For engineering purposes measurements of body, body-tail and body-wing-tail combinations
were presented and cempared with an analytical method which is based on the approach of
coefficient synthesis. For the body alone the calculations provide reasonable results up
to high angles of attack. The prediction of the characteristics of the body-tail and
body-wing-tail combinations turned out to be more difficult at very high angles of attack
due to the massive flow separation on the lifting surfaces. It is conlcuded that an
improvement of the prediction method within the scope of a coefficient synthesis must
comprise ?n enlarged empirical data base for wings and the development of theoretical
flow models for the separated flow over arbitrary shaped wings. The Reynolds number
influence for the body is to be taken into account, too.
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ABSTRACT

At high or moderate angles of attack, boundary layers separate and vortices develop on the leeside of tactical missile
bodies. The purpose of this paper Is to validate a numerical approach simulating these supersonic separated flows. In this
iterating "Coupling Technique", the inviscid flow is computed by means of an Euler solver in which separatio,. is forced by
a parietal treatment. The location of the separation line Is given by a boundary layer calculation based on a three-
dimensional field method. A detailed experimental study was performed to provide a wide range of comparisons with
computations over an ogivo-cylinder configuration at Mach 2. Experiments are first described, then computational
results are presented for different angles of attack. Calculations over a body-tail configuration finally evaluate the vortical
flow Interaction with wings.

1. INTRODUCTION

The resolution of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations to compute flows over missiles and planes is a tremendous task.
If interesting results have already been presented 11] (21, both numerical and theoretical studies are still needed to get
precise, effective and pwidlctable tools. Furthermore, the problem of turbulence modelling is still largely open. Now,
Euler codes can be very useful for many complex industrial problems and, thanks to calibration and validation, can be
used in the development phase of a project. The present study is related to the prediction of separated flows over smooth
bodies with an Eulervcode.
The nonlinearity of supersonic flows around missiles is a well known phenomenon, produced by shocks and vortices.
Shocks are solutions of the Euler equations and Euler solutions often exlubit vortices. Theses vortices can be generated by
sharp edges like leading edges or by curved shocks on the leeside of smooth bodies. Once created near the body surface,
vortex sheets develop into the flow field.
For missiles with large lifting surfaces, the main part of the nonlinear phenomena is c eated by wings and is rather well
predicted by Euler codes 131, though the origin of the entropy creation remains an open lroblem. For smooth slender
bodies, the agreement betWeen experiments and calculations is often poor. We have already presented a local treatment
which enhances the Euler results 141. The study showel a great influerze of the separation line used as a datum on the
results (normal force, center of pressure, ...) but imnprovements in the field and force predictions were obtained. The lack
of detailed experimental studies and the defect of empirical formula for the separation line position prevented us from
setting up a prediction method. The new experiments realized by ONERA in 1989 now allow us to define and validate a
"coupling method" for computing supersonic flows over smooth bodies, where a boundary layer code is used to
determine the separation line from the Euler results. This method is also interesting to evaluate the interactions between
body vortices and lifting surfaces.

2. BASIC EXPERIMENT

2.1 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND TEST CONDITIONS

The first part of this study provides a set of experimental results, including surface pressure measurements, surface flow
visualizations and flow field surveys, in order to constitute test cases for the validation of numerical calculations
Experiments have been performed or a 9 caliber ogive-cylinder body equipped with a 3 caliber circular ogive, in the
ONERA S5Ch wind tunnel test facility (Fig. I). The incidence values range from 0" to 20". The test section of the SSCh
wind-tunnel is 300x300 mm

2
. The characteristics of the incoming free-stream have been fixed as follows.

- Mach number Mo = 2

- Stagnation pressure P1o = 0.05 MPa
. Stagnation temperature Tio = 330 K.

The diameter of the model is D - 30 mm, which leads to a Reynolds number ReD = 0.16 106 The model is equipped with
17 pressure taps equally distributed along a meridian line. As shown in Fig. 2, the model was sting-mounted and could be
rotated around its pitch and roll axes.

Visualizations and measurements have been completed in two cases : natural transition and transition triggered by
means of a 5 mm large carborandum strip located 30 mm from the apex. For natural transition, acenaphtene coating

visualization enabled us to verify that the boundary layer remained laminar all over the body at a = 0*. Except when it is
especially mantioned, results presented in the experimental part are related to the laminar boundary layer case.

•-I
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The external flow has been investigated by a five-hole pressure probe allowing to obtain the local Mach number M, the
stagnation pressure PI and the velocity vector (deduced with the assumption of a constant stagnation temperature, which
is a good approximtion for this value of incoming free-stream Mach number).

2.2 VISUALIZATION OF THE SKIN-FRICTION TINES PATTERN

Surface oil flow visu.alizations realized at a w 5, 10', 15" and 20' angle of attack, are presented in Fig. 3 a-d These figures
allow us to determine the conjectural skin-kiction patterns given in Fig. 4 a-d, where top and side views are presented.

Skin-friction line patterns are topologically equivalent at c - 5' and 100, and can be described as follows. All the lines start
at the model apex. An attachment line A1 Is present in the lower side of the symmetry plane. Primary separation occurs
along 5,. An attachment line A2 is visible in the upper side of the symmetry plane. The boundary layer separates again
along S2. Between S2 and St a third attachment line A3 must exist. The latter 4s not visible on the visualizations. because

the velocity Is very low after the secondary seperat: In, so that friction forcs are not large enough to drive the oil The line
S1, as all skin-friction lines, starts at the apex, but it can be observed that the other lines do not join 51 before X/D - 4

(a - 5") or X/D - 3 (ce - 10'). The transverse flow organization of Fig. 5 which includes 2 vortices is consistent with the skin-
friction pattern.

For higher angles of attack (cc = 15' and 201), the primary separation line S1 is clearly visible from the apex. The singular
lines A,, A2, S2 and A3 are also present, but between S2 and A3, there are two other separation lines S3 and S4. Different
external flow topologies are compatible with these patterns. One of them, using S, and S2 and deduced from the velocity
field determined in a transverse plane (§ 2.3), is given in Fig, 6. In this sketch, there are three vortices and a saddle point
embedded in the transverse flow field.

The location of the separation line S, has been carefully determined and plotted in Fig. 7 for the laminar and turbulent
boundary layer cases. We observe that the origin of S1 comes up to the body nose tip when incidence is increaspd, and

reaches it at a - 20°. In the laminar case, lines determined at a -10; 15 and 20' are close one to the other. In the
turbulent case at 5* angle of attack, the flow Is fully attached, as turbulence tends to stabilize the boundary layer;
moreover, at 10", 150 and 20' incidence, separation line locations are similar to those respectively obtained at 5*, 10 and
15' in the laminar case.

2.3 MEASUREMENTS REALIZED AT a - 20' INCIDENCE

The surface pressure distrIbution has been determined by rotating the model around its roll axis. This technique allows to
realize a great deal of measurements with few pressure taps. Results obtained at 20' angle of attack are plotted in Fig. 8
together with the separation line ST.

Measurements realized with the five-hole pressure probe in the plane X/D = 5 are presented in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9a the
transvere velocity vector plots are given together with the pseudo-streamlines computed with the experimental 2D
velocity field. The isc -Mach number map is presented In Fig. 9b and the iso-stagnation pressure map is plotted in Fig. 9c.
The vector plot and the pseudo-streamlines reveal the location of the primary and secondary vortices. On the iso-Mach
numrber pattern, high values of M (near 3) are reached in the area located between the primary vortex, the symmetry
plane and the body. The lowest values of M are obtained near the separation sheet coming from SI and in the secondary
vortex aea.

The iso-stagnation pressure map shows high dissipation levels in the sheet issued from SI, the primary vortex core and
the secondary vortex. In these regions, Pi/PlO reaches values as low as 0.2.

3. CALCULATION

3.1 THE NUMERICAL METHOD

3.1.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

The coupling technique presented here aims at improving the existing numerical calculation of vortical flows with an
Euler solver. It consists in the generation of a vortex sheet into the flow thanks to a local treatment on the body surface
(see §3.1.2). Therefore, the separation line location must be accurately known. We proceed in 2 steps ,
- first, we need to validate the implementation of the separation treatment and evaluate how results evolve when
separation is forced. To do this, we use the experimental line measured at ONERA and thus focalize on the
improvements relevant to the numerical treatment itself;
- once the concept is validated, we are able to perform direct calculations using an iterating method, schematized in
Fig. 10 . A first Euler calculation (including no parietal trratment) supplies data for a boundary layer computation. Then,
the interpretation of the resulting skin-friction pattern gives a first location for the separation line. This line can
afterwards be used as a datum for a second calculation loop. The process is said to converge when two successive
Iterations lead to very close separation line positions.

,jI
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3.1.2 EULER CODE AND PARIETAL SEPARATION TREATMENT

The Euler code FLU3C used for this study has been developed by ONERA and AEROSPATIALE 151. It solves the 3D
unsteady Euler equations for an Inviscid gas with a finite volume approach. The flux-vector upwind splitting technique
introduced by Van Leer 161 allows to compute flows with strong discontinuities. The second order in time and space is
obtained via a MUSCL approach. A TVD correction on the slope calculations reduces the scheme to first order spatially
near the extrema. A CFL condition limits the time step of the explicit scheme. For steady solutions, a local time step is
used. For supersonic calculations, a pseudo-marching technique has been developed. It consists in iterating in time
plane by plane, using only the upstream information. CPU time is thus dramatically lowered. The frontal shock is
captured and the grid, defined before the calculation, is not adapted. Thanks to its precision and robustness, FLU3C has
been used for several years at AEROSPATIALE to compute flows around missiles, shuttles, supersonic planes, as well as
for jet calculations and unsteady studies 171.

By locallf rotating the velocity vector at the body surface during the Euler calculation, we can creste a vortex sheet which
develops into the flow field. The aim is to make the velocity vector parallel to a given separation line. Therefore, in each
calculation plAne and %t every iteration, for the two grid points surrounding the theoretical separation location, the flow
variables are modified as follows:

Let ' be the ratio T.U/I U I where T is the unit vector tangent to the fuselage in the plane orthogonal to Its axis at the

separation point. The separation line being known, we have 'l'e'l'•= T D/I D I where D is a vector tangent to the separation

line. If the separation point is between grid points k and k+I , ' is modified at these 2 points by interpolating according to
the polar angle ý :

k-kI + •-) -I)/s- ;tk+ k+2+(k+1-k+2)(s-k+2)/ýs-•k+2)

;o avoid oscillations, entropy, pressure and total enthalpy values at points k and k+I are determined by an interpolation
between values at points k-I and k+2 and data belonging to the upstream plane. A relaxation technique is also used. The
speed vector modulus I U Iis then deduced from the energy equation.

3.1.3 BOUNDARY LAYER CODE

The code 3C3D, developed at 01JERA-CERT/DERAT, solves the three-dimensional boundary layer equations, in which
the external pressure field is a datum of the problem 1811 9]. Though parabolic, due to the diffusion terms, the boundary
layer equations system becomes hyperbolic when only the first order partial derivative terms are taken into account. This
implies the existence of influence and dependence domains, in relation with the characteristic surfaces. The streamlines
are characteristic lines as well as the lines normal to the wall. Starting from initial flow direction, integration is performed
ty x-marching. the transverse derivatives being computed according to influence-dependence rules. The code uses a
first-order but fully Implicit discretization scheme and a mixing length turbulence model, though the implementation of
new turbulence models is in progress. Several longitudinal and transversal transition criteria are available (101

After each EuIe" computation, an automatic interface generates a curvilinear mesh - defined by its metric coefficients at
the nodes - in which the boundary and initial conditions are given (geometrical shape, external pressure distribution
calculated by the Euler code FLU3C, upstream characteristics). L- each -ell of the mesh, the continuity and momentum
equations are discretized atd integrated along characteristic lines so that the dependence rules are automatically
satisfied. In practice, the momentum equations are written along the projection of the streamlines on the surfaces
parallel to the wall, which simplifies the interpolation problems.

Compared with the integral method used up to now [41, this field method presents the advantage of allowing computation
in a wider area of the flow (especially in separated regions). However, an important part of the calculation domain
remains most of the time inaccessible to calculation, since streamlines are discarded when the boundary layer becomes
too thick or the streamline deviation too large.

3.2 RESULTS

We compare computations and experiments to analyze the influence of the separation treatment in the Euler code. First
of all, we use the experimental separation line measured at ONERA facilities as a datum, and thus validate the coupling
method. We are then able tu carry out calculations on a missile body without using any external data. Finelly,
cmlculations made on a body-tail configuration provide a practical engineering case showing the influence of vortex
interaction on tails. Calculations were performed for a = 5", 10* and 15, since the abandoned part of thz body becomes
too wide for higher angles of attack to allow a safe determination of the separation line location

3.2.1 CALCULATION USING EXPERIMENTAL SEPARATION LINES

All the computations presented below over the ogive-cylinder body deal with laminar boundary layers calculations.
Figure 11 presents 3 skin-friction patterns relative to calculations made at a IS degrees angle of attack with the coupling
method described above:

I - using no separation treatment,
2 - using the laminar experunental line,
3 - using the laminar experimental line with a 15 degrees shift towards the leeside.

'Ai
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In such plots, the separation line isee as a singular line to which several skin-friction lines converge from both sides of
the flow or the locus where lines issuing from the windside are abandoned. Here, the computed separation line is close to
the experimental one only in the third case. Other comparisons made at various angles of attack on iso-values in the
crosaflow planes lead us to conclude that the separation treatment within the Euler code FLU3C induces a constant shift
of about 15 degrees between the separation line used as an input datum and the line found with a boundary layer
calculation. This statement has not been well explained yet. From now on, we shall use a systematic shift of 15 degrees on
the separation line before calculating with FLU3C.

Figures 12 and 13 present comparisons between experimental values and Euler calculations on iso-total-pressure and
isobar lines in 2 crotaflow planes at 15 degrees incidence. Two calculations are presented, one using no separation
treatment, the other using the modified experimental line. The same color scales are used for the 2 planes. Total pressure
plots prove that the general shape of the separated flow as well as the height of the vortex are better predicted when the
separation is forced. The level of pressure is also nearer to the experimental value, though great discrepancies remain in
the vortex core, most probably due to the viscous nature of the vortex not correctly described by our perfect fluid model.

Figure 14 shows the same comparisons on the local force coefficient at ot = 100 and 15". Experimental values were
obtained via the integration of the measured pressure values (as few empirical data were available near the apex, the
experimental results suffer from a crude interpolation in this ares of the body). The separation treatment tends to lower
the pressure values on the leeside so that the normal force increases and the center of pressure moves off the ap,.x.

Global coefficients for each incidence computed are indicated thereafter. In each case the error on the center of pressure
abscissa is reduced to le.s than 0.4 diameters and the normal force is predicted with less than 8% error, which is suitable
for practical applications.

CN Coefficient of the force normal to the body Subscript c" means Calculated value
XCp Center of pressure abscissa of the body Subscript e" means Experimental value.
D Body diameter

CNc CNc-CNe XCpc -XC
Separation CNe D D

Free 0155 -10% 1.0 -0.70
Opeine 0.276 - 2% 2.17 -0.3

Mach =2 - ac=5"

I Separation CNc CNc-CNe I XCpc XCpc-XCpe
I CNe D D

0free -0M -19% 2.13 -1.10Expe line Q72 - 3D% 295 -0.27

Mach=2 - a-10"

Separation CNc CNc-CNe XCpc XCpc-XCpe

I CNe D D
Free 1.43 -7% 3.48 -0.31
Expe line 1.67 +8% 391 +0.12

Mach=2 - a-15*

We have shown the benefit of the application of a separation treatment when the line used is the experimental one We
will now analyzc the results given by the coupling method itself, starting with an Euler computation using no separation
treatment at all.

3.2.2 COUPLING EULER CODE I BOUNDARY LAYER CODE

Whilst making calculations using the coupling method described herein, we note that the location of the separation line
seems to converge after only two or three calculation loops. Results presented below are limited to the standard Euler
calculation (involving no treatment of separation) and the first two coupling iterations (called "Coupling #1" and
"Coupling #2"). Figure 15 presents the parietal streamlines given by the boundary layer code at 10 degrees incidence for
these three cause The "Coupling #2" case improves the skin-friction pattern near the origin of the separated sheet. The
patterns show a swift convergence of the separation line location near the experimental line. A "Coupling #3" calculation
corroborates that statement.

In Fig. 17 are shown the parietal pressure coefficient plots versus the roll angle corresponding to these three successive
Euler calculations, in the crossflow plane X = 7D and at a = 10". Despite a few oscillations on both sides of the separation
line, the coupling calculation results follow the experimental contour much better than the first Euler calculation ones,
especially near the leeside of the body. As expected, the separation has few effects on the parietal pressure on the
windide.

As for local forces coefficients (see Fig. 16), the coupling method also provides closer results to the experiments The
global coefficients indicated below show the improvements given at all angles of attack when using this method.

S - -
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Separation CNc CNc-CNe XCPC XCpc-XCpe
I CNe D D

Free Q ' -10% 1S) -0.70
.Y"CouPl M1 0.0 -A8% 1.9 -0

Couplingf#2 20.27 .2% 220 -0o30
MW-h2 - a-51

Separation CNc CNc-CNe t XCpc XCpc-XCpe
CNe D D

Free 0.60 -19"% 2.1 -1.10U Copling #1 0.72. --I ig .4 02
Coupling #2 0.76 + 1% 3.12 -0.10

Separation CNc CNc-CNe XCpc XCpc-XCpe
I CNe D D

Free 1. - 3_A8 -0.31

_oup __ #2 1.M +2% US68 -0.11
Mach -2 - a-15°

Figure 19 shows a comparions between experiments and a "Coupling #2 calculation (O = 15) for total pressure in several
crossflow planes. Figure 20 presents a visualization of parietal pressures and skin-friction lines both with and without
separation treatment.

The calculations presented above on an ogive-cylinder configuration as a validation of the coupling technique enable us
to emph upon the Interest of adding a sparation treatmen to our Euler code to predict flows around smooth bodies.
We will now dis the sulobtained over a more practical body-tall configuration.

323 VORTICAL INTERACTION WITh FINS

Up to now, calculations have been carried out on smooth slender body configurations, upon which the co ipling
technique is of great use. However, fins located at the end of a missile body may also be influenced by the vortex s eet. In
such a case, it is known that the height and location of the sheet have a strong effect over the wing lift. We shall ic- •' to
evaluate this influence.

The configuration used to study vortex interaction l the following:
3D parabolic ogive + 12D cylinder + tall (see Fig. 18)

Measurements were performed at ONERA facilities at Mach 2 for several values of angle of attack (a) and roll angle ($)
values. The diameter-based Reynolds number was ReD = 1.13 106. In computations and experiments, transition is forced

and fixed at X/D = 0.2. Calculations were made for 0 = 0" (+ position) at a = l0 and 15" and for$ = 45* (x position) at
a=10.

The coefficient of the force normal to the wing and the center of pressure abscissa on the wing calculated with the Euler
code FLU.C, firstly without separation treatment and secondly after convergence of the coupling process (Coupling #2),
have been compared to experimental values.

Incidence Separation CNc CNc-CNe XCpc XCpc-XCpe
CNe D D

10" Free 0.563 +15% 0.555 +021
0Coupling 0525 +7% 0557 +0.01

15i Free 0.733 +10% 0558 + 01
0.715 +7% 05o8 +001

- Q0'- HoriZontal wine

Separation CNc CNc-CNe XCpc XCpc-XCpe
I CNe D D

Free 0396 +64% 055 - 0.02
coupling+ 00261 + 8+ ; ,600.03,

=45° -L•sidewing-a = 10"
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Separation CNc CNc-CNe XCpc XCpc-XCpe
CNe D D

Free 0.420 +8% 0,55 +00.0
Coupling .405 1 +4% 0.56 +0.01

8'45" - Windside wine -a = 10'

As already oltserved in previous calculations [4L the lift on the wing depends strongly on the separation line location,
which determines the locus of the vortex core and the direction of the stream around the wing. When the tail is near the
vortex (4 = 45'), the values of CN are more accurately predicted when separation is forced. The influence decreases when
the tail goes away from the vortex. For the wind side tail, veqfew influence af the vortex is noticed.

4. CONCLUSION

After this study on the simulation of separated supersonic flows, we can draw the main following conclusions •
- even if not fully satisfactory from a theoretical point of view (shift in the input separation line, § 3 2 1), the

"Coupling Technique" yields important improvements of the Euler results and is of great interest for practical
engineering applications,

- the "Coupling Technique" ameliorates vortical interaction with fins as well as smooth body calculations,
- the location of the separation line is a critical datum, especially when evaluating the vortical interaction on

wings and calculating hinge moments,
- there is a need for further experiments with other infl,lw conditions providing more experimental information

about the position nf the vortex sheet on a missile body for additional validations,
- with experimental and calculated separation lines, a data base could be realized to lower the number of

iterations required.

At a time when Navier-Stokes solvers are still unable to compute all engineering configurations with a reasonable cost
and when standard Euler results prove not precise enough, the coupling method may be very helpful. However, the
boundary layer code involved should be able to compute all over the body, even at high incidences, in order to get precise
separation lines; a second order method, presently in progress at ONERA/CERT, could achieve this purpose. A
parabolized Navier-Stokes method is also being developed at AEROSPATIALE and could present both the cost-
effectiveness of the Euler coWes and the global solution (viscid/inviscid) of the Navier-Stokes methods in one single run.
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1. Summary Mach number of 0.2 and a Reynolds number of 200,000,
Degani and Schifft used the unsteady, thin-layer, Navier-

The unsteady, compresstble, single and double thin-layer, Stokes equations along with an implicit scheme which is
Navier-Stokes equations are used to solve for steady and second-order accurate in time. The qcheme uses central-
unsteady, asymmetric, supersonic flow around pointed differencing in the cross-flow piane and unwind flux-
bodies with noncircular sections at high incidence and vector splitting in the streatiwise direction. By introduc-
zero side slip. The equations are solved by using an ing a forced asymmetric disturbance near the body nose
implicit, upwind, flux-difference splitting finite-volume in the form of a small surface jet, asymmetric flow solu-
scheme. Since the flow is locally conical, the solutions tion was obtasned. When the jet was turned off, the flow
are presented on a cross-flow plane at the axial station asymmety &ssipated and the flow reovered its svmme-
of unity. 'he grid is generated by using a modified t red

Joukowski transformation. The computational applica-

tions cover noncircular sections with elliptic and diamond In a later par-lr by Degani 4, the same computational
shapes Unsteady asymmetric vortex shedding has been scheme was used to solve for the flow around the same

captured at large angles of attack. It :s shown that for ogive-cylinder body over a wide range of angle of attack;

the same flow conditions and same cross-section fineness a = 200 - 80'. His numerical experiments focused on in-
ratio, the diamond-section cones develop less flow asym- vestigation of the origin of vortzx asymmetry Based onmetry than the elliptic-section cones. Passive ccfnrol of his results, he suggested that the flowfield around slender

flow asymmetry has been also demonstrated computa- bodies could be divided into three main groups depending

tionally. on the angle of attack range. This range might change
by +100, depending on the flow conditions. In the range
0* < a < 300, the flow was symmetric and introduction

2. Preface of small disturbances near the nose had a small effect on
Very recently, the problem of asymmetric vortex flow the flow symmetry. In the secotrd range, 300 < r < 600,
about slender bodies and wings in the high-angle-of- the flow became steady asymmetric upon introduction
attack range has received considerable attention by re- of a space-fixed forced disturbance near the nose The
searchers in the numerical-simulation area1-5 and by re- level of asymmetry was a function of the location and
searchers in the experimental-study area6"t2 . The prob- size of the forced disturbance, and for large size distur-
lem is of vital importance to the dynamic stability and bantes, the asymmetry became unsteady with very high
controllability of missiles and fighter aircraft When flow frequency. However, when the disturbance was removed
asymmetry develops, it produces side forces, asymmet- the flow recovered its symmetric shape. He attributed
nc lifting forces and ccrresponding yawing, rolling and the origin of asymmetry to a convective-type-instability
pitching moments that might be larger than those avail- mechanism. In the very high ra"ige, 601 < o, < 80°,
able by the control system of the vehicle, the flow became unsteady with vortex shedding upon

The onset of flow asymmetry occurs when the relative introduction of a small transient disturbance with short
duration. He attributed the origin of flow unsteadiness

incidence (ratio of angle of attack to nose semi-apex an- and vortex shedding to an absolute-type-instability mech-
gle) of pointed forebodies exceeds certain critical values anism. In that range of angle of attack, he also showed
At thes, critical values of relative incidence, flow asym- that the convective-type-instability mechanism was pos-
metry develops due to natural and/or forced disturbances. sible upon introduction of a space-fixed disturbance near
The origin of natural disturbances may be a transient side the no.e. Although this investigation revealed good ten-
slip, an acoustic disturbance, or likewise disturbance of tative conclusiens, there are several remaining questions
short duration. Tie origin of forced disturbances is gro- to be addressed, which are related to the scheme dissipa-
metric perturbations due to imperfections in the nose geo- tive effects, particularty in the cross-flow planes, and the
metric symmetry or likewise disturbances of permanent grd fineness and its resolution of the disturbance growth
nature In addition to the relative incidence as one of
the determinable parameters for the onset of flow asym- The p-esent authors3 used the unsteady, thin-layer,
metry, the freestream Mach number, Reynolds number Navier-Stokes equations along with two different implicit
and shape of the body-cross sectional area are important schemes to simulate asymmetric vortex flows around
determinable parameters. cones with d-'f'rent cross-section shapes. The numer-

ical invest was focused on a 5*-semiapex angleIn an attempt so simulate as•,metric vortex flow around circular c, ocal, conical flow was assumed. The
an ogive-cylinder body at an angle of attack of 40", a
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first implicit scheme was an upwind, flux-difference split- with various blowing rates and directions on the fore-
ting, finite-volume scheme and the second one was a body surface 6' 7 . Computational simulations have also
central-difference, finite-volume scheme. Keeping the been used to study the effectiveness of both passive3 and
Mach number and Reynolds number constants at 1.8 and active control methodsit .
105, respectively, the angle of attack was varied from In this paper, we focus on the steady and unsteady
10° to 300. At c, = 10°. a steady symmetric solution asymmetric conical-flow prediction and control for flows
was obtained and the results of the two schemes were around cones with diamond and elliptic cross sections.
in excellent agreement. At at = 200 and irrespective of The unsteady, compressible, single and double thin-layer,
the type or level of the disturbance, a steady asymmetric Navier-Stokes equations are used along with an implicit,
solution was obtained and the results of the two schemes upwind, flux-difference splitting, finite-volume solver.
were in excellent agreement Two types of flow distur-
bances were used; a random round-off error or a ran-
dom truncation-error disturbance and a controlled Wan- 3. Formulation
sient side-slip disturbance with short duration. For the
controlled transient side-slip disturbance the solution was 3.1 Governing Equations
unique, and for the uncontrolled random disturbance the
solution was also unique with the exception of having The thsee-dimensional compressible viscous flow around
the same asymmetry changing sides on the cone. At a = the body is governed by the conservative form of the
300, an unsteady asymmeme solution with vortex shed- dimensionless, unsteady, compressible, double thin-layer
ding was obtained, and the vortex shedding was perfectly Navier-Stokes equations. In terms of time-independent
periodic. Next, the angle of attack was kept fixed at 200 body-conformed coordinates ,i, ý2 and ý3 the equations
and the Mach number was increased from 1.8 to 3.0. The are given
solutions showed that the asymmetry become weaker as
the Mach number is increased. The flow recovered its O9Q + • () O(- ,s=,2,3 (1)
symmetry when the Mach number reached 3.0. Selected Ot ac. - 82 o o(
solutions of steady and unsteady asymmetric flows have
been also presented for cones with elliptic and diamond where

cross-sectional areas. Passive control of the flow asym- [A = 1 = - [p,puipuapupel (2)
metry has been tentatively demonstrated by using a fin
on the leeward side of the body along the plane of geo- km inviascd flux
metric symmetry.

Siclari5 used the unsteady, Navier-Stokes equations with
! a multigrid, central-difference, finite-volume scheme to ![pUm, pulUm + atý'p, pu2Um (3)

solve for steady asymmetric conical flows around cones
with elliptic, diamond and biparabolic sections. He ad- + 02Cmp, pusUm + 83' 0

p, (pc + p)Um]t ,.
dressed steady-flow problems similar to those of the m = 1, 2,3
present authors in reference3 . He considered the flow
around circular cones with semi-apex angles of 50, 60, viscous and heat-conduction flux in ý2
70 and 80 at an angle of attack of 200 and a Reynolds direction
number of los. Varying the Mach number from 1.4 to 3 0 1to 2  

Th 2, 2T

with a step of 0.4, he showed that the flow recovered its =i,
symmetry as the Mach number increased. The higher the 4' (un'kn - qk)]t
semi-apex angle was, the lower the Mach number was, (4)
for the flow to recover is symmetry. Fixing the Mach
number at 1 8, the angle of attack at 200, the Reynolds viscous and heet-eondvcion flux in 3

number at WOs and the semi-apex angle at 50, he de- direction
creased the cross-section fineness ratio (ratio of width to = [0, 1 3,l,0kf3 112, a3 (5)
length) for different cross-sectional shapes. He showed
that the flow recovered its symmetry at a fineness ratio of 4kC3 (u.7k. - qk)]t
0.4 for the elliptic-section cone, at 0.6 for the biparabolic-
section cone and at 0.6 for the diamond-section cone. U. = O m'uk (6)

Experimental research efforts have also been directed The first element of the three momentum elements of
to control asymmetric flows for eliminating or attenu- Eq. (5) is given by
ating the asymmetric forces and the resulting moments
by using either passive-controli3-is or active control1r -- M (Ma. I + (7OU)
methods. Passive control methods include the use of a
vertical fin on the leeward side along the plane of gco-
metric symmetryiS, the usc: of fixed or movable fore-
body strakesi

4
.17, or the use of a rotatable forebody tip I

having variable cross section; from a circular shape at O 3 a43 . (8)
its bbse to an elliptic shape at its tipts. Active con-
trol methodsr•imarily include the use of blowing ports
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The second ard third elements of the momentum ele- 4. Highlights of the Computational Scheme
ments are obtained by -eplacing the subscript 1, every-
where in Eq. (7), with 2 and 3, respectively. The last The computational scheme used to solve the governing

element of Eq. (5) is given by equations is an implicit, upwind, flux-difference splitting,
finite-volume scheme. It employs the flux-difference

M p fl O a splitting scheme of Roe. The Jacobians matrices of
t%ý'(u.Tk. - qk) OtW + 0 j[2C3(u1 the inviscid fluxes, A.-= *; s - 1-3. are split intobaRkwe and forward flxes according to the signs of

(9) the eigenvalues of the inviscid Jacobian matrices. Flux

+) linters ar used to eliminate oscillations in the shock
--Fu2  uj)+ (i' -) )Pr J J region. The viscous and heat-flux terms are centrally

differenced. The resulting difference equation is solved
where using approximate factorization in the Ct, e2 and 0

W U .n (10) directions. The computational scheme is coded in the

For Eq. (4), in the case of double thin-layer Navier- well known computer program "CFL3D".

Stokes equations, the elements are given by equations Since the applications in this paper cover conical flows
similar to Eqs. (7)-(10) with the exx.-rpton of replacing only, the three-dimensional scheme is used to solve for
tl by (2. The double thin-layer, Navier-Stokes equations locally conical flows. This is achieved by forcing tCe
arc used only for the passive control of flow asymmetry conserved components of the flow vector field to be equal
since the existence of rhe fin creates a second thin layer at two planes of x = 0.95 and l.0.
which is perpendicular to the cone thin layer. The refer-

ence parameters for the dimensionless form of the equa-
tons are L, a.0, L/a., p., and p. for the length, veloc- .

ity, time, density and molecular viscosiky, respectively.
TDi Reynolds number is defined as Re = p,, Vo, L/po,, 5.1 Effect of Minimum Grid Spacing on
and the pressure, p, is related to the total energy per unit the Asymmetric Solution
mass and density by the gas equation This numerical test has been carried out to ensure that

A (] the asymmetric flow solution is unique irrespective of

p = - )p (11) the sire of minimum grid spacing normal to the cone
surface at its solid boundary, Ae. For this purpose, the

The viscosity is calculated from the Sutherland law supersonic flow around a 50-semiapex circular cone at
T3/ 1 +200 angle of attack is considered. The freestream Mach

= T3
/
2 -, + c 0.4317 (12) number and Reynolds number are 1.8 and 10i, respec-

tively. A grid of 161x81 points in the circumferential

and the Prandtl number Pr = 0.72. and normal directions is generated by using a modified
Joukowski transformation with a geometric series for the

In Eqs. (1)-(10), the indicial notation is used for con- grid clustering. The minimum grid spacing at the solid
venience. Hence, the subscripts k and n are summation boundary was varied in this test, while the maximum ra-
indices, the superscript or subscript s is a summation in- dius of the computational domain is kept at 21 r, where
dex and the superscript m is a free index. The range of r is the radius of the circular cone at the axial station
k, n, s and m is 1-3, and ik ---A. of unity.

3.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions Three cases have been computed using At2 = 1I)-3,
1034 and 10-6, Figure 1 shows the results of this case.

Boundary conditions are explicitly implmented. They In this figure, we show the logarithmic residual versus
include inflow-outflow conditions and solid-boundary the number of iterations, the total-pressure-loss contours
conditions. At the plane of geometric symmetry, periodic and the surface pressure versus the azimuthal angle 0,
conditions are used for symmetric or asymmetric flow which is measured from the leeward plane of geometric
applications on the whole computational domain (right symmetry. The residud error figures show that the error
and left domains). At the far-field inflow boundaries, reaches machine zero (10-10 - 10It) in about 2,500
freesteam conditions are ipecified, while at the far-field iterations for the first two cases and in 7,500 for the third
outflow boundaries first-aoder extrapolation from the in- case. Afterwards, the machine round-off error is acting
terior points is used. On tOr solid boundary, the no-slip as a random disturbance to the flow, and the residual
and no-penetration conditions are enforced; u,= U,= U. error grows. The solutions are symmetric during these
0 and the normal pressur gradient is set equal to zero. iterations, Then, the residual error drops down to 10-"1.
For the temperatume, the adiabatic boundaty condition is 10-1r and 10"12 for the three cases, respectively, and
enforcd on the solid boundary. The initial conditions steady asymmetric stable solutions arc obtained. The
corrnspond to the uniform flow with u,=uz = U3 = 0 on solutions of the first and third cases arc exactly the same,
the solid boundary, while the solution of the second case is an exact mirror

For the passive control applications using a vertical fin in image of these cases. Since the source of disturbance is

the leeward plane of geometric symmetry, ba random one, it is perfectly acceptable that the solutions
t ar ne o ot s esotn, could be mirror images of each other.conditions are enforced on both sides of the fin.cod e irriagsfeahte.
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5.2 Asymmetrir Solutions for Diamond- side and right side become mirror images of those on the

Section Cones right side and left side, respectively, at n = 12,000.

In this section and the next one, we consider asymmetric Figure 6 shows the solution for an elliptic-section cone

solutionis around diamond and elliptic section cones with with a fineness ratio of 0.6. It is seen that the asymmetric

different fineness ratio. A grid of 161x81 points is used solution is steady and that the symmetry is strong. It is

with a minimum spacing of 10-4 at the solid boundary. much stronger than that of the diamond-section cone for

Figitre 2 shows a blow-up of these grids for the diamond the same flow conditions and same section fineness ratio,

snd elliptic section cones. The cone angle of attack is see Fig. 4.

250, the Mach number is 1.5 and the Reynolds number

is l05. 5.4 Passive Control of Flow Asymmetry for
a Diamond-Section Cone

Figure 3 shows the solution for a diamond-section cone

with fineness ratio of 0.8. The residual-error curve shows In Figure 7, we show the results of passive control of flow

that the source of disturbance is a random trnncation error asymmetry for a diamond-section cone of fineness ratio

and that the asymmetric solution is obtained after 5,000 of 0.8. This is the flow case considered previously in Fig.

iterations. The lift coefficient curve shows that a small 3. T"he control of flow asymmetry has been achieved

increase in the lift develops after the asymmetric solution by ecrting a fin in the leeward plane of geometric

is obtained. The cross-flow velocity directions and total- symmetry with a fin height, h, equal to 0.75 the local

pressuze-loss contours show the primary vortices and width of the section. Here, the double thin-layer Navier-

secondary vortices beneath them. The surface pressure Stokes equations have been used to obtain the solution.

curve shows the strong asymmetry effect in the ranges The jump of the residual error curve at the 5000 iteration

of 9 of (0-90O) and (2700-360). step is due to switching the solver from a single thin-

layer, Navier-Stokes equations to a double thin-layer,
Next, the diamond-section fineness ratio has been rt- Navier-Stokes equations.
ducrd to 0.6 keeping all the other flow conditions fixed,

Fig. 4. The flow asymmetry took larger number of iter- 5.5 Passive Control of Flow Asymmetry for

ations to evolve; 12,500 iterations. The solution shows - An Elliptic-Section Cone

that the asymmetry is weak.
Figures 8 and 9 show the results of passive control of

5.3 Asymmetric Solutions for Elliptic-Section Cones flow asymmetry for an elliptic-section cone of fineness
ratio of 0.6. This is the flow case considered previously

Figure 5 shows the solution for an elliptic-section cone in Fig. 5. Two fin heights of 0.75 and 1.0 the local minor
with fineness ratio of 0.8. The residual-error curve shows axis have been consideredL Figure 8 shows that with h

that the solution produces a symmetric flow through = 1.5a (= 0.75 local minor axis), the flow asymmetry

the first 5,000 time steps. Afterwards, the solution is still persistent almost at the same strength as that of

shows a transient unsteady flow response for 2,500 time Fig. 5. Since the fin lhaight is shorter than the height of

steps which are followed by an unsteady, perfectly- the free-shear layer on the right side, the disturbance is
periodic, vortex-shedding solution. The lift coefficient communicated between the right and left sides. In Fig.

curve shows the same solution as that of the residual- 9, we show that when h is increased to 2a (= 1.0 local

error curve. This case is carried out using iime-accrate minor axis), the flow recovered its symmetry.

stepping with At = 10-. One should note that the elliptic-section cones require

In Fig. 5, we also show snapshots of the total-presure- taller fences than those required by the diamond-section
loss contours and surface-pressure coefficients at the time cone-- with the same fineness ratio and same flow condi-

steps of 12,000(, 12,500, 13,000; 13,500;, 14.000 and tions in order to obtain symmetric flows.
14,500. We also show snapshots of the cross flow ve-

locity at 12,000; 12,500 and 13,000. The solutions at 6. Conduding Remarks
n = 12,000 and 14,500 are minor images of each other

which confirms that the solution is periodic. The period This paper presents steady and unsteady asymmetric su-

of oscillation is 5,000xl03 = 5 which corresponds to a personic solutions for locally conical flows around cones

shedding frequency of 1.257. At n = 12,000, the total- with diamond and elliptic cross sections. The unsteady,

presure-loss contour shows that the right-side vortex is compressible, single or double thin-layer, Navier-Stokes
stretched having two vortices; one is at the top and the equations have been used along with an implicit, upwind,

second one is below it. In addition, a secondary vortex flux-difference splitting, finite-volume scheme. Several

is seen at the surface. The left-side vortex has expanded irsues related to the asymmetric flow solutions have been
to the right with two vortices beneath it. At n = 12,500, addmssed. It has been shown that a unique asymmetric
the top vortex on the right side has been almost shed flow solution is obtained irrespective of the size of the

while the one below it is expanding. At n = 13,000, the minimum grid spacing at the solid boundary. The asym-

top vortex on the right side has been shed and convected metry could reverse sides due to the random nature of

with the flow while the vortex below it is expanding to the disturbance. It has been also shown that for the same

tht. left. As times passes, the vortex on the left side is flow conditions and same section fineness ratio, diamond-
stretching upwards and the vortex on the right side is ex- section cones with sharp edges have less flow asymmetry

panding to the left, as seen from the snapshots at 13,000; than those of the elliptic-section cones.

13,500; 14,000. At n = 14,500, the vortices on the left Moreover, it has been shown that passive control of

flow asymmeuty of diamond-section cones requiresfence
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heights that are not necessarily equal to the local sec- High Angles of Attack," AIAA Paper 82-0053, Jan-
tion width. On the other hand, passive control of flow uary 1982.
"asymmetry of circular 3 

and elliptic-section cones require 9. Yanta, W. J. and Wardlaw, Jr., "The Secondary Sep-
fences with heights that are, at least, equal to the local arated Region on a Body at High Angles-of-Attack"
section width. Again, we have also shown that unsteady AIAA Paper 82-0343, January 1982.
periodic asymmetric flow with vortex shedding has been
predicted. 10. Keener, E. R. and Chapman, G. R., "Similarity

in Vortex Asymmetrics Over Slender Bodies and
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RE-M

Un corps do section non circulaire, reprdsentatif do famesx non conventionnelles do missiles, a fait
l'objet de assures done lea souffleries do lONERcA pour des nombres de Mach coapris entre 0,4 et 4,5,
juaqu'& 200 dincidence et 100 do d~rapage. La banque do do~nnde constitu~e comports assontiollement des
asesures de preasion paridtale et quelques assures dane 1. champ & Hach 2 A 100 at 200 d'incidence..

La but do cat article oat do pr~senter, en incidence pure, des cosparaisons calcul-oxp~rience effectudex
avec diffdrents codes do calcul :SHASP (adthode seai-eapirique), SCOPAN, HISS$ (cathodes de
singularit~s) et FLU3C (a~thode VLJ,ER.

Apr~s un brof rappel des particularitds des codes do calcul, l's avantafles at inconvdnients, des points
do vue do Ia pr~cision at du temps do calcul. sont ensuite d~gagds.

Measurements on a non-circular body wore made in the CNERA wind tunnels. This model, representative of
non-conventional missile shapes, was studied for Mach numbers from 0,4 to 4,5, angles of attack up to 200
and sideslip angles up to 10O.The data base mainly consists of wall static pressure measurements but also
of flowfield measurements at Mach nusber 2 for angles of attack 10o and 200.

The present paper reports comparisons bet~.een calculations and experiments obtained with different
codes :SHAP (a semi-empirical prediction method), ECOPAN, HISS$ (panel methods) and FLUXC (Euler
method),

After a brief survey of the codes, their advantages and drawbacks in terms of accuracy and cost-time are
shown.

1. 33MODUCTION

Leostization des caractdristiques adrodynsaiques globalos d'un missile do forme classxque eat
relativoment aisA., grice en particulior aux codes semi-eapiriques. En revanche, Ia ddfinition do formes
nouvelles, tellos quo cellos relatives aux missiles future, avoc des fuselages do section non circulaire,
n~ceesite l'utilisation do codes do calcul plus sophistiquis [1j.

Dons ce cadre, at avec lappui des Services Officials frangais. lONERA s'eat chargC do constituer une
banque do doan6es exp~rimontales (pressions pari~tales, champ des vocteurs vitesse) Sur un f'iselage do
section quasi-lanticulaire af in d'6valuer diff~rents codes do calcul, aussi bien au nivoau des efforts
globaux, quinn niveau des ph~nomnons locaux.

La configuration retenue (figure 1) pr~sente lea particularit~s suivantes :d'une part une section non
circulaire avoc deux arites lat~rales fixant 1s d~collement en incidence pure, d'autre part un r~treint
sur as partie arribre. 3110 constitue on cola un cam-test difficilo pour des mdthodes do calcul en fluids
parfait.

Los aesures offoctu~es jusqu'i des incidonces do 200 on des dirapages do 100, pour diffdrents nombres do
Mach subsoniques at supersoniques, ont sinai permsi d'6prouver plusiours types do m~thodes. Cellos
ratonuos dana cotta 6tuda comparativo peuvent Wte classies en

-m~thoda semi-ampirique

a coda SUBP, d~veloppA A la Douglas Aircraft Company, regroupant des m~thodos approch~os on expiriques
adaptiac an calcul do g~ondtries varidas en supersoniqua 6lev6 at en hypersonique
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- xshtodes do singularit6s

a code ECOPAS, diveloppit A 110YERA pout lea 6coulements subsoniques, utilisant des singularitds d'ordre
foible de type source-doublet;

m code 11553, d6velopp6 par IBb pour lea 6coulements sub-suporsoniquos, utilisant une double distribution
surf acique de sivgularit6s d'ordre 61evi (sources A variation lin~aire et doublets & variation
qtadratique) associje A une double condition aux Unmites (externe et interne)

- s6tbode EMIER

m code FLUXc, d6velopp6 a voxER, utilisant une formulation conservatrice de type volumes finis avec un

scb6aa explicite d6centr6, pr6cis au second ord~o.

Apr~s une br~ve description des diffdrentea m6thodes de calcul retenues, cat article prisente des
comparaisons calcul-exp~rionce en incidence pure, portant sur les coefficifnta globaux, lea r~partitions
des charges et lea structures do l'6coulement tourbillonnaire.

2. MQDE!!ý I? CONDITIONS D'ESSAI

Deux maquettos. repr6sentatives de la m6me configuratioi illustrde pa- ie maullag. dG 2alcul do la
figure 1, ont Wt utilistes pour lea meaures a6rodynamiques.

- La presifre maquetto, do longuour 1200 am, a servi aux mesures des pressions paridtales dens lea
souffleries S2KA et UNMA. Ella eat 6quip~e de 227 prises do pression r~parties solon 21 sections sur
l'extrados. Lea essais ont 61:6 offectu~s pour des nombres do Moch allant de 0.4 & 4,5, jusqu'& 200
d'incidence et 100 do ddrapage.Les nombtes do Reynolds do soufflerie, adimensionn6s suivant la longuour
de la maquette, variant de 13 & 21 millions pour ce-i diff~rentos conditions d'essmi.

- La seconds maquette, plus petite (360 mm). a servi a des mesures du. cLamp adrody:ýamique dans deux
sections, la premiiro so situant environ au milieu du corps (XIL - 0,571) et Ia second. & l'arri~re au
nivoau du r6treint (XL 0,916). Los sondagos do l'icoulemont, rdalis6s dans !a soufflerie S5 de
Cbalais-Meudon avec une sonde 1 5 trous (do 1,5 am do diamftro), ont permsi d'obtenir entre autres lea
certes do preasion g6a~ratrice et los champs 4e vitesso, pour Mach -2. o. = 100 et 200. Lo nombro do
Reynolds eat donuviron 2 millions et Is t:ansition do I& coucho limite, neturelle ou forc~e mu nez d",
fuselage, ns pins modifi4 lea r~aultats d'essai,

3.1 CAUACTUISTIOUiS DES CODES DE CALCUL IITILISES

3.1, SHAIP

Le code SHAIP a 6t6 ddveloppd & la Douglas Aircraft Company dens lea anndos 68-73 [2] pour traiter, avec
un faible temps do calcul, des formes complexes on supersonique 6lev6 ot en hypersonique. 11 regroupo un
ensemble do m~thodes do calcul approchdesaot ompiriques simples (vair tableau n1l do Ia r~f6ronce 2),
certaines dVentre ellba tenant compte des off eta visquoux, de gaz r~ela.... etc. Le choix d'une ou
plusioura mhthodes pour le calcul. Vune configuration d~pond a la fois de Ia complexit6 do Ia g6otm6trie
ot des conditions do vol (Mach-inciden-,e).

Doux maillagos do Is g6om6trie du corps doivont 6tre utilis6s loraque l'on vout tenir compte dos effets
visquoux. Le premier oat un maillago surfacique assez fin, adapt6 aux m6thodea non viaquousos. Le second
oat un maillago tr~s groasior sur lequel dles calculs du type "coucbo limite do plaque plane" sont
effectu6s. Les maillages sont d~finis par soua-ensembles, sur lesquels une a6thodo do calcul ost choisie,

En g~adral, moyannant un choix judicioux do colle-ci, SHAIP ostime asaez correctement lea coefficients
globaux asia so pr~ts ma'! A l'6tude des phdnom~nes locaux. En of fot, pour Ia plupart des mdthodes de
SRBAP, lee vaelurs du KV sont calculdes do 8 aqon tr~a simple (Kp W'est fonction quo do la vitesso do
l'icoulesent amont et d-) l'angle quo la facotto fasil. avoc collo-ci). KElos no peuvent donc itre utilisdes
qu'& des noabres do Mach 6lev~s. Pour des nombros do Mach plus foibles, conpria approximativoisont ontre 2
ot 4, il eat n4cossaire do prendre en compte les influences mutuellos do l'dcoulement ontro facettes
voisinos. Le code SHABP dispose do m~thodes 1e faisant do fagon rudimentairo : Vinfluence oat linit~e &
Is Oacotte amont appartonant A la x~me ligne do courant quo Ia 8 acette do calcul. Cellos-ci soot
actuelleomet en cours do validation A l'ONERA at nous nous sommes restreints au cal'cul en hypersonique
(Mach 4,5). Deux o~thodes, non visquouses, ont Wt choisies d'apr~s l'expdrience des utilisatoura
E3,41

- cdne tangent empirique pour l'intrados (zone d'iapact),
- mhthode A~CM pour 1'extr-%dos (zone d'oubre).

3.2. Les codes do sinoularit~s

Lesa mtbodes do singularit~s utilisent uno formulation int~grale obtenue ?or applicetion do Ia troisi~me
idontit6 do Orsen A l'Aquation do LAPLACE onk subsonique et a 'lquatiou des ondes en superaoniquo.
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La diacritisation do ih6quation intigrale conduit i Is r~solution d'un systdms lindairo oil leg inconnuos
(les distributions do singuiaritds), soot rdparties uniquosent stir la sutface do l'obstacle. Ces aithodes
num~riquos sent attractives pour lea 6tudes des configurations complexes car elles ns ndcossitont qu~un
maillage do surface do l'obstacle. Toutefois, lea bypotbflsos sur l'6coulement sout assez rostrictivos:
6coulements non ddcollds at irrotationnols. saut dane les sillagos. ot hypothdse des petitos
perturbations en compressible.

Deus codes do singularitts sent utiliads

- La premier. SCOPAM. ddvelopp6 A 10111 par KIIRAMAN en 1980, eat iimit6 mu rdgise subsonique. Il
utilise des aingularitis d'ordro foible (source-doublet i donsitd constant* sur chacune dos facettes).
Los corps 6pais sont trait6s avec des conditions aux limitos do type DIRICHLET jotfiriour et avoc une
ripartition de is densitd do source prdimpoado sur I& surface du corps. Cotto condition, appolido aussi
condition aux limites do MORINSO, persot d'obtenir ls tangenco do ia vitosso pour l'dcoulement extdrieur
& partir des conditions ispoados sur 1e potenutiel I l1intdrieur dlu fuselage. Pour ce faire, les densitis
do sources sont isposfios avec: is valour a -YV-i' Bur toutes les facettes du fuselage et lea deusit~s des
doubletis sent calculdes A partir do Is rdsolution du systime lindaire rflsultant de 1'6criture des
conditions aux lunites sur 1e potentiel. Le champ des vitesses de ld6coulemont physique. A Ilext6rieur,
so d6duit soit fliroctemmnt des valeurs locales des gradients dos doublets (Wt = g?&d u + V- + cas).. soit
do ia soamation des vitesses induites par toutes lea distributions do singularitis rdparties sur
l'obstacle.

Dana le cas des 6coulements subsoniquos , le code SCOPAN dispose d'une correction do cospressibilit6
appeldo rflgle do Godthert n0 1. Kilo me traduit par le caicul prhslable do i'6coulement autour d'un corps
transform6 par l'affinit6 xI - x. y' - y.111ZN-, Z' = Z. :-f '- L'6couiement our Is surface r~sile du
corps s'obtiont par application de is transformation inverse au chiasp do vitesse calcuid.

Los coefficients do pression, obtenus par 1Vdquation do ithnergie. us soot fonction quo do Is viteoso
locale do l'dcouleaeut et de ia valour flu nombre do Mach A l'infini amont (relation isentropiqus). Los
coefficients globaux s'obtiennont par intdgration do Is rflpartition des preosions; stir lea facottes.

Orient# vera ifltude do configurations rdslistes (interactions nacelle-voiluro. avions complete), ECOPAN
a fasit l'objot do travaux: our des siliages figds, en particulier sur is ddteraination des intensitds do
doublets sur ces: nappes (condition de Kutta-Joukovoki) ainsi quo sur is miss on 6quilibre do celles-ci.
Deux options sont disponibles pour Is ddteraination de la valour initiale des intensitds do doublets isl
continuit6 do ls densit6d fu doublet avec cells calculde our 1e corps oti 16galit6 des prsssions do part
et d'autre do Is nappe. Pour satisf sire l'une ou lsutre de coo conditions tin procossus itdrstif eat
utiliSd.

-La second code, NISSS, ddveloppd par FORNASIEK A MBB on 1984 [5], traits A Is fois lea 6couloments
subsoniques et suporsoniquos.

Pour pallier lea ddf auto roncontrds avec les codes do singularitds en suporoonique, HISSS utilise dos
singularitis d~ordre 6lev6 (variation quadratique de doublets et variation lindaire do sources our chaque
facotte) perisettant ainsi d'assuror la continuitfi do la solution our tout ls corps. Codl est
particuli~reitont important lorsqu'on chorche A traitor des configurations complexes. En suporsonique. du
fasit do la nature do I'dquation & traitor (Aquation dos ondes) foux problises, lids A la propagation des
ondes done tout l'espaco, peuvent conduiro A tine digradation dos rdsultats. Ils provisnuont

does ondos virtuelies qui so forment A l'intdrieur des corps 6pais et qui on aso rdflchissant stir les
parois intdrieures et ontre silos vIennont porturber la solution oxtdrieurs

- flu non 6vanouissement & distance des perturbations dues aux disconitinuitds d'intensitd do singularitds
entre des facottes voisires.

Si le second problise eat rdsoiti par l'ordre 6iovA do llintensith des singularitds, le premier Vast par
llutilisation dans ce code d'une rdpartition auxto (source - doublet) our Is surface flu corps, font los
intesnitds soot obtenuos par too double condition aux limites (potentiol do perturbation nul, A
l'intdrieur si - 0, ot viteose totale oxtirietirs tangontiollo A is paroilVl = 0).

L'applicatiou conjoint. do coo dens: conditions aux limites poruet dans le code HISSS do supprimer leo
ondos virtuelles se propagoant & l'intdriour dos obstacles.

Las conditions auxm unites signaldes ci-dessus sont les plus utilisdes pour lea corps Apsis, maimi
besucoup d'autres ontions soot disponibles dans 1. code.

La prize on compte do Is coapressibilitd dons HISSS pout s'offectuor commae dons ECOPAN, masi ausoi par la
rigle de Goitbort n0 2 :cetto dornidro, sioux: adaptde pour les calculi on supersonique, consists A
oxprimer Is condition do glissesont sur I& surface rnell. flu corps.

Dana Is version 1987, disponible A lV0UE, ii nly a pas do possibiliti d'6quilibrage des nappes do
siliage ot Is donsit d fu doublet eat obtonue par continuitd avec lea donsitds do doublets calculies stir
los corps. Contrairoment A ECOPAS, cos densitds soot diteraindes diroctemont par la rhsolution du systdmo
lindaire.

Des exampies concernant Vapplication do co code A plusiours types do configurations (avions et missiles)
peuvent Atre trouvds dons lea rdfdrencos 16,7,81.
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3.3. FLUXC

La code FLU3C, d6veloppd A VONERA par SORREL et HMWIAGNS, rksout lea 6quations diEULER instationnaires
[9].

Sujyant les Wa~s do VAN LEER, cos auteurs ont mis au point un schdaa explicite d6centr6, pr6cxs au
second ordre, de type MUSCL, qui, par sa robustesse at sa pr6cision, eat adapt6 au calcul des 6coulements
pr6sentant do fortes discontinuitis.

Par ailleurs, une prociduro numirique do "aarcbo en espace" a 6t6 ddvelopp6e dana les zones pureanten
supersoniques, ce qui rend ce code tris perforsant pour des applications industriellos [10, 11, 12).

La djscrdtisation des 6quations d'SULER eat r~alis~e suivant une formulation conservative du type volumes
finis at lea conditions aux limites peuvent 6tre trait6es par flux ou par relations do compatibilit6.

3.4. Naillaffes

Le maillage surfacique de la demi-configuration, servant do base aux trois codes SHAEP, ECOPAN et HISSS
eat constitu6 do 798 facottes (figure 1). Los points do contrdle, au centre des facettes, coincident avec
lea prises do prossion do la maquette.

Le maillage volumique (figure 2) utilis6 aver 1. code FLUXC, eat obtonu plan par plan avec 10 mailleur
GRAPE [13]. Il comporte environ 54000 points, ce qui correspond A un zaillage surfacique deux fois plus
fin quo celui pr~sent prdc~demment. et eat bien adapt6 an calcul do "marche en espace".

54. CONFRONTATIONS CALCUL -XE MC

4.1. Copnaraisons i Macbh 0

La coaparaison des preasions paridtales ..20 d'incidence (figure 3), calculdes aver los doux codes do
singularit~s. montre qua ces codes dannent approxisativement lea nmeos rdsultats sur la majouro partie du
fuselage. Toutofois, des diffirences entre ECOPAN et HISSS sont mises on 6vidence au nez du fuselage, au
voisinage des arhtes at au r~treint (figure 4), pour 50 dincidenco. Ces 6carts proviennent d'une part
des diff6rences intrintdgues aux codes at d'autre part du choix dana la mod~lisation des sillagos do
culot. Ces derniers, bien quo choisia do forme g~om~trique identique pour ECOPAN at HISSS portent des
intenaitis; do doublets d6termin6es par des conditions do calcul diffirentes (condition do nappe solids
pour ECOPAN at continuitd do l'intensit6 du doublet aver celle du corps pour HISSS).

Par rapport aux valeurs des coefficients de pression do lVessai, mosurdes A Macb 0,4 ot pour laquelle
cetto comparaison eat licite compte tenu do leffet n~gligeable do Is compressibilit6, ECOPAN et HISSS
fournissent des rhsultats satisfaisants.

La ripartition du coefficient do force norualo locale (figure 5), obtenue par integration des prossions
(sesur~es et calcul~es), illustre clairemont Vordro de grandeur des diff6ronces calcul-expdrience.
Celles-ci aont visibles des 10 quart avant du fuselage et devionnent particulifrement importantes au
voisinage du culot, compromettant alors une bonne estimation do Ia stabilit6 do co corps. La prise en
compto des details de l'Ccoulexent au culot, notamment do l'exiatence du dard, so r~vble une ticho
basardeuse avec 1. concept do nappa do doublets. Par contre, une tentative pour prendre on coapte los
d6collements lat~raux a pormis une ast~lioration de la repartition des coefficients do force normal. A
cotto incidence do 50. Pour cola, uno mod6lisation par nappe figA. (figure 5) a et6 testie dana les codes
HISSS at ECOPAN, en tenant compto des travaux d~ji effectu~s sur ce memoe fuselage avec Is code HISSS (8],

Une nappe inclinde do 50 par rapport au plan borizontal est connoct~e A l'ar~te letdrale du fuselage en
aval du maitre-couple do celui-ci. La nappe eat reprisentee par dos distributions do doublets, dont
Vintensit6, constant. dans la direction do l'axo du fuselage, eat obtonue par continuit6 aver les
valeurs des doublets sur l'arite du corps. Dans le code HISSS, Ia valour do cette intensit6 eat obtenue
dirertement par Is r6solution du systime lin~aire, tandis qu'avec ECOPA1E us processus it~ratif eat
n~cessaire. Ce dernier n'a pas converg6eot des pica irrialistes sont apparus au niveau des ar~tes
lat~rales du fuselage. Cotte mod~lisation n's donc pu etre effectude qu'avec le code HISS$.

L'6volution des coefficients do force normal. et do moment do tangage aver l'inridence (figure 6), trds
fortement non lin~aire, no pout 6tre ostin~e par lea codes do singularit6s sans une prxse en compte
rh..liste des d~collements lat6raux et des nappes do sillage, pour chacune des incidences.

L ~L'am~lioration apport~e par 1e aillage lateral dans HIMS, d~crite prdr6demment, so rotrouve au niveau
des coeffi--ients globaux. maim reste tris insuffisante pour lea incidences sup6rieures 1 20,

Une bonne evolution du coefficient do force axial. CA en fonction do V incidence eat obtonue aver ECOPAJI
at UISSS (figure 7). La surestimation du CA par 1e code HISSS proviont du r6treint, comae coal eat 315 en
6vidence dans Is repartition du CA local. La non prise en compte do coaches limites pout expliquer cotta
aurestimation, par contre le doute subsists lorsqu'on compare lea prossiona aur le retreint entre ECOPAN
et HISSS des depressions momns intenses sont calculees par ECOPAN sur 1n r~treint.
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4.2. Comnaraisons & Mach2

Sur Is figure 8, on prisente afoible incidence, Is ripartition des coefficients de pression pour les
codes EISSS. FLU3C et Vessal. Un ban accord calcul-expirience eat obtenu pour ces deux codes, avec
toutefois tine tris 1hair. surestimation des dipressions sur Is ritreint flu fuselage.

Comma on subsonique, A 50 d'incidence lea dicollements sur leg arites latirales existent djij en amont dlu
maltre couple flu fuselage. La moflulisation des dicollesents latiraux, utilisie pricideammnt dans le code
HISSS, eat insuffisante et seules les ripartitions de pression en amont flu maitre couple sont obtenuos
correctement par EISSS (figure 9).

One illustration plus globale des risultats cal.~ulia avec les codes HISSS at FLUXC eat dannie par Ia
ripartition des charges en fonction de Vabscisse riduite, (figure 10). on pout constater 1e bon accord
entre UISSS et Pessai & 20 dincidence. a SO, des diffirences apparaissent dim 40% do ha longueur flu
fuselage at s'aggravent encore lorsque V incidence croit.

Par contra. 1e code PLO3C artize tris correctement 1e Cx local m850 aux incidences 6levies (W = 200). Ce
bon accord provient do Ia captation des dicollemants sur lea arites latirales flu corps et d'un bon
positionnement des tourbillons marginaux associfis & ces dicollements.

Les ivolutions du coefficient do force nornale at flu centre do poussie (figure 11) avec V incidence
'ettent en 6vidence Veffet fortenent non lintmire aur le Cm des tourbillons marginaux, sinai qu'un recul
flu centre do poussie avec Vinciflence. Cot ef fat eat pris correctement en compta par FLO3C. A 20* par
example, ce code estime 1s Cxaet Ia position flu centre dle poussie a goins de 2% pris at ceci avec un
faible temps do calcul.

La code HISSS estime aasez bion ha pente a Vorigine flu Cv, at l. centre do poussie a 20 dinciflence (-7%
L). Ca dernier a plutfit tenlance & avancer vera le nez flu fuselage lorsqu'on garde fixe la position flu
sillage latiral. introduit danas la soduhisation. Seul un calcul avec un 6quilibrage flu sillage
poraettrait d'obtenir en principe une tendance opposie. conforme & Vaxpirience (recul flu centre de
poussie).

La coefficient do force axiale eat ligirement suresti*i par lea deus codes (figure 12).

En ce qui concern. lea grandeurs airodynsaiques dana le cheamp, nous prisentonsamaintenant quelques
cosparaisons entre FLO3C at lPexpiriance

Sur is figure 13 mont trachea lea lignes iso-Each dens 'e plan de syadtrie pour Mach = 2 at 200
dinciflence. La position du choc issu flu nez flu fuselage calculie par flU3C eat en hon accord alec ha
visualisation finite par strioscopie.

Lea ripartitions des coefficients de pression, k Ia paroi sinai que dana deux sections tranaversales,
mont donnies aur lea figures i4'et 15. pour 10 at 200 d'incidence.

A 100 d'incidence (figure 14) leas risultats daessai sontrent clairament Ie trace des tourbillons
principaux. Sur Is section antont, le tourbl. in eat trim proche do la paroi at son noya-1 n'est pas
clairement visible sur lea ripartitions des5 pressions. Par contre sur la section aval, Is zoan de
digression qui caractdrise le coaur du tourbillon eat nettement flitachie de la paroi flu fuselage. Las
risultats obtenus par PLO3C mont qumlitativement corrects mais lea dipressions associhes aux tourbillons
s*6talent jusgu&A Is paroi flu corps dana lea deux sections et ont flea valeurs senaiblament goins 6lavies
qua celles de l'essai. liusi par example, dans l& section oval, lea coefficients do pression calculia
dans lea noyaux dam tourbillona sont compris entre -0.1 et -0,15 contre -0,2 et -0,25 pour lea valeurs

mesuries.
A00 dincidence (figure 15) lea nopaux des tourbillons principsux se mont clairesent ditachis de ha
paoi flu corps, mime aur la section asont. Comse A 100, las estimations par ?LU3C sont qualitativement

correctom.

Si on analyze de plus prim 1. cheamp sirodynsaique dana Is section aaont, a 100 d~incidence (figure 16),
on coustata des diffirences importantes aur le champ des vitesses entre FLO3C et 1Vexpirience. Cette
demuire met en ividence dana couples do tourbillons pris de Is paroi du fuselage et tournant dana .le
mime sena. La tourbillon le plum proche flu plan do sysitria vertical eat caractiristique de catte
incidence et disparalt 1 200 dlincidence, laissant alors place A tine amorce de tourbillon contrarotatif
placi au voisinage dle Varfite. Sur lea coefficiants do pression pariitala on dicelle leffat induit flu
tourbillon proche flu plan do sysitrie vertical, gui me traduit par une chute flu 1p. Le code FLO3C estine
correctesent lea coefficients dle prexsion pariitala dana cotta section sauf naturellament lam effets,
trim localisis, induits par coin tourbillons.

vanm Ia section plus A Voweal flu corps, on n~obxorve plus gu'un soul couple do tourbillons, de forte
intenaiti, auasi bien & 100 quak 200 d'incidenco. L'augmentation do Vinciflenca so traduit seulement par
nm saccroissement do 1' intensiti flu tourbillon principal at flus diplacement do son centre (vera 1. plan
vertical at iloignament do Is paroi). Lexistence d'un tourbillon contrarotatif secondaire, au voisinage
do l'arite, easocii mu tourbillon principal, no rassort peas clairement fle asnsures of fectuies sur ce
fuselage. 1 200 41icidence, ha figure 17 montre qua Ia position flu tourbillou principal eat bien estimie
par 1e- calcul. Lea coefficients do pression soot en excellent accord avec 1 essai sauf naturellement an
voisinage de h'arite latirale oil llesai nyu.l un plateau do Ip constant associi & un dicolloeant.
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Les comparaisons relatives aux rapport, des pressions gdndratrices locales & cello de l'dcoulement afloat,
(fig. 18), montrent que

- dans la section aval lea pertes de pression sont Presque correctement ostiudes par FLUX3 (70% pour le
calcul, 80% pour i'essai) bien que lea lignes iso-pi ne sinjet que qualitativement restitudes,

- dans I& section amoat, le calcul ne reproduit pas fiddlement les phdnosdnes expdrimentaux et, en
particulier. ia trace des tourbillons prdcddemment citds ;une Porte plus importante de pi eat trouvde
au coeur du tourbillon situ6 prds de l'srdt (80% contre 60% pour l'autro tourbillon).

4.3. Comparaisons A Mach - 4.5

La calcul do 1Vdeoulement k Mach 4,5 par le code HISSS W'est plus rdsliste, pour dour raisons

- lea hypothdses do liadarisation no sent plus justxf ides k haut Mach;

- le noz du fuselage a on angle d'ouvorture supdrieur A langle do Mach infini amont et no pout plus 6tre
trait6 comae une surface solide.

Los coaparaisons des Kp calculds par les deux codos, FLUX3 et SHABP, avec Vesisi (figure 19) scat tout A
fait satisfaisantes & l'intrados du fuselage. A Vextrados, elles le scnt un peu moins et seule Vallure
des zones iso-1p est assez bien reproduite par FLU3C. Comparstivement sur rdsultats prdsentds en
subsonique (Mach 0,4) et en soparsonique (Mach 2), los rdpartitions do pression pariktale soot sssez
plates, en particulier sans pic do ddpression au niveau des arfites (figure 20). Vest poorquoi le code
SHABP, qui no dispose d'aucune aoddlisation des ddcollesents. permet une bonne estimation globale des
coefficients do pression sor ce fuselage, en ddpit des modbles trds simples qu'il utilise.

Les variations du coefficient do force normale at du centre do pooside en fonction do lincidenco sent
bien estimdes jusquli 150 (figure 21). Il en est do s~se pour lea r~partitions des chsr~es (figure 22).

Do .mgm, le coefficient do force. axiale A incidence nulle eat bien estim6 par lea doux codes (figure 23).
bien quo SHABP surdvalue ce coefficient loroque lincidenco croit.

On pout reaarquer, par rapport A Mach 0,4 et 2, tin changosent do comportement dans 1 'volution du CA avec
lincidence. La code FLI33C estime encore correctement cette Evolution jusqo'A 150 dincideoce.

4.4. Rifft du nombro do Mach

Pour rdsumer los risultats A faible incidence qui viennent d'6tre expos~s, on prdaente figure 24 los
6volutions du gradient do portance et du centre do poussde en fonction du nombre do Mach.

fn incompressible, lea codes HISSS et ECOPAN (sans sillage lat~ral) fournissent & 10% prks los L-Aes
risultats. i.'6volution du gradient de portance avec le Mach est trcp rapido pour ECOPAIE, trop bante pour
RISSS. Cette di.ffdrence provient d'un choir diff~rent dans is prise en cempto do l'effet do
compressibilit6 (rdglo do G6ethart aO 1 pour ECOPAN, rdglo do Gdotbert na 2 pour HISSS). Il n'y a pas do
critdre g~n~ral permettant d'adopter l'une oti liattre do ces corrections do comprossibilit6. Nous avon,
adopti la rdgle do W~etbert a

0 
2 pour HIssS, car 0110 perset d'obtenir une seilleure Evolution globale

des coafficient3 aErodynaniques en subsonique et en supersonique..

Lorsqu'on inclut le sillage lat~ral dans HISS$, l'estimation du gradient do portance eat nettement
audliorde, minis l'asdlioration ost encore plus remsrquable pour is stabilitd.

La code FLU3X est an trds bon accord avec Vessai sossi bien pour ls portance (5%) quo pour is stabilutd
(5%L).

Le code SHABP fournit, par contre, un rdsultat trds mcyon & faiblo incidence sur be gradient du
coefficient do force noraala (19%). alors quo is stabilitd eat bien calculde (5'%L).

S. CONCLUSION

Plusiours codes do calcul en fluide parfait out Wt utilis~s pour estisor lea caractdristiques
airodynsuiques longitudinales d'un corps & section quasi lonticulaire.

L'afrodynamique do cc corps, qui prhsento des ddcollements sfime sur faibles incidences, eat do ce fasit on
cas test particolibremont difficilo pour les codes do calcul.

Lorsqu'oa compare en incompressible les codes de singularit~s, on constate qu'ils donnent sensiblement
las afmes r~partitions do coefficient do pression ;los priacipales difftrences dtant observdes so nez,
stir les arttes lat~ralas et au aiveau do rdtreiut. Los Ecarts stir les coefficients adrodynamiqoes globaux
pauvant atteindra 10% at scat attribuds A l'ordre des singularitds et aur choir des soddlisations do
culot. Par ailleurs, one premi~re prise en compte du dtcollesent sur los an~te. latdralos do co corps, a
persis one natte-andlioration do Vestimation do ms stabilith. Calle-ci aWs pu aboutir qo'avec 1e code
HISSS, plus rebuate qu'ECOPAN.
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En supersonique, 8ISSS est un des rares codes de singularit6s permettant le calcul de configtirations
complexes, mais, comae en incompressible, il est limit6 1 20 d'incidence aur ce corps.

Les temps de calcul obtenus avec Ia version 1987 de RuSS, seule disponible A I'ONERA, sont nettement
sup6rieurs & ceux obtenus avec ECOPAN. Ainsi, pour un maillage de 798 facettes, le code ECOPAN prend 296
sec (CPU) sur le CRAY-XMP de 1ONERA, tandia que HISSS proud 1800 sec (en subsonique et en supersonique).
FLU3C, utilis6 souleaent en supersonique, rdussit i captor lea dicollements issus des arites vires et i
positionner i peu pris correctenent les tourbillons principaux dus a ces dicollenents. Bien quo lea
ph6nomines a6rodynaniques locaux das A ha viscosit& ne puissent Mtre pris en compte en EULER, ce code
calcule des r6partitions de pression en tr6s bon accord avec l'essai hors des rigions concern6es par lea
effets visqueux. Lea estimations des coefficients a6rodynamiques globaux sont tris bcnnes.

L'utilisation de is asthode de marche en espace, possible avec cette configuration pour lea noabres de
Mach calculds, riduit notablement le temps de calcul, soit environ 612 sec CPU sur CRAY2 pour 54000
points de maillage.

En haut supersonique, leo eofett des dicollements sont soindres et le code semi-eopirique SHABP qul ne
dispose d'aucune moddlisation des dicollements, fournit lea coefficients adrodynamiques avec une bonne
prdcision et moyennant des temps de calcul trbs faibles, de l'ordre de 10 sec sur une station de travail
BULL DPX 5000.
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WCt. EXIRAOOS-INTRAWS

V.. d. FU.

Fig. I. - aillage surfacique du fuselage t798 facettes 
-demi configuration).

IMaillage volumnique pour le corps a sectiion Ienticulaire -FLUXC

fig. 2 - 8aillsge volulique pour FLUXC (54180 points de grille -deal configuration)

MACH.OO (.

AIU.
0 0 2

Fig. 3 - R6partitiofls do pression Var%6tale A M~ach =0 at L 20 (ECOPAIE HfISSS essai).

,loLw.
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PARIETAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT
MACH - O. AND ALPHA - 5'

Kp (distribution longitudinal ). Xp (distribution transversale pout

X/L= 0.359

.2 E COPAN12.

0 / 11sai MfD ac(ah=4,-l r- COPAN RUISSSo.1 ta,.., .t•,•-•-ce• ~ s'',,

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1. -0" 0 .0 5 0

X/LY/L

Fig. 4 - Ripartitions longitudinale et dana une section transversale (X/L = 0,359) des pressions pour
Mach = 0 et a = 50 (KCOPAN - RISSS - exsai).

LOCAL NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTIONS

MACH=O. ALPHA =5

Sefslag~e do culal

dCN/d(X/L) Mc=4

1COPAN Mach =.

.1 vilage lateral

/5 ,,0o.,; . . .0.

-2.5 MISSS eaWl s ago lateral
IIISSS ,as sag. ae a~-.

I , , , , X/L

0. .2 .4 .o .8 1.

Fig. 5 - R6partitions du coefficient de force nornale locale pour MAch = 0 et a = 50 (ECOPAN HISSS -assai)l.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AS A FUNCTION OF INCIDENCE

IAT MACH 0. 0

CN (Coefficient de force normale) Cm (Moment de tangage)

.4

toal -0-- ( Mach = .4 )
i$$$s-0-e--we villae~l 44laly'2-:: . ..... ..
!ISSS- -8-.auillgov slag Lteral

ECOPAM-e- 0.

-. 4

0. 2. 4. a t2. 4. a

Fig. 6 -Caractdristiques longitudizales own foacrion do Vincidence A Nacis 0 (MCOPAN - uxSSS essai).
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MACH = 0

CA (Coefficient. de force axlale) dCA/d(X/L)

1 ~00
0.1 HISSS 2 0

ECOPAN SS

--- I IHISSS

-0.1 etaai 0

( neeCk= .4) ECOPAN'I

0 5 10 .25 .5 .75 X/L

Fig. 7 - Coefficient de force axiale en fonction de lincidence pour Mach= 0 et r6partitions de force
axiale locale pour Mach = 0, a =00 (ECOPAN - HI$SS - essai).

MACH=2 o(=2

Fag. 8 - Rtpartitions de presslon pariftale & Mach = 2 et a = 20 (fI$S - FLU3C - essal).

PARIETAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT

MACH = 2 AND ALPHA 5

Kp (repartition transversale pour X/L= 0.253

.I .t

- .1- .1.

i ~Fig. 9 - l6partitions 4. preasion dans une section transversal. (ZIL = 0,2531 A Mach = 2. a 50
(H15$ - FLUI3C - essai).

r ~~Esa Essai•m~mm ma mmmm

.0 .... 0._ .04mlimlmm .03 Y/L .08 -04 0. .04 .0
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LOCAL NORMAL FORCE coEFFcIEN DISTsRIBUIOs

MACH = 2

dCN/d(X/L) dCH/d(X/L)

Imi IaIsss a Isma( FLU3C a
20. . 2 30.. 2

5 10
------.. . . ..... 20

10. . 20. .

.0 -
.- "0%

,-':---..- .:..-o/." •

-1o.1 X/L X/L
.25 .5 .75 I. .25 .5 .75 I.

Fig. 10 - R6partitions du coefficient de force normale locale pour Mach = 2 A plusieurs incidences (HISSS
- FLU3C - esnai).

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIS ASA FUNCTON OF INCIDENCE
AT MACt = PO

MACH = 2.
CN (Coe!ficient de force normale)

15. XCP/L (Centre de poussee)

F-- PLUSC
10. _.+- HISSS

.4

,5. J .... 2 --+ . ....

5. 10. 15. 20, a 5. 10. 15. 20.

Fig. 11 - Caractiristiques longitudinales en fonction de lincidence A Mach= 2 (HISSS - FLU3C - essai).

MACH = 2.

CA (Coefficient de force exfale) dCA/d(X/L)

O.3I ,UIHISSS N

-0.1 0,

0 5 10 15 20 a .25 .5 .75 t.

Fig. 12 - Coefficient de force axiale en fonction do lincidence pour Mach 2 et rdpartition de force

axiale locale pour Mach 2, a = 00 (HISSS,
FLU3C - essai).
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SHOCK SHAPE -COMPARISON FLU3C / rest

Fig. 13 -Comparaison de la position du cboc au nez du fuselage calcuilde par FLUXC avec une visualisation
faxte par strioscopie -Mach 2, a o200.

REPARTITION DES PRESSIONS

.30 f

.201
.10 3

MACH 2. .-
10.

-20 f
FLU3C -3

Fi.g. 14 - R6partitiona de pression pariftale dens is cheamp pour Macb 2 et a =100 (FLUJC -essai).

REPARTITION DES PRESSIONS

.30-

.20-

MACH 2.
a 20.

-. 30-

Fig. 15 -Repartitions de preasion parihtale et dens le champ pour Mach 2 et a- 0 FU essai).
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MACH =2. 10i.

CHAMP DE VITESSES IKp(coefficient de pression parietale)

-.1

-. 2FLC

-'--- .08 -. 04 0. .0'4 .0'8
ESA LXX/L =0.571 Y/L

Fig, 16 - Champ des viteases et r~partitions de pression pariktale dans la section X1IL 0,571 pour Mach
=2 et a =100 (FLIJ3C - essai).

MACH =.2. 20.

CHAMP DE VITESSES X~P (c.efficient d.epression parietale)

i.2'

~l~~2: ./ SSA

; FLUU3C

-. 8-.04 0. .04 .08
ESSAI FLUXC Y/L

X/L =0.915
Fig. 17 -Champ des vitesses et r~partitions de pression parietale dans la section X/L =0,915 pour

Mach =2, a =200 (FLU3C - essai).,

IES CLUSC FO PLAEST
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Fig. 19 -Rdpartitions de pression parihtale M ach =4,5 et a 100 (SHABP -FLUXC essai).

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AS A FUNC77ON OF INCIDENCE

I ~ArMACH=4.5

MACH =4.5

CN (Coefficient de force normale) XCP/L (Centre de poussee)

10. - .Essal .5
FLUX .4

---SHARP
.3

5. .2-

5. 10. 15. 5. 10. 15.
Fig. 20 - Rhpartitions de pression dens une section teansversale (XIL 0,571) 1 Mach =4,5 et a =100

(SHABP -FLUXC - essai).

PARIETAL PRESSURE COEFFICENT ATrIMACH=4.5 AND ALPHA 10'*

Kp (repartition transversele pour X/L= 0.571

.2 .2

.1 -. 1

SHARP 0 sa

-.1 Essal -. TLU3C

-.08 -. 04 0. .04 .08 YL -. 08 -. 04 0. .04 .08 /

Fig. 21 - Rpartitions du coefficient de force nornale locale pour Mach =4.5 1 pluajeurs incidences
(SHIEP - FLUXC - essai).
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dCN/d(X/L) dCN/d(X/L)
20. -20. -

IS.- ~15.F . .

10. t o4.

5.- ., 51.-* . .
0 .25 .5 .75 X/L 0 .25 .5 .75 X/L

Fig. 22 -Caract~ristiques longitudinales en fonction do ljncidence I Mach 4,5 (SHABP - NSSS-
FLUXC).

MACH = 4.5

CA (Coefficient de force axiale) drA/d(X/L)

I SNARP

0.0.1 LaiPLU3C SHABP

5 10 15 a .25 .5 .75 1. X/L

Fig. 23 -Coefficient de force axiale en fonction de Vinzidenice pour Mach = 4,5 et r~partitions do force
axiale locale pour Macb = 4,5, a - 100 (SHARP - FLUXC - essai).

LONGITUDINAL CNARACTERISTCS AS A FUNCrION
OF THE MACH NfUMBER I ALPHAZ0

CN (Gradient do force normale) XCP/*'. (Centre do poussee)

30 - fs (aw:e :ito lateral

20- ---ICOPAN 2

1 2---3- 4 MACH 1 3 4 MACH

Fiq. 24 -Caract~riatiques longitudinales an fonction du noabre de Macb au voisinaga de lincidence null.
(CPN- HISSS -FLU3C -SHABP - ssai).
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THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW CALCULATIONS FOR A
PROJECTILE WITH STANDARD AND DOME BASES

Jubaraj Sahu
Charles J. Nietubicz

Launch and Flight Division
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5066, U.S.A.

1. SUMMARY 7 ratio of specific heats
K molecular and turbulent thermal

Test firings of the 155mm XM825 artillery projec- conductivity
tile have shown that its flight performance was affected p molecular and turbulent viscosity
by configurational changes to the base cavity This was C, 17, transformed coordinates
an unexpected result and a clear understanding of why p density
these changes affected the flight behavior did not ex- circumferential angle
ist. A computational study has been made for the two
different base cavity configurations which were flight
tested. Flowfield computations have been performed at Subscripts
0.8 < M < 1.5 and a = 4.00 using a recently developed oo free stream conditions
3D Navier-Stokes code. The computed results show the
qualitative features of the base region flow field for the
two base cavities. The base changes are found to alter
the recirculation patterns in the wake which in turn af- 3. INTRODUCTION
fect the expansion at the base corner. These changes
in the flow structure contribute to small changes in the The ability to compute the base region flow field
base pressure. Aerodynamic force and moment coeffi- for projectile configurations using Navier-Stokes compu-
cients have been obtained from the computed pressures tational techniques has been developed over the past few
and are presented as a function of Mach number. Com- years1, 2..3 This capability is very important for deter-
puted results show small differences in normal force and mining aerodynamic coefficient data including the total
pitching moment coefficients similar to that found in the aerodynamic drag. The majority of base flow calcula-
range data. tions to date have modeled the base region as a flitt solid

surface. Many of the actual configurations have some
2. LIST OF SYMBOLS form of base cavity. General opinion has been that the

inclusion of a base cavity or modifications to the interior

a speed of sound cavity of a projectile base would have little or no effect
specific heat at constant pressure on the overall flight performance parameters.
pressure coefficient The M825 projectile under certain conditions isD projectile diameter expected to be aeroballistically similar to its parent con-e total energy per unit volume figuration the M483A1. The M825 has an aluminum/steel

xvectors in transformed coordinates base which is configured as a flat cavity (standard).
J jacobian A recent Product Improvement Program (PIP), under-
M Mrach number taken to reduce the production costs and improve shell
Pr Prwa~dtl number integrity, resulted in the design of a new base config-
Pr, turbilent Prandtl number uration. This new PIP configuration has an all steel
Svector of dependent variables base and contains a dome cavity. A series of aerobal-
R body radius listic tests 4 were conducted in the Transonic Range

vector containing viscous terms Facility of the US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
t aime (BRL), to determine any difference in the aeroballistics
T temperature which may occur between the standard and dome base
u,v,w axial, circumferential, and normal configurations. As a result of these tests, differences in

velocity components of the aerodynamic performance were found to exist between
Navier-Stokes equations the two rounds. The most significant changes in the

U,V,W Contravariant velocities of the aerodynamic data were in the lift and static moment
transformed Navier-Stokes coefficients. The drag was found to differ by a few per-
equations cent with the dome configuration having the lower drag

x,Y,z physical Cartesian coordinates at low transonic speeds.

A computational study was undertaken to deter-
Greek Symbols mine the ability of the present Navier-Stokes codes to
a Angle of attack predict these differences and to further understand the

iml ll 2 i-- ---- - -l H iIlgni i11 ¢ iiI i l l i l lg l I lm / II l
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fluid dynamic behavior which can account for such small and where
changes. The use of Navier-Stokes codes can provide a 0
detailed description of the flow field associated with the
M825 configuration as well as the integrated aerody- + + +
namic coefficients. The initial results for the zero de- 3(C + + ()u¢ +3(Cu+ + Cwc)1
gree angle of attack case have been reported by Sahu et.
al.5  . Th'i was accomplished using an axisymmetric U4Q + + ( + P(C.UC + (YVC + (.W()(
base flow,, ode and the results showed the same effect 3
as the ra .ge data, that is, a small reduction in the totalaerodynamic drag at low transonic speeds ( M < 0.95) pC1 +C('2 (.2_ E(U + +yv

for the dome base configuration. The trend reversed at S =
high transonic speeds ( M > 0.98). This paper describes ((2 + (2 +
an extension of that work into three dimensions. ( + 2 + v2 + w)

Numerical computations have been performed us- Ka
2

ing a 3D zonal, implicit Navier-Stokes code. The Mach +
number range was 0.8 < M < 1.5 for an angle of at- Pr(7 - 1)
tack, a = 4.00 . Results presented include the quali-
tative features of the base region flow field for the two +-(C•u + Cv + Ct)(C:uc + (yvc + Cwc)I
base cavities. Aerodynamic force and moment coeffi- (3)
cients have been obtained from the computed solutions
and are presented as a function of Mach number. Com- In equation (1), the thin-layer approximation is
puted results show small differences in normal force and used and the viscous terms involving velocity gradients
pitching moment coefficients similar to that found in the in both the longitudinal and circumferential directions
range data. are neglected. The viscous terms are retained, however,

for velocity gradients in a direction nearly normal to
4. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND the surface where large flowfield gradients exist. These
SOLUTION TECHNIQUE viscous terms in C are collected into the vector ,.

The complete set of time-dependent thin-layer Navier- For this computation, the diffusion coefficients p
Stokes equations is solved numerically to obtain a so- and r contain molecular and turbulent parts. The tur-
lution to this problem. The numerical technique used bulent contributions are supplied through an algebraic
is an implicit finite difference scheme. Although time- eddy-viscosity hypothesis which has been developed by
dependent calculations are made, the transient flow is Baldwin and Lomax.7

not of primary interest at the present time. The steady
flow, which is the desired result, is obtained in a time The velocities in the t, v7, and C coordinate direc-
asymptotic fashion. tions can be written

4.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS U = 6 + ut. + V~y + wtz

The complete set of three dimensional, time de- V = fit + u•l + V17Y + wn,
pendent, generalized geometry, thin-layer, Navier-Stokes W = C, + uC + v4 + w(.
equations for general spatial coordinates ý, il, C can be which represent the cont.ravariant velocity components.
written ass: The Cartesian velocity components (u, v, w) are0,4 + OP + 0,0• +0¢t/= Re~1OCý (1) retained as the dependent variables and are nondimen-

where sionalized with respect to a. (the free stream speed of
sound). The local pressure is determined using the re-S=t(z, y,z, t) - longitudinal coordinate lation

t= =i(z,x, rz,t) - circumferentialcoordinate
= C(z, t, r, f) - nearly normalcoordinate p = (7 - 1)[e - 0.Sp(u, + V2 + w2 )] (4)

' t - time where y is the ratio of specific heats. Density (p) is

and referenced to po, and the total energy (e) to poca, .

The transport coefficients are also nondimensionalized
with respect to the correspondin6 free stream variables.

p [ pU Thus the Prandtl number which appears in S is defined

PIL PuU + p 1 as Pr = c~pcopfK0 ,. : sotnavn
9 = PV pwU + cyp / In differencing these equations :t is often advanta-

ew e + p)U - &p gus to difference about a known base solution denoted
by subscript a as

- 1 puV + '7xP 1 puW + Gp
pvV+,, =p H,= + 7  0) + (F - I0N + b,(W -+0)
=7 pV+,,p pwW + (P +6¢(fI - fo) - Re-'6C(g - .o) (5)L(e + p)V - 17,p (e + p)W - CPI

(2) =-aOo - o - 0,o - Oko +

SI T I I l 1 I 1 [ I II I II I r1
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where 6 indicates a generr.,l difference operator, and Z is 4.3 COMPOSITE GRID SCHEME
the differential operator. If the base state can be prop-
erly chosen, the differenced quantities can have smaller In the present work, a simple composite grid scheme8

and smoother variation and therefore less differencing has been used where a large single grid is split into a
error. number of smaller grids so that computations can be

performed on each of these grids separately. These grids
4.2 NUMERICAL TECONIQUE use the available core memory one grid at a time, while

the remaining grids are stored on an external disk stor-
The implicit approximately factored scheme for age device such as the solid state disk device (SSD) of

the thin layer Navier Stokes equations that uses central the Cray X-MP/48 computer. The Cray-2 has a large
differencing in the q and C directions and upwinding in incore memory to fit the large single grid. However, for

Sis written in the form accurate geometric modeling of complex projectile con-
figurations which include blunt noses, sharp corners and
base cavities, it is also desirable to split the large data

[1 + h6b(Af+) + hb(C& - hRe-13PJ-1*lj - DsI(] base into a few smaller zones on Cray-2 as well.

The use of a composite grid scheme requires ape-
X [I + hbI(4-)n + h6,B - Di[, AQn = cial care in storing and fetching the interface bound-

_ At{- [(p+)n-p+]+ - - -) ary data, i.e., the communication between the various
-A{( [(F- - F + 6,,(Gn - G.o) zones. In the present scheme, there is a one to one map-

S Re- I & - Q ping of the grid points at the interface boundaries and
thus, no interpolations are required. Details of the data
storage, data transfer and other pertiivent information

where h = At or (At)/2 and the free stream base so- such as metric and differencing accuracy at the inter-
lution is used. Here 6 is typically a three point second faces can be found in Referen,.e 8 and 9. This scheme
order accurate central difference operator, 6 is a mid- has been successfully used by Sahu9 to compute three
point operator used with the viscous terms, and the op- dimensional transonic flow over two projectiles . The
erators 64 and 6• are backward and forward three-point computed results clearly showed the transonic critical

aerodynamic behavior in pitching moment coefficient
difference operators. The flux P has been eigensplit and observed in free flights. The present work is a further
the matrices A, b, 6, and Al result from local lineariza- application of this technique to a more complicated pro-
tion of the fluxes about the previous time level. Here J jectile with base cavities.
denotes the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation.
Dissipation operators, De and D, are used in the central 5. MODEL GEOMETRY AND
space differencing directions. COMPUTATIONAL GRID

The smoothing terms used in the present study The external configuration of the M825, excluding
are of the form: the base, is similar to the M483A1 shown in Figure 1.

The features of this projectile which have not been mod-
eled exactly are the meplat on the fuze and the rotating
band near the base The rotating band was eliminated

Del• = (At)J-1 [c23p(B)P,8 + ,4 oL3-- 31,, j for simplicity and the meplat was modeled as a hemi-
sphere cap. The computational model is shown in Fig-
ure 2 and consists of a 2.84 caliber nose, a 2.7 caliber
cylindrical section, and a 0.26 caliber 80 boattail. The
ogive contour as well as the undercut on the cylindrical

D,I1 = (At)J-'[c2 P(B)f? + 2.5C4 3P(B)3]IJJ section were matched.

The current problem of interest is the effect of the
where 9 = I and where p(B) is the true spectral different base geometries on the overall projectile aqro-
radius of B. The idea here is that the fourth difference dynamics. Figure 3 shows the standard and dome base
will be tuned down near shocks, that is, as P gets large configurations. The standard base ip 4 combination of
the weight on the fourth difference drops down while the aluminum and steel and contains a oase cavity which is
second difference tunes up. characterized as a flat surface. The PIP configuration

is an all steel base and is characterized as a dome sur-
For simplicity, all the boundary conditions have face. The cavity volume is also significantly larger for

been imposed explicitly. On the body surface, the no- the dome configuration.
slip boundary condition is used and the wall tempera-
ture ic specified. Free stream boundary conditions are The solution technique requires the discretization
used at the computational outer boundary. A symme- of the entire flow region of interest into a suitable com-
try boundary condition is imposed at the circuraferential putational grid. The grid outer boundary has been
edges of the grid while a simple extrapolation is used at placed at 2.5 body ler.gths upstream and surrounding
the downstream boundary. The flowfield is initially set the projectile. The downstream boundary was placed
to free stream conditions everywhere and then advanced at ý body lengths. Since the calculations are in the sub-
in time until a steady state solution is obtained. Atmo- sonic/transonic regime the computational boundaries must
spheric flight conditions were used. extend out beyond the influence of the body. This en-

sures that the boundary conditions specified in the flow
code are satisfied.

- - __ - _
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Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the grids generated moments.
for the standard base and dome base configurations, re-
spectively. Each of these grids consists of 225 points in Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the Mach number
the streamwise direction and 50 points in the normal di- contours in the base region for both base configurations
rection. This is broken down into two sections: a body at M.=0.98 and a = 0.00. These figures show the flow
region and a base region. The surface points for each expansion at the ogive corner, boattail corner and the
region are selected using an interactive design program. base corner. One can also see a shock wave on the cylin-
Each grid section is then computed separately using a der portion of the projectile as well as a recompression
hyperbolic grid generation program 10. Longitudinally, shock system which exists downstream of the base cor-
there are 106 points along the projectile surface and 60 ner. The flow field is symmetric for this condition. As
points in the base region downstream of the base corner, angle of attack is increased to 4 degrees, the flow field
The normal distribution of points in base region consists becomes asymmetric ( see Figure 14 and Figure 15 ).
of 50 points along the base cavity. An expanded three A small asymmetry can be observed in the location of
dimensional view of the base grid is shown in Figure 6. the shock wave on the cylinder. The windside shock is
This grid has 33 points in the circumferential direction, further aft compared to the corresponding one on the
The generally flat sections on the standard base enabled leeside The asymmetry can be clearly seen in the wake
a grid to be routinely generated. However, due to the flow and its associated shock system. As can be seen in
extreme concavity the grid for the dome base (Figure 7) these figures, the wake flow field changes for the different
required an increase in the smoothing values used by the base configurations.
hyperbolic grid generator, as well as the addition of a The entire flowfield over the projectile including
grid averaging technique. the base region is computed. Therefore, the computed
6. RESULTS results include any upstream influence the base region

flow may have on the boattail flowfield. Surface pres-
Numerical computations have been made for both sures including the base pressure and the viscous stresses

the standard and the dome base configurations for a are known from the computed flow field and can be in-
range of Mach numbers from M = 0.80 to 1.5 and at 4 tegrated to give the aerodynamic forces and moments.
degrees angle of attack. Computed .esults obtained at Figure 16 shows the computed base pressure distribu-
zero degree angle of attack are also included for corn- tion for the dome base configuration at Moo=1.1 and
parison purposes. a = 4.0' for windside and leeside. As seen in this figure,

the pressure on the windside ( Z/D=-0.5 ) is higher than
A few qualitative results are presented next. Fig- the pressure on leeside. Since this pressure acts normal

ure 8 and Figure 9 show the velocity vectors in the base to the inside surface of the cavity, it produces a down-
region for both base configurations at Mcm=0.98 and ward force (see Figure 17 ). Figure 17 shows the normal
ca = 0.00 The recirculatory flow in the base region is force coefficient for the dome base as a function of Mach
evident and as expected, is symmetric. As shown in number. The dotted line represents the normal force
Figure 8, the recirculation region for the standard base cuefficient, CQ for the dome base projectile where the
"extends to about one and a half caliber downstream of base region is excluded in the force and moment calcula-
the base corner. The back flow, upon reaching the cavity tions. The solid line is for the entirt projectile including
follows the contour of the cavity and leaves the cavity the contribution from the base region. As mentioned
pushing the flow upwards. The shear layer leaving the earlier, the base region produces a negative contribu-
base corner is displaced upwards weakening the expan- tion and thus, the normal force is reduced somewhat
sion at the base. Figure 9 for the dome configuration for high transonic Mach numbers ( M > 0 90 ) . The
shows a weak secondary bubble inside the cavity in ad- reverse is true for low transonic speeds ( M < 0.85 ) .
dition to the primary bubble. The flow again follows the Figure 18 shows the normal force coefficient comparison
contour of the cavity and, upon leaving the dome cavity, for both base configurations as a function of Mach num-
is almost parallel to the streamwise direction. This flow, ber. The dotted line represents the dome base result
thus, has less effect on the free shear ILyer and doesn't whereas the solid line shows the result for the standard
weaken the expansion at the base corner as much corn- base. As seen in this figure, the dome base has a higher
pared to the standard bhae. The net effect is that the normal force coefficient at transonic speeds compared to
size of the primary bubble for the dome base is slightly the standard base. The difference is small, of the order
smaller than that for the standard base. The reattach- of a few percent, at higher transonic speeds ( M > 0.90
ment point is therefore closer to the base and results in ) and gets as large as 10-12 % at low transonic speeds
lower base pr.gsure or higher base drag at this Mach M < 0 90).
number5 . Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the velocity
vectors in the base region for the base configurations An aerodynamic coefficient which is of primary
at M.=0.98 and at = 4.00 for both windside (bottom concern is the pitching moment coefficient, C,... Fig-
half) and leeside (top half). Again the recirculatory flow ure 19 shows the Cm,. comparison for both base config-
in the base region is evident and as expected, the flow urations. The computed C,. is also compared with the
in the wake is asymmetric. A.s shown in these figures, range data 4 for both base configurations. Here Cm. is
the separation bubbles on windside and leeside in the referenced to the center of gravity of the projectile. The
wake differ in size and shape ( the one on windside be- computed result clearly shows a sharp rise in Cm, be-
ing more thini and elongated ). In addition, a number of tween M = 0.80 to 0.88 which is followed by a sharp drop
secondary separation bubbles can be seen to form inside as Mach number is increased to M = 0.95. As the Mach
the cavity for both base conlgurations. These changes number is increased further C,. rises gradually again
in the flow structure contribute to small changes in the which is unlike the behavior of other projectiles such as
base pressure and thus, to the aerodynamic forces and the M549 9. This critical behavior in Cm. observed in

Smm~ua~naumma faw /mamwa • un N • Hw • • amI
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the data is clearly predicted in the numerical computa- No. 87-2293, Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Con-
tions. The overall comparison of the compuLed result ference, Monterey, California, August 1987, (also
with the range data is fair. As seen in the range data, see BRL-TR-2903, March 1988).
the dome base configuration has lower C.. at transonic
speeds compared to the standard base configuration and 9. Sahu, J., "Numerical Computations of Transonic

this trend is also seen in the computed results. Critical Aerodynamic Behavior," Paper No. 88-
4038-CP, AIAA/ASME/SIAM/APS Ist National

T. CONCLUSIONS Fluid Dynamics Congress, Cincinnati, Ohio, July
1988, (also see BRL-TR-2962, December 1988).Three dimensional+ numerical computations have

been made for a projectile with two base cavity config- 10. Nietubicz, C.J., Heavey, K.R. and Steger, J.L.,
urations at transonic speeds. Computed results show "Grid Generation Technique for Projectile Config-
differences in the qualitative features of the base region urations," ARO Report 82-3, Proceedings of the
flowfield between the two base cavities. Changes in the 1982 Army Numerical Analysis and Computers
base cavity configurat. a have been found to affect the Conference, August 1982.
normal force and pitching moment coefficient. Differ-
ences in these coefficients of between 0 to 12% have been
predicted and are compared with the range data. The
dome base configuration produces a higher normal force XiO
and a lower pitching moment than the standard base oai
at these transonic speeds and shows the same trend ob-
served in the range data.ef nc " . "'• o m.±... L
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Figure 4. Computational grid for the standard base. Figure 6. Base region grid for the standard base

Figure 5. Computational grid for the dome base. Figure 7. Base region grid for the dome base.
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Figure 8. Velocity vectors in the base region, Figure 10. Velocity vectors in the base region,
M.=0.98, cc= 0.00, (standard base). M.=0 98, ae 4.00, (standard base).

--add i I a a ___ _

Figure 9. Velocity vectors in the base region, Figure 11. Velocity vectors in the base region,
A4,.=0.98, a 0.00, (dome base). Mý.0.98, a =4.00, (dome base).
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Figure 12. Mach number contours, Mo=0.98, Figure 14. Mach number contours, Moo=0.98,
a = 0.00, (standard base). a = 4.00, (standard base).

Figure 13. Mach number contours, M.=0.98, Figure 15. Mach i-mber contours, M.=0.91
- 0.0', (dome base). cc 4.00, (dome base).
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base, M,,=1.1, a = 4.00. ber (standard base and dome base).
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NAVIER-STOKES PREDICTIONS OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC AERODYNAMIC
DERIVATIVES FOR HIGH L/D FINNED PROJECTILES

Paul Weinacht
Walter B. Sturek

Launch and Flight Division
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5066

1. SUMMARY ft source term in Navier-Stokes eqs.
J jacobian

The current research effort has examined several I characteristic length, typically D
aspects of the aerodynamics of finned projectiles. These MW freestream Mach number
are (1) static aerodynamics at angle of attack, (2) aero- p pressure, as used in N-S eqs
dynamics in pure rolling motion, and (3) aerodynamics p spin rate, as used roll equations
in steady coning motion. In each case, three-dimensional pOO freestream static pressure
viscous flow field computations have been perforn'ed Re Reynolds number, aop.Dlp.
over a range of supersonic Mach numbers using the parab- s distance downrange
olized Navier-Stokes technique of Schiff and Steger. The S" center of gravity shift, calibers
computational approach has been applied to two high • viscous flux vector
L/D finned projectiles. From the flow field predictions S
at constant angle of attack, determination of the nor- reference area of projectile, rD2/4
mal force, pitching moment, and side moment coeffi- t time

cients has been made. Computation of the flow field ufvrw velocity components in x,y,z directions

about the projectile in rolling motion has allowed the V freestrcam velocity
determination of the roll producing and roll damping xyz Cartesian coordinates w.r t. body

moment coefficients, and the equilibrium spin rate. Fi- ze, axial location of body center of gravity
nally, the predictions of the flow field about the pro- N
jectile in steady coning motion has allowed prediction ote. Force coefficients are scaled, F/lpýa2 M2-S,0 ;,
of the pitch-damping aerodynamic coefficients. Where Moment coeffiients are scaled, M1-po2a2

possible, comparisons have been made between compu-
tational results and results obtained from range firings Greek Symbols

01"6 vertical and horizontal components of
2. LIST OF SYMBOLS angle of attack in non-rolling coordinates

Ot total angle of attack, ,
aoo freestream speed of sound 7 ratio of specific heats, in N-S eqs
C, net roll momei -, coefficient 7 cosino of tCe angle of attack, as used in
C1. roll producing moment coefficient aerodynamic force and moment eqs.
C,, roll damping moment coefficient b sine of the angle of attack
C. pitching moment coefficient p, Pt laminar arzd turbulent viscosity
Cm. slope of the pitching moment coefficient , 17, c transformed coordinatns in N-S eqs.

with angle of attack complex angle of attack
Cm, + Cm6  pitch damping moment coefficient p density
C,, side moment coefficient p., freestream density
C.. slope of the side moment coefficient coning rate of projectile

with angle of attack 46 nondimensional coning rate
C.. fluctuating part of side moment slope iv angular rate of rotating coordinate frame
0'.. non-fluctuating pait of si,)e moment slope

('ýA slope of the side moment coefficient Superscripts
with coning rate rate of change with respect to time

Qn,, Magnus moment coefficient rate of change with respect to space
CN. slope of the normal force coefficient (0 referenced to non-rolling coordinate frame

with angle of attack
CN, + CN• pitch damping force coefficient
Cy4, slope of the side force coefficient

with coning rate 3. INTRODUCTION
Cy,, Magnus force coefficient The Computational Aerodynamics Branch, Launch
D projectile diameter and Flight Division has been actively developing the ca-
e total energy per unit volume pability to predict the aerodynamics of US Army projec-
E, F, G flux vectors in transformed coordinates tiles using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tech-
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niques. Currently under development is the capability from the rotating coordinate frame. Each of these matri-
to predict the supersonic aerod .iamics of finned projec- ces are functions of the dependent variables represented
tiles such as kinetic energy (KE) penetrators. by the vector q(p, pu, pv, pw, e), where p and e are the

density and the total energy per unit volume, and u,
The current research effort has exam'ned severs! v, and w, are the velocity components in z, y, and z

aspects of the aerodynamics of KE projectiles. These are directions. The flux terms are shown below.
(1) static aerodynamics at angle of attack, (2) aerody-
namics in pure rolling motion, and (3) aerodynamics in PU [ pV 1
steady coning motion. In each case, three-dimensional puU + Gzp I puV + 17.p I
viscous fOjw field computations have been performed E = pvU FT = | pvV +r1p7,
over a range of supersonic Mach numbers using the parab- pwU [ pwV + q-p
olized Navier-Stokes technique of Schiff and Stegerl. In (e + p)U (e +op)V
this paper, results obtained by applying the computa- pW 0
tional approach to two fielded high L/D KE projectiles, puW + CP H2 I
the M829 and the M735, are prsented. Schematics of G - • pVW + CpP j.
these projectiles are shown in Figures l and 2. PWW + GP . H4

(e + p)W H
By examining the three motions described above, 0

several important aerodynamic parameters can be de- 4n
termined. From the flow field predictions at constant min + m2G
angle of attack, determination of the normal force and . C9V
pitching moment coefficients has been made. These pre- S = , mI + m2 (y
dictions allow the static aerodynamic stability of the Ow
projectile to be assessed. Computation of the flow field m1 T- + m-2
about the projectile in rolling motion has allowed the M3
determination of the roll producing and roll damping (2)
moment coefficients. These aerodynamic coefficients can
then be used to predict the roll history of the projectile, where
including the stWady-state spin rate. Finally, the predic- H2  = -2Q.e sin atpv - pfp2 sin2 a,(x - ze,)
tions of the flow field about the projectile in steady con-
ing motion has allowed prediction of the pitch-damping + z sin at cos at
moment coefficient. This coefficient is essential in pre- H3  = 20, sin atpu - 20, cos atpw - pf)2y
dicting the rate of decrease of the projectile's yaw during
flight. Where possible, comparisons have been made be- H4  2flecosatpv+pt~sina cosar(x- xa)
tween computational results and results obtained from -pf2z cos2 a,
range firings2

. H 5 = (-_f2 sin
2 

at(z - Xe,) + f2z sin at cosUi)pu

In the next several sections, the computational -(fl2ysin 2 at + i2ycoa2 ai)pv (,1)
technique is briefly described, and the results obtained +(C12 sin ce, cos at(z _ XCO) _ g2Z COS! at)pw
by examining the three types of projectile motion are
presented.

U = u
4. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH V = u,] + v + Wqz

Computation of the viscous flow field about the W = ucý + vCY + WCZ (4)
finned projectile configurations was accomplished by solv-
ing the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations using a parab-
olized Navier-Stokes technique. Flow field predictions ,= (; + pr)(( + '2 + )
about the projectile in rolling or coning motion are per- I Ou OV Ow
formed using a rotating coordinate frame which rotates M2 = 3(P + At)(G F( +4, + ( +
at the roll rate or coning rate of the projectile. The fluid
flow relative to the rotating coordinate frame does not 13  t (-2 ) P'ý + ,2 +

vary with time, allowing the steady (non-time varying) (. (- + "
Navier-Stokes equations to be applied. The solution of 1 Oq2
the steady Navier-Stokes equations can be performed at +-ml i - + m2 (u(X + v(, + w(•)
a reasonable computational cost. In order to implement C
the rotating coordinate frame, the governing equations a2 = 2_, q2 = u 2 + v 2 + w2

have been modified to include the effect of centrifugal P
and Coriolis forces. The steady thin-layer Navier-Stokes (5)
equations are shown below.

oP o= -t"f"O "O" OG S 7z =// ]••() • J(zfyc - YCZ0) rl=J(fzcz) J•z = ¢(-zfyc)

Tt ,7 TC Re OC . J(Yfz,, - zip,,) (4 = ;(-Xzqz) C. = JX(rp,)
J = I/(Xf (Yz( - Z,)

Here, E, F, and (0 are the inviscid flux vectors, .ý is the (6)
viscous flux vector, and A is the source term contain- The computations at angle of attack do not em-
ing the Coriolis and centrifugal force terms which result ploy the rotating coordinate frameo (a 0) and the

plyterttn oriat rm i,=0 n h
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source term is not required. The flow field predictions Chaussees. This procedure solves the five Rankine-Hugo-iot
for the projectile in pure rolling motion are performed jump conditions, two geometric shock-propagation con-
at zero angle of attack and the coordinate frame rotates ditioas, and one compatibility equation to determine the
at the spin rate of the projectile, p; (as = 0, Qc = p). values of the five dependent variables immediately be-
Computations for the projectile in steady coning mo- hind the shock, as well as the position of the shock. By
tion are performed at a non-zero angle of attack with including the implicit part of the source term due to the
the coordinate frame rotating at the coning rate of the rotating coordinate frame in the circumferential inver-
projectile, #; (at 0 0, (10 sion, the shock fitting procedure of Rai and Chaussee

can be used without modification, as long as the correct
The pressure, p, which appears in the flux terms, free-stream conditions are specified as shown below.

can be related to the dependent variables by applying
the ideal gas law. P = Poo

Pu = Poo Afaocosor + PyOo sin a,
p=(v-l) = e_ q2J (7) pv = poolc(zcosct- (z - zx,)sinag)

The turbulent viscosity, pt, which appears in the vis- pw = poMoaosina1 -poQySIcosa,
cous matrices was computed using the Baldwin-Lomax e = poo/(- - 1) + lpo{(Moaocosa, + yQ sinQa) 2

turbulence model 3. 2

The thin-layer equations are solved using the Parab- +(f?,(z cos at - (z - xc,) sin at))2

olized Navier-Stokes technique of Schiff and Stegerl. +(M0 0 a0 0sina,- _yg) cosni)') (11)
Following the approach of Schiff and Steger, the govern-
ing equations, which have been modified here to include The computational results presented here were ob-
the Coriolis and centrifugal force terms, are solved using tained using a grid which consisted of 60 points between
a conservative, approximately factored, implicit finite- the body and the shock. In the circumferential direc-
difference numerical algorithm as formulated by Beam tion, gridding was performed over the entire body (360
and Wa•rming 4. degrees), except for the computations in pure rolling

Following the approach of Schiff and Steger, the motion, where symmetry allows the computations per-
equations are first linearized and placed in delta form, formed over a 60 degree sector. The full plane compu-
where the equations are solved for the difference in the tations employed 72 circumferential points on the fore-
dependent variables rather than the variable itself. This body and 300 points on the finned portion of the body.
set of equiations is then factorized using the approach of Algebraic grid generation approaches were applied on
Beam and Warming. The following set of equations is the forebody. The grid over the finned part of the body
obtained, was generated using an elliptic grid generation scheme

presented by Rai and Chaussee6.
[+ (I -a).)A• (•3,B +b)] A' =RHS (8) The computations were performed on a Cray-2 su-

percomputer. Full plane solutions required one and a
+ (I - a)Aý (60' - .2- ( "' 1 b .A' * half to two hours of CPU time. The roll calculation

Re \required about 20 percent of the full plane run times
(9) because the symmetry.

RHS - - + ( , 5. RESULTS

- [(•z/J)$+E• - (./J)YE7 1 ] - (I - a)A•{ The computational technique has been applied to
* * * +( ) examine several aspects of the aerodynamics of KE pro-, [l+'(E/JY + s,+'(FIJY + r+'(G/JY] jectiles. These are (1) the static aerodynamics at angle

+6€ [C.+'(E/JY + ,'+'(F/JY + ('+'(G/J)yJ of attack, (2) aerodynamics in pure rolling motion, and
(3) aerodynamics in steady coning motion Each of these

q (10) topics are examined in the following three sections.
Re

5.1 Static Aerodynamics at Angle of Attack
The form of the equations, as well as the notation,

is similar to that used by Schiff and Steger. Here, A, h, In this section, the results of computations per-and ar th Jacbia marice ofthefluxvecors formed with the projectile held at a fixed angle of at-
, and R are the Jaobian matrices of the flux vectors tack (angle of inclination with respect to the freestreamn
P, 43G, and k. Further details on the definitions of velocity) are presented. Aerodynamic coefficient predic-

these matrices can be found in Reference 1. The iia- tions have been made for the pitching moment, normal
portant difference here is the addition of the matrices D force, and side force and moment. The computations
and f due to the rotating coordinate system. Although discussed below were performed at two degrees angle
the Jacobian matrix, b, can be included in either the of attack and over a range of Mach numbers (M = 3.0
circumferential inversion or in the normal inversion, in- to 5.5) for free-flight (sea-level) atmospheric conditions.
cluding this term in the circumferential inversion sim- Representative results are shown for the M829 and M735
plifies slightly the implementation of the shock fitting projectiles.
boundary conditions.

Figure 3 shows the computed pitching moment co-
The computations presented here were performed efficient as a function of Mach number for the M829.

using a shock fitting procedure reported by Rai and Both tht computed results and the results obtained from

,J
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the range firings are shown. The computed results and data using a least squares procedure. The sine curve
the range results show the same variation with Mach had the following form,
number, though the computation over-predicts the pitch-
ing moment coefficient by about eight percent. This dif- Cý. = C.. + C.. sin 6(0, + 0.o) (12)
ference is greater than the estimated error in the range
data, which is about two percent for most of the rounds The coefficient, (C., represents the non-fluctuating corn-
shown here. The differences in the two results is most ponent (with respect to roll angle), while the coefficient,
likely due to the effect of the sabot grooves which cover e,,., represents the amplitude of the fluctuating compo-
a large part of the cylindrical portion of the body. T)--d, nent. A phase angle, 4,, was also included. The phase
grooves increase the thickness of the boundary layer and, angle was d:2 degrees across the Mach number regime.
thus, may decrease the lift of the fins. The grooves are Figure 6 demonstrates that the computed side moment
currently not modeled in the computations. Results oh- ccefficient exhibits a sinusoidal variation with roll an-
tained for the M735 show similar behavior, as shown in gle, as evidenced by the quality of the least squares fit.
Figure 4. Similar variation was seen at each of the Mach numbers

The computed normal force coefficient as a func- examined.

tion of Mach number for the M735 is shown in Figure 5 Figure 7 shows the variation of the non-fluctuating
Also shown is data obtained from range firings. The nor- and fluctuating components of the side moment coeffi-
mal force coefficient from the range firings is determined cient with Mach number. The non-fluctuating compo-
from the swerving motion of the projectile (motion of the nent shows a peak at about Mach 3.5 and drops rapidly
center of gravity). This motion tends to be small for this with increasing Mach number. The non-fluctuating com-
class of projectiles due to their high mass. Hence, the ponent of the side moment is seen to be greater than the
range data for this coefficient is often not well deter- fluctuating component across the Mach number regime.
mined according to the criteria proposed by Murphy,7

The computational predictions are within the scatter of 5.2 Aerodynamics in Pure Rolling Motion
the range data. Aero-ballisticians describe the spin history of the

A finned projectile can develop a side moment in projectile in terms of the following ordinary differentihl
the absence of spin when pitched up at angle of attack, equation7 ;-
A finned projectile with symmetrically arranged fins and
symmetrical fin cross-sections can develop a side mo- Idtt lpoa2 M.2DS,,IC. (13)
ment which varies periodically according to the orien- dt 2
tation of the fins with respect to the pitch-plane. Of
course, when the orientation of the fins is symmetrically where p is the spin rate, t is time, I is the axial moment

arranged about the pitch-plane, the side moment will be of inertia, C, is the net aerodynamic roll moment coef-

zero. For a projectile with an even number of fins, this ficient acting on the projectile, and p., a.o, Mw, D,
will occur when one set of fins is aligmed with the pitch- and S,,] are, respectively, the reference density, speed

plane or when one set of fins i6 aligned normal to the of sound, Mach number, diameter, and area
pitch-plane. For the typical flight profile of US Army The net aerodynamic roll moment is composed of
kinetic energy projectiles, this side moment due to roll

orientation will not have a significant effect because it is two components, the roll producing moment and the roll

usually small and 'he periodic nature of the side moment damping moment. The roll producing moment, which

is "integrated out" since the projectile typically spins at induces spin on the projectile, results from the aerody-
roll iates which are above the pitching frequencyd namic loads produced by either the macnined asymme-

tries in the fin geometry or by the fin cant, while the

If the finned projectile has fins which have cross- roll damping contribution consists of pressure and vis-

sections which are not symmetric with respect to the cous forces that oppose the spin. The relationship of
axis of symmetry of the projectile, (i.e. if the fins are these contributions to the net aerodynamic roll moment

canted or if the fins have leading and/or trailing edge is expressed below in non-dimensional form,
bevels) the projectile can develop an additional compo-
nent of side moment. The asymmetric fin cross-section C1 = C1. + C1, (14)
will produce a lift force on each of the fins. This lift V
force when integrated over each of the fins will produce
a roll producing moment which will cause the projectile where C1. is the roll producing moment coefficient, Cl,
to roll. At zero angle of attack, the lift produced by each is the ioll damping moment coefficient and PD- is the
fin will be equal in magnitude and the integrated effect non-dimensional spin rate. The roll damping coefficient
of the lift force will produces a couple about the axis of will differ in sign with the roll producing moment coeffi-
symmetry of the projectile. Thus, no net side force or cient and will be negative if the direction of positive roll
moment is generated. At a non-zero angle of attack, the moment is in the direction of positive spin.
lift on each of the fins may not be identical because each
of the fins is exposed to a different flow upstream of the In the computational frame work, where the pro-

leading edge. In particular, some of the fins may be in jectile is flying at constant velocity, Equation 14 shows

the wake created by the projectile body. that the roll producing moment can be obtained by com-
puting the net aerodynamic roll moment at zero spin

The variation of the side moment coefficient as a rate. Likewise, the roll damping moment is obtained by
function of roll angle at Mach 4 is shown in Figure 6. computing the net aerodynamic roll moment on the pro-
The computational results are shown at roll angle incre- jectile at a fixed spin rate, subtracting the roll produc-
ments of six degrees. A sine curve was fit through the ing moment from it and dividing by the spin rate. The
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equilibrium spin rate, which occurs when the net aero- 5.3 Aerodynamics in Steady Coning Motion
dynamic roll moment is zero, is obtained by dividing the
roll producing moment by the roll damping moment. Gun tube launched kinetic energy (KE) projec-

tiles typically fly with some degree of pitching motion
Predictions of thse aerodynamic parameters have caused by launch disturbances such as the whipping mo-

been obtained for the M829 kinetic energy projectile and tion of the gun tube, inbore balloting of the projectile,
comparisons made with data obtained from range fir- and the sabot discard process. The pitching motion of
ings. In order to determine these aerodynamic parame- the projectile decreases or damps as the projectile trav-
ters, computations were performed over a range of Mach els downrange due to the aerodynamic propez lies of the
numbers (M = 3.0 to 5.5) and non-dimensional spin projectile body. For finned KE projectiles, the rate at
rates (pD/V = 0 to .015) for free-flight (sea-level) at- which the pitching motion is damped is a function of the
mospheric conditions. Roll histories also were obtained pitch damping aerodynamic coefficient and the body's
by solving the roll equation using the computed aero- transverse moment of inertia.
dynamic roll moment coefficients and were compared
with the range measurements. The steady-state spin The ability to accurately predict the pitch-damping
rate and the roll producing and roll damping moment aerodynamic coefficient of KE projectiles is of signifi-
coefficients were also determined from the range mea- cant importance to the projectile designer because the
surements. The comparison between range and com- terminal ballistic performance of these projectiles is sen-
puted values of these parameters is made in the next sitive to the pitching motion at the target. Small levels
several figures. of pitching motion may result in significant degradation

of the penetrator's terminal ballistic performance. If
Figure 8 shows the comparison of the steady-state the penetrator and the target are closely matched, this

spin rate as a function of Mach number. The computed degradation of penetrator performance can result in the
results are brocketed by the range data, demonstrating inability of the penetrator to defeat the target.
that the predictions of the steady-state spin rate are
within the accuracy of measurements. By applying linear flight mechanics theory such as

that developed by Murphy7 , it can be shown that aero-
Comparisons of the roll producing and roll damp- dynamic side force and moment coefficients acting on a

ing moment coefficients are shown in Figures 9 and 10. projectile in steady coning motion can be related to the
The computed results for both coefficients lie somewhat pitch damping force and moment coefficients Steady
above the range data. At Mach 5.25, the range val- coning motion is defined as the motion performed by
ues of the roll producing moment coefficient are 4 to a missile flying at a constant angle with respect to the
35 percent below the computed result, while the range free stream velocity vector (angle of attack) and under-
values of the roll damping moment coefficient are 10 going a rotation at a constant angular velocity about a
to 38 percept below the computed value. The result line parallel to the freestream velocity vector and coinci-
that both coefficients show similar comparisons between dent with the projectile center of gravity. This is shown
range and computed values is a reflection of the fact that schematically in Figure 12. Coning motion is, in fact, a
the steady-state spin rate is approximately the ratio of specific combination of two orthogonal planar pitching
the roll producing moment coefficient to the roll damp- motions, plus a spinning motion. It is significant that
ing moment coefficient. As was shown in Figure 8, this the combination of these unsteady or time-dependent
ratio is accurately predicted, motions (pitching and spinning) produces a steady con-

ing motion. The use of steady coning motion to deter-Some of the variability in the range values of roll mine the pitch damping aerodynamic coefficients pro-producing and roll damping moment coefficient can be vides an interesting approach for determining the aero-
traced to the measurement of the spin rate at the two dynamics which are normally associa~ed i.th unsteady
measurement stations. For example, it can be shown dyname-depende n s.
that a ±10 percent variation in the roll rate at the first or time-dependent motions.
measurement location -vill result in about a ±20 percent Previously, Tobak, Schiff, and Petersons exam-
variation in the roll producing or roll damping moment ined the aerodynamics of bodies of revolution in con-
coefficients. Improvements in the determination of the ing motion and proposed that the non-linear aerody-
roll coefficients can be made by adding additional mea- namic forces and moments acting on a body performing
surement stations. large amplitude non-planar motions could be composed

of fcur characteristic motions, (1) steady angle of at-
Using the conputed roll producing and roll damp- tack, (2) pitching motion, (3) rolling motion, and (4)

ing moment coefficients, spin histories of the projectile coning motion. Typically, the linear aerodynamic force
were determined by solving the roll equation (Equa- and moment formulation cotsiders only forces and mo-
tion 13). Spin trajectories were obtained for four launch ments due to the first three motions, and assumes that a
Mach numbers; 3.5, 4.0, 4.65, and 5.25; corresponding non-planar motion can be described by the vector sum of
closely to the four groups of launch Mach numbers used two independent planar motions. The addition of con-
in the range firings. A representative trajectory (Launch t io indepeldene planar motions
Mach = 5.25) is shown in Figure 11. The computed sp ing motion allows for oupling between planar motionsin the non-linear formulation. Their nonlinear theory
history falls within the range of the range data at both also confirms the linear theory result that the side force
of the measurement locations. The computed trajecto- and moment due to :oning motion is related to the linear
ries show that at the second measurement station, the
projectile is within 3 percent of the steady-state spin pitch damping coeficients.
rate. To provide additional validation for the theory,

Schiff and Tobak9 performed wind tunnel experiments
on a conical body undergoing separate or combined spin-
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ning and coning motions. Their results showed that, at to any part of the projectile body produces a motion
low angles of attack, the slopes of the side force and which does not vary with time. The same can be said
moment with angle of attack normalized by the con- for an observer in the flow field external to the body
ing rate were in good agreement with predictions of whose position is fixed with respect to the body. Thus,
the damping-in-pitch force and moment coefficients ob- the coning motion and the flow field produced by the
tained using linearized theory. They also demonstrated coning motion are steady (or non-time varying) phe-
that the Magnus force and moment (variation of side nomenon. This allows steady flow modeling techniques
force and moment with spin rate and angle of attack) to be applied to determine the flow field produced by
was negligible, thus the linear pitch damping coefficients this motion. The governing equations must be modi-
could be determined from the side force and moment due fled, however, because the coordinate system is rotating
to coning alone, as discussed previously.

As part of the development, Schiffl~computed the It is significant that the combination of these un-
supersonic inviscid flow about a conical body undergoing steady or time-dependent motions (pitching and spin-
coning motion. To compute the flow around the body ning) produces a steady motion (coning). The use of
in coning motion, Schiff made use of a rotating coordi- steady coning motion to determine the pitch damping
nate frame. Within the rotating coordinate frame the aerodynamic coefficients provides an interesting approach
flow was steady, thus the steady Euler equations could for determining the aerodynamics which are normally
be solved. The governing equations were modified to in- associated with unsteady or time-dependent motions.
dude the centrifugal and Coriolis force terms. His com-
puted results compared well with experimental results 5.3.2 Relation between Side Moment due to
and with estimates of pitch-damping coefficients using Coning and Pitch Damping Moment
a linear theory. Later studies by Agarwal and Rakich 11,
and Linl 2also employed rotating coordinate frames to The moment expansion for a finned kinetic energy

compute the supersonic viscous flow about conical bod- penetrator in the non-rolling coordinate frame is shown
Sies in coning motion, below. This moment expansion is a variant of the ex-Si ipansion discussed by Murphy for symmetric missiles7 .

5.3.1 Relation between Coning and Pitchinxg The difference is that the expression here includes a side
Motions moment due to angle of attack, C,.. The moment for-

mulation uses complex variables to separate the moment
As was discussed previously, steady coning motion components, Cm and e., which produce rotations in the

is defined as the motion pzrformed by a missile flying at vertical and horizontal planes.
a constant angle with respect to the free stream veloc-
ity vector (angle of attack) and undergoing a rotation CP+iC. =(1)C.,,+C..-im.]&-[Cm.+7Cmn]'
at a constant angular velocity about a line parallel to
the freestream velocity vector and coincident with the (16)
projectile center of gravity. This is shown schematically
in Figure 12. With respect to a non-rolling coordinate In the moment formulation, the pitching moment
frame, the vertical and horizontal components of the an- coefficient, Cm,,, and pitch damping moment coefficient,
gle of attack, a and 6, vary in a periodic fashion as the Cm, +Cm,, produce moments proportional to the com-
projectile rotates about the free-stream velocity vector. plex angle of attack, ý, and angular rate, C', respectively.
This is shown in Figure 13. The total angle of attack, The Magnus moment coefficient, C,, , accounts for a
cat = VP _2 is constant, however, side moment due to flow asymmetries from a combina-

tion of spin and angle of attack. The side moment due
Both of these components of the angle of attack to angle of attack, C,., is retained to account for a side

when plotted as a function of time are seen to be sinu- moment variation with angle of attack which is caused
soidal, constant amplitude, pitching motions which are by the beveled fins.
out of phase with each other by one quarter of a cycle,
as shown in Figure 14. This demonstrates that coning The moment expansion presented abcve has been
motion is composed of a specific combination of two or- developed for rotationally symmetric missiles. Murphy7

thogonal planar pitching motions, has shown that the form of the linear force and moment
expansion for a symmetric finned missile with three or

In addition to the pitching motion, the projectile more fins should have the same form as for a body of
body will undergo a rotation with respect to the non- revolution. Effects of the orientation of the fins with
rolling coordinate system, which by definition, is a spin- respect to the pitch-plane are believed to be small for
ning motion. The change in the orientation of a set of kinetic energy projectiles. Furthermore, these projec-
axes fixed to the body as the body performs the coning tiles typically roll at spin rates which are greater than
motion is also shown in Figure 13. The spin rate, p. is the pitching frequency. Effects of roll orientation are
proportional to the coning rate, 4, as shown below, averaged out since the frequency of the effects of roll

orientation is much greater than the pitching frequency.
P = 74' cos(at)o (15) In order to develop the relation between the side

Thus, coning motion is a combination of two orthogonal moment due to coning motion and the pitch damping
planar pitching motions, plus a spinning motion. These moment coefficient, it is convenient to resolve the mo-
are the three motions shown schematically in Figure 14. ment components in non-rolling coordinates into mo-

ment components which cause rotations in and out of
The combination of the two pitching motions and the plane of the angle of attack. This relation is shown

the spinning motion when viewed by an observer fixed below. Here, C. is the in-plane moment (the moment

I.'
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a. which causes rotation of the body in the plane of the damping coefficient for many projectiles. In the case

attack of attack), and C,. is the side moment (the mo- of finned projectiles similar to those examined in this
ment that causes rotations of the body out of the angle study, this has been confirmed by applying simple invis-
of attack plane). Also shown are relations for the com- cid theories to estimate the Magnus moment and pitch
plex angle of attack, angular rate, and spin rate. These damping coefficients 14 Additional confirmation can be
relations, valid for steady coning motion, have been sim- found from ballistic range testing of kinetic energy pro-
plified from the general case of arbitrary motion1 3 jectiles. The Magnus moment coefficient can be quite

difficult to measure due in part to it's small magnitude
Cm + iC. = ic-1t(Cm + i(%) in relation to the other aerodynamic coefficients and due

to the low spin rates that these projectiles experience in
= .flight.

i7-•~ ~For the case of pitch damping moment coefficient
sd(7) much larger than the Magnus coefficient, Equation 20

can be rewritten, as shown below. Because this expres-
P =(17) sion is valid in the linear aerodynamics regime (small

The moment formulation in the aerodynamic coordinate angles of attack), the cosine of the angle of attack, y,
frame is shown below, has been dropped.

C,.+iC. = Cm,,6+i{d(j)+)C,6 +C ,., [C., + C.,.] (21)

+4•1 A similar expression relating side force due to con-
+ )•)Cm., + 7Cm.]) (18) ing to the pitch damping force and Magnus force can be

V developed using the same approach as discussed above.

As expected, the resulting exp-ession for the in- The Magnus contribution to the force relationship can
plane and side moments is independent of time. The in- also be ignored allowing the side force due to coning to
plane moment results only from the pitching moment, be related directly to the pitch damping force.
while the total side moment consists of conmributions
from the side moment due to angle of attack, Magnus 5.3.3 Results
moment and pitch damping moment. Computations have been performed to determine

The side moment du.- to coning normalized by the the aerodynamics of kinetic energy projectiles in steady
coning rate can be writteji as follows; coning motion. Results have been obtained for two

fielded kinetic energy projectiles; the M735 and the M829
C, - C,.6 The computations have been performed over a range of

- 6(7 C,, + [Cm, + 7C,] (19) Mach numbers (M = 3.0 to 5.5), coning rates (4D/V
-= 0 to .010), and angles of attack for free-flight (sea-

level) atmospheric conditions. The variation of the side
The notation can be simplified by noting that the moment with coning rate normalized by the angle of at-

left hand side of Equation 19 is simply the variation of tack has been used to determine the pitch damping co-
side moment with coting rate, valid for linear variations efficients for these finned projectiles. Comparisons are
of side moment with coning rate. made with data obtained from range firings.2

OC, C, - CC,6 The computed variation of the side moment coef-- -- = C = k(C, + WCm +YCmD ficient with coning rate at Mach 4 and two degrees angle
0-1) V of attack for the M735 is shown in Figure 15. The vari-

(20) ation of the side moment coefficient with coning rate is

This relation is similar to that presented by Schiff seen to be linear across the range of coning rates exam-
and Tobak9 for bodies of revolution. However, for the ined here. This range of coning rates is representative
case of the finned projectile with side moments due to of the pitching frequencies experienced by this projectile
the beveling, computations at two separate coning rates in flight. At Mach 4, the non-dimensional pitching fre-
(which may include zero coning rate) are required to quency of the projectile is 0.004. The results also show
determine the variation of side moment due to coning. a small non-zero side moment coefficient at zero coning
For bodies of revolution, a single computation at a non- rate. A as o discussed previously, this side moment is
zero coning rate is sufficient, since the side moment at due to bevels on the fins. The existence of this side mo-
zero coning rate is zero. ment at zero coning rate requires that computations be

performed for at least two coning rates in order to eval-
The relationship between the variation of the side uate the variation of the side moment coefficient with

moment with coning rate, C.,, the pitch damping co- coning rate, C...
efficient, [C., + 7Cm], and the Magnus moment coef-
ficient, C.,., is shown in Equation 20. At the present Figure 16 shows the slope of the side moment coef-
time, determination of the Magnus moment coefficient ficient with coning rate as a fLnction of 6 (the sine of the
for finned projectiles using three-dimensional Euler or angle of attack), at Mach 4 for the M735. The dashed
Navier-Stokes approaches has not been performed. This line displayed on this figure is representative of a linear
would involve an unsteady time-accurate calculation which variation of C.. with the sine of the angle of attack, 6,
would be very, expensive. However, the Magnus mo- across the range of angles of attack examined. The com-
ment coefficient is typically much smaller than the pitch puted results show that at small angles of attack, C,,

12¢
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varies linearly with 6, but departs from a linear variation it's center of gravity (CC). Flow field computations were
as the angle of attack increases, performed to dtermine the effect of CG location on the

side force and moment due to coning (and hence on the
Figure 17 shows the development of ? over the pitch damping force and moment coefficients). The CG

M735 kinetic energy projectile at Mach 4 and two de- position was moved fore and aft of the baseline CG posi-
grees angle of attack. This figure shows that the fins tion by 1 and 2 Lody diameters. These results are shown
contribute most of the side moment due to coning (and in Table 1 for Mach numbers of 3, 4, and 5.
hence, the pitch damping) with a smaller contribution Predictions of the variation of the side force and
from the ncoe. moment due to coning with center of gravity location

T m. can be made using the center of gravity translation re-T he com puted var iation of ? w ith M ach num - l t o s p e e t d b u p y .T e rl t o s r s n e
ber for the M735 is shown in Figure 18. The computed ations presented by Murphyf. The relations, presented
results are compared with range measurements of the by Murphy for the individual aerodynamic coefficients,are combined to obtain relations for the coefficients of
pitch damping moment coefficient. The agreement be- interest here. These are shown below. The coefficients
tween computation and range measurement supports represented with a "" represent the predicted value for
the contention that the pcding mo ment a CG shift of s body diameters. The aerodynamic co-
reasonable determination of the pitch damping moment effizients on the right side of these expressions represent
coefficient the values for the baseline .onfiguration.

Similar computations were performed for the M829
kinetic energy projectile. Figure 19 shows the com- CN, + 7QN., + -CY,. QV, + 7CN. + YCY,.

puted variation of 6 with Mach number for the M829. +sC9CN. (22)
Again, the computed results are compared with range C.,, + + C.,. = C,, + 7C,. + 7C,,.
measurements of the pitch damping moment coefficient.
The range data has considerable scatter because the --sc,(CN + 7CN, + 7Cy,,o,) + scgCm - sCN
range firings produced rounds with very low yaw (less By applying equation 20, the above relations are reduced
than one degree average yaw). Thus, the rate at which to the following.
the yaw decreased in flight was difficult to determine.
The computational results are within the scatter of the Cry/6 = Cy./6 + s~,CNo (23)
range data. Both the computations and the rang- re-
suits show the order of magnitude increase in the coeffi- 0.,j/6 = C,;b/6 - s.(Cyr/6) + scg Cm.. - sCN.
cient compared with the predictions shown for the M735.

This increase is primarily due to the larger length-to- In deriving these relations, the Magnus force and mo-
diameter ratio of the M829 (L/D=23) compared with ment coefficients are retained for consistency, though
the M735 (L/D=14). their effect is thought to be small

The predicted variation of the damping force as a Using these relations and the aerodym nic coef-
function of Mach number is shown in Figure 20. This ficient predictions for the baseline configuration, pre-
coefficient appears in the swerve equation (the equation dictions of the side force and moment variation due to
which describes in-flight motion of the projectile cen- coning for varying CG position were obtained. These re-
ter of gravity). For finned projectiles, the fluctuating suits are also shown in Table 1. The differences between
part of the swerving motion is composed of contribu- the direct computation of the side moment coefficient
tions from the lift and pitch damping forces. Despite at the various CG locations and the values obtained
the large magnitude of the pitch damping force coeffi- from the CG translation relations is less than 0.2 %,
cient, the swerving motion is dominated by the contri- and provides additional validation of the computational
bution from the lift force. Because the pitch damping approach. The side moment (and hence the pitch damp-
force contributes very little to the projectile motion, it ing) varies by more than ± 35 % for a center of gravity
is very poorly determined from range firings, thus no shift of ±2 calibers. Changing the CG position is one
experimental data is shown. This coefficient is, how- possible approach for increasing or decreasing the pitch
ever, important for determining the change in the pitch damping of these projectiles.
damping moment coefficient due to changes in center of
gravity location. Thus, this result is significant. 6. CONCLUSIONS

One situation where changes in the center of gray- Several aspects of the aerodynamics of kinetic en-
ity location are often encountered is in aerodynamic ergy penetrators have been investigated by examining
range testing of kinetic energy projectiles. Because ofre- three types of flight motion. These are (1) static aero-
strictions on firing kinetic energy projectiles with heavy dynamics at angle of attack, (2) aerodynamics in pure
metal penetrators through aerodynamic test ranges, sur- rolling motion, and (3) aerodynamics in steady coning
rogate projectiles are often used. Externally, these pro- motion. The aerodynamic coefficients derived from the
jectiles appear the same as the war round, though in- computed three-dimensional viscous flow field predic-
ternally the heavy metal core has been replaced with a tions were seen to be in reasonable agreement with the
core of a different composition, typically steel. Replac- results obtained from range firings. The computational
ing the penetrator core can result in a shift in the center predictions have also revealed the existence of a side
of gravity. In the case of the M829, this shift is greater moment which is not currently considered in the range
than a quarter of a caliber, testing. In some cases, it appears that the computed re-

sults provide a more consistent set of data than do the
In steady coning motion, the projectile rotates about range results.
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Figure 1. Schematic of M829 projectile Figure 2. Schematic of M735 projectile
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OVERVIEW OF PROPULSION CONCEPTS FOR TACTICAL MISSILES

FREI)RICK C ZARLINGO
Head, Airbreathing Propulsion Branch (Code 3276)

Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, CA 93555-6001

United States of America

I. SUMMARY missile system operation; usually, however, they are
combined in either series or parallel. These condi-

Several propulsion concepts lend themselves to tions make the selection of the propulsion system for
application in tactical missiles; many of them can tactical missiles critical. Simplicity is generally con-
improve missile system performance by means of sistent with reliability and this has generally led to
longer range, high speed, or both. Tactical missile the selection of the solid propellant powered rocket
propulsion systems generally fall into one of two motor (solid rocket) as the propulsion system of
categories: rockets that carry all their fuel and oxi- choice (other systems have been used, though) How-
dizer and airbreathing engines that have to carry ever, newly emerging requirements are placing even
only their fuel since their oxidizer is obtained from more demands upon new as well as existing tat ical
the surrounding air. Tactical missiles have typically missile systems. Increased costs have dictated many
been propelled by conventional solid propellant pow- of these requirements; consequently, more emphasis
ered rockets or, occasionally, liquid propellant is being placed upon increasing the system effective-
powered rockets. However, newly emerging require- ness (and usefulness). Also, versatility may be a
ments and needs are placing more emphasis on future requirement, as the cost of maintaining the
sustained high speed and longer ranges, as well as inventory of missiles becomes more of a problem.
reduced cost and improved reliability and safety. In Regardless, effectiveness and reliability will remain
addition, there is more emphasis on launcher (air- the most critical requirements for new propulsion
craft or ground based) survivability Survivability systems.
can be enhanced by longer ranges or reduced visibil-
ity. These needs can be implemented either singly or The various propulsion systems applicable to tactical
in combination by using selected propulsion systems. missiles are described in this paper. In addition, the
Pulse rockets, ranijets (both liquid fueled and solid merits of each are discussf.d, and a generalized logic
fueled), turbojets, and air-turborockets (or turbo- that is typically used in t ne selection of a propulsion
ramjeti) possess the potential of long range and high system is presented
speeds. This paper provides an overview of the var-
ious propulsion concepts considered applicable to tac- 4 DESCRIPTION
tical missiles and describes and discusses the merits
of each. 4 1 Rocket Propulsion

2. NOMENCLATURE Of the pizpulsion systems applicable to tactical
missiles (rocket or airbreathing), the rocket is con-

ALVRJ Aivanced Low Volume Ramijt sidered the simplest and, as a result, is typically
ASALM Advanced Strategic Air Launched selected for use in tactical missiles There are two

Missile categories of rockets, depending on the propellant
ATR air-turborocket type; i.t, ,solid or liquid. Both are discussed below.

CTPB carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene
DR ducted rocket In the rocket, the fuel and oxidizer, which are carried

GORJE Generic OrdnanceRa.njetEngine aboard the missile, are combusted in a common
HTPh hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene chamber. This results in a simple syatem, especially

Isp specific impulse (pounds force [thrust] in the case of the all-boost solid rocket (Figure 1),
per pounds mass per seconds of fuel) which is perhaps the simplest system. An all-boost

LFRJ iiquid fuel ramjet solid rocket does not contain any tankage for the fuel
SFRJ solid fuel remjet and oxidizer, other than the combustion chamber.

However, the fuel and oxidizer are in intimate con-
3. INTRODUCTION tact; hence, an energy source such as an igniter can

initiate combustion. It does have the limitation that
Tactical micsiles have to be capable of delivering the whatever versatili'l that is desired must be built
payload to the target in a reliable manner even after into the design (foi example, the thrust profile is usu-
long-term storpge at potentially unfavorable tem- ally designed into the grain design). It is not easy to
peratures (e.g., -65°F to + 1407F), and after having add a variable flow control system to the solid rocket
been subjected to adverse environmental conditions to achieve variable thrust siice the throttle system
(e.g., rain, snow, dust, vibration, etc.). Singly, these would have to control the hot, usually >4000*F, com-
conditions can be very severe and detrimental to a bustion products.

Several thrust peofiles (Figure 2) can be achieved
Approved For public release;distribution is unlinhted. with a solid rocket. These are usually iccomplished
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PROPELLANT

FIGURE 1. All-Boost Solid Rocket With Center Perforation Radial Burner.

TIME TIME

TIME TIME

FIGURE 2. Typical Pressure or Thrust-Time Profile.

through the choice of propellant grain type and ulti- can be achieved with a single grain design that is
mately shape. For example, if an all-boost, short much more complex than that required for an all-
burn time thrust profile is desired, the center burn boost-thrust profile.
grain such as that shown in Figure 1 would probably
be selected. However, if a long burn time at low Some degree of tailoring can be achieved with the
thrust level is desired, an end burning grain similar grain design. For example, a progressive or regres-
to that shown in Figure 3 would probably be selected. sive thrust-time profile can be attained by the proper

selection of the specific grain design, and this aspect
The other types of thrust profiles, boost-sustain or must be considered. With the proper choice of the
pulse, are generally achieved with an increased internal shape or perforation on the internal burning
degree of complexity in the grain and ultimately in grain, one can achieve a nearly neutral, increasing,
the motor design. Such thrust can be accomplished or decreasing shape of the thrust-time profile. Of theby locating the boost and sustain (or pulse) in sepa- two general grain port configurations, a circular
rate chambers either through a barrier between the shape will result in a progressive design, whereas a
grains or by actually introducing an additional end star shape can be selected to achieve the desired pro-
dome in the motor case design (Figure 4). Alterna- file, within limitations. However, the propellant
tively, it is possible to overcast the boost propellant must have adequate physical properties to accommo-
on the sustain propellant grain (Figure 5) This date any nonuniform stresses or strains which may
requires careful integration of the propellant grains; be introduced as a result of the shape
the propellants must be compatible; they must have
adequate and acceptable physical properties; and, in addition to the two general grain port configura-
above all, the bond between them must be of highest tions noted above, these can be integrated into a

Squality to achieve as uniform a grain as possible and single grain. For example, one could combine a cir-prevent the introduction of any unplanned or unnec- cular port section with a conical shaped section into a
essary burning surfaces on the grains which could be single grain called a conocyl and attain a degree of
catastrophic A limited boost-sustain thrust profile flexibility from the circular port grain. Hlowever,
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• PROPELLANT

FIGURE 3. All-Boost Solid Rocket Witn End Burner.

BULKHIIEADIBARRIER

\\USTAIN PROPELLANT \ BOOST PROPELLANT

FIGURE 4. Boost-Sustain or Pulse Motor.

SUSTAIN PROPELLANT

\BOOST PROPELLANT BARRIER I INTERFACE

FIGURE S. Boost-Sustain or Pulse Motor (Alternative).

internal case insulation would have to be increased lant binder was polyurethane. Generally the oxidiz-
to protect the motor case from the hot combustion er of choice is ammonium perchlorate The binder
products as the aft (conical) end of the grain burns also acts as the fuel, and a metal additive (e.g.,
away and exposes the case wall. aluminum) is included as additional fuel to increase

the impulse resulting from the propellant. Some
The propellant grains may be extruded or cast to the metal may also be used as a combubtion stabilizer.
desired shape. Several types of rocket propellant are However, the introduction of metal into the propel-
used to make propellant grains. The selection of pro- lant also introduces metal oxides into the exhaust,
pellant type may be dictated by the manufacturing and these are usually visible as smoke.
technique (or vice versa). Extrusion may require a
propellant similar to the older double-base propel- Liquid propellant rockets (liquid rockets) (Figure 6)
lant, while a cast grain will usually use a composite are more complex than solid rockets; they require
propellant. (These are general statements and not separate tanks to contain the fuel and oxidizer and a
absolute, as there can be cast double-base or extrud- separate combustion chamber, as well as plumbing
ed composite propellants.) Double-base propellants between the tanks and the combustion chamber. In
were in common use in the 1940s through 1960s; addition, they may also require some form of valving
they are still in use, but are not usually the propel- for fuel control and a tank pressurization/pumping
lant of'choice today. Double-base propellants usually system. They do ha,-e the merit that they may read-
contain nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin. ily be throttled and can be shut down as desired.

Liquid rocket systems are generally volumetrically
In more common use today are composite, castable less efficient than the solid rocket and may be
propellants, which can use any of several binders heavier.
such as CTPB or HTPB An older composite propel-
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"A typical tactical liquid propellant oxidizer is red 4 2 Airbreathing Propulsion
fuming nitric acid (or nitrogen tetroxide) while a
typical fuel could be monomethyl hydrazine (or Of the alternate propulsion systems types, airbreath-
unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine). Both of these ing ramjets have been the mainstay of the long range
can be gelled, which improves safety characteristics high speed propulsion concepts. There are three
but makes them harder to pump Also metal addi- basic types (Figure 7) liquid fuel ramjet, solid fuel
tives can be added to the fuel to enhance its perfor- ramjet, and the ducted rocket. The three ramjet con-
mance. Because of their complexity, liquid rockets cepts are similar in that they require a booster to get
are generally not used for tactical missiles unless them up to operational speed and they require a fuel
there is a need for their merits, usually throttling system, a combustion chamber to burn the fuel with

the air, and an air induction system to capture the

THROTTLEIVALVE

\OXIDIZER

FUEL COMBUSTION

CHAMBER
GAS GENERATOR OR
TANK PRESSURAINT

FIGURE 6. Liquid Fueled Rocket.

Liquid fuel

Solid fuel

Ducted rocket
FIGURE 7. Types of Ramjets.
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air and provide it to the combustion chamber. The manner (as in BOMARC). It may be satisfactory for
DR is similar in packaging to the LFRJ and is the some applications. In this approach, the booster may
solid analog of the LFRJ; both use a separate corn- be separated from the missile after boost is com-
bustion chamber for combustion of the "fuel" with pleted A variation on the nonintogral type is the
the air. The fuel tank in the LFRJ is replaced by a parallel approach used on the GORJE system (Fig-
gas generator in the DR. In the SFRJ the booster ure 9), where the booster case was located forward of
chamber is the fiel gas generation chamber and is the ramjet combustor in the missile; and the fuel
also the ramjet combustion chamber. The DR differs tank was located forward of the booster motor. It had
from the other two in that the DR "fuel" is fuel-rich an annular ramjet combustor formed by the rocket
effluent from the gas generator propellant, which motor blast tube and the missile external airframe.
contains oxidizer, and is self-sustaining in the same
manner as a solid rocket. The fuels in the LFRJ and The integral type, in which the booster chamber is
SFRJ do not contain any oxidizer and are not self- also used as the ramjet combustion chamber, is more
sustaining. The LFRJ and SFRJ burn a fuel or a fuel volumetrically efficient and is the most modern, but
vapor mixture with the air in the combustion cham- it requires the most attention to overall system and
ber, while the DR burns the exhaust products from subsystem (e.g., booster and ramjet) integration
its gas generator with the air. The integral type requires a dual nozzle system: an

ejectable nozzle (although nozzleless booster motors
As noted above, ramjets usually must be boosted up can be built) to maintain the high booster pressure
to operational speeds. These boosters are typically and a larger nozzle for ramjet operation, as well as a
solid rockets. The ramjets may be packaged in either set of port covers to seal the ramjet combustion
oftwo configurations, nonintegral booster or integral chamber at the air entrance during booster opera-
booster (Figure 8). The nonintegral type would tion. During operation (Figure 10), the booster pro-
necessitate the incorporation of a separate, perhaps pellant burns; the ramjet accelerates to operational
separable, booster to accelerate the ramjet system to speeds; then the nozzle is ejected, the port cover(s)
operational velocities. It may be configured with the "open," and ram air is introduced into the combustor
booster in a tandem manner (as in Talos) or podded along with the fuel where they are mixed and

Rocket Booster/Ramjet Combustor

Fuel Integral

Ramjet/Corn bustor

Non-lnterral
(Parallel)

Rocket Booster Blast Tube

Rocket Booster

"Non-Integral

Ramjet Combustor(s)

FIGURES. Boost RocketlRamjet Sustain Engine Arrangements.
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FIGURE 9. GORIE.

burned. This configuration is typical of that found in but also a combustor pressure regulator and a mis-
the ALVRJ (Figure 11) and ASALM flight vehicles, sile speed controller. The degree of complexity of the
Close attention must be paid, in these systems, to fuel control system is dependent upon the needs of
port cover integrity to avoid a booster leak. Another the missile system and ultimately upon the mission.
problem is the integrity of the common booster Older systems are analog, and use analog signals
casetramjet combustor insulation. Not only must from the various system sensors (inlet and combustor
there be a good bond between the booster propellant
and the insulation, but the insulation must be ade-
quate to survive high temperature associated with
the long-duration ramjet burn and high speed flight.

/RAMJET

The five systems discussed above were all LFRJs, IGNITER
which are the most mature ramjets although the his- ROCKET GRAIN
tory of the DR and the SFRJ is quite long. Both the O RAIN ,
BOMARC and Tales were 1950s generation ramijets -

while the ALVRJ, GORJE and ASALM were late
1960s and 1970s generation systems. In addition,
many other LFRJ engines were built, and many were - AMJET
flight tested. The early ramjets used bare wall or ce- IGNITER
ramic coated conlustors. As a result, the systems NOZZLE
operated at lower equivalence ratios (higher air-to-
fuel ratios) and subsequently lower combustion tem- A. ROCKET OPERATION
peratures than is usual of today's ramijets. Operation
at lower equivalence ratios requires a larger propul-
sion system to achieve the same thrust level. The
use of ablative liners in the combustion chambers INLET PORT
has allowed operation at higher equivalence ratios COVERS
(and thus higher combustion temperatures) with [ 1 ? "
consequently smaller propulsion systems. The LFR&J 0
commonly has five major subsystems: an air induc-
tion system (inlet), a fuel tank and expulsion system, ROCKET NOZZLE
a fuel control system, a combustor, and, a booster. Of
these, the fuel management system (fuel tank and MARMAN CLAMP
control system) is unique to the LFRJ and is perhaps
its most complex part; certainly, it is usually the B. rIOCKET TO RAMJET TRANSITION
most expensive. The tank may or may not incorpo-
rate a bladder to contain the fuel. It is has one, the
bladder may be used as part of a positive expulsion _ - ...
system (pressure-fed) to expel the fuel from the tank %• "-
to the fuel control system and ultimately to the com-- " __

bus:.or. Alternatively, some systems use a tur- , , . - •
bopump to pump the fuel from the tank to the fuel
control system. The turbopump can be an integral
part of the fuel control system, but not necessarily. A
bladder may be desired regardless of the fuel expul-
sion/pump system. C. RAMJET OPERATION

The fuel control system is considered the brains of FIGURE 10. Operating Sequence of Integral Rocket
the LFRJ system. It is not only a fuel flow controller, Ramjet.
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FIGURE 11. ALVRJ.

pressure, air data (pitot type), and fuel flow meters) burning rate sensitivity over the operating tempera-
Newer systems are digital and use digital data ture range). Early DR gas generator propellants con-
directly rather than converting it to analog signals. tained magnesium as the fuel to provide hot particles
This has resulted in reduced fuel controller size, as for burning with the air. More recently, progress has
well as reduced cost. Other alternative fuel control been made in incorporating all-hydrocarbon fuels
systems are the pneumatic and eledtronic systems and other higher performing metals ilt the gas gener-
which also have the potential of reducing the cost ator propellant. Even so, the presence of the oxidizer
and size of the fuel control system. Recently, exten- in the gas generator fuel does limit ,.he performance
sive progress has resulted in simplifying the fuel con- pote.-itial of the DR as compared to the all-fuel LFRJ
trol systems and reducing their volume, weight and
cost. The SFRJ can be perhaps the simplest of the ramjet

systems; however, it is the most difficult to analyze
As noted above, the DR is similar in packaging to the and understand. The ramjet fuel and booster propel-
LFRJ with the fuel tank replaced by the gas gener- lant are contained and burned sequentially in a com-
ator There are two types of DR systems: fixed flow mon combustion chamber; the booster propellant is
and variable flow. The former is the older and more ignited and burned in the chamber; as it burns out
commonly known, but it does possess operational and the pressure decays, ram air is introduced into
limits. It suffers from wide excursions in combustor the combustion chamber near the head end of the
operating equivalence ratio as wide altitude and chamber, and fuel is generated and burned in the
Mach number variations are encountered. To mini- chamber for ramjet operation Integration of the two
mize these excursions, active variable flow throttle grains into the common chamber is a critical design
systems are included to control the fuel flow (hot feature.
combustion products gas) into the chamber. A vari-
ation of the active throttle system is the use of an There are two basic types of SFRJ combustors (Fig-
unchoked gas generator which passively controls the ure 12): the center dump, coaxial nonbypass concept
fuel generation rate in response to the pressure in and the side dump nonbypass concept. In the center
the combustion chamber. To be effective, both throt- dump concept flame is held by the rearward facing
tie approaches prefer the use of a gas generator step formed by the head end of the combustor and the
"fuel" with a high burn rate sensitivity to pressure in air inlet, while in the side dump, the flame is held by
order to attain maximum throttling. A major con- the entire combustor head end and locally around the
cern with the unchoked gas generator system is that air inlet dumps. The size of the stops is a function of
while the fuel generation rate is decreased based the fuel formulation and the combustor operating
upon the combustion pressure, as the pressure gets conditions (air inlet temperature and velocity). The
lower and lower as a result of wide altitude excur- center dump concept is by far the most mature, but
sions, the resultant gas generator pressure may suffers from limited mixing of the fuel and air.
become too low for stable burning. Although low
pressures could be obtained in the gas generator of Either of these concepts may incorporate bypass air
the valve throttled system, the pressures would still as part of the design approach. In the bypass con-
be higher than in the unchoked approach. cept, shown in Figure 12 as center dump bypass, part

of the air is bypassed around the fuel grain and
Also as noted earlier, the DR gas generator "fuel" dumped into the combustor just aft of the fuel grain;
contains oxidizer, is self-sustaining, and, therefore, thus, less air traverses the fuel grain post. Because
is more like a propellant than a fuel. It is, however, a the air velocities in the fuel grain are reduced,
very fuel-rich propellant and provides the fuel to bypass air offers the advantage of improved mixing
burn with the ingested air. It also possesses all the of the fuel and air and increased fuel loading. This
same problems encountered in a propellant (e.g., approach also offers the highest system performance.
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Mixer vane
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Mixer

Forward inlet 
p
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FIGURE 12. SFRJ Combusto•r Configurations.

together in the common chamber It thus is desirable
Packaging the booster and fuel in a common combus- for both to contain many of the same ingredients,
tion chamber is a detriment, because the inlets must especially any ingredient that may migrate between
be located very far forward on the missile, perhaps the two.
even covering part of the payload (warhead). The
effect of the inlets on warhead effectiveness has not The nonramjet airbreathing propulsion systems-
been adequately explored. The common chamber the turbojet (Figure 13), the air-turborocket (ATR)
also results in the propulsion system weighing more (Figure 14), and the 17-rboramjet-produce static
than an LFRJ of comparable size. thrust and generally do not require separate boosters

to accelerate them to operational speeds. They con-
The SFRJ has an inherent throttle capability which tain rotating machinery, which allows them to com-
maintains its operation nearer on-design than would press the incoming air even at zero velocity, while a
otherwise be the case. The SFRJ seldom operates on- ramjet relies upon the system velocity to compress
design. The throttle capability is more of a compen- (ram) the air into the engine. The compressor is
sation device than an active throttle and operates as driven by the turbine in the combustor. Both may
a function of the air flowing through the fuel grain have an afterburner to augment the propulsion sys-
post. This capability can be used to advantage for an tem thrust temporarily. The turbojet is generally
active throttle if desired or necessary. The SFRJ considered a lower speed (subsonic) propulsion sys-
must be designed with the total mission in mind in tem for aircraft and, more recently, cruise missiles.
the same manner as the solid propellant rocket. Low-cost tactical (ordnance quality) turbojet engines

which require lers duration capability have been
The fuel for the SFRJ usually does not contain any built, and significant progress is being made in the
oxidizer and typically is an all-hydrocarbon formula- development of high speed tactical turbojet engines
tion. It may, however, contain metals for improved having the capability of sustaining the high tem-
performance in much the same manner as a solid peratures resulting from high-speed (supersonic)
rocket. It is necessary for the fuel to be compatible fnight.with the booster propellant since they are packaged

rokt ti eesr o h ult ecmail lgt
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FIGURE 13. Turbojet.

FIGURE 14. Air-turborocket.

The liquid fueled turbojet propulsion system, as well
as a liquid fueled ATR and LFRJ, can incorporate Should mission needs include attaining operational
fuel in nonconventional tankage geometries. This velocities more rapidly than possible on engine
allows fuel integration into the missile airframe with thrust, both the turbojet and the ATR can be inte-
more flexibility (and more complexity), but may be grated with a separate booster. The addition of a
more overall volumetrically efficient from a system separate booster renders these systems less volume
viewpoint. Still, as in the LFRJ, furl management and weight efficient and thus reduces their perfor-
and control can be a major contributor to the system mance potential.
complexity.

5 PERFORMANCE
The ATR is a combination of the turbojet and the
ramjet and may have the complexities and merits of The turbojet delivers the highest level of propulsion
both. The ATR functions as a turbojet at low speed system performance (Isp) ofall the airbreathing pro-
and relies upon the compressor to provide high pres- pulsion systems. Typically a turbojet has the poten-
sure air for operation. As the speed increases to tial of delivering Isp is excess of 2000 seconds and
supersonic velocities, providing more energy to the frequently in excess of 3000 seconds This high Isp
incoming air, the engine transitions to operation makes the turbojet very attractive for long range,
more typical of a ramjet, and relies less upon the air relatively low speed tactical missiles. With the
compressor for high pressure air (besides the air tem- attainment of higher speed capability turbojets, this
perature is becoming quite high for sustained com- operational speed regime will be enhanced.
pressor operations and is greater than required for
efficient propulsion system operation). Also, the The highest performing and most versatile of the
afterburner operation becomes more like ramjet ramjets if the LFRJ. Typically, and all-hydrocarbon
combustor operation. LFRJ has the performance potential of delivering an

Isp in excess of 1200 seconds. If metallized slurry
The ATR may be liquid fueled, or it may be powered fuels are incorporated in the system, this per-
by a fuel-rich solid propellant gas generator. The formance potential and consequently mission perfor-
fuel is used to drive the turbine, which is subse- mance can be greatly enhances. The use of a fuel
quently combusted with the air in the combustor. control system allows the LFRJ to operate near its
when the ATR is liquid powered, it may have the air- maximum performance potential or to throttle up or
frame integration advantage of the liquid powered down as mission needs dictate. System performance
systems; but when it is powered by the solid propel- can be further enhanced through the use of variable
lant gas generator, its packaging may be as difficult geometry inlets and nozzles. This enhancement,
as or even more than that of any of the airbreathing with it associated complexity and cost, is currently
propulsion systems. In the solid system the effluent not considered attractive for tactical systems; the
from the gas generator is the fuel. Ducting fuel-rich performance-cost benefit is not sufficiently great or
hot gasses from the gas generator to the ATR warranted.
turbine and combustor becomes a requirement.

,A
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The closest solid propellant analog to the LFRJ is the rocket, however, its volumetric efficiency is less than
DR. Unfortunately, it is also the lowest performer of that of the solid rocket.
the three ramjet systems because of its need to carry
some oxidizer in the gas generator fucl. Typically, a The operating envelope of the various systems is il-
DR can deliver an Isp of about 700-800 seconds In lustrated in Figures 15 and 16. The specific enve-
the fixed flow system, the Isp is usually degraded lope may be enhanced or degraded by the specific sys-
from this level as the system is required to operate tern design. A typical velocity histogram for some of
off-design; as a result, the overall system perfor- the systems is shown in Figure 17, along with the
mance and mission versatility are degraded. A varn- history of a typical solid rocket
able for DR provides the capability, at some cost and
complexity, for enhanced mission performance.
Even so, its performance capability is blow that
attainable with an LFRJ of nearly equal complexity
However, it is a solid fuel system.

The SFRJ performance generally lies between that of o00 -

the LFRJ and the DR. An SFRJ typically has a per-
formance potential in excess of 1000 seconds, a little / RAMJET

lower than that of the LFRJ. Of the vto SFRJ con- so/
cepts, the side dump has a higher performance poten-
tial because it is more volumetrically efficient; the ",
plenum upstream of the combustor in the center t 60
dump is eliminated in the side dump, and this void TURBOJET
volume can be reallocated to fuel and booster propel- TUROJElant (to the extent possible). In addition, the side 4AI /
dump is a higher performer than the center dump, o / /
but not as well characterized or understood. ' / '

Bypass air increases the mission performance poten- 20 / /
tial and, to a limited extent, the performance of the /
SFRJ. Addition of an active throttle to the SFRJ can
enhance the performance of the SFRJ by up to 20 0
percent under the right conditions. Z 3 4 5 I

MACH NO.

The SFRJ fuel usually does not contain any oxidizer,
but it can, should it be required to improve the fuel's FIGURE 15. Operating Envelopes.
merits. Usually, inclusion of oxidizer in the fuel will
reduce performance (Isp). Improved SFRJ system
performance can be achieved by using metal-loaded
fuels. Grain design can also greatly affect the overall
performance of the SFRJ; and, as noted earlier, the
fuel and propellant must be compatible, not only
chemically, but also physically, it the fuel and pro-
pellant are to be integrated into a common unit (as
opposed to tandem packaging).

The performance level of the ATR is comparable to c
that of the DR, which is still about three times that of M. RAJET
the typical solid rocket. Its biggest advantage is its
capability of static thrust, which obviates the need
for a booster if relatively slow acceleration to operat- -X

ing velocities can be tolerated by the mission re-
quirements.

At the low end of the performance spectrum lies the RO
solid rocket; however, in some missions, such as one
of relatively short range that may require high D TURBOJET
thrust-to-weight ratios, the solid rocket may be the
preferred propulsion approach. The pulse motor and, RANGE

k to some extent, the boost-sustain thrust profiles can
be used to advantage to extend the r'inge potential of SHORi IMEDIUM I LONGthe solid rocket; but, as in the case of the boost- H I
sustain motor, average specific impulse for the motor
would be reduced to that which would be encoun- FIGURE 16. Applicator Envelopes.
tered with a boost-sustain motor. The liquid rocket
generally has a greater Isp potential than the solid
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FIGURE 17. Typical Velocity Histograms.

6 COST operations to fabricate the fuel and propellant
grains The cost of the SFRJ can increase if the

Cost ofthe various propulsion systems is relative and added complexity of an active throttle is imple-
very much a function of thý mission. E~ven so, the mented
propulsion system cost is typically less than 20% of
the missile cost. The cost of the various propulsion The DR requires multiple chambers, one for the gs
systems is discussed in general terms, with qualifiers generator and one for the booster-combustor chain-
as warranted ber. Add;tion of an active throttle to the D)R in the

variable flow system significantly adds to the cost ofThe turbojet, LFRJ, and ATE are perhaps the most the system, even though it enhances the mission ver-
expensive of the tactical propulsion systems, while satility of the DR. The cost of a pulse solid rocket is
the solid rocket is the least expensive The ATR and probably comparable to that of a simple ducted
the LFRJ may be comparable from a cost viewpoint, rocket
since the ATR possesses some expensive rotating ma-
chinery but may not necessarily require a booster, The SFRJ, as well as the DR and any other solid sys-
which is required for the IYRJ. The liquid rocket is tem, is going to be more expensive to develop when
generally comparable in complexity and thus cost to one considers the cost per data point. Liquid fueled
these systems. The SFRJ and the simple, fixed-flow system are most attractive from this aspect
I)R are perhaps the least expensive of the airbreath-
ing propulsion systems. 7. RELIABILITY ANI) MAINTAINABILITY

To some degree the cost of the liquid fueled systems Reliability and maintainability of the different can-
can be reduced by using less complex fuel control sys- didate propulsion systems are difficult to assesstemns; however, the remainder of its fuel manage- Subjectively, the simpler, the more reliable This
ment system remains a potentially expensive items, approach favors the conventional solid rocket, the
The degree of complexity and thus the cost of the SFRJ or the fixed flow DR On these systems there is
fuel management system are very much functions of little to check out after assembly and little to mal-
the mission needs. Significant improvements are function All three possess this characteristic of the
being made by designing systems with digital and solid rocket. However, development can lead topneumatic fuel control systems. turbojets, liquid rockets, and LFRJs which can be

reliable and require little mdintenance during theirThe SFRJ, like the conventional solid rocket, is per- lifetime. A large data base is being gathered on the
haps operationally the simplest and through this reliability and maintdinability of the turbojet
simplicity achieves its low cost. Packaging the SFRJ systems.
fuel grain in a common chamber with the booster
propellant grain simplifies the SFRJ case manufac-
ture, but the SIRJ does require multiple casting

i
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8. CONCLUSION flight) It may be more useful for larger size missile
systems that require higher speed with moderate ac-

For most conventional tactical missiles the solid celeration capability (to operating speed).
rocket, by virtue of its simplicity and cost, is the pro-
pulsion system of choice. A pulse motor can extend In summary, use-
the performance potential, specifically the range, or
the solid rocket Turbojet for long duration moderate speed

flight
Airbreathing propulsion will provide the energy nec-
essary for future high speed, long range tactical mis-
siles. For lower speed systems, turbojets appear to be speed flight

the best candidate propulsion system. As the speed SFRJ,, DR, ATR for other missions as applica-
needs increase, ramjets become more attractive with ble
the LFRJ providing the highest performance of the
ramjet systems In between these extremes lie the Solid rocket for most conventional tactical mis-
capabilities and applicability of the ATR, SFIJ, and siles requiring short range

DR. Above all, use the simplest system capable of per-

Turbojets deliver the highest performance of the air- forming the mission

breathing propulsion systems but currently suffer
from the limitation of materials and designs that can
withstand the temperatures resulting from sus-
tained, high speed flight. They are the propulsion
system of choice for long duration, moderate speed
(high subsonic) flight.

The LFRJ, which possesses the capability of versatil-
ity for mission optimization and as well as high per-
formance, makes it the first choice for long duration
high speed (supersonic) flight over a wide operating
regime.

The DR appears best buited to shorter range tactical
missiles. Such missiles have smaller airbrmathing
propulsion systems which have higher thrust capa-
bility (a result of oxidizer. in its gas generator fuel)
than a ramjet usually possesses and which still are
not oversized for the longer duration portion of the
mission.

The SFRJ performance capability is between that at-
tainable with an LFRJ and a DR. SFRJs are more
attractive for tactical missiles which require perfor-
mance near that of the LFRJ but not the versatility
of an LFRJ. The SFRJ can be the simplest ramjet in
operation but the most difficult to analyze amid apply
to tactical missiles. It must be designed as part of the
system and must be designed to operate over the to-
tal mission. While the SFRJ possesses an inherent
throttle capability, it is more for compensation for
off-nominal conditions (the SFIR rarely operates on-
design). As with the solid rocket, the performance
capability of the SFRJ must be designed into the sys-
tem. The SFRJ does not lend itself to extensive adap-
tation after design development.

Th3 ATR is a relative newcomer to the field of air-
breathing propulsion for high speed tactical missiles,
and, as such, its technology base is the least mature.
It possesses the capability of static thrust and
delivers moderately good performance. But a major
disadvantage is its complexity, which is a result of its
marriage tQ two systems, the turbojet and the ramjet
The ATR appears to have multimission capability
(static thrust for acceleration from zero and for Io.v
speed flight and durability for sustained high speed
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PREVISION DES COEFFICIENTIS ABIODYNJJ4XQUES
DI MISSILES KRIlS DE PRISIS DA11

par
P. CU31MPICKY - D. DMtDIN

office National d ' tudes at do Recherches Airospatiales (0ONIRA)
D.P. NO 72 - 92322 CEATILLON CORE (France)

at
P. GONIDEC

Laboratoiro do Xecherch*8 Balistiques et Adrodynamiques
BP no~ 914 - 27207 VERNION CEDER (France)

Pour lea nouvelles gdndrations do missiles devant voler plus l'-in et plus vite, la propulsion adrobia
(par turbordacteur on statordacteur) constitue un moyen de propulsion trds intdroasant, emis au prix
d~une augmentation do Ia complexit6 du missile, en particulier avec la prdaence de prises dair.it ~Dana ce contexte, une 6tude paramdtrique axpdrimentale a Wt effoctude & Ia soufflarie C4 du Laboratoire
doRecherches Balistiques at Adrodynamiques (LRBA) af in d'analyser l'influence des prises d~air sur la

portance at le centre do poussia du fuselage.

L'objet do cotta communication eat do prdsenter quelques rdsultata obtonus an cours de aotta 6tude, ainsi
quo Ia moddlisation qui a Wt ddveloppde & l'ONZRA pour 6tendre lea capacitds du coda M~ISSILE au cam dis
missiles adrobies.

ABSTRACT

One of the most promising systems for the propulsion of high performance (velocity, range) missiles of
the next Veneration is the airhreathing propulsion concept (turbojet or ramjet) , hut it leads to complex
configuration with air-intakes.

That is why parametric experimental studios were conducted in the LRBA ("Laboratoira do Recherches
Balistiques at Adrodynaniquas) C4 wind-tunnel in order to evaluate air-intake influence on body lift and
center of pressure.

The purpose of this paper is to present some of the results obtained during this study as well as the
prediction method included in the MISSILE code for airhraathing missiles calculations,~

1. INITRODUCTION

Dana 1e cadre de Ia prdvision des coefficients adrodynaniques d'un missile, de nombreuses 6tudes
expdrimentalas ont 6t6 manies A 1'ONERA pour aboutir A un code do calcul dit "MISSILE" (figure 1) .
Jusqu'i maintonant, ce code de prddiction ne concernait qua lea missiles I fuselages do rdvolution annie
d'une ou deux sdries de voiluros. Il utilize des mdthodes semi-espiriques, simples A mettre en oeuvre at
trds rapidas, basics sur des thdories simples ou sur das banques do donnhes (figure 2).

Pour lea nouvelles gdndrations de missiles devant voler plus vita at plus loin, il eat intdressant
d'envisager uno propulsion de type adrobie (turbordactaur ou statordacteur) aisi au Prix d'une
augmentation do la complexit6 du missile, en particulier avac la prdsence do prizes d'air.

Ainsi, lea prisas d'air qui wont Atre placdas dana le champ adrodynamique du fuselage, devront fournir le
ddbit ndcessaira avac une officacit& suffisante pendant tout le vol. quelles qua gojont lea aanoeuvres
affactudes, at cas prises d'air auront 6galement beaucoup d'influence sur l'adrodynaaique extarno du
missile [13.

Dana ce contexte, at avec 1e support des Services Officials franqais, une banque de donndes
oxpdrimentales a Wt constitute A la Soufflerie C4 du Lahoratoire do Rocherches Balistiques at
Adrodynamiques (LRSA) af in do quantifier l'influence des prises d'air aur la portance et Ia stabilit6 des
missiles.

L'objet de catte communication eat de prdsenter quelquos rdsultats obtenus au cours de cotta 6tude, mmins
qua la noddlisation qui a Wt entroprise & l'ONIRA pour 6tendre lea capaciths Ju code MISSILE au cas des
missiles airobies.

2. NOTATIONS

At allongesent des prices d'air, - (s-D)/l

CN coefficient do force normale

CNN gradient do force normale

CNO. :coefficient lit & la portance tourbillonnaira
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D diamatre du fuselage

k coefficient li# i & isPortance tourbilloanaire

KI coefficient 1U6 au gradient de force normal.

1 longuour de la prize d'air

N nombre de Mach

a envergure des prizes d'air

Sref surface do r6fdrence, -*

Splanf or. surface en plan des prises d'air, =.s-D)l

Xcp position du centre do pouss~e

angle d'incidence

facteur do compressibilit6

inclinaison des prizes d'airlplan horizontal (cas des configurations A 2 prizes d'air)

0 position en roulis des configurations A 4 prizes d'air

Indice

M.L. relatif A Is portance tourbillonnaire (ou terme non lin6aire)

3. ETUD uXpEImmUALZ

3.1. Configurations 6tudj~es

Le choix de is configuration des prizes dair est un compromis difficile entre diverses contraintes
adrodynamiques. op6rationnelles et technologiques.

on pout sinsi envisager divers positionnements do Is prize d'air par rapport au fuselage

- prize d'air frontale

- prize dair nasale

- prizes dzir latdrales

- ou nine des prizes d'air plus int~grdes au fuselage comae sur certains concepts futuristes do missiles

adrobies bypersoniques do trks longue port6e.,

Pour cette 6tude paramdtrique ezpdrimentale, seules dos configurations classiques A prizes d'air
latdrales ont Wt consid~r6es.

Los principaux param~tres analys~s au cours des essais sont (figure 3)

- 1e typo do prizes d'air bidimensionnelle ou do rdvolution

- leur noatbre :2, 3 ou 4

- leur inclinaison par rapport au plan horizontal dons 1e cam des configurations A deux prizes d'air
I= 0, 22,50 ou 450;

- leur longuour : ou 9 calibres

- lour envergure :aID = 1,68 1 2,44, ce qui correspond A des taux do motorization Al/Sref de 0,30&

0,60.

3.2. Novens exn~rimentaux

Coupte tonu du Laract~re paramdtrique do cotte 6tude expdr).mentale, los essais ont Wt of fectuds dans une
soufflerie do recherche du LRBA (Soufflerie C4) dont los dimensions do la veine dlexp6rience mont 0,4m x
0,4m..

Les conditions d'essais retenues ont permhz do couvrir une large gamme do nombres de Mach (0,7 & 4,3) et
dlincidences (jusqui 150),

La maquetto, do diambtre 22 ma, eat constitu6o d'un fuselage avec ogive parabolique pointue, sum lequel
viennent se montem les diffdrentes configurations do prizes d'air (figure 4).
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aLeeasures offectudes & laide d'une balance dynamomitrique sont relatives Saux #oeofficients
arodynaniques globaux et plus particuli~rement & Is portance et ia stabilitd.

4. ANALYSI D38 IMULTh?8

A partir do IS banque de donn6es exp~rimentaies constitu~e A iissue des essaim, une mod~lisation des
diffdrents coefficients a~rodynaaiques (portance at stabiliti) a 6t6 entreprise.

C'est sur la base do cette mod~iisation quo vont 6tre prdsentis lax rhsultats, ce qui a l~avantage
d offrir un. vue synthdtique de Vinfluence des diffirents paramdtres considirdc. et d'6viter au lecteur
d'6tre subsergA par un trop grand nombre do courbes de rdsultats expirimentaux.

4.1. Principe de Is moddlisation

Les mdthodes de prddiction des coefficients a6rodynamiques des Missiles reposent g~n~ralement cur une
ddcomposition par 616ments ,fuselage, sules. gouvernes..,

Ainsi, pour un ensemble fuselage + prices d'air, on peut aussi dissocier is. effets des prices d'air du
fuselage. Soit

Cm .A. C"f.s 4.PA -~ (m1fa

(Cs. Xcp) - (Cm Xcp) (2)
Xcp P.A 

C
I. A.

Les coefficients a6rodynaaiques ascocids Saux prises d'air (en pr~sence du fuselage) sont aiors mod~lixss
par analogie avec ceux d'un fuselage, suivant une expression composds d~un terse "lindaire" auquel on
ajoute un termse non lindaire soit

Cm(a) - Cm. sin 2a + Cm.. SinTka S laform (3)
2 Srof

De s~me I* coefficient de moment de tangage pout 6tre calculd en associant aux deux: termes de portance
pricitds un centre de pou~ssd au voisinage de lincidence nulle (Xcp)a.,, et un centre de pouss~e relatif
aux efforts non lin6aires (Xcp)N.L..

4.2. Gradient de force normale et centre do nousx~e i a sc

La prime d'air conctitue un 6idment portent de faible allongement dont Is variation du gradient de force
norsale en fonction de lPenvergure se comporte cosine cello relative i une uile mince de faible
allongement (figure 5).

On note cependant. quAi envergure donade, une prise d'air a un gradient do force normal. beaucoup plus
Alev6 qu~une ailesmince, effet dfi & ldpaisseur trbs importante de la prise dait.

A partir do l~analyse de lensesbis des rdsultats expdrimentaux, on sontre que I& loi d'6volution du CM.
en fonction de llenvergure est de la form.

CM.= Ii [(m/D - l)cos A] 1.6 (4)
00

- WsD - 1) coal repr~sente lenvergure effective de Ia price d'air, en projection cur le plan
horizontal,

- at K, traduit Veffet du type de price Weir et du nombre de Macb (figure 6).

A ce propos, on romarque quo c'est Ia configuration A 2 prices d'air bidimensionnelles qui donne le plus
fort gradient de force normals. Il est en particulior plus 6lev6 que pour 4 prises dair, ce qui Set
assez 6tonnant. Par contra lec prises d'air de r~volution apportent un peu momns de portance, ce qui est
plus pr~visible compte tsnu de leut form..

Quand Is nombre do Mach croit, ou quand ia longusur do la prise Weir diminue, is portance diminue, et on
observe qu*A Vsitrdmitd du dosaine explor6, qui correspond Saux grands nombres do Mach. le gradient do
force normale eat pratiquement ind~pendant du type do prise d'air.

L~a position du centre de poussdc au voisinage do 1Vincidence nulls ddpend assez pen du type de price
d'air, at est citu~e tr~s pric do Vorigine do celles-ci, ce gui est conforms & la tbhorie des ails.
droites trds 6lancA.., figure 7.

Quand le nombre do Mach augment., on se6carte 6videmsent de cette thtorie, at is centre de pouscse recule
jusquIA environ 30 &40% do la longusur de la pries d'air,
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4.3. Portanco tourI nnirs

A partir des r6sultats exp6rimentaux, il set possible do calculer is portanrg tourktillonnaire
icontribution non lin6aire & la portance globale) & partir do I& relation (3), ot 6.: coefficient CM.
ditersIn pr6c6desment soit

CM Cm (a) -Cx. sin 2a
N.L1. 2

exp~rience

On Suppose olors que cette portanco tourbillonnaire 6volue en fonetion de 1inc-.A~ce selon une loi de la
forsat

CK CNo, sin %a S planfors (5)
N.L. Sref

ce qui eat assez bien v6rif ±4 expdrimentalement (figure 8).

Ensuite, en effectuant tin lissage des poitas exp6rimentaux par tine mitbode des noindres carrds, on -.n
d~duit los coefficients C16. et k de la rolat-ot (5).

Le coefficient k, qui traduit Is degr6 do non-lin4arit6 des courbos de portanco, ddpend essontiellement
do Is configuration do prize dair et assez peu du nombre do Mach (figure 9). Sa valeur eat comprise
entre 1,5 et 2,5, ce qui oat assez proche do 1. valour donn6e par I.-. tbdorio do 1Vdcoulement transversal
pour tin fusolage do section circulaire (k - 2).

Lintensit6 do la portance tourbillonnairo, quantifi6o ici par le coefficient CU.. , ddpend Pau du typo do
prize dair ou do leur nombre (figures 10 ot 11). Par contre, e110 pout passer d'un rapport do 1 1 10
suivant I. noabro do Mach ou Vallongement do Is prise dair.

D'aprbs la base do donndes 6tablie ici, 1. coefficient CM.. eat tine fonction du produit P.AR, ot on
constate, come pour tine aile do faible allongesent, quo la portanco tourbillonnairo diminue quand 1e
noabre do Macb augments.

Par ailleurs, pour les configurations & quatro prises d'air, Ia position en roulis 0 = 450 oat Ia plus
d4favorable. Cot of fot pout Wtr attribud aux dons prises d'air d~extrados qui ddtruisont la portance
tourbillonnairo propro au fuselage.

Le centre do pouslAe associd & cetto portance tourbillonnaire oat Situ6, en aoyonne, tin poti plus en
arriire quo 10 centre do surface do It prize dair (50% 1), et vanie dana tine plage sssez importante (do
40% A 100%1) suivant Ia configuration do prise d1air ot 1e noubro do Mach (figures 12 ot 13).

4.4. Application do Is ndthode do pridiction

LaS contribution des prizes d~air & la >ortance et au noment do tangage du fuselage a donc 6t6 quantifido
su cours do cette 6tude paramdtrique, pour tine large gamme do noabres do Macb, et pour tine grande
diversitd do configurations.

L'analyse do la banque de dounnes a permis do mettre au point une moddlisation simple, diroctemont
utilizable dana un code do prddiction, come celui ddvelopp6 A lORKRA, le code "MISSILE".

Ia figure 14 sontre un exemple do pr~dictions du coefficient do force normale at do la position du centre
do pouss6e. LaS pr6ctsion obtenuo par ce type do Y,dtbode eat satisfaisanto sur touts Ia plage d'incidence.

11 fatit cependant souligner quo los prisos dasir considdrdos ici sont do section constante jusqu'au culot
du fuselage, slors quo dana la rdalit4 collos-ci so terainent g6nhralement par des rdtroints, af in do
minimisor Ia trainde du missile. Linfluonco do ces rdtreints reste copendant tr~s aoddrde comme cola
avait 6t6 aontr dana Ia r~f~ronce [1], filpare 15, ot les rhsultats prdsontds ici peuvent Atre utilisds
pour des applications industrielles avec tire bonne prdcision.

5. PERSPECTIVES

Pour assurer 1s pilotage d'un missile, il faut 6videmment disposer do surfaces do contrdle, ditos
gouvernes, qui pour tin missile sarolie sont plac~oa a larridro. Plus prdcis~ment, 01103 serout mont~es
stir lUS car~nages prolongeant 10.3 prises d~air, qui sont trds utites pour loger lea dispositifs do
commande des gouvernes.

line difficult6 apparait alors pour estimer los portances at off icacitds do ces gouvernes, qui sont
plackes suir tin fuselage do section non-circulaire.

Dans Is rdfhrence Ell, dons x~tbodes avaient Wt prdsontdos pour calculer les interactions fuselage-
prime* dlair-gouvernes auu foibles incidences (figure 16).

La premidre repose stir In tb6orie des corps 6lancis, appliqu6e a tine aile monthe sur tin fuselage do
disamtre fictif 6gal A lenvergure des prises d~air.

La dansiime maftboda qui pout fitro envisag~e, consiste a faire c.rrespondre a Is section r~slle du
fuselage, tine section circulaire, a laide d'une transforwatic-. conformo. Il oat alors possible doe
calculer lea incidences locales ati niveati do Is gouverne, at donc le coefficient d~interaction du
ftiselage Stir Vaile.
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Cette deuxi.&me mhthode, beaucoup plus lourde, eat cependant trhs utile pour des architectures de prises
4' air et gouvernes trhs complexes.

Un exeaple d'application de la premihre mhtbode eat donnh figure 17, oiý on observe que V2accord calcul-
exphrience est trhs satisfaisant, en particulier en supersonique.

En incidence, ce type d'analogie entre un fuselage auni do prises dair et un fuselage circulaire n'est
plus possible, coapte tenu du systhae tourbillonnaire trhs coaplexe ghnhr6 par logive et les prises
d'air (figure 18).

Coest pourquoi une nouvelle base de donnhes a 4td constitude au LRBA af in de mesurer la portance do

voilures .onthes sur un ensemble fu.aelage + prises W'air.

Les rhsultats ne sont pans encore totalesent exploitas, et feront lobjet d'une prochaine communication.

RIENUCRS

Ill P.CHAKPIGKY
Problkaes lihs & l'ahrodynanique externe des missiles adrobies
AGARD CP 336 - Septeabre 1982.

(2] G.LARUELLE
Primes dair do missiles
VKI Lecture Series on Intake Aerodynamics -1988.

PROGRAMME MISSILE
CN - CY- C1 - Cm - Cn ( Coin - ip)

9,D Qmo~tm fussiego d. r4yohiion

100u2 sir*3 do vobses codcformes

"p~es crai (elicits (en cows)

______ Mihodes - bases d. domits

thwiessroles300.

corcept c'kcid~nco 6qjaloente

Cordtwos do vol rombr. do MACH - 08A4.0

W-Meo -0 140'

rM4S: qjolcoýv

bosqug*3oge 8. ofmos: quelcoqoe

Figure 1 Caracthristiques du code "KISSILE" de lONERA

FUSELAGE SEUL 0.4 <M <3.75 (-10)
ONERA

FUSELAGE + PlUSES D'AIR 0.7 < M < 4.3

AILES ISOLEES 0,4 <M <3.75 r
ONERA 

<ý

FUSELAGE + PRISES DAIR + GOUVERNES
LASA 0,7 <M<4,3

FUSELAGE + IlOU 2 SERIES DE V04WRES

ONERA 0.7 <M 43.75 (->0

Figure 2 Bases do donndeS utilishes dans "MISSILE"
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PRISES D AIR AXISYMETR CUES PAISES DAIR BIOIMENSIONNELLES

tD~D

aD-16 244 SOi - 2.20

Figure 3 Configurations 6tudi6es

SOUFFLERIE C4 DU LfiBA

VEINE 0.4 mXO0.4 m

NOMBRE DE MACH :0.7 -- > 4.3

iNCIDENCE 0 -- 15'

NOMBRE DC REYNOLDS :0.6 10~ ID

Figure 4 maquette dans la soufflerie C4 du LRBA

CNix
PRISES DAIR M =3.2

15-

10-

ENVERGURE EFFECTIVE

C6o 6 K1  [($ID- 
I )cost

PRISES DAIR

Figure 5 Coaparaisofl prises d'air-ailes nageoires
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CNr= K, [(s/D- 1 )cos,•Kr' 
2

-r PRISES DAIR

SIDIMENSIONNELLES AXISYMETRIQUES

K1  KI I1 2,30U 4 PRISES DAIR

!1-

10

-- - -- - --r-- - -- -- 0 0-7

o.6 -m '1 o4',=M

Figure 6 Gradient de force noruale

OCz 0,

1IDIMENSIONNELLES AXISYMETRIGUES
Xcp/t, XCP/1

2 OU 4 PRISES DAIR 2. 3 OU 4 PRISES D'AIR

08- 08-

04 * 04.

.44-* 0j- .

0 ~ ~ ,, 0I'j
2

1
0  

05 ' -Ju~i--7-

Figure 7 Position du centre de pouss6e

CN = CNu¢ sinkiX SpE m
N I.Sref

CNNL M = 2.12

2 cb

EXPERIENCE

METHODE DES MOINDRES CARRES

lI k.25

0O I' is'

0
g5 10 15 e

Figure 8 Evolution de la portance tourbillonnaire avec l'incidence
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CNHL= CNa.,,, sin'ko Spiom-

k k

BIDIMENSIONNELLES AXISYMETRIQUEB

0 S%

A Ia

2 3 Mach 2' 3 4 Mach

Figure 9 Degrt de non-lin6arit6 de la portance tourbillonnaire

CN "..=CNOtc, sink4, SMMO
NLw

2 P.A. SIDIMENSIONNEL.ES 4 P.A. SIDIMENSIONNELLES

oC IT a.

OJ0.5 7I ý OA 0' Os 0 -,aB

Figure 10 Tntenzit6 do la portance tourbiliionnaire (prises dair bidimensionntellet)

CNN = CN,,, i 1fk( S 4
HL. Sr.'

CNOe~qce.ý CtdK

4#2P.A. AXiSYMETRIOUES 3 OU 4 P A. AXISYMETRIOUES

4..

1 .AR Oi3All

Figure 11 Intenzit6 do la portanee tourbilionnaire (prises d'air axisymktriqueo)
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CN N.L. )(Xcp/j)

I .. 2 P.A. SI0IKENSIONNELLES (U/ WL4 PAL SIDIMENSIONNELLES

IT + 0 0

o 0.5 1 qAR 0 0.5 AR

Figure 12 Position du centre de poussde des efforts tourbillonnaires (prises dsair

bidinensioninelles)

CN N.L (XCP/ )N.L

(XcpII kL. ixpLL

2 P.A. AXISYMETRIOUES 3 OU 4 P.A. AXISYMETRJOUES

04~ 0.0

0 0.5 1 o.R 0.5 1 13.AR

Figure 13 Positt.on dui centre de poussde des efforts tourbillonnaires (prizes dsir axisyiedtriques)

FUSELAGE + 4 PRISES D'AIR BIDIMENSIONNELLES

CN ~ ~M = 2.12 Xp/

- CODE " MISSILE 8-

*EXPERIENCE

6 7-

0

0 4 Is

O 5 10 15iso 10 15 0

Figure 14 Coaparaison code "MISSILE" -expdrience
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Fuselyge.4 prses d'air bidimensimnne//es.

- S.7S ritreint fSupirleur

ritrea.t I 18J"

CN //XCp

7e // 5c
///

o 5 ?o~ 5. o I5 0

Figure 15 Influence des r6treints

0(= O*

METHODE 1: METHODE 2:

TRANSFORMATION

CONFORME.

FUSELAGE CIRCULAIRE EQUIVALENT

THEORIE DES CORPS ELANCES -b Kw

- Kw. Kb = Kr*/s)

Figure 16 : Principe de calcul des interactions fuselage/prises d'air - gouvernes

ACNK(Zý
GOUVERNES

/41,

S• EXPERIENCE

10-

0 2 3 4 Mach

Figure 17 Comparaison code "IEISSILE" - exp6rience

k .---. '-----.-----
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Figure 18 Visualisation au tunnel hydrodynamique de 1*6coulement tourbillonnaire Bur un ensemble
fuselage + prises d'air.

6/
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COMPUTATION OF AXISYMMETRIC BASE FLOW
WITH DIFFERENT TURBULENCE MODELS

by

F. MAGAGNATO
Aerodynamics Department. BF 30

Dornier Luftfahrt GmbH,
Postfach 1303

D-7990 Friedrichshafen 1
Federal Republik of Germany

Summary 2. Governing Equations

The flow past axisymmetrical missile after- In order to deal with turbulent flow situa-
bodies with base is calculated using a fini- tions with large separated regions only the
te-volume technique. The compressible Reynolds- averaged Navier-Stokes equations
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are seems to be appropriate to predict this pro-
solved with different turbulence models for perly. The compressible, time-dependent
the approximation of the Reynolds-stresses. Navier-Stokes-equations in integral form can
Two algebraic eddy-viscosity models, which be written as:,
have been adjusted for the use in free shear-
layers,, as well as the well known K-c low- For mass conservation.
Reynolds-number turbulence model are used.
Calculations were done on a conical afterbody fff -dS
with and without a centred propulsive jet. V a S
The results are found in good agreement with
the experiments although some discrepancies
occur in critical flow reglons. For momentum conservation.
The algebraic turbulence models have been
extended to allow a meaningful application in a(pv)
those regions where the performance formerly ff---8•-- dV + ff p7(V5)dS + ff pý dS -
has been poor. V atS S

ff B.T dS = 0 (II.11

1. Introduction S
For energy conservations

The compressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes-equations are solved with a finite- 8(pE)
volume approach using a Runge-Kutta-type ff - dV + ff pE(4)dS + ff p(V)ds -

integration in time. The code is block-struc- S S
tured and uses the multigrid strategy to
speed up convergence. f V(P)dS + ff R dS = 0

S S
For the approximation of the Reynolds-stres- This is a system of hyperbolic equations with
ses three different eddy-viscosity turbulence respect to time where E represents the total
models were considered in the code. Firstly specific energy (summation of inner and kine-
the Baldwin/Lomax model [1) which is an alge- tic energy) and 4 being the energy flux vec-
braic eddy-viscosity model based on the as- tor.
sumption that the turbulence is in local
equilibrlum.It is a modification of the It is assumed that the energy flux vector
Cebeci/Smith model E23 which was derived for expresses only molecular energy transport
boundary-layer flows. It relates the eddy which can be described by Fourier's law.
viscosity to the mean flow by algebraic ex-
pressions distinguishing between an inner and q = -K grad T
an outer layer.

There k is the thermal conductivity which isThe recently proposed algebraic turbulence determined on the assumption of constant
model from Martinelli/Yakhot [33 was Investi- Prandtl number according to:
gated in the code due to its analytically
derived parameters from the Renormalisation cp p
Group Theory. Pr -k

Additionally to the algebraic models a K-e T in equation (11.1) is the 'viscous stress
two-equation model was considered.
The low-Reynolds-number version proposed by tensors which is described later on.
Lam/Bremhorst E43 was chosen which needs no
wall functions to account for the wall proxi- For an ideal gas the total specific energy
mity effscts.

Calculations were performed on a conical E - e + p/2 vz = p/(X-1) + p/2 v'
afterbody with and without a centred propul- t
sive jet. In addition to these testcases and the total specific enthalpy:
three turbulence models on an afterbody with
solid plume simulator were compared. pH E + p

'I}
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Here e represents the inner energy, H is the For the inner Idyer they .assumed:
total enthalpy and X stands for the ratio of
the specific heats. In the numerical method
the total energy is normalised by the free- Pt = pl'lul (111.2)

stream total enthalpy: with

E = e - p ky e-yIA]

This special treatment results in a subtrac-
tion of che continuity equation multiplied by y - normal distance from the wall
th tzctal enthalpy H. from the energy equa- - y
tion. Later on the left hand side E of the y .' . .
above equation is called E. Pw

For Newton-type fluids the assumption is ll -(
made, that the stress tensor T (11.2) is con- ay ax
tinual varying with the deformation velocity with the constants k ý 0.4 and A, 26 ac-
tensor 0 (Stokes hypothesis), cording to van Driest.

T= 2pD - - p V• (v 1) (11.2) For the outer layer:,

3

The deformation velocity tensor D is given by w (111.3)

- x u1 l 2(uy+vx) 1l2(uz+w) wit1
l/?(uy+vx) vy l/ 2

(vy+wy CwkymaxUwiffaLl/2(uzwx) I(vZ+WY) W J Fwake mn YmaxFmax Fmax

p being the total viscosity (laminar + turbu- where Ymax and Fmax are determined by the
lent) and E being the unit-tensor. Further- maximum of the following function.
more the dependency of the laminar viscosity
P1 from the pressure is neglected so that the F(y) - ylul[1 - e-y'IA1]

Sutherland formulation can be used. This function generates for boundary layer
c F flows a pronounced maximum. The normal dis-

P1 -Itance to this point (yma ) replaces the dis-
I+ placement thickness in ýhe formulation of

T CebecilSmith. The Klebanoff-factor is given
by:-

with c and d being fluid specific constants F(Y) = 1
which for air are given by- Ckleby

c - 1.46 10-' [i/ K) [i + 5.5( ymax

d =112 [K) and -iff is the maximum of the velocity in
the wal layer. The other constants are given
below:

K = 0.0168 (Klauser)
3. Turbulence Modelling

Since full direct simulation of the turbulent Ccp= 1.6 , Cwk ý 0.25 , Ckleb = 0.3
structure for large Reynolds-number is not The switching between the inner and the outer
feasible today with the available super com- model is performed where for the first time
puters. The turbulence effects have to be the values of p became equal.
modelled by physical models. The task for
turbulence modelling is to calculate the tur-
bulent stresses appearing in the Reynolds- The algebraic turbulence model of Martinelli/
averaged equations. The simplest approach Yakhot is based on the Renormalization Group
follows the eddy-viscosity concept according Theory [6). Although free from uncertaintiesto Bousiinesq [5). This concept relates the related to the determination of modelling
turbulent stresses by a single scalar parame- constants, they still require the specifica-
ter Pt multiplied with the rate of strain tion of a length-scale which leads to a
tensor in the mean flow. restriction in the generality of the model.

The eddy-viscosity is obtained from the fol-

- lj P Dii (111.1) lowing relation.

Tle Baldwin/Lomax and the MartinellilYakhot P P=l [. + H ( a.c.-- - q]
113  [111.4)

model calculate the eddy-viscosity pt alge-
braically from mean flow quantities whereas where H(x) is the Heaviside function defined
the K-c-type models employs two differential by H(x = x for x a 0 and H(x) 0 otherwise,
equations for calculating the eddy-viscosi- Af the wave vector corresponding to the inte-

gral scale of the turbulence in the inertial
Baldwin/Lomax introduced a two layer concept range, and p , p1 + Pt is the total viscosity
based on the idea of Cebeci/Smith deviding (laminar plus turbulent). The constantsthe flow into an inner and an outer layer, a = .120 and Cc = 75 were derived in [63. Themean dissipation ;-ate e and the wave vector

A must be determined before using equation
11.4) to compute the eddy-viscosity.,

_7I
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The integral scale of turbulence Lf -i An 1  Pl + Pt c, = 1.14
corresponding to the top of the inertial
range, is postulate to be proportional to the Pk ' P) + XkPt c, = 1.92
distance from the wall y (lf X Y, where X
is the Von Karman constant). PC = Pl + Not c. = 0.0115

In the outer region, it is plausible to take Ak - 1.0 c, . 0.5 + 1.0
the integral scale in the order of the bound-
ary layer thickness 6, Following the idea of AC = 0.77 cp 0.09
Stock/Haase E7] the boundary layer thickness
6 is determined by with this the eddy-viscosity is calculated

as:
6 z 1.548 Ymax

where Ymax is the wall distance where the Pt = PlcPfPRt
function

F(y) - ylIl [1 - e-yI/A°] 4. Results

Three testcases have been investigated. Twohas its maximum. of them are axisymmetrical bodies with a
conical boattail and the third case is an

With this assumption equation (111.4) can be afterbody with solid plume simulator.
,cast in the tollowing form: The first testcase was measured at the ISL

S l [ e(- + 1) -c ))1/3 [III.5) (81 with a freestream Machnumber of Ma - 0.35P y( 76 -c without jet. The second testcase was measuredat the ONERA £9) with a freestream Machnumber
where a - .0192 or a - .0256, depending of Ma = 0.85 and a jet Machnumber of
whether the Von Karman constant is taken to MaJ 2.9. The ratio of the static pressure
be equal to the value predicted by the RNG of te jet to the freestream pressure was
theory (K - .372) or to the standard value 1.16.
(K .4). The value of the parameter

0.225 has been chosen in order to recover Figure 1 shows the shape of the afterbody andthe constant predicted by the RNG-theory for the computational mesh used in the calcula-the outer part of the boundary layer. More tion. The mesh consists of approximately
precisely the value qf r has been chosen in 4000 points.
such a way that TaX '6 - .084 6 as y - 6.
Also equilibrium (Production - Dissipation) In order to use the simple algebraic modelsis assumed from which follows: on block-structured grids, we were faced withthe problem of how to calculate the turbulent8ui Bui 2 auk aui stresses in those blocks which do not have a

Pk pt - pt(- + x - j 6ij -x boundary-layer type flow as for example in5 axk j the wake of blunt bodies. Because the alge-
braic models calculate the characteristicThe turbulent eddy-viscosity pt is then ob- length and velocity scale based on the normal

tained by solving the cubic equation (111.5) distance to the wall, this is not appropriate
at every point in the computational domain, for those blocks considered here. Therefore

empirical distribution laws were consideredThe K-e model of Lam/Bremhorst can be written as a possibility to describe the turbulence
as:, transport into these blocks. Because the pro-
8(pk) a ak duction of turbulence energy in local equili-at + (pu1 k - Pk ) k - Pe brium flows correlates with the vorticity

t Bxi -this was taken as a weighting function to(111.6) distribute the eddy-viscosity in that area.
8(pe) a ae according toB-''-+ BX"(PUl C -• Pe-ý-) =

c afx1 c'f,'p Pt Ptv (lui)o (IV.1)

k Pk - k 
vlv

t au where pt is the max. eddy-viscosity along
Pk t uxx + T (-u+ -) + T v] - - the upstream block face and luI the local

P x x ay ax ay vorticity at that point, a is determined by2 k u av numerical experiments as a - 0,2. In additionpk ( -) to the weighting the eddy-viscosity isax ay smoothed by an exponential damping factor in
order to ensure steadiness on the block
faces.

f 20.5P 1 - exP(-O.0165Ry)Jl(1 + 20._._(P-.5A)RT .x1f, I 0.0___$5 "t= P{- (P{ - uft) exp(- A---ma)

+ 0.05 )3 xmax= I (+ p )

where Pt is the eddy-viscosity on the up-
f, = I - exp(-RP) stream biockface at the same J-station as ptcalculated with (IV.1). And Axj is the normal

= pkO-y pk distance from the location of pi to the loca-Ry = Rt P tion of 4t.. And lastly Axmax is the length

of the bloci in streamwise direction.
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A mesh used previously is shown in fig. 9.
This c-type mesh had to be used before the
blockstructured code became available. Obvi-

ously this mesh is highly sheared at theS~boattai1 corner. This seems to introduce very
Iarge discretisation errors in that region

making the results on that mesh questionable.
However this flow field was also calculated
with the K-e model. The velocity vector field
at the base shows a totally different flow

. . field compared to the previously shown
figures. One can recognize that the flow
separates on the boattail and consequently

/ it the center of the primary separation bubbleis displaced in radial direction (figure 13).
The secondary vortices at the nozzle lip
could have been produced by the quasi-laminarflow in that region. This quasi-laminar flow
was due to the fact that a laminar K and c
profile was given in the jet exit plane (no

A typical result of this highly empirical experimental data were given there).
procedure is shown in figure 2.

The velocity vector field in the wake of Figure 14 shows the pressure distribution
testcase 1 is shown on figure 3. The calcu- along the afterbody for the K-e model and a
lated flow field is qualitatively the same as calculation conducted by Wagner (103 with ain the experiment conducted by B2rner [8]. different computational scheme. In [103 a
Although the center of the vortex is not on McCormack predictor-corrcctor scheme with the
the same point the centerline velocity dis- Baldwin/Lomax model was used.
tribution for this testcase is in surprising-
ly good agreement with the experiment for The pressure distribution of the K-e model
this simple empirical approximation. No dif- fail to predict the pressure on the boattall
ferences between both turbulence models (fig- and causes the flow to separate on the boat-
ure 4) are found in predicting the centerline tail.velocity distribution. Although the mesh used by Wagner was very
Figure 5 shows the pressure distribution at coarse, the agreement with the experiment was
the base for both models. Only two pcints acceptable.
were measured by Berner indicating a constant
value of the pressure. This behavior is re- The pressure distribution at the base for the
presented very well by the calculation, Baldwin/Lomax model, the K-C model and a

laminar calculation are shown in figure 15.
The next calculation was performed for an Here the Baldwin/Lomax model exhibits the
afterbody with centred jet. The freestream best agreement with the experiment. The K-e
Machnumber was Ma = 0.85 and the Reynolds- model and the laminar calculation shows the
number 12.5 million per meter. The static same trend. So this underlines that the flowpressure ratio of the jet was 1.16 and the in the region of the nozzle lip is quasi-
jet Machnumber 2.9. A typical velocity vector laminar in the calculation with the K-e
field for this testcase is shown on figure 6. model.
The velocity vector field at the base shcws
no large discrepancies between both algebraic In addition to the previously shown testcases
models, so only one flow field is presented we compared the turbulence models on an aft-
here, The length of the separation bubble (s) erbody with solid plume simulator. The free-
is correctly predicted by the calculation stream Machnumber for this flow was Ma = 0.64(figure 7) but the predicted reattachment and the Reynoldsnumber was 11.4 million per
point (Re) differs slightly from the experi- meter.
ment (RE). In order to compare only the turbulence

models free from uncertainties resulting from
A very good pressure distribution is found in different meshes or different numerical
applying the Baldwin/Lomax model, whereas the schemes the same mesh and numerical scheme
Martinell/iYakhot model fails to predict the for each calculation was used.
pressure on the conical part of the body ac-
curately (figure 8). This is due to the over- Because the original algebraic turbulence
prediction of the turbulent shear stress in models overpredicts the turbulent shear
the advw,'se pressure region. Consequently the stress in the separated region the separation
pressure at the base is also overpredicted by bubble is flattened (figure 17) and the pres-
the M,,rtinelli/Yakhot model. Comparing the sure recovery is much higher than given in
pressur, level at the base with the ONERA- the experiment conducted by Benek (113
experiment (fig. 9) a good agreement is found (figure 18).
for the BaldwlnlLomax model. At the nozzle
lip the pressure distribution shows a large A small modification of the algebraic models
peak. It is not clear if this peak is physi- corrects this overprediction of the turbulent
cal in nature or caused by the poor mesh shear stress considerably. These algebraic
resolution in that region, models use the maximum of the function

Figures 10 and 11 show the turbulent shear
stress u'v' at different stations at the
wake. The stress very near the base at F(y) y lul [1 - eY/A'] (IV.2)
x/O - 0.2 is well represented by the empiri-
cal approach described below but deviates
more and more for stations downstream of the
wake, e.g. at xDO - 0.4. Unfortunately no
experimental data are available inside the
jet.
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to determine the boundary layer thickness 6. (6] Yakhot, V. and Orszag, S.A.:
In slightly separated flow fields the normal Renormalization group analysis of turbu-
distance to the wall y is not appropriate to lence. I. Basic theory.
calculate the characteristic length scale Journal of Scientific Computing,. Vol. 1,
for the eddy-viscosity. But if the normal 1986
distance is taken to the upper bubble edge
this length scale is in better agreement with [7) Stock, H.W. and Haase, W.:
the physics. Therefore y in separated regions The determination of turbulent length
(IV.2) should be replaced by ys = ly - y I. scales in algebraic turbulence models
This treatment results in a separation bu96e for attached and slightly separated
being in closer agreement with the experimen- flows using Navier-Stokes methods.
tal findings. AIAA 19th Fluid Dynamics, Plasma

Dynamics ans Laser Conference, Honolulu.
Wi'h this modification the results of the 1987
algebraic models are as good as those calcu-
lated with the K-e model (figures 17 and (8) Berner, C.:
18). Simultaneous 3D LDV measurements in the

wake of bluff bodies.
3rd International Symposium on Applica-
tion for Laser Anemometry to Fluid Mech-

5. Conclusion anics, Lisbon, 1986
ISL Report - CO 224/16

Different turbulence models are investigated
and the algebraic models have been extended (9] Lacau, R.G., Desnoyer, 0. and Delery, J.
to flow regions where a direct application of Analyse au velosimetre laser de
these models gave poor agreement with the lecoulement en aval derriere-corps de
experiment, missiles.

A very simple empirical distribution law for Symposium AGARD sur l'A~rodynamique des
the wake of blunt bodies has shown good Missile, Trondheim, 1982
agreement with the experiment for the consid- (103 Wagner, B.:-
ered testcases. Calculation of turbulent flow about

missile afterbodies containing anA highly sheared mesh seems to falsify the exhaust jet.
calculation considerably even if the K-e AIAA 17th Fluid Dynamics, Plasmadynamics
model is used. & Laser Conference. 1984, Snowmass,

A comparison between algebraic turbulence Col.

models and the K-c model shows that the alge- (11 Benek, J.A.:,
braic model can predict well slightly sepa-rated flows if a different length scale in Separated and nonseparated turbulentflows about axisymmetric nozzle after-
the separation bubble is chosen, bodies, Part II

Additional tests are necessary to verify if AEDC-TR-79-22
these modifications to the algebraic models
are reasonable and appropriate for 3D-flows.

However there are strong indications that
only the K-c model or higher turbulence
models will be capable to handle with highly
complex and three-dimensional flow fields.
Therefore further efforts will be directed to
these models.
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SUMMARY

Accurate prediction of the aerodynamic behavior of missiles is still hampered by the lack of knowledge of
afterbody flow, the influence of which increases with the complexity of the geometrical configuration. In a
recent past, the AGARD Working Group 08 made a rather thorough review of afterbody flow studies by examining
both the experimental and the theoretical sides of the question. However, the large majority of calculations
were relative to aircraft afterbodies. Thus, due to the lack of reliable information on the aerodynamics of
missile afterbodies, the GARTEUR Group of Responsables for Aerodynamics decided in 1986 the creation of an
Action Group (AGO9) on this subject. In the course of its activity, the AG has executed the following tasks:
constitution of a comprehensive data base on base pressure results containing 158 test cases, testing of 12
semi-empirical or multi-component methods by comparison with the data base, constitution of a data base made
of 6 well documented expet iments including LOV measurements to test Euler and Navier-Stokes calculation,
execution of Navier-Stokes calculations and confrontation of their results with the data base.

RESUME

La pr~vision precise du comportement a~rodynamique des missiles es. encore compromise par le manque de
connaissances sur les dcoulements d'arrire-corps dont l'influence augmente avec la complexitd de la
gdomdtrie. Dans un passe rdcent, Le Groupe de Travail 08 de 1'AGARD (WG08) a proc*d4 ý une revue tr~s
complbte des 6tudes sur les arri~re-corps en considdrant A la fois los aspects thdoriques et exp6rimentaux
de la question. Toutefois, la grande majorit6 des calculs concernait les arrire-corps a'avion. Aussi, en
raison du manque d'informatlons certaines sur l'a~rodynamique des arribre-corps de missile, le Groupe des
Responsables de l'A~rodynamique du GARTEUR a d6cid6, en 1986, la crdation d'un Groupe d'Action (AGO9) sur ce
sujet. Au cours de ses activit~s, V'AG 09 a exdcutd les t~ches sulvantes: const;tution d'une banque de
donndes sur des mesures de pression de culot contenant 158 cas test, dvaluation de 12 methodes de prdvision
semi-empiriques et du type multi-composant par confrontation avec cette banque de donndes, rassemblement de
6 expdriences trbs documentdes et comprenant des mesures de champ par v~locim~trie laser en vue d'6valuer
les codes Euler et Navier-Stokes, exdcution de calculs Navier-Stokes et comparaison de leurs r~sultats avec
la banque de donn~es.

I - INTRODUCTION

Accurate prediction of the aerodynamic behavior of missiles is still hampered by the lack of knowledge oo
afterbody flow, the influence of which increases with the complexity of the geometric configurations, simple
unpowered afterbody, afterbody with one propulsive jet, multi-nozzle arrangement, existence of control
surfaces, etc... In the first cases, uncertainties are associated with the drag coefficient and the heat
transfer on the base region; in the latter, they affect the lift and the stability characteristics of the
missile.

As is well known, the base region of a powered missile is a region of complex interactions between the hot
propulsive jet and the "cold" external stream. Such interactions involve aerothermal processes and, in some
circumstances, chemical reactions, these phenomena depending on many parameters; among them: the flight
altitude, the afterbody geometry, tha missile velocity, the nozzle expansion ratio, the ejected gas
temperature and composition, etc... Base flows are also of special importance for unpowered projectiles
since then the base drag can represent up to 50% of the total projectile drag at transonic or moderately

1'
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high Mach numbers.

Due to the great practical importance of afterbody flow and more particularly of base flows, in the past a

great deal of effort has been devoted to the study of these flows by many organitations and research

institutes [1,2]. Thus a relatively large amount of experimental results has been obtained and published. On

the other hand, predictive methods have been developed, ranging from purely empirical methods to advanced

numerical simulations based on the solution of the full time averaged Navier-Stokes equations.

Within international organization such as AGARD, researchers have brought together their work on afterbody

flow problems in order to establish the state of the art of afterbody design methods and to make an

evaluation of available predictive methods. In a recent past, the AGARD Working Group 08 made a rather

thorough review of afterbody flow studies by examining both the experimental and the theoretical sides of

the question [3]. In particular, special attention has been paid to existing prediction methods which were

discussed and compared to experiment on a set of selected test cases. These methods included solutions of

the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, multi-component methods and inviscid-viscous interactive methods.

However, the majority of test cases and calculations were relative to aircraft afterbodies so that no

readily usefL! conclusions could be drawn for missile applications.

Thus, due to the lack of complete and reliable information on the aerodynamics of missile afterbodies, the

GARTEUR Group of Responsables for Aerodynamics decided in 1986 the creation of a GARTEUR Action Group on the

subject: "Flow Past Missile Afterbodies". This action would help to concentrate otherwise separated efforts,

with a view to obtaining a large amount of results on a single objective acceptable to all the participants.

It seemed necessary to closely associate theoreticians and experimentalists on such a complex issue which

cannot be handled by purely numerical means but still requires some physical modelling.

2 - A.qLTON GROUJPOBJECTIVES AND MEMBERSHIP

As concerns predictive methods, the existing and published data have been used to develop empirical and

semi-empirical methods. An example of such methods is that incorporated in the British Aerospace DG Zero

Incidence Drag Program (see below). Also collection of completely empirical correlations are frequently

used, like those contained in the Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU) data sheets [4].

On the other hand, several theoretical models based on a multi-component type approach have been proposed

both in the USA and in Europe. Most of them are derived from the Chapman-Korst model and they allow a more

rational prediction of the most important base flow features; e.g., the base pressure, the temperature level

in the dead-air rtgion, etc... However, except for a few models, these methods are restricted to

axisymmetric configurations.

The multi-component models have given rise to computer codes, the computation cost of which is also very

cheap. For this reason, these codes are widely used to evaluate missile afterbody characteristics at the

preliminary design stage. Indeed, with such models it is in principle poss;ole to represent the influence of

many parameters (afterbody and nozzle geometries, Jet temperature level, jet thermodynamic and chemical

properties) the representation of which by empirical or semi-empirical methods would be extremely dic€-ult,

if not impossible. However, in spite of their great usefulness, the range of validity Cr existing

multi-component methods is limited (and frequently ill known) in terms of jet Mach number and external

stream Mach number for example. Also their accuracy can be questionable when they are applied to flow

situations far from the limited domain in which they have been assessed. There is thus scope for improving

these multi-component methods, in particular increasing their range of applicability.

In addition, the multi-component methods (like the semi-empirical methods) -ely on some extent of

empiricism. For this reason, their application can become uncertain if the flow is very complicated. Fo-

example, with such methods it is nearly impossible to represent the effect of angle of incidence, the

iifluence of control surfaces or the complex chemical phenomena likely to occur in the base flow region.

Also, although in pri:nciple possible, representation of Jet temperature effect is subject to caution. Thus,

to be able to treat those situations met in reality, it appears necessary to develop more advanced models

based on the solution of local equations, such as the time averaged Navier-Stokes equations.

During the past twenty years, remarkable progress has been made in the domain of numerical simulation of

flows. Thus, two-dimensional axisymmetrical computations are routinely performed and three-dimensional

models are beginning to be applied. Application of this very promising approach allows fGr a more faithful

and more detailed description of the flow past an afterbody and offers the possibility of treating

three-dimensional configurations without difficulty (in principle, though there may be practical

difficulties). However, the solution of local equations, according to what can be called a global approach,

2 -• m ~ ~ • • m w w _
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raises new problems. For instance, the influence on the solution of the numerical viscosity or the
artificial viscosity introduced to stabilize the computation in high gradient regions is not always clearly
established. Also, present Navier-Stokes base-flow calculations are using extremely simple turbulence
models, the validity of which is highly questionable in such complex situations. Thus, assessment of these 1
calculations requires thorough and careful comparisons with well documented experiments providing
information on the local mean dnd turbulent properties of the flow field.

In the above mentioned perspective, the objectives of the Action Group were:

i) To review the well documented existing experimental results on missile afterbody flows in order to
constitute a data base as complete as possible.

ii) To compare the results of the semi-empirical and multi-component methods to the data base.

iii) To select a small number of well documented and carefully made experiments, including field
measurements, in order to test numerical simulatiorn.

iv) To analyse in depth the comparison between numerical simulation and experimental results in order to
reach clear conclusions and to formulate recommendations for future work.

The GARTEUR Action Group (AGOg) was constituted in 1986 with the following menbership:.

- Adrospatiale, Division Engins Tactiques, ChAtillon, France

- British Aerospace, Sowerby Research Centre, Bristol,. U.K.

* OLR, Institut fur Entwurfsaerodynamik,, Braunschweig,, W. Germany

- Dornier Luftfahrt GmbH, Friedrichshafen, W. Germany

- ISL (French-German Research Institute, Saint- Louis, France

- MATRA DEFENSE, Velizy-Villacoublay, France

- MBB, Verteidigungssysteme, Munich,, W. Germany

- ONERA, Direction de 1'Adrodynamique, Chatillon, France

3 - DATA BASE COLLECTION FOR TESTING SEMI-EMPIRICAL AND MULTI-COMPONENT METHODS

In order to properly evaluate sem-empirical and multi-component methods, a large number of test cases have
been collected by a ,iorough processing of the published data. Most of the results thus collected consist of
measurements of the base pressure obtained for a great variety of situations. Attention has been
concentrated on axisymmetric configurations, since nearly all the tested methods apply only to such
situations. A total number of 158 test cases has been compiled by the Action Group. Information necessary to
execute calculations - including afterbody geometry and aerodynamic conditions - and also measured base
pressure values will be provided in the AG final report. Most of these data have been obtained in wind
tunnel experiments. They cover a wide range of parameters including:.

- External flow Mach number It.

- Jet exit Mach number Mi.

- Nozzle Pressure Ratio (NPR) PtJPW
pt0

- Ratio of stagnation temperatures. Tt.

- Jet ratio of specific heats-Y,.

Afterbody angle 1
3E :. 3E being positive for a flare and negative for a boattail.

- Nozzle divergence angle i3"

)r
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- Afterbody reduced length -xLxwhere Dmax is the afterbody maximum diameter (calibre).

t" Di
- Reduced nozzle diameter .

Dmax

Table I gives an overview of the range of parameters covered by the data collection, Ncases being the number

of test cases for the values of the parameters. In fact, each case represents several results giving the

base pressure evolution with one of the parameters (origin of data can be found in [5]))

TABLE I - RANGE OF PARAMETERS COVERED j THE DATA OAS

AFTERBODY WITHOUT JEI

SO�O �D ~ N casesDmax

0.22 -. 0.95 0 (cylindrical) 8

0.22 - 0.92 -2 - -10 (boattail) 17

0.8 - 0.85 - 0.9 6 (flare) 3

0.95 - 1.0 - 1.05 0 3

0.95 - 6 0.5 - 1.0 2

0.95 - 6 0.5 - 1.0 2

0.95 6 1 1

1.10 - 3.27 0 8

1.98 - 2.01 - 3.27 0-,- 10 0.5 - 1.0 4

AFTERBOOY WITH JET

M. MTt] PtT N cases
14oo H j IZE •11ma-'- Poo *)•

0.8 -0.9 - 1 0 0 0.248 - 0.351 1 - 2.3 - 3.1 0 . 11 18

0.8 -0.9 2.9 0 2.5 0.15 - 1 0 . 2.7 3

0.8 -0.9 2.9 -6 2.5 0.15 - 1 0 - 2.7 6

0.8 -0.9 2.9 6 2.5 0.15 ~ 1 0 -2.7 3

1 - 1 0 0 0.248 - 0.351 -2.7 -4 0 -11 6

0.95 1.5 - 2.9 0 2.5 - 5 0.111 - 0.333 ~ 1 0 17 7

0.95 2.9 -6 2.5 0.15 1 1 0 2.7 2

0.95 2.9 6 2.5 0.15 - 1 0 2.7 ! 1____ ____ ___ _______ __
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AFTERBODY WITH JET

T I TtjPtjMNj 1E 0 0tj N Lj(*)- N cases
O max T- POO cae

1.1 -. 2.41 ~ 1 0 0 0.111 - 0.75 1 1.2 - 2420 17

1.91 ~ 1 5.63 0 0.375 ~ 1 1.2 - 16.6 1

1.4-.2.01 2-.4.27 0 0 0.2 - 0.6 ~ 1 2.6-.240 10

2.0 2.0 0 0 0. 645 1.2 - 2.5 - 3 4 - 16 4**

1.1 .3.27 1-.3.29 0 5.23.3 0.111 40.8 - 1 1 -391 36

1.6-ý 2.0 2.8 -. 4.27 0 15 - 18 0.5 3.37 60- 200 4**

1.58 2.65 0 22 0. 435 7.41 21.6 - 43 1**

1.4 - 1.91 1.0- ,2.7 5.63 0 0.2 4 0.375 4~ 1 1 -.38 3

1.6 3.27 1.78-.3.2 -5--10 5 22 0.1 -.0.6 -1 11 - 99 15

1.2 1.97 2.7 - 3.38 3.28- .101 17 - 20 0.575 - 0.8 ~ 1 20-. 157 4

The external stagnation temperature Tt. has been assumed equal to 300 K.

These cases include both temperature and r3 effects.

4 - PRESENTATION OF SEMI-EMPIRICAL AND MULTI-COMPONENT METHODS

4.1 - INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

One of the problemtoften faced by the aerodynamicist when trying to assess the base drag characteristics of
a new missile design is that, in the very early stages of the design process, very little information about
the propulsion system may be available. In most cases, the only information which is known in the
feasibility and initial design stages is the geometry of the afterbody, the thrust of the motor and possibly
the jet exit diameter. It is at this point in the design process that the semi - empirical methods tend to
be used. Such methods require a minimum of input data, are very simple and quick to use and, perhaps most
importantly, provide results at minimum cost.

As the design proceeds, more information about the motor becomes available: the jet pressure ratio and
nozzle geometry for example. Such information enables the multi - component methods to be used. These
methods tend to be more time - consuming to implement, require more input information and are more expensive
to use than the simpler semi - empirical methods. The multi - component methods do, however, attempt to
represent as accurately as possible the real processes that exist. In contrast, the semi - empirical methods
rely much more on simple correlations of existing experimental data which thus tends to limit their range of
applicability or accuracy. On the other hand, they are able to provide results quickly and at minimum
expense.

4.2 - SEMI-EMPIRICAL METHODS

4.2.1 - BAE Drag rogram

This code was developed by the Sowerby Research Center over a period of several years under contract to the
UK Ministry of Defence. The code provides estimates of the total zero incidence drag of typical weapon
(missile and projectile) configurations, so the base and afterbody drag methods which have been assessed are
a small part of the total calculation procedure [6]. The base drag data used by the code are in the form of
graphical and carpet plots constructed and extrapolated / interpolated from various experimental results.
The data are initially obtained in a form very similar to that adopted by the ESDU data sheets. Polynomial
expressions are then fitted to the data plots, these polynomial then being used by the code. One of the
major weaknesses of the code is the poor representation of the jet-on base drag characteristics.

S. . . .., - , ..
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4.2.2 - Modified Brazzel and Henderson Method

Subsonic External Flow. The Brazzel and Henderson [7] empirical supersonic method has been extended to
subsonic external flow by Glasgow et al. [8]. On the basis of experimental data it was found that the base
pressure is a weak function of the afterbody geometry, represented by the base to maximum area ratio
AB / Amax, and of the jet fo freestream momentum ratio Rmf defined as:

" j pj M
2 
A-

Rmf-
"-f- P00 ff Amax

In the abovd expression, j des-gnates quantities relative to the nozzle exit plane and wodesignates
quantities in the uniform incoming external flow.

The correlation is divided into two parts. The first part is a correlation of the annular base pressure for
cylindrical afterbodies as a function of Pmf . The second part of the correlation relates annular base
pressures for cylindrical afterbodies to annular base pressure for non-cylindrical (boattail) afterbodies as
a function of AB / Amax-

A fair estimate of the jet-off case is obtained by setting Rmf - 0, this procedure being justified because
the base pressure ratio PB / p6 is only a weak function of Rmf and AB / Amax.

Supersonic External Flow. In this case, the base pressure ratio PB / P1o is given as a function of
Rmf , AB / Amax and in addition of:.

- The ratio of the jet exit static temperature Tj to the nozzle throat temperature Tth.

- The distance to the base of the nozzle exit plane normalized by the afte;body maximum diameter:. X3 / Dmex,
this parameter allowing for the effect of a nozzle protuding from the afterbody base.

In the supersonic case, applying the correlation to the jet-off cise by setting Rmf - 0 will generally lead
to poor results.

4.2.3 - Riedel Method

This method, which is based on the modified Brazzel-Henderson method, attempts to introduce some
improvements in the following way by:

- Basing the correlation of experimental data on missile - type afterbodies in contrast to the correlation
of Glasgow et al. which essentially applies to combat aircraft (fighter - type) afterbodies.

- Taking into account the Mach number of the external flow.

- Inclusion of a correlation for jet-off cases, both for subsonic and supersonic external flow.

- Making allowance of the nozzle divergence angle 0j (nozzle exit angle) as a parameter for supersonic flow.

For subsonic external flow, for both the jet-off and jet-on cases, the correlation is based on experimental
data concerning missile afterbodies obtained by Tanner [9,10]. In the supersonic case, the jet-off
correlation uses the Compton [11] and Esch [12] experimental results, and the jet-on correlation the Bronmn
and O'Donnel experimental dat: [13].

4.2.4 - Tanner Prooram

The method of this semi - empirical code has been developed by Tanner in several steps over some years .o,
has been programed at MBB in close connection with Tanner's progress. An overview of tne empirical and
theoretical basis is given in detail by Tanner [14].

Subsonic External Floy Without Jet. For a cylindrical afterbody, the base prPssure coefficient CoB is given
as a function of the upstream Mach number M. derived from a correlations of measurements performed by Tanner
and Hassbargen [15] and by Tanner [16]. In the case of an afterbody with a boattall, the CpB corresponding
to the cylindrical afterbody is multiplied by a factor involving the boattail angle 3e and the ratio
DB / Omax.

Supersonic External Flow Without Jet. The base pressure is computed by using the well known Oswatitsch
formula linking the drag of a body to the rise in entropy produced by this body [17]. In the present

j(
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application, this formula leads to a relation between the afterbody drag and the increase in entropy across

the shock at the reattachment point and in the viscous wake coming from the reattachment of the shear layer
which originates at the base shoulder. By making a suitable assumption on the velocity distribution through

the wake, it is possible to obtain an equation for the Mach number M2 at the edge of the wake. As soon as M2
is evaluated, the base pressure can be determined from obliqua shock equations.

Supersonic External Flow With Jet. This part of the method consists of a collection of empirical equations
derived from the experimental data of Agrell and White [18]. The different formulae allow to take account of
the different parameters: Mo , Mj ,3E, Oj , Dj / 0

max s Ptj / P6 •

The Tanner code also includes formulae to compute the base pressure at transonic and hypersonic Mach numbers

and to represent the effect of incidence.

4.3 - MULTI-COMPONENT METHODS

4.3.1 - The Basic Flow Model

The theoretical scheme utilized by the various multi-component methods is derived from the well known model
proposed by Korst to compute the turbulent supersonic reattachment behind a step [19]. As shown in Fig. 1,
the basic situation is that of an incoming supersonic flow separating at a base shoulder S and reattaching
further downstream at point R, either on a rectilinear wall or on a cylindrical sting. The model includes a

possible mass injection at low velocity performed through the base (base-bleed).

Following the Korst multi-component approach, the flow field is divided into four main domains which are

represented by simplified theoretical models and then patched together in such a way that some compatibility

conditions are satisfied. These domains are:

i) The outer inviscid flow bounded by the isobaric boundary (f) along which the pressure is equal to
the base pressure PB. This part of the flow satisfies the Euler equations.

ii) The initial boundary-layer which separates at S where it undergoes a rapid pressure change through
an expansion fan or a shock, depending on the situation. Here, an approximate method assuming that the
viscous terms (including turbulent stresses) do not act during such a rapid process is employed.

iii) The turbulent mixing zone developing from the separation point S along the isobaric boundary (f).
The velocity distribution across this mixing layer is represented by the following classical relationship:.

(1) - = - ( 1 + erf ) with:, erf P e3

and where ueB is the velocity at the mixing layer outer edge and q a ( Y / X ) is a similarity variable,
a being the turbulent mixing parameter which characterizes the mixing layer spreading rate. The stagnation
enthalpy profile hB / htB can be readily deduced from the velocity profile if the turbulent Prandtl number

is assumed equal to unity.

iv) The reattachment region where the mixin, zone impinges on the reattachment wall. Simultaneously, the

outer non viscous flow undergoes a deflection through an angle * in order to become parallel to this wall. A

compatibility condition, or reattachment criterion, must be satisfied by the flow in the reattachment

region. Briefly speaking, this condition states that the mixing layer must have an energy level sufficient

to allow it to negoclate the adverse pressure gradient at reattachment. In fact, the multi-component models

considered by the Action Group differ mainly by the nature of the condition adopted in the reattachment

region.

ihe method developed by Addy formerly used the Escape Criterion proposed by Korst in its original model.

This criterion states that the stagnation pressure Pt, on the stagnation streamline - i.e., the streamline

of the mixing zone which stagnates at the reattachment point R - must be equal to the pressure level P2

reached by the outer flow downstream of the reattachment region. As will be seen below, the Korst criterion

was latter modified by Addy to obtain better agreement with experiment for missile applications in the

jet-on condition.

In order to remedy some deficiencies of the Korst original criterion, Carrire and Sirieix [20] proposed an

Angular Reattachment Criterion. This criterion postulates that the deflexion , undergone by the outer non

viscous flow during reattachment must satisfy a well defined law of the form:
hB i

(2) j=4 ( MeB ,' , qB )
eF
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where * is a function of the listed parameters (P is a factor representing the axisymmetric effect and qB is
the mass flux injected per unit span in the dead-air region).

Determination of the mixing layer properties and application of the compatibility condition at reattachment
require a knowledge of the base pressure PB and of the dead-air temperature TB (or enthalpy hB). Thus, the
problem has two main unknowns, namely:. PB , TB (hB) . These quantities are determined by writing global
balance equations for mass and energy applied to a control volume encompassing the dead-air rcgion.

4.3.2 - Base Flow Models for Supersonic External Flow

Missile in the Jet-Off Condition. In order to apply the sopersonic reattachment theory to a missiie in tne
jet-off situation, or to a simple projectile, it is mist often assumed that the flow separating at the base
shoulder S reattaches on a fictitious sting which represents the viscuus wake in the wake neck region. As
shown in Fig. 2, the radius r* of this sting can be provided by a purely empirical law (for example the
correlation proposed by Chapman (21], see Fig. 2a). This kind of model is close to that proposed by Muellur
[22].

However, this way of finding r* appears as very unsatisfactory, especially when mass injection is performed
at the base. Thus, in order to improve the situation the following methods have been proposed. In a further
version of Mueller's theory, Roache (231 determines the value of r* accordinq to a criterion which consists
in adopting for the radius r* that makes the base pressure PB a maximura. In the ONERA model (code ONERA2
(24]), r* is computed by assuming that the mass flow through the near-wake at station R is equal to the mass
flow streaming above the stagnation streamline plus a term qE representing the eiatrainment effect taking
place during the reattachment process. Tt) problem is completely 'closed" by assuming that the streamwise
velocity profile in the wake at the reattachment station R is a universal function given by an empirical

correlation.

Missile in the Jet-On Condition. The flow structure downstream of the base of an afterbody equipped with a
propulsive nozzle is extremely complex and the multi-conponent models at our disposal to treat that kind of

problem rely on a rough approximation of the real phenomena. The models that have been considered constitute
an extension of methods developed for two-dimensional reattachment on a wall. In fact, all these models are
based on the following scheme (see Fig. 3):

i) The dead-air region is roughly liaited by the curvilinear triangle SE RT Sj defined by the annular
base and the isobaric boundaries (fE) and (fj) along which the pressure is equal to the base pressure PB"

ii) The viscous phenomena are superimposed on a perfect fluid structure entirely determined if the base
pressure PB is known.

The two boundaries (fE) and (fj) usually meet at the inviscid confluence point RT. Downstream of RTI the two
inviscid streams have a common boundary (Z) - a slip line - on which both flows must have thE sene pressure

P2 and same direction 92. The basic assumption of all the models is that everything happens as if each ?low

- namely the external flow (E) and the ýlow issuing from the nozzle (J) - were reattaching on a wall
representing the common confluence direction (1). Thus, knowledge of the downstream pressure P2 and the

initial direction 92 of the slip line %Z) allows application - to each flow - of one of the reattachment

criteria mentioned above.

Uniqueness of solution - i.e., the proper values of PB and TB (or hB) - is ensured by satisfying two overall
balance equations for mass and energy applied to a control volume encompassing the dead-air region. The

solution is most often found by iterating on PB and TB (or hB) until these two equations are simultaneously
satisfied. The various multi-component methods closely follow the above general model. However, they differ
on some points which are now emphasized.

The Addy Flow Model [25].

The inviscid streams are computed by the Method of Characteristics and the pressure downstream of
reattachment - P2 - is computed by assuming oblique shock recompre~sion. As in the simplified Korst model,
the initial boundary-layers are neglected., The two balance equations for mass and energy are considered, so
the model can solve the thermal problem. In order to remedy a deficiency of the original Korst reattachment
criterion, a modification of this criterion is introduced which consists of assuming that the stagnation
pressure on the limiting streamline is only a fraction of the downstream pressure P2. Thus one writes:

Pt k P2
S(3)= PB PB
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In the above equation, k Is an empirical factor function of the ratio r - rj / rE of radii at Sj and SE
[26). The original Korst Escape Criterion is recovered by letting k = 1.

The Addy code produces a message when plume induced separation on the afterbody is likely to occur, the risk
of separation being detected by using Zukoski's criterion [27].

The ONERA Flow Model (Code ONCRA1) [24]

The inviscid streams are computed by the Method of Characteristics. The initial direction - I2 - of the slip

line (Z) starting from the contluence point is determined by assuming simple wave compression al KT. ine

influence of the initial boundary-layers present at SE and Sj is taken into account, their effect on the

velocity distribution being represented by the virtual origin concept [28]. At RT, the Angular Reattachment

Criterion - formuld 2 - is applied to the external flow and the jet., The reattachment angles *E and 'j are

defined as the angles between (z) and the tangents to (fE) and (fj) at RT respectively. The model also
solves the thermal problem, both PB and TB being computed. Cases with plume induced separation on the

fuselage can also be computed by using nearly the same procedure. The difference is that now the base

pressure PB is given by a separation criterion, the unknown being the location of the separation point. The

criterion used is derived from the Chapman Free Interaction theory [29]. The criterion of Zukoski can also

be used.

The Dormer Flow Model [30]

The method developed by Dornier is close to the ONERA model. However, in the present application of the
Angular Reattachment Criterion to the two-mixing layers confluence problem, an iterative procedure is
included to adjust the reattachment direction 02 for achieving equal reattachment pressure in both shear
layers (this condition is not satisfied in the ONERA application of the Angular Reattachment Criterion). The
pressure rise up to the reattachment point R is given by assuming an isentropic recompression nn the
stagnation streamline from P8 to PR. Thus, in the Dornier method the reattachment direction is no longer
that of the confluent inviscid flows downstream of RT . Instead, the pressure is the same in the two
reattaching mixing layers, which seems more satisfactory from a physical point of view. The initial
boundary-layers at the separation points are taken into account by introducing the virtual origin concept

for the two mixing layers and by using the equivalent bleed concept [31]. Plume induced separation can also

be computed, a modified version of Zukoski's criterion accounting for incipient separation being introduced
[32].

The Houlden Flow Model [33]

This method is based on a flow model which predicts the development of the boundary-layer along the body and
then solves for the confluence of the resulting external shear layer with the jet exhaust plume (internal
shear layer) behind the dead-air region. The calculation procedure begins by making an initial estimate of
the angle through which the external flow is deflected at the base. The resulting pressure change is thus
known and the shape of the exhaust plume which expands to the base pressure is determined by the Method ot
Characteristics. At the confluence point, the external and internal (jet) flows are matched so that the
downstream flow direction is compatible for both flows. The "reattachment" pressure is obtained as an
empirical function of the pressure rise required at the confluence point. A mass flow balance equation is
used to calculate the mass flows entrained and returned near the confluence point and the difference
evaluated. The angle of deflection of the external shear layer is then iterated until this difference
becomes small (to within a specified tolerance).

4.3.3 - Base Flow Models for Subsonic External Flow

Missile in the Jet-Off Condition. The model developed by Adrospatiale and ONERA (code ONERA/ASI [24]) to
treat the base flow problem for a subsonic external stream is derived from Vanwagenen's theory which
origindlly applied to a cylindrical afterbody placed in an incompressible flow [34]. The adopted
representation is shown in Fig. 4. Its key components are:-

i) The discriminating streamsurface (qj) originating from the base shoulder S and reaching the axis at
the physical rettachment point R.

ii) The displacement surface (q,*) on which the outer inviscid flow streams.

ili) The streamsurface (RE) belonging to the perfect fluid flow which passes through the edge E" of the
viscous wake at the reattachment station.
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The basic principle of the method consists of an inviscid-viscous interactive calculation with coupling
conditions written on the displacement surface (4p*) constructed in an approximate way by applying global
conservation laws for mass and momentum to adequate control volumes, like those represented in Fig. 4.

The procedure for determning the base pressure PB is as follows. For a given value of the separation bubble
length L = BR, an inviscid-viscous interactive calculation is iterated until convergence. Then, the correct
value of L is determined by satisfying a "closure" relation similar to the Korst Escape Criterion. 7hus, one
has to perform an outer iteration loop on L until this criterion is satisfied. In the present version of the
method, the outer non viscous flow is computed by a method of singularities, compressibility being taken
into account by the Prandtl-Glauert rule.

Missile in the Jet-On Condition. In principle, the model developed by Adrospatiale and ONERA (code ONERA/AS2
[24]) to treat this situation, is only valid for an afterbody equipped with a nozzle, the diameter of which
is small compared to the base diameter. Also, the nozzle pressure ratio must be not too far from adaptation
conditions. Under such circumstances, it is legitimate to consider that the jet acts as a perturbating
agency consisting of:, a) - An obstacle effect, similar to a sting which would represent the propulsive jet.
b) - A suction effect resulting from the strong entrainment occurring aiong tne oounoary OT tne nign speea
jet (see Fig. 5), In fact, this second effect is by far the most important. In these conditions,, the main
features of the model are:

i) The jet is replaced by a cylindrical sting, the radius of which is equal to the radius of the nozzle
exit section. This very simple model gives an acceptable representation of reality if the jet is not too far
from adaptation conditions.

ii) The suction effect is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the length Lj of the sting comprised
between the base and the point Rj where the outer flow reattaches on the sting. Furthermore, one assumes
that the suction velocity is normal to the sting surface; i.e., perpendicular to the longitudinal axis OX.
The mass flow rate sucked off from the dead-air region by the jet entrainment effect is written in the form:

qj = (2v rj Lj) CEj POj Uoj

where pOj and uoj are relative to the perfect fluid flow of Mach number MOj in the nozzle exit plane,, CEj
being a coefficient that represents globally the jet entrainment effect. The solution procedure is the same
as in the jet-off case.

4.4 - VALIDATION OF SEMI-EMPIRICAL AND MULTI-COMPONENT METHODS

4.4.1 - Statistics of Computed Cases

Table II summarizes the various situations which can be computed with the codes tested by the Action Group
and Table III gives the number of test cases computed for each basic configuration:

TABLE II - CAPABILITY OF THE TESTED MODELS

Without Jet With Jet

Subsonic External Flow BAe Drag Program Brazzel-Henderson

Brazzel-Henderson ONERA/AS2
ONERA/ASI Riedel
Riedel Tanner
Tanner

Transonic External Flow BAe Drag Program
Riedel
T•- _,

Supersonic External Flow BAe Drag program Addy
Brazzel-Henderson Brazzel-hendersor
Moulden Dornier
Mueller Moulden

ONERA2 ONERAI
Riedel Riedel

__Tanner Tanner

A_
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TABLE III - NUMBER OF CASES COMPUTED FOR FACI BSC FUT

Without Jet With Jet

Subsonic External Flow 14 21

Transonic Flow 14 0

Supersonic Flow 6 95
A total number of 448 calculations has been executed, most test cases having been computed with severalcodes. Table III shows that no case corresponding to transonic external flow in the jet-on condition couldbe computed, even with semi-empirical methods. On the other hand, a great quantity of calculations has beenperformed for ;upersonic cases with jet. Most of these calculations have been executed with the Addy codeand the Moulden code which were run by several contributors. However, in this statistics we have considered
only one code application for each test case.

4.4.2 - Discussion of Tvnical Results

Due to the large amount of results obtained by the Action Group, we will present here a very limited numberof comparisons between models and experiment, chosen among the most representitive.
Afterbody Without Jet for Subsonic and Transonic External Flow. The subsonic and transonic external flowcases are presented together since in most applications these cases were treated simultaneously by thedifferent models.

Variation of the base pressure coefficient CpB with the external flow Mach number M_, for a cylindricalafterbody is shown in Fig. 6a. Experimental results are in the range 0.42 : k:5 1.14 . Four codes havebeen run: BAe Drag Program, ONERA/AS2, Riedel and Tanner. The ONERA/AS2 is unable to give results in thetransonic range itself, since the external inviscid flow of the coupling algorithm is computed by a methodof singularities. Most results are acceptable in the subsonic range; i.e., for ALo• 0.95. However, theRiedel result shows an unexpected rise of CpB in the lower subsonic range. Results are rather deceiving inthe transonic domain, all models underpredicting largely the sharp decrease in base pressure occurring nearM_= 1. In this case, close to sonic conditions, the best prediction is given by Tanner's method. The secondexample, shown in Fig. 6b, corresponds to an afterbody with a boattail of angle 13E - - 6" and a lengthL = 0.5 Dmax . In this case, no method is able to correctly predict the rise in base drag taking place neark - I . Calculations made for other test cases - not presented here - show similar deficienries of themodels tested by the Action Group. However, before drawing definitive conclusions, one must be aware of thedifficulty to make reliable base pressure measurement in transonic wind tunnels, so that most experimentalresults in this range should be considered with some suspicion.
Afterbody Without Jet for Supersonic External Flow. This case could be considered as the easiest since thereexists a large number of reliable experimental data giving the base pressure in supersonic flow. Thus, Fig.7a shows the classical evolution of the base pressure ratio PB / p. with the Mach number Hk. The Mueller andONERA2 multi-component methods are in very good agreement with experiment. This is not a surprise, sincethese methods have been more or less 'tuned" to agree with this basic curve. Riedel's code also works verywell. The Tanner model leads here to a poor prediction. It is clear that the Brazzel-Henderson mz*e, is not

adequate to treat supersonic base flows in the jet-off situation. Similar conclusions can k drawn fromresults presented in Fig. 7b which shows the evolution of the base pressure with boattail angle at Iig=2.01,. However, in the following application where the boattail length is shorter ( L / D max - 0.5 insteadof 1), the Tanner model gives a good prediction (see Fig. 7c).
It seems clear that multi-component methods are superior and safer to predict base pressure for a nonpowered projectile at supersonic velocity.

Afterbodr With Jet for Subsonic External Flow. There exist few test cases for this situation. Here, we haveconsidered three cases corresponding to fixed values of tho ^xternal flow Mach ntmber & and jet exit Machnumber li and to different afterbody angles, namely: 0 (cylindrical), - 6" (boattail), + 6" (flare). Resultsare shown in Figs. 8a to 8c which give the evolution of the base pressure coefficient C B with the nozzleexpansion ratio Pt- / pto., For these cases, The ONERA/AS2 code is in close agreement with experiment.can be explained AY the fact that the nozzle diameter is small compared to the afterbody oaximum diameterDj / Omax - 0.15 ) and that the jet is practically adapted. Thus, which satisfies the basic hypotheses of
the Adrospatiale/ONEPA model (see §4.3.3 above). For larger nozzles far from adaptation conditions,agreement is not so good. The Riedel model also gives good results for the cylindrical afterbody and the

IN
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afterbody with flare. The prediction is less satisfactory when there is a boattall. The Brazzel-Henderson

model leads to an increase in CpB with the nozzle expansion ratio, which is in contradiction with

expe,'iment.

Afterbody With Jet for Supersonic External Flow. Due to the great number of calculations performed for this

situation and the scatter of the results, it is difficult to draw clear conclusions. A very limited number

of test cases is discussed here, their choice having been made with a certain degree of arbitrariness.

The first example, shown in Fig. 9, concerns a cylindrical afterbody placed in a flow of Mach number M. = 2.

The nozzle is nearly sonic and its diameter is such that Dj / Dmax - 0.6. In this case, 5 methods have been

tested. The Addy model has been run with the corrected reattachment criterion (see formula 3 above) and with

the initial version (obtained by setting k = 1). All the methods - except that of Riedel - give here a very

acceptable prediction of base pressure. However, the situation is not so satisfactory for the three

following applications which also concern a cylindrical afterbody at k- 2. This afterbody is equipped with

a conical nozzle of angle a = 5 giving an exit Mach number Mj 2. Three dlfferent values of the nozzle

exit diameter are considered. When Dj / D max = 0.8, all the methods applied in this case give a relatively
good prediction, as shown in Fig. I1a. But, for most of them the quality of the results tends to deteriorate

when the nozzle exit diameter is reduced as can be seen in Figs. lob (Dj / Dmax = 0.6) and 10c

(DO / 
0

max = 0.4) . Here, the best performance is achieved by the Addy model incorporating the correction

factor. The Dornier and ONERAI codes also work relatively well. Results given by other methods are more

erratic.

The two other applications are relative to afterbodles equipped with a conical nozzle having a large

divergence angle. In the case presented in Fig. 11a - for whichl•j = 22' and Dj / Omax - 0.435 - the five

tested codes give a relatively good prediction, except that of Brazzel and Henderson. On the other hand, for

the case presented in Fig. I)b - where 13j = 20' and Di / Dmax = 0.2 - the best prediction is given by the
Brazzel-Henderson model, the other models leading to poor results. The ONERAI model was unable to predict
these cases, the Mach number downstream of the confluence point RT being subsonic.

The last selected applications are relative to afterbody flows with plume induced separation on the
fuselage. The cylindrical afterbody is equipped with a nozzle having a divergence angle Ij = 9.1', an exit
diameter such that Dj / Dmax - 0.8 and giving a flow of Mach number Mj - 1.69. In the application shown in
Fig. 12a, the external flow Mach number is equal to 2. Six methods are confronted with experiment. The three
multi-component methods (Addy, Moulden, ONERA1) give acceptable results as concerns the prediction of the
base pressure. However, there is a large discrepancy on the value of the nozzle expansion ratio
corresponding to incipient separation at the base shoulder, the Addy code gives a limit value Pt* / PL. 12
, whereas the ONERA1 code gives Pt. / pt. t 18. Semi-empirical methods work poorlj in th.s Lase. ýn the

second example, shown in Fig. 12b, ihe external Mach number is equal to 1.65. The Moulden and ONERAI codes
still give good results. Surprisingly, the Addy model gives a poo- prediction of base pressure for the
lowest values of the nozzle expansion ratio where there is no separation on the body.

5 - DATA BASE COLLECTION FOR TESTING EULER AND NAVIER STOKES CALCULATIONS

5.1 - INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The aim of this activity was to collect data on a limited number of well documented and carefully made
experiments, including detailed analysis of the flow past typical afterLodies. The selection of the test
cases was made by taking into account the following criteria:,

- Only axisymmetric afterbodies with or without propulsion will be considered.

- Incoming flows (external plus jet) properties should be provided, including boundary-layer orofiles.

- In addition to static pressure distributions on the afterbody, flow field measurements giving the mean
velocity components and the Reynolds tensor components should be included.

After examination of several possible test cases, it was decided to retain only six test cases described in
Table IV. The selected cases concern results obtained in the subsonic regime. No well documented and
accurate data were available for the transonic and supersonic regimes, presently. Neither results concerning
the effect of the jet nature or total temperature were found.

A
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TABLE IV - SUMMARY OF TEST CASES FOR EULER AND NAVIER-STOKES CALCULATIONS

Test Origin Afterbody M.o Jet Angle Measurements
case geometry of attack on the body in the flow

IA ISL 0 = O' 0.35 off 0. Pstat, B-L V ,

18 ISL L = "6 0.35 off 0. Pstat, - V ,8R

Omax

2B AS/ONERA =0 0.85 on 0. Pstati B-L ,

28 AS/ONERA L = 6 0.85 on 0 Pstat, B-L

Dmax

2C AS/ONERA L= 46. 0.85 on 0. Pstat, B-L V ,

Pmax

3 ISL L= 6 0.54 off 5. Pstat, B-L ,

I__ ___ - =~ I

I___ I_____ 
0
max ____ _____ ____________

Pstat:, surface pressure measurements,

B-L incoming boundary-layer profile provided,

V , , mean velocity vector and Reynolds tensor measurements.

The data banks consists in profiles of flow mean and turbulent properties and
in tracings of contour lines of these quantities.

Results relative to the effect of angle of incidence have been obtained in experiments executed by ISL in
the framework of the Action Group activity

5.2 - PRESENTATION OF SOME TYPICAL RESULTS

There is no place here to give much detail about this data bank which contains a considerable amount of
information. We have selected a limited number of resuls to give an idea of the quality of the measurements
and of the general structure of the investigated flows.

Test cases IA and IB have been investigated in a ISL blow down type wind tunnel. As shown in Fig. 13, the
experimental arrangement comprises an axisynnetric nozzle of 0,21 m in length and of 0,1 m in diameter.
Afterbody models are mounted at the extremity of a sting, of diameter 0,020 m, located in the test section
and supported in the settling chamber by three shaped struts. The end of the sting is held in the test
section by three wires of 0.3 fr. in diameter adjustable by strap mounts. This system allows the models to be
aligned in the flow direction (angle of attack and slide slip angle equal to zero) and leaves the flow in
the test section undisturbed. The general flow conditions were as follows-,

Pt- M. ReD 0:

105 Pa 0.35 1.54 106 0

ReD: Reynolds Pumber computed with the model caliber.

At each measurement point, the flow field properties were calculated from 4096 individual samples of the
instantaneous velocity components u and v obtained by means of a 2-D, two-colour LDV system [35].

t. I
I .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .i
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rhe mean velocity vector field for the cylindrical afterbody (test case IA) is represented in Fig. 14. This
plot shows the vast recirculating zone existing just downstream of the base. The figure shows a good
symmetry of the configuration, the reverse flow stagnation point being located right in the center of the
base. From this vector field it was possible to determine the mean flow streamlines shown in Fig. 15, where
the results obtained for the conical boattail have also been represented for purpose of comparison. One
notes a noticeable reduction in the size of the near wake, when 13 = -6" . Some results relative to the
turbulence properties of the flow are represented in Figs. 16a and 16b by means of contour representations
of the turbulent kinetic energy and of the Reynolds shear stress. On- sees that the maximum turbulence
levels are reached in the shear layer originating at the base shoulder at a location sligthly upstream of
the rear stagnation point.

Test cases 2A, 2B and 2C, which correspond to an afterbody in the jet-on situation, were studied in the
ONERA S3Ch transonic wind tunnel [36]. Models are mounted with zero angle of attack and zero yaw on a sting,

of diameter D - 0.1 m, supported by a horizontal shaped strut located in the settling chamber and by three
shaped wires caught at the collector walls (see Fig. 17). The jet is produced by a contoured supersonic
nozzle of diameter Dj = 0.15 m. The general test conditions were as follows,

External Flo Nozzle Flo

Pt. Tto M. ReD Pt. Ttj Mj rj

105 Pa 288 K 0.85 1.25 106 0. 22.83 105 Pa 300 K 2.9 1.4

The flow field properties were calculated for each point based on 2000 individual samples of (u,v) obtained
by means of a 2-D two color LDV system.

The mean velocity vector field for the cylindrical afterbody is shown in Fig. 18. A recirculating zone forms
downstream of the base, its closure point being located at approximately ).25 caliber from the base. The
structure of the mean base flow is best visualized by the tracings of streamlines shown if Fig. 19.
Considering first the cylindrical afterbody (see Fig. 19a), one can first distinguish a region where the
streamlines are closed turves. This recirculating bubble is bounded by a discriminating streamline (j)
originating at the separation point SF, located at the base shoulder, and ending at the stagnation point R
located on the base between SE and the nozzle exit Sj. Another line to be remarked is the streamline (s)
which delimits the reversed flow region. This streamline (s) passes through point S where its tangent is
vertical. The streamlines flowing between the wall and (s) are first turned back towards the base; then,
they are rapidly bent in the downstream direction by the strong entrainment effect of the supersonic jet.
The mean flow streamlines for the afterbody with boattail (test case 2B) and with flare (test case 2C) are
shown in Figs. 19b and 19c. One sees that the reverse flow region is much reduced when there is a boattail
due to the tendency of the external flow to converge towards the axis. On the other hand, thu presence of a
flare leads to a considerable extension of the separated bubble.

The spatial distribution of the turbulence kinetic energy for the cylindrical afterbody is visualized in
Fig. 20a by a tracing of the lines of constant values for k / U2. In the external shear layer, originating
at SE, the maximum of k occurs just above the limit point S. In the jet mixing layer, the turbulence levels
are between •hree and four times higher than in the outer flow shear layer. This increase in the levels
results from a more intense turbulence production because of higher strain rates. The spatial distributions
of the Reynolds shear stress given in Fig. 20b show similar tendencies.

The study of the afterbody at an angle of attack o - 5 (test case 3) was conducted in the ISL blow down
type wind tunnel, the open test section being here a square in cross section measuring 0.13 x 0.13 m

2
. As

for test cases 2a to 2c, the afterbody model is mounted at the end of a sting supported in the settling
chamber and held in the test section. Here, the sting is set at an angle o = 5' with respect to the test
section axis (see Fig. 21). Great care was taken to align the model in the flow direction so that the
sideslip angle be equal to zero. The flow field properties were measured with a 3-0, three color LDV system.
Results are expressed in the reference system X,Y,Z as shown in Fig. 20 [37].

Clear representation of 3-D results is a difficult task (38]. Some insight into the complex flow
organization can be gained by the tracings of Fig. 22 which show the projected mean velocity vector field in
X - Y planes located at different spanwise locations Z. By a trajectographic method, it is possible to
construct the lines of force of this vector field which are drawn on the same figures.

ALI
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tracings reveal the existence in the selected planes of singular points of the focus .,1d saodle types. AlsO,

the vector field contains separation lines, the particularity of which is to go through a singular point.

These features are typical of three dimensional separated flows [39]. Similar results relative to transverse

Y - X planes located at different X locations are shown in Fig. 23.

Tirbulent properties of the base flow are given in the next figure which showsgontours of of the turbulent

kinetic energy k / U2 (Fig. 24a) and of the Reynolds shear stress component u' v' / Uý2 (Fig. 24b) for ,ix

transverse planes Z - Y. The Action Group Report will contain the complete set of data concerning this flow

as also a physical interpretation of the results.

6 - VALIDATION OF EULER AND NAVIER-STOKES CALCULATIONS

6.1 - INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

First it must be mentioned that this activity has not yet been completed. Only preliminary Navier-Stokes
results are available from different investigators and some Euler solutions have been performed as a
preparatory step for achieving good Xavier-Stokes solutions. Therefore,. only a few figures concerning
preliminary results will be shown here. Even the rough method descriptions must be understood as
preliminary, these methods being still subject to some changes until the work will be finished

Especially, it is planned to carry out some exercises on mesh refinement or mesh adaptation, running
different codes in the same computztional mesh and using different types of turbulence models within the
same numerical scheme and the same grid. Hopefully, these very important exercises can be concluded within
the lifetime of the Action Group.

6.2 - SURVEY OF THE COMPUTATIONAL METHODS USED FOR SOLVING THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

Numerical contributions solving the Navier-Stokes equations will be provided by British Aerospace, Dornier,
ISL and MATRA. The computational methods used by these investigators can be roughly characterized as
follows.

British Aerospace. The steady averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved by an iterative upwind finite
difference scheme equivalent to a finite volume approximation since similar integrations are carried out
over the complete surface of each computational cell. An iterative pressure correction technique is used in
order to fulfill the continuity equation. The method is based on the semi implicit method ot Spalding and
Patankar. The ik,E] transport equation turbulence model is used in the code and the log-law is implemented
for the velocity profile close to the walls in order to avoid very fine mesh resolutions there. The method
is capable of treating the chemical reactions in the plume by adding the reaction and species conservation
equations to the code. Further improvement are under development

Dornier. A cell centered finite volume algorithm is used in block structured meshes. The time integration is
performed by explicit Runge-Kutta type methods or, alternately, solutions can also be gained iteratively
with an implicit L-U factorised scheme. Both approaches allow for a speed up by a multigrid scheme and the
explicit scheme is also accelerated by local time steps and implicit residual averaging. The [k,e]
turbulence model is implemented including a low Reynolds number damping model which permits fine mesh
resolution near the wall, thus avoiding the use of a law of the wall. Also, the famous Baldwin-Lomax model
can be used in a formulation well tuned for applying it safely across block boundaries and in complicated
flow regions.

ISL. The code solves the vorticity transport equation and, in parallel, the Poisson equation for the stream
function by an implicit finite difference integration method. The values of the variables in the flow field
are provided at the nodes of the grid lines. The turbulent shear stress is modeled by classical mixing
length models.

MATRA. The code solves the unsteady flow equations by a finite volume Jiscretisation with the unknowns at
the nodes and the time integration is performed by an explicit one-step Lax-Wendroff scheme. Multi-Block
meshes are used and for the turbulence description the Baldwin-Lomax model is adopted. For low Mach numbers
an artificial compressibility version is available.

6.3 - NAVIER-STOKES RESULTS

In Fig. 25 some results of Czichowsky, ISL, for the mean flow streamlines and the lines of constant

vorticity corresponding to three values of the Reynolds number are shown. These result; are relative to a

-4/
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boattailed axlsymmetric afterbody without jet in incompressible flow. The length of the recirculating bubble

behind the base is displayed in Fig. 26 as function of Reynolds number for three differ-nt boattail angles,

the boattailed part having a length of half caliber. Although these cases are not directly related to the

test cases discussed above, it is quite interesting to recognise how the bubble length appears to reach an

asymptotic value with increasing Reynolds number. This confirms from a theoretical point of view the well

knot.*, fact that the base flow pattern is only slightly dependent on Reynolds number in the technically most

i;,portant higher Reynolds number range.

Some recent results from Iagagnato, Dornier, for Test Case 26 are displayed in Figs. 27 and 28. Compared to
the Dornier calculations presented in [3] an essentially refined block structured mesh is used with good

resolution of both shear layers at the free stream as well as at the jet boundary of the separated region.

Also a different numerical scheme is used which is described in Section 6.2 above. For the present
calculation, the formulation of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model has been thoroughly adjusted for the use
in both free shear layers. More details are discussed in the paper of Magagnato within this conference [40].

Surprisingly, the flow pattern shown in Fig. 27 is not very much changed compared to [3] in spite of the
definite improvement of the numerical treatment. The measu.-ed closure position C of the recirculation region
is well represented in both calculations. On the other hand, the discrepancy between the measured
reattachment oosition R at the base and the calculated point (point of vanishing tangential velocity at the
base in Fig. 27) is not reduced compared to [3]. The only explanation at hand for this discrepancy may be
that the shear layer at the jet boundary originated from the highly accelerated nozzle boundary-layer is
perhaps initially laminar as also supposed in [3], while it is assumed to be turbulent in the calculation.
This could be the reason for the fact that the substantial improvement of mesh resolution and turbulence
model representation at the jet boundary does not produce the expected improvement effects.

Fig. 28 presents tha pressure distribution on the afterbody for the same case where the pressure coefficient
C is plotted versus the distance from the base (Fig. 28a) and the base pressure versus radius (Fig. 28 b).
Now the surface pressure distribution is improved at the body-boattail junction ( X - -0.1 m) due to the
better mesh resolution compared to [3]. The base pressure level is close to the experimental value as
already observed in Q3].

Some very prelim-nary Navier-Stokes calculations performed at British Aerospace are prese'ited in Figs. 29a
and 29b. The computed configurations correspond to Test Cases IA and jB. The upper half of each figure shows
the computed velocity plot, the lower half the ISL experimental result. There is a ganeral agreement between
calculation and experiment, however the computed bubble length is here more important than the experimental
one.

Examples of Navier-Stokes calculations performed at MATRA are presented in Fig. 30 which show tracings of
velocity fields. The first example (see Fig. 30a) corresponds to Test Case lB. The second calculatior (see
Fig. 30b) corresponds to Test Case 2B (boattalled afterbody with jet). This result ir very encouraging the
computed flow field reproducing faithfully the essential features of the measured field.

7 - CCLUSION

Base flow phenomena can play an important role in the aerodynamic performance of a missile or a projectile.
Furthermore, the base region can be the seat of complex aerothermal processes, involving possible after
burning of the gas emitted by the propulsive jet, which are at the origin of large heat fluxes on the rear
part of the missile. Due the great practical importance of base flows , the GARTEUR Group of Responsables
for Aerodynamics decided in 1986 the creation of an Action Group (AGO9) on this subject with the titla "Flow
Past Missile Afterbodies'. The task of this AG was to establish the state of the art in the matter or base
flow preJiction by making an in depth assessment or existing calculation methods by means of thorough
comparisons with experimental results. The membership of this Action Group, which is close to the completion
of its task, is as follows: Adrospattale - ChAtillon, British Aerospace - Bristol, DLR - Brauitschweig,
Dornier - Friedrlchshafen, 1SL - Saint-Louis, MATRA , MBB - Munich, ONERA

In this perspective, the AG collected 158 test cases covering both jet off and jet on situations and flight
Mach number in the subsonic, transonic and supersonic i nges. This data bank was used to test a total of 12
semi-empirical and multi-component methods by executing 448 calculations which allowed a clear definition of
the domain of applicability of these methods. Thus it appears that in this field, the situation is far from
being satisfactory, the executed calculations showing lare'. discrepancies not only between predictions and
experiment but also between methods. In fact, semi-empirical methods are of poor quality outside the range
of parameters for which they have been established. On the other hand, multi-component methods are superior
to treat complex configurations involving a large number of parameters, for example afterbodies in che jet
on situations. However, even in the case of a supersonic external flow - for which multi-component models
seem well founded - no method actually works very well, especially when the size of the dead-air region at
the base is large. Semi-emoirical and multi-component methods are unable to predict base flow in the
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transonic range, experiment in this field being also very difficult. Furthermore, application of these
methods is restricted to axisymmetric configurations, their extension to 3D flows being extremely difficult
and hazardous.

A data base consisting of 6 well documented experiments, including very detailed field measurements by 20
and 3D LDV techniques, was constituted to test more advanced computational methods based on the solution of
the time averaged Navler-Stokps equations. Two experiments are relative to subsonic flow in the jet off

situation, three to subsonic flow in the jet on situation, the last case being a particularly well

documented 3D case ii which an unpowered afterbody is set at an incidence of 5" in a subsonic stream. Four
different Navier-Stokes codes, incorporating algebraic or transport equation turbulence models, have been
investigated by the contributors. This activity, which has not yet been completed at the time of the present
meeting, constitutes ý very instructive exercise since it is in measure to lead to clear conclusions

concerning both the numerical problems and the modelling difficulties met in the Navier-Stokes approach.
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Fig. 22 - Subsonic base flow at incidence (151 results)
Mean velocity vector field and streamlines in
X-Y longitudinal planes
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Fig. 23 Subsonic base flow at incidence (151 results)
Mean velocity vector field and streamlines in
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boattailed afterbody. Influence of Reynolds number
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Experimental Aerodynamics for Hot Gas Jet

Reaction Control Systems

Dr. H. Schilling R. Friedrichs & D. Christ
RheInmetall CmbH Deutsche Porschungsanstalt fOr
Ulmenstr. 125 Luft- und Raumfahrt DLR
D-4000 D~sseldorf Flughafen

D-3300 Braunschweig

The aerodynamic interferences which arise from the interactions between the flow around a
configuration and the flow of lateral blowing thrusters are well-known in the supersonic
case due to many missile applications. Here some results and experimental investigations
which are planned for the very near future, are reported for the case of a subsonic
configuration.

The EPHRAM concept is a terminal guided submunition which is designed to improve the hit
accuracy and e~fectiveness of conventional artillery rounds. The flight condition for this
coicept is typically Mach 0.5 in low altitudes. EPHRAM is controlled by four laterai hot
gas thrusters with a design based on mechanical valve switching technology. ry appiying
lateral forces, the configuration develops an angle of attack which is ut1:izzd for tlight
path corrections.

Extrapolations from the literature show that there might be a negative "jet spoiler effect"
reducing the aerodynamic rormal forces due to interferences between thre lateral jet and the
configuration flow field. Therefore, experimental inqestigations have to be performed in
order to learn more about the aerodynamic behaviour of such systems.

In a first test series, the complete model with the operating jet control system was
installed in a low speed vind tunnel. The results shoved that in the case under
investigation there were no severe interferences. However, only a few tests could be
performed for a single coa:figuration. So additionally an experimental research program has
been launched in order to learn more about the basic effects. This paper reports on the
experimental apparatus which shall be used and describes the facilities that are involved
in the planned tests.

The investigations show the importance of a thorough understanding of the phenomena. There
is some evidence that by a suitable design the performance of subsonic concepts using jet
reaction control systems can be improved considerably.

Symbols have been used according to ISO 1551/Flight Mechanics Standard [Il. Additional
symbols are explained in the text.

S~~~~~~~~~~IIII11I JLL_ ginnlll~mll~Uilmll~mll
------- - ra mlmmn •immm nw •.w.
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1. INTT{DJCTIGN

The development of new, so-called "brilliant" or "smart" ammunition for ar illery
applications is very important in order to improve the possibility of an erfective
defence against future armoured ground vehicles. The hit accuracy and therefore the
e ffectiveness of such concepts increases drastically due to maneuvers in the terminal
flight phase (top-attack capability).,

One example of such newly developed systems is the EPHRAM ammunition which shall be
discussed here. EPHRAM is the German acronym for "Autonomous Precision Guided Munition".
Several aspects of this concept were already discussed elsewhere. In 121 the EPHRAM jet
reaction control system was presented which is used to obtain the terminal maneuver
capability. A trade study was made on actuator systems for artillery applications leading
to the chosen concept. Ref. [3] reports on the identification of system and aerodynamic
parameters from instrumented drop tests. In this paper considerations about the
feasibility of investigations and some results of preliminary tests of the aerodynamic
interaction between the hot gas jet reaction control system and the subsonic flovfield
around the EPHRAM submunition configuration will be discussed.

In an extensive study of the literature [4] it was found that a lot of research on the
interaction problem exists. At supersonic Mach numbers the aerodynamic interferences tend
to increase the normal force for suitably designed configurations ("jet spoiler effect",
e.g. [5,61). A lot of experimental investigations and field studies were performed to
understand this phenomenon in detail. Especially, there was the need for jet simulation
in a well-defined wind tunnel environment 17,81. In general, there is no valid formula
for simulation of hot control jets. Nevertheless requirements and parameters for the
simulation can be specified.

The results of the supersonic regime cannot be applied directly zo the subsonic EPHRAM
case. Therefore, additional experiments have to be carried out to transform and to
extrapolate the experiences gained to subsonic velocities, A major problem is the
simulation of the EPHRAM hot gas jet reaction control system in the wind tunnel, so that
the results of the tests are transferable to free flight conditions. For this purpose a
suitable test set-up and test procedures have to be established.

Next the EPHRAM concept is discussed shortly, followed by a presentation of preliminary
wind tunnel tests. Then a survey of the experimental research program is presented in
which basic aerodynamic effects of the flow phenomena will be investigated. Finally, some
results of the programmed flight tests are given shoving the effectiveness of the control
system for the application discussed here.

2. EUWM WOCPT

In different US and European development programs the feasibility of brilliant ammunition
concepts ;s explored. The EPHRAM concept is based on the high hit probability which is
characteristic for artillery systems. It is improved by a guided terminal phase of a
2-stage ammunition concept.

Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the EPHRAM projectile structure with the outer thinvall carrier,,
the first-stage canister, and the submunition for the terminal phase top-attack. The
outer shape of the artillery round corresponds to conventional artillery projectiles like
the well-known M483A1. Therefore, the usual firing tables can be used with a suitable
addendum. Of course, the weight, the moments of inertia, and the position of the center
of gravity of the EPERAM round have to be adjusted properly. The main components of the
tactical submunition are indicated additionally.

The overall function of the system is explained in fig. 2. The complete round is fired
like a conventional artillery rcund. The first separation takes place at a certain point
on the ballistic trajectory of tLa shell. The thinvall canister is pulled out at approx.
Mach 1 and up to 200 Hz spin rate. It is despun and decelerated by different sets of spin
brakes and a parachute, resp. Vhen suitable environmental conditions have been reached
(approx. 150 m/sec and less than 10 Hz), the EPURAM submunition is pulled out of the
canister, For initial stabilization the parachute remains attached until the wings of the
submunition have been deployed and guarantee stable flight behaviour with almost
vanishing spin rate. Then the rear part of the canister is sepprated, and the submunition
starts its controlled terminal maneuver. A variety of flight paths can be preprogrammed;
the particular one chosen depends on the seeker performance characteristics and on the
constraints of the terminal maneuver.

In fig. 3 a cut through the submunition drop test configuration shows its main components
like jet reaction control system, autopilot, instrumentation package, battery, and flight
data recorder. The shaped charge warhead is replaced by a soft recovery system, moreover
the hemispherical nose is used as a five hole pressure probe.

The submunition is controlled by a lateral blowing jet reaction control system, fig. 4.
Its redial thrust forces cause changes in pitch and yaw and, consequently, angle of

-' . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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incidence and sideslip. This results in high lift from the eight large wings which is
sufficient to perform the commanded maneuvers and to achieve the desired footprints. The
decision to use a jet reaction control system was made by trade studies and by additional
considerations which technology has the potential for next generation designs. This
concept offers a growth potential to higher performances, longer flight time as
propellants will improve, and increased cost effectiveness by application of fluidic
amplifier arrangements.

3. AUEYW#UC DMCTERISfICS AM WR WIND TLtfL TEST FMLTS

The aerodynamic design of the EPERAM submunition was a very important task in order to
achieve the necessary maneuver capability. First a large number cf trade studies wes
performed to optimize the geometric parameters of the contiguration. Finally, a
fin-body-combination with eight large wings was selected. The high number of wings was
chosen in order to maximize lift and to decouple the aerodynamic behaviour f-om roll
position (no dependency of aerodynamic coefficients on roll angle). There have been
different approaches for the wing profile, ranging from a NACAO012 profile to a simple
flat plate with rounded front corners. Further investigations have been made for various
wing positions and nose configurations.

In a second step, five detailed experimental test series have been performed for the case
without blowing thrusters in order to establish an aerodynamic model for the
6-DoF-simulations. Two different wind tunnels of the DLR were used, namely the 3.25 m x
2.80 m low speed wind tunnel (NVB) and the 0.8 m x 0.8 m low speed facility (HUB) in
Braunschveig. Fig. 5 shows a photo of the NWB test section; this photo was made while the
EPHRAM configuration was mounted on a rotary balance. The selection of the large wind
tunnel guaranteed an almost perfect simulation with results very close to reality,
whereas the smaller tunnel was useful because of its lover costs. The wind tunnel
corrections for the RUB were established experimentally.

Some typical aerodynamic results for the EPHRAM drop test configuration are shown in the
next figures. For this configuration the simple wing profile was chosen (rounded flat
plate). Fig. 6 shows a comparison between 2 and 8 wings with NACA profile and flat plate,
resp. The flat plate version shows a better and smoother normal force performance,
however, the contrary holds for the glide number, fig. 7, This is due to the differences
in the tangential force, which could be expected, fig. 8. The overall normal force and
pitching moment of the submuniton can be taken from fig. 9. It can be seen that due to
the large number of wings there is no sudden breakdown of the normal force (cf. fig. 6).
There is a smooth and gradually increasing flow separation from the different wings
leading to very smooth characteristics of the configuration.

The EPHRAH concept is not roll-stabilized. For the terminal phase, however, a roll rate
of less than 1 Hz is required. The roll damping coefficient of the configuration is
expected to be very large due to the large wings. So additional wind tunnel tests have
been made to establish the dynamic roll data of the configuration. Fig. 10 shows the roll
damping coefficient vs. the angle of attack for different roll rates. The sharp decrease
is remarkable, it is due to separation effects.

For system identification purposes, the EFHRAH hemispherical nose was modified as a
five-hole pressure probe in order to identify the actual angles of attack and angles of
sideslip during the instrumented programmed flight tests [91.,

After completion of the various wind tunnel tests the results were verified by drop tests
without burning actuation systems. The high quality of the aerodynamic model was
substantiated. However, there was the need to learn more about the influence of the
working lateral thrusters on the coefficients. Therefore, another program was started at
the wind tunnel of the university of Erlangen.

4. EFUNPIEN WIl) 1INNL TESTS WITH WJt& T•ITERS

The Erlangen wind tunnel is a horizontal tunnel of the "Goettingen type" with an open 1 m
x I m test section and a wind speed of 60 m/sec. The aerodynamic coefficients were
measured with the help of an external three-component balance which was installed above
the test section (cf. fig. 11). The angle of attack could be varied between 0* and +200.
Pigs. 12 and 13 show a comparison of the aerodynamic coefficients between this wind
tunnel and the NVB. There are only small discrepancies in the test results,
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In order to get information about the desired influence of the interference effects,
slightly modified lateral thrusters were used which replaced the mechanical switching
valve system of the original EPHRAM configuration by a simple nozzle system vith
mechanical relief valves, These provide a constant pressure in the combustion chamber to
ensure optimal propellant burning at a constant burning rate. KoLover, pressure peaks
are avoided which would perhaps cause a bursting of the combustion chamber due to
material stress.

The EPHRAM actuator block consists of four individually controllable thrusters packaged
in one common housing. For the wind tunnel tests, however, only one of them was
necessary. It vas possible to obtain the inxluence of the lateral jets on the aerodynamic
coefficients in the different directions by blowing out upwards, sidevards, or dovnwards,
resp. The case of force-free bloving out could not be simulated.

The item of security, of course, was a major problem during the wind tunnel tests. So
additionally to the mentioned relief valve a second safety unit on the basis of
stagnation pressure was used. The gas generator used a solid propellant which was
designed to act as an end burning constant area type producing a clean hot gas at a
comperatively low flame temperature of about 1500 K. The jot Mach number was
approximately 3.3.

Fig. 14 shows a typical result of the influence of a lateral blowing jet on the normal
force coefficient (16 deg. angle of attack, upwards blowing). The flow velocity was 55
m/sec, the burning time of the motor was roughly 20 sec. The nominal lateral force,
which was produced by the jet (without interference from the flovfield), was approx. 60
N. In figs. 15 - 17 the experimental results for the aerodynamic forces in the vertical
plane are given neglecting the constant jet thrust force. Pig. 18 shows the normal force
and the pitching moment as functions of the configuration roll angle for a fixed angle ofattack (roll angle 0*: upwards blowing).

From the diagLams one can draw the following conclusions:

- The tangential force is slightly influenced by the lateral bloving jet, This result
could be expected. The strong increase for the case of a sidevards blowing jet at 200
angle of attack cannot be explained.

- For the normal force there are small variations as a function of the angle of attack
and the position of the lateral jet. No positive jet spoiler effect could be detected.
The maximum deviations to the case without interference were obtained at approx, 1200jet roll angle at 10* angle oi attack (4 o'clock position). Thus the working thrusters
tend to reduce the aerodynamic forces 3lightly and to induce side forces. Similar
results were obtained for the pitching moment duta. As a consequence, the position of
the center of pressure varies only slightly with engine switched on.

- Under the given conditions the axial position of the radial blowing jet is influenced
only a little by the oncoming flow vhich can be shown with the help of IR-photos.

These first results from an idealized wind tunnel environment show that there are
additional forces and moments which arise from the aerodynamic interferences under
investigation. However, these tests can only be a first approximation to the real
conditions for different reasons, Eirstly, an extrapolation of the results to higher
flight velocities is very difficult, because the ratio of flight velocity to jet velocity
can be larger up to a factor of 5. Secondly, the dynamic effects of the bang-bang
characteristics of the actuator system could not be simulated, Thirdly, only a few
parameters could be varied in the wind tunnel tests, and due to the high costs the
experimental values could not be validated in all cases by repetitions of the tests.
Until now there has been no systematic investigation of the problem under controlled
realistic conditions. Therefore, a feasability study has been initiated at the DLR in
order to prove the possibility to simulate the interference between a lateral blowing jet
and the outer flow in a low speed wind tunnel.

5. EOWSUMENIL -RSEA9CH RODPM AT TIHE hLR

5.1 Basic Considerations on Control .et Sinmlation
In order to simulate control jets in a wind tunnel, suitable test conditions have to be
established first so that the results of the tests are transferable to free flight condi-
tions.

2/
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The characteristic EPHRAM submunition flight velocity is 150 m/sec, which is the basis
for the following considerations. Its control jet system has a bang-bang characteristic
of 8 msec duration. From a chamber of about 1500 K total temperature the combustion gas
flows through a conical nozzle and reaches a Mach number of 3.3 and a temperature of 800
K at the nozzle exit.

For measurements in a low speed wind tunnel, hovevar, it is necessar) to generate a
continuous and constant control jet due to the length of the needed test period. Thus
hot gas thrusters can be used only for comparison. Additionally, in a wind tunnel with a
closed circuit like that at Braunschweig only media which are non-corroding and not toxic
should be used.

For the jet simulation with the projected EPHRAN submunition configuration both near as
well as far-field effects have to be taken into account. In the near field the jet has to
be simulated in such a way that the pressure distribution on the model surface in the
vicinity of the nozzle is equivalent to that of the original. Because in the present case
wind tunnel model and original have the same scale, the jet exit areas of both are equal,
however, the initial bell-shaped jet boundary has to be duplicated, too. Moreover, the
wings of the submunition can be located near to the control jet. Thus the deflection of
the jets caused by the wind tunnel flow (i.e. far-field effects) has to be adjusted as
close as possible to free-flight conditions.

There is a strong influence of the combustion gas on the quality of the wind tunnel
simulation. The jet exit temperature influences the angle of jet expansion in the
bell-shaped part. Furthermore, the decay of the jet occurs earlier with a hot gas than
vhith a cold one. So in wind tunnel tests the hot combustion gas cannot be replaced
simply by cold air; .his would result in substantial restrictions to the simulation
quality.

In order to fulfill the requirements on jet simulation in the near and the long range,
essentially three simulation parameters have to be considered which are drawn from the
study of literature [4), fig. 19:

o The geometric similarity, eq. (1), of the model and the original is guaranteed (scaling
factor of 1:1), therefore the exit .,reas are equal.

o The choice of the simulation gas follows from eq. (2). To reach the required value of
the thermodynamic quantity (R T), of the original configuration (left hand side of
the equation), it is necessary to choose a high gas constant R if the exit temperature
T of the simulation gas must be kept low. This holds for helium which is repeatedly
stated in the literature as a qualified gas for simulation of a hot combustion gas.

The computation of the required total temperature of the simulation gas in the nozzle
chamber at a given Mach number results in a temperature of 310 K for helium. In
comparison, for air the resulting temperature would be 1500 K. Thus eq. (2) is
fulfilled with helium at ambient temperature, whereas air would have to be heated up
very strongly. This would result in large technical problems like a strong heating of
the wind tunnel model due to the required long test periods in the low speed wind
tunnel. An increase of the temperature of the model surface, however, will effect both
the boundary layer and the pressure distribution considerably. Cooling of the model
surface is an extremly difficult technical task for wind tunnel force measurements with
a strain gauge balance. This problem does not exist for the original configuration,
because the propelling charges have a short burning time of only about 10 sec.

For these reasons the use of helium is proposed for the simulation of control jets.

o The third of the simulation parameters is the momentum ratio between the control jet
and the free flow for the original configuration and the model, eq. (3) (C: density, V:
velocity). In the low speed wind tunnel at Braunschweig only a maximum free stream
velocity of 85 m/s is available, although the free stream velocity of the original is
150 m/s. Therefore the exit Mach number of the simulation jet has to be calculated such
that eq. (3) holds. Assuming total expansion in the nozzle, an exit Mach number of 1.6
for helium is obtained. This corresponds to a jet exit velocity of 1175 m/sec. The
total pressure is 4.5 bar with a required mass flow of 0.02 kg/sec. With these data it
is possible to simulate the characteristics of the EPHRAM nozzle flow. The nozzle can
be designed to have the same exit area and jet exit angle like the original
coafiguration.

From these considerations it can be concluded that there is the possibility to simulate
the EPHRAM submunition conditions and nozzle and control jet characteristics, resp., in a
low speed wind tunnel, if cold helium is used instead of the original combustion flow.

• m m m ~ m i mw m m n ~ ll l l nU w • n uu qmn m m l I i _ m n m • n/ m i mw n n n n w m n~ u n m m n mu m • [ mI
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5.2 Test Set-.AP 8nid 4oc:el RejAJir-m'its

In order to obtain the influence of control jets on the aerodynamic characteristics of
the EPBRAM submunition, overall force and momentum measurements are planned with a
six-component strain gauge balance installed inside the model. There are two
possibilities for the test set-up: either to separate the gas supply system with the
nozzles mechanically from the balance-model-arrangement or to treat it as one unit.

After careful considerations the decision was made for the first possiblitiy. It promises
the moat exact results, because only the aerodynamic forces and moments are measured
without any disturbing reactions and deformations induced by the internal jet supply
arrangement. However, the suspensions for both the gas supply system and the model must
be designed especially stiff, and a special six-component balance with small deformations
has to be chosen.

In addition to the force measurements pressure measurements in the vicinity of the
nozzles should be performed to investigate the characteristic features of the aerodynamic
interferences at least in the near field.

There is the danger that the interference of the control jets could be falsified indi-
rectly by the gas supply system, because the initial turbulence generated by
installations in the supply system has a strong influence on the core length of the jet
and therefore on the development of the jet axis and the long-range effects, too. For
these reasons the plenum chamber of the Jet has to be designed with special care.

For the measurement of the mass flow of the jet medium, which may be difficult due to the
small values, turbine gas-meters are recommended. The control of the mass flow and of the
necessarily constant level of the pressure in the plenum chamber can be guaranteed only
with special control devices. To achieve an uniform and reproducible flow in the gas
supply system, a storage tank should be used. To avoid longer adjustment times and larger
gas losses a quick shut-off valve with remote control has to be installed in the supply
pipe near the model.
Fig. 20 shows a sketch of tho planned test set-up which is needed for the jet simulation
in the low speed wind tunnel.

5.3 Test PrD:9"

The test program is divided into pre-tests and main tests, resp. The pre-tests are used
for the validation of the method of jet simulation, the measuring techniques, and the
test of the flow-field visualization likewise. For this first part cold air will be used
due to cost effectiveness, however, the validation of the jet simulation has to be done
by comparing hot gas thruster results with helium data. A part of the tests in this early
stage can be performed seperate from the wind tunnel environment: for the simulation of
the near-field effects and the test of the gas supply syrtem the use of a simplified
model without outer flow is sufficient.

The objectives of the main tests are force measurements, pressure measurements on the
model surface in the vicinity , the jet nozzles, and visual investigations of the flow
(e.g. Schlieren and IR pictures). The subsonic jet spoiler effect (if it exists) will be
investigated quantitatively and qualitatively. Moreover, a number of different wing-body
configurations will be examined to learn more about the influence of geometric
parameters. Of course, the EPHRAM configuration itself will be optimized on the basis of
the experimental results.

6. BMW DION MT OW TESTS i ROGRIED FI.IU

During the development of the EPHRAM system the performance of the overall system could
be demonstrated successfully. Parallel to these gun hardening tests drop tests were
performed in order to demonstrate the stable flight behaviour of the submunition, the
function of the recovery system, and the terminal maneuver capability of the submunition.
Fig. 21 shows the profile of the programmed drop tests. EPHRAM was dropped from an
instrumented platform which was fixed under a helicopter. This platform had to deliver
the necessary initial flight data of the submunition. After a free-flight phase suitable
environmental conditions were reached and the actuator was initiated: the submunition
flew a controlled lateral maneuver. After the burn-iut of the engine the recovery system
was activated for a soft landing.

It could be shown in several tests that the IPURAM control system worked properly and
delivered the desired lateral acceleration, Fig. 22 shows cino,heodolite data of one of
the drop tests. It can be seen that a footprint of the order of 500 a is delivered which
Iagrees very well with the simulations, fig. 23. All the tests were evaluated with system
identification methods [31 which showed a good agreement between the experimental wind

-tunnel data and the identified parameters.
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7. UON SIONS

For a smart submunition application the aerodynamic effect of a hot gas jet reaction
system on the subsonic aerodynamic characteristics is investigated. On the basis of
conventional force and moment measurements vithout jet a preliminary wind tunnel test
series vith original thrusters was performed which shoved the importance of a thorough
understanding of the interaction phenomenon. Therefore a feasibility study on jet
simulation in a low speed wind tunnel was accomplished. The results of this study show
that such a simulation is possible if the hot combustion gas is replaced by cold helium
and if a 1:1 scale model is used. The test set-up and the model requirements are
discussed. Finally, an overviev on the planned test program is given.

The results of some instrumented drop tests with the EPHRAM submunition indicate the
effectivity of the chosen control concept. Until now there are too many open questions
about the interaction problem, however. It is hoped that detailed answers can be given
when the proposed extensive wind tunnel program has been performed.,
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SUMMARY so pressure gradient
<' density

The new generation of high-speed short range missile K ratio of thermal capacities

has to withstand extreme aerokinetic heating. For IR
0 dome angle

seeking missiles with its fragile domes the aerokinetic

heating effects make further velocity increase difficult. I dynamic viscosity

The main driving parameter is the aerothermodynami- V kinematic viscosity

cally imposed stress within the IR-window material. A heat conductivity

The induced thermal stress is a function of the aero- " intermnttance factor

dynamic flow properties around the missile dome, the e momentum thickness

relevant local boundary layer characteristics and the 7 (missile flight) time

resulting aerokinetic heating. The paper deals with the a stress (mechanical)

analysis of the heat transfer coefficients and resulting

temperature fields on hemispherical domes for the SUBSCRIPTS

laminar and turbulent flow and especially for the tran-

sient behaviour in between. It will be demonstrated b begin of transition area

that just the boundary transition from the laminar to B bending

the turbulent flow has a significant influence on the D dome, down stream

imposed window stress. The study investigates the G gas

different influences of the characteristic Reynolds- I laminar

Numbers, start and end of transition zone and the

resulting stress parameters. Problems related to the t turbulent

definition of correct transition behaviour are dis- w wall, dome surface

cussed. , edge of boundary layer

R Recovery, radial

LIST OF SYMBOLS , ambient environment

c spec. heat capacity 2 stagnation point

D dome diameter

f form coefficient 1. INTRODUCTION

M Mach-Number

Nu Nusselt-Number The new generation of high-speed short range

Pr Prandtl-Number missiles has to withstand extreme aerokinetic heating.

p pressure The heating effects impose severe thermal stresses

l heat transfer onto the dome material in such a way that for IR

r Recovery factor seeking missiles with its fragile domes the aerokinetic

R iear gascnatdo m heating makes further velocity increase difficult. To

R ideal gas constant, dome radius extent the velocity ranges of short range missiles as

a flow length (on dome) far as possible a full understanding of all stress

St Stranton-Number imposing parameters must be available and its in-

T temperature fluence on other missile performance carameters

AT temperature gradient well-known. With this knowledge the best corn-

u air velocity promise between all missile parameters - including

the stress parameter - can be found. This report

GREEK SYMBOLS deals with the transition behaviour of the lami-

nar/turbulent flow onto the imposed thermal stress

a heat transfer coefficient for hemispherical IR-domes.

a velocity gradient

wl
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2. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS form the basis for our following considerations on

dome stress and its influencing parameters.

The new requirements for high velocity missiles result
in high Ma-Numbers within a very £hort time, The Ma-Number ranges - given as function of the

demanding an optimum of aerodynamic design, a flight altitude (Fig. 2) extend for high altitudes into the

tolerable aerokinetic heating and a limited imposed hypersonic range. The typical velocity profiles for a

thermal and mechanical stress within the IR-dome. selected missile layout as function of the flight Ma-

Number versus flight time is changing with the launch

As a consequence the high velocity profiles have an altitude as demonstrated in Fig. 3. It is obvious that

influence on the performance of the IR-seeker: for modern SHORT RANGE MISSILES the max. Ma-

Numbers are going up to Ma6 - 7. The relevant mis-

" For the IR performance it is the mean dome sile flight times are in the order of 15 to 30 secs. The
temperature and the temperature distribution flight profiles are derived for a slender missile with a
over the dome which has a strong influence on hemispherical dome and a dome diameter of about

the IR transmission and detectivity. The radial 10 cm. The dome is fixed to an ogive structure. Fig. 4
temperature gradients through the dome mate- illustrates the wind-tunnel test-model.
rial as a function of the transient flow behaviour
have a basic influence on the imposed thermal

stress. 3. AERCKINETIC HEATING ANALYSIS

"o In addition optical effects of the boundary layer One of the main driving parameters in modern missile

and the shock wave- like blurring and tore- layout is the correct calculation of the aerothermo-

sight errors - have also to be considered. dynamically imposed stress w'thin the IR-window
material for the hemispherical dome shape. The in-

" The radiation of gases between the shook wave duced stress is a function of the aerodynarnic flow

and the outer surface of the window may in- around the dome, of the relevant local boundary layer

fluence the infra-red acquisition capabilities of characteristics and the resulting aerokinetic heating

the seeker. For the heat transfer calculations stardard proce-
dures will be used.

"o Last not least the dome mus, have sufficient

environmental protection to withstand the ther- The heat transfer q from the boundary layer to the

mal stress as well as possble hail or rain impact. dome surface for laminar and turbulent flow is cal-
culated via the Stanton- or Nusselt-Number (1) Iby

From the aerodvnamic diag point of virw slender equation (2) ýs given by E R. van Driest [1] and

Dodies with nose cones are the best approach, L. Lees [2]:
whereas from thermal point of view blunt bodies St ,/4 (1ý

reduce the aerokinetic impact and therewith the re- St, "
sulting thermal stress. A large thickness of the IR-

window materials promotes the resistance against hail I, t St1 , t (Lr Cpr (TR-Tw) (2?

and rain impact, provides slower temperature In-
crease due to the greater material heat capacity, but TR is the Recovery-Temperature

reduces significantly the thermal stress resistance. A T T.(1 + r -4 2  (3)
reduced dome thickness allows higher missile veloci- TR M
ties due to smaller thermal stress impact. A good
missile dome layout results therefore in a compro- The velocity distribition around the dome u6 Is_ ,
mise between different opposing requirements: u.I:[cK-44)t•'2I •-A fk-4/1W2"

"o LOW AERODYNAMIC DRAG Us 14

"o LOW AEROKINETIC HEATING and The temperature T,, density*j and pressure p.

o SMALL IMPOSED THERMAL AND

MECHANICAL STRESS A

leading to an optimised KINEMATIC MISSILE PER- PS = P2 ('-sin2 o) + p, sin 2 (6)

FORMANCE as demonstrated hereafter in Fig. 1.

As an example for such a missile performance optimi- P2 = P" ("(7)'M
2

al al

sation, the missile flight parameters as given in Fig. 2and 3 and a hemispherical dome layout (Fig. 4) shall •=P /RG" • 8
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The Stanton-Numbers St, & St, for laminar and turbu- Reefr = U.- cQ = 250 + 350
lent flow are calculated by #.r

based on the momentum thickness e. Normally the
Stt ft" Re" / 2  (9) values for the critical Reynolds-Number are within the

above range. But this range will be influenced and
St t f fRe6j15  (10) extended by the dome surface properties, mainly

surface roughness (polishing) and the temperature
with f1 = 0.763 Pr," 3 5  (11) difference between dome wall and surrounding air

flow ('subcooled wall effect*). The influence of exten-

t= 0 042 Prs2/3 (12) ded critical Reynolds-Numbers will be discussed later-
on in section 5.and Re• = S4"j4"$ (13)

The laminar and even more the turbulent airflow at
Pr, -C9 (14) supersonic velocities creates significant aerokinetic

heat inputs as demonstrated in Fig. 5 by the calcu-
Especially the transient behaviour from the laminar to lated mean dome temperatures as function of the
the turbulent flow creates a significant input onto the missile flight time for missile velocities similar to those
thermal stress. Therefore special attention must be given in Fig. 3. The resulting dome temperatures are
given to the transition area. The heat transfer calcula- going up to 700°C during the missile free flight at high
tions are based on the laminar and turbulent heat flow altitude, whereas the adequate velocity profile of the
and a so-called 'Intermittence* Factor , introduced missile at low altitude results in more moderate tem-
by K. K Chen and N. A. Thyson [3]. peratures. It is remarkable that for high performance

short range missiles with hemispherical IR-domes the
qtr = (1 - ') q1 + 15t (15) maximum dome temperature will be achieved at high

altitudes far beyond burn-out (of the missile motor),
The intermittence factor will be calculated over the whereas the maximum thermal stress in the window
momentum thickness e from K. K. Stetson [4] and material occurs at low altitudes near the time of burn-
the so-called 'TURBULENT SPOT THEORY, from out.
H. W. Emmons [5].

To illustrate this fact in more depth the temperatures
Intermittence factor: on the dome in flow direction at the time of motor

'( burn-out is given in Fig. 6. Here the (outer) dome sur-

r.,Sinsb)& (16)..... face temperatures are given as a function of the
P4 xJ)JI9 (16) dome angle measured from the stagnation point upto the dome bonding area for three different altitudes.

Evolution parameters of turbulent spots [5]: Most significant is that the flow over the dome for
high altitude flights is fully laminar, whereas flights at

Ulf, - Re.--2 68 (17) lower altitude -here at 7km and at sea level-
G= V•. R2. includes a transition area where the boundary layer

A = 60 + 4.68 M 1.92 (18) changes from laminar to turbulent flow. Due to the
great difference of the laminar and turbulent aerokine-

Momentum thickness: tic heating a great downstream temperature gradient
to higher temperatures will be created by such a

all, N 0,3M boundary layer change. The resulting heat input may
0= 3 [0.1.4(4"008P (19) differ up'to a factor of 2. Due to the rapid velocity in-

crease of the missile also a radial temperature gra-
s .dient through the material will be imposed. Therefore
t -w "w"/• 0°(20) a radial as well as a downstream temperature gradientno Jhas to be considered as demonstrated in Fig. 7 by

Pressure gradient: ATR and &To.

/=Air -• " (21) The Fig. 7 represents a typical temperature distribu-
S,"tion as a function of the dome angle for the inner and

A significant parameter within the "Turbulent Spot outer dome surface. The radial temperature gradient
Theory' is the correct introduction of the critical ATR is indicated just at the location where the
Reynolds-Number for the flow transition from a lami- maximum value is generated. This is also the location
nar to turbulent boundary layer with maximum dome heating due to the high turbu-

lent heat transfer. The temperature gradient in flow

NNW=I
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direction ATO between the minimum and maximum illustrated in Fig. 7. In our example, the residual ulti-
values on the outer dome contour is linked to an ad- mate stress as a function of the sapphire dome tem-
ditional characteristic parameter here indicated as perature is not far away from the calculated maximum
A x. This is the horizontal distance between the mini- bending stress. The difference of both stresses is
mum and maximum temperature on the outside con- defined as the residual design margin. This is the
tour. The distance A x can also be expressed as a reason why further missile velocity increases are diffi-
parameter for the extension of the transition area bet- cult to achieve.
ween the final undisturbed laminar flow and the fully
developed turbulent flow. The transition zone starts Some further calculations shall illustrate and confirm
with the first occurrence of turbulent spots (Emmons in more depth this additional bending effect: For a
[5]). significant step increase of the flight Mach-Number

the resulting thermal stress and the relevant tempera-
ture gradients in flow direction and radial through the

4. THERMAL STRESS IMPACT dome have been calculated. The main result is that
the maximum thermal stress occurs at the time, when

The temperature gradient AT 0 in flow direction over the maximum temperature gradient in flow direction
the length Ax causes an additional bending stress on ArD is generated by the flow field. This maximum
top to the well-known thermal stress caused by the thermal stress occurs not at the time of the maximum
radial temperature gradients ATR, generated by the radial gradient ATR through the material. The most
heat flux through the dome thickness. If the radial remarkable result is that the main driving parameter
temperature gradient (through the material) is the for the thermal stress is the temperature gradient
main driving influence on the thermal stie,,s, one AT0 in flow direction as illustrated in Fig. 9.
could assume that the resulting maximrim dome
stress will be generated at the location of the appear- Another illustrative advice is given in Fig. 10 where
ance of the maximum radial temperature gradient. both thermal gradients ATR and AT0 are demon-
But this is not *rue as we can see in Fig. 7 (top) where strated by the dome temperature fields at different
the dome stress has been calculated from the times. The first temperature field belongs to the time
temperature distribution via a finie-element model. (A) wiere the radial temperature gradient ATR has its
The thermally introduced stress is given also as a maximum value. The curve B is at the time when the

function of the dome angle at the time of motor burn- maximum downstream grari,,nt AT 0 occurs and the
out. The peak of the dome (bending) stress occurs maximum dome stress will be produced (Fig. 9). In
just at the beginning of the flow transition, not at the Fig 10, curve B, it is obvious that at this time the
location wnere the maximum radial temperature gra- radial gradient ATR is significantly smaller than in
dient ATR is produced. curve A. The location of the maximum dome stress is

lust at the beginning of the transi,.on zone as demon-
An answer to this remarkable behaviour is easy if we strated in Fig. 7. In curve B we can clearly sea that the
consider the effects which are caused by the down- downstream temperature gradient must have the
stream temperature gradient ATD over the dome most driving effect. Furthermore it will be illustrated
length Ax. Normally the radial temperature gradient that also the rapid change from the laminar to the
as given by ATR in Fig. 8 over the dome thickness L0  turbulent flow (length A x in Fig. 7) may influence the
causes a tensile stress on the inner dome surface stress, too. The curve C is two times later than the
during missile acceleration. The increased tempera- curve B. Both gradients AT0 and ATR as well =s the
ture of the outer parts of the dome structure tend to thermal stress are reduced in a significant way.
stretch the inner parts of the dome material, produc-
ing a tensile stress. In addition the temperature in-
crease in flow direction - crossing the transition 5. TRANSITION ZONE INFLUENCE,
area- causes an additional, superimposed bending CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER
of the dome as demonstrated in Fig. 8 by the three
arrows illustrating the applied forces. The outer, hotter From both Figures (9 and 10) it is obvious that the
annular ring section of the dome - located in the bending effect within the dome caused by the tem-
turbulent flow region - tends to expand and causes a perature gradient in flow direction and within the
bending effect on those dome areas which are still on transition area between laminar and turbulent flow is
lower temperature. This is the location where the lami- the main driving parameter for the imposed thermal
nar flow starts to change to turbulent flow (beginning stress. The characteristica are the temperature
of the transition area). This bending stress is super- gradient A TD itself and the length of the transition
imposed on the still existing tensile stress. This zone A x. Both values will be influenced by the critical
bending stress is the most driving parameter for the Reynolds-Number Ree. The Reynolds-Number is
thermal stresses in hemispherical IR-domes as it is based on the momentum thickness. Its critical

7 ------ -- -~- ---
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value - defining the transition from laminar to The critical Reynolds-Number used for any dome
turbulent flow- varies between 250 and 350 In diffe- stress analysis has to take into account all effects
rent references. The infuence of variable critical resulting from surface polishing, from flow history,
Reynolds-Numbers on 'he (mean) dome tempera- and from the relative low wall temperature of the
tures as well as on the resulting dome stress is given dome at the beginning of missile free flight phase and
in Fig. 11. With increasing Re-Numbers used for the during the initial boost phase.
heat transfer calculations including the turbulent spot
theory as described before, the peak temperatures Finally, it shall be mentioned that proper dome layout
will go down, the beginning of the transition zone will can reduce the induced thermal stress:
be shifted more and more to larger dome angle. The T
resulting thermal stress - imposed by the two different emperature gradients in flow direction in the windowmaterial can be avoided by a proper dome layout in
temperature gradients - will be reduced to levels such way that the transition at the critical flight phase
which will be generated by radial temperature gra- will be partly or totally outside of the IR-window, either
dients only. by an increase of the dome radius or by a reduction

Higher critical Reynolds-Numbers have the effect to of the dome aperture (angle *).

extent the transition zone and to shift it over the dome
bonding area so that the bending effect is reduced. 6 CONCLUSION
Any occurrence of those effects may be helpful to
reduce the thermal stress significantly. The thermal stress on hemispherical IR-domes is

The Fig. 12 illustrates the influence of the critical Re- dominated by the boundary layer transient behaviour,
ie. mainly by the beginning of the transition and the

Number on the two driving parameters of the bending ie

stress: The downstream temperature gradient AT length of the transition region. These effects cause
and the length Ax between the beginning of the significant downstream temperature gradients result-andtion length Andbetw the locationo it ximm oheat ing into a remarkable superposition of an ADDI-transition zone and the location of its maximum heat TIONAL BENDING STRESS onto the general existing

tensile stress from the radial temperature gradients

The gradient A T0 as well as Ax are reduced by in- through the dome material.

creasing critical Reynolds-Numbers, but the effect of The topics for further investigations on the boundary
AT D on the stress reduction is more demanding than layer (BL) transient behaviour are- from our point of
the lower slope of A x, as it is illustrated in Fig. 13: view -the tra ns int s:
ATD - decrease results in a significant stress reduc- view - the following points:
tion. The location of the maximum stress is shifted tohigher dome angles. o Effects of large temperature differences between

the dome material and the boundary layer

The functional dependency between the critical Re-
Number and the imposed thermal stress in the dome- faces on the boundary layer transient behaviour.
material is - as demonstrated in Fig. 11 - also a most
remarkable fact. For different critical Reynolds-
Numbers the significant stress reduction is given for opthe tud ofedifferent mayot of th-wissto
values greater than 350, which may be valid for highly optimize the overall performance of the missile.
polished domes and - in relation to the surrounding
environment - relatively low (dome-)wall tempera- REFERENCES
tures. But in any case precise information about cor- [1] E. R. van Driest: The problem of aerodynamic
rect values for the critical Reynolds-Number are diffi- heating. Engineering Review 15 (1958), No 10, page
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from wind-tunnel tests, as it was performed for this [2] L Lees: Laminar heat transfer over blunt-nosed
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(7)pae821-825.It seems that the KEY PARAMETER for any thermal
stress calculation is the CRITICAL REYNOLDS [4] K. F. Stetson: Boundary layer transition of blunt1Obodies with highly cooled boundary layers. JournalNUMBER. Any stress calculations for the IR-window of the Aerospace Sciences 27 (1960), page 81-91.
material seem to be as good as the assumption for [5] H. W. Emmons: The laminar-turbulent transition in a
the critical Reynolds-Number. boundary layer - Part I. Journal of the Aerospace
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INVESTIGATIONS OF AEROTHERMODYNAMIC EFFECTS ON
AXISYMMETRIC BODIES AT HIGH MACH NUMBERS

by

J.D.Regan and TJ.Rooke
Ministry of Defence

Royal Aerospace Establishment
Famborough, Hampshire GU 14 6TD

United Kingdom

SUMMARY In the Gun Tunnel a light piston is initially placed
This Memorandum describes experimental studies against the downstream side of the main diaphragm. When

carried out at RAE in the Shock Tunnel and Gun Tunnel to the diaphragm bursts the piston is accelerated down the
channel section, causing the gas ahead of it to be heatedmeasure the heat transfer rates to a 7* blunted cone, to and compressed, partly by the primary shock wave tra-

provide data for validation of flow field prediction codes. and cmesd pl the primr sock waetraThe tests were carried out at Mach numbers of 7.1 in the veiling ahead of the light, fast-moving (supersonic) piston
Shoc tunnswerel anried a ut18tG u at anglenumb s of 7.1inthe and partly by means of an adiabatic compression of the test
Shock Tunnel and at 12.8 in the Gun Tunnel at angles of gas (see Fig 2). When the piston nears the end of the
incidence of up to 250. Some observations are made about gas (se Fig 2 hen the piston as thof thethe general nature of the flow around the body that can be channel, the primary shock wave reflects as a shock wave

from the end wall and interacts with the piston causing it todeduced from surface heat transfer contours and flow field decelerate. There are several shock reflections between
photographs and exemplified for 0, 1, 5 and 200 of incid-ence, and some comparisons between experimental results the piston and the end wall, and the gas in this volume is
and theorstmal predictions are presented. compressed non-isentropically to some final pressure andtemperature which depends on the initial conditions. The
1 INTRODUCTION available testing time is then determined by the time it takesfor the gas between the piston and the end wall to passRecent interest in tactical hypersonic missiles has completely through the nozzle.
increased the need for aerothermal prediction techniques.
These techniques are needed to extrapolate wind-tunnel The subsequent shock reflections, first from thedata to free-flight, and to calculate missile performance for piston then from the end wall, cause a very high peak in
those flight conditions for which wind-tunnel data cannot be pressure in the gas at the end wall, and hence in the test-obth;:ed. These prediction techniques must be validated flow stagnation pressure. These peaks can reach three and
by companson with experimental results, four times the original driver gas pressure. Several pres-

sure peaks of lesser magnitude subsequently occur due toRAE has long realised this need for good quality further shock reflections between the piston and the endexperimental heat transfer rate data for the validation of the wall, and during this time the piston can execute severalkinetic heating prediction from available flow field prediction oscillations about some mean position a short distance from
codes. To this end, an extensive experimental programme the end wall.
was undertaken to measure heat transfer rates on simple
shapes under various flow conditions. Heat transfer Reduction of the peak pressure which occurs at the
measurements and flow field photographs were taken on a start of a gun tunnel run can be made by operating in the
7° blunt cone for angles of attack from 0 to 250 tested at 'dead-beat' piston mode whereby the piston is brought to
Mach numbers of 7.1 and 12.8. The purpose of this paper is rest by the first reflected shock from the end wall. The peakto present a selection from these results and discuss pressure is then equal to the final equilibrium pressure, and
deductions that can be made of flow field details. Also, the technique is therefore called the equilibrium-piston
selected data are compared with predicted results obtained technique. Using this condition it is possible to calculatefrom two available computer codes KHOMP2D and the piston mass required from the initial conditions in the
KHOMP3D. tunnel and tunnel geometry. More details on the theory and

behaviour of gun tunnels may be found, for example, in2 DESCRIPTION OF FACILITIES Ref 1.
The tests described in this paper were made in the For the tests described in this paper, and using nitro-RAE Gun Tunnel operating at a nominal free-stream Mach gen as driver and channel gases, an 0.025 kg piston wasnumber of 12.8, and in the RAE Shock Tunnel operating as a used with a driver pressure of 177 bars and an initial

LICH tube at a Mach numberof 7.1. The test gas used in channel section pressure of 442 bars For this pressureboth facilities was nitrogen at a stagnation temperature high ratio of 40 the equilibrium, or stagnation, pressure isenough to avoid liquefaction in the working section. The 150 bars and the stagnation temperature is 1100 K, just
running time of the Shock Tunnel of about 100 ms is to be sufficient to avoid liquefaction in the working section. Withcompared with the 80 ms of the Gun Tunnel, and which are a free-stream Mach number of 12.8. this gives a tunnel untamply sufficient for these heat transfer measurements. Reynolds number of 5.5 x 106 per metre.

2.1 The RAE Gun Tunnel
A 50 semi-angle conical nozzle with a 257 mm exitThe RAE Gun Tunnel has a 3.6 m long, 50 mm diameter connects the channel section to the open Jetinternal diameter channel section (see Fig 1). The driver working section, fitted with large Schlieren-quality glass

section has the same internal diameter as the channel windows. The working section was fitted with a small
cection and is 2.1 m long. At the end of the driver section a quadrant-type incidence gear which covered an incidence
perforated plate joins the driver internally to a 0.9 m long, range from -50 to +350.
100 mm internal diameter reservoir. The use of such a
section is known as the driver-reservoir technique and 2.2 The RAE Shock Tunnel
allows full use of the available running time by eliminating Some 5 years ago the performance of the RAE Shockthe reflectd head of the expansion wave. This technique Tunnel, in terms of running time as a function of total
also reduces the strength of the reflection, at the plate, of temperature and nozzle throat area, was enhanced bythe shock wave produced as the piston slows to rest. modifying the facility to run in the so called LICH mode

(Ludwieg tube with Isentropic Compression Heating) with
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the running time increased from 3 to 5 ms to some eliminated by using a fast-acting valve having an opening100 ms. The tube forming the basic Shock Tunnel facility time greater than the piston mass time constant,
has an internal diameter through the driver section and
channel section of 150 mm. The driver section is 9 m long m <3 ms
and the channel section is 18 m long. 2Apa

In its conversion to a LICH tube (Fig 3), the existing for Shock Tunnel conditions. The opening time for the RAEhigh pressure driver section is used as a reservoir and the Shock Tunnel fast-acting valve for M - 7.1 operation is
diaphragm block replaced by an insert containing a about fast-actis ove thr m greate on is
spherically-seated bell valve and a throat. The nozzle about 10 is, which is over three times greater than the
diaphragm used to close off the channel section from the piston time constant, but still small compared with the
nozzle and working section in conventional Shock Tunnel tunnel running time of 100 ms. Thus the pressure pulsenopleratnd wris g r epcdiby an fast- tiongasldn gaokTuevlv. A should be virtually eliminated, and this is borne out inoperation is replaced by a fast-acting sliding gate valve. A practice. A more detailed discussion of LICH tube operationlight piston is fitted into the channel section which runs
down the tube in order to compress and pre-heat the test may be found in the seminal paper 2 

(from which Fig 4 was
gas. The piston travils relatively slowly down the tube taken).
(= 15 m/s) so that the gas is heated by isentropic compres- Fer the tests described in this paper, the nitrogen gas
sion, rather than by means of a strong normal shock wave driver pressure was 375 bar and the initial pressure of the
as in a conventional shock tunnel, nitrogen .,a the channel section was 6.46 bar. The test gas

In LICH tube operation, the piston starts close to the in the channel section was processed in the LICH mode
reservoir throat and travels down the channel section when using a light piston (= 0.4 kg) to give a stagnation pressure
the ball valve is opened. Thus the test gas ahead of the of 84 bars and a stagnation temperature of 580 K. A 5°4
piston is compressed and hence heated until at a pre- semi-angle conical nozzle with a 356 mm exit diameter and
scribed channel pressure the fast acting valve is opened, a 38 mm diameter throat section connects the channel
whereupon the hot test gas flows through the nozzle. section to an open-jet working section fitted with large

Schlieren-quality glass windows. The diameter of theBecause of the low piston speeds involved (15 m/s at usable core is 280 mm in which the free-stream Mach
M = 7.1), the compression process is essentially slow and number is 7.1. The unit Reynolds number for these condi-the pressure throughout the tube is constant and hence tions is about 4 x 107 per metre, an order of magnitude
when the nozzle fast-acting valve opens and gas flows out higher than the Gun Tunnel unit Reynolds number. Thethrough the nozzle, a rarefaction wave (see Fig 4) is
generated which travels back up the channel, reflects off working section is fitted with a quadrant-type incidence gear

which covers the incidence range from 0 to 900 in 1Vthe ball valve end of the channel and returns to the nozzle, intervals.
This process is identical to that in a Ludwieg tube anddetermines the running time, nozzle stagnation conditions 3 DESCRIPTION OF MODELS AND
being essentially constant until the rarefaction returns. The MEASURING TECHNIQUE
presence of the piston, and the fact that the gas behind ithas come from the reservoir and is at a lower temperature, The models used in the tests reported in this paper
cause only slight departure from standard Ludwieg tube were all based on a generic 13.0 calibre, 7r blunted cone
operation, with a nose bluntness ratio of 0.245 (ratio of nose radius to

base radius), for which pressure distributions had alreadyWhen the nozzle opens, the initial rarefaction wave will been measured at a Mach number cf 7.0 3. The modelproduce a drop in the stagnation pressure given by tested in the Gun Tunnel had a length of 100 mm, giving a

Ap AReynolds number based on length of 550,000. Thus the
S- 0.8102A for y - 1.4, boundary layer was likely to be laminar along the wholelength of the body for the Gun Tunnel tests. A larger model

(see Fig 5) with a length of 200 mm was used in the Shockwhich results in a 6% drop for the existing M - 7.1 nozzle. Tunnel tests with a correspondingly higher Reynolds
The pressure in the channel section continues to rise number of 8,000,000. For this value of Reynolds number

after the fast-acting valve has opened due to the continued the boundary layer was thought to be laminar over the whole
reflection of the compression waves. However, as the initial body due to the effect of nose blunting on the stability of the
rarefaction proceeds beyond the piston into the driver gas it boundary layer. This will be discussed more fully at a later
meets colder gas which results in a continuous reflection of stage.
weak waves from this region of non-uniform density. When Heat transfer models were made from the basic model
these reflections hit the nozzle wall, pressure 'doubling' by replacing 75% of the upper surface (based on model
occurs and a very small drop in stagnation pressure results length) by a Macor (a trade name for a machinable ceramic
This small pressure drop may be compensated by the rise in glass) insert which formed the semi-infinite substrate for thepressure resulting from the continuing compression pro- thin film resistance thermometer gauges. The gauges were
cess. This leads to a compensating condition which is used produced by painting on to the Macor a proprietary liquidin the LICH mode to produce very constant stagnation containing platinum, which was then fired in a furnace toconditions. fuse the gauges to the Macor substrate. Several coats

The most noticeable deviations from the steady run- were applied to give the gauges an electrical resistance of
ning pressure of the LICH mode are a train of small pulses about 50 L. Gold leads are painted on to the Macor, each
due to ihe reflection of the initial rarefaction pulse by the lead having a resistance of less than 1 Q, to connect thepiston. When the initial rarefaction hits the piston, its inertia gauges to instrumentation wires while avoiding any possible
will prevent it from responding instantaneously and hence flow disturbance.
the leading edge of the rarefaction will be reflected. This
reflected wave will then be reflected repeatedly between the The film gauges are fed by a constant current power
piston and the tube end wall. These pressure pulses will, of supply so that any change in gauge resistance SR due to a
course, be doubled in strength by the nozzle end wall total change in surface temperature will result in a change in
reflections. However, these pulses may be virtually gauge voltage which is directly proportional to SR. This

.. . . . . .2. . . . . . .
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signal is then fed to a high speed analogue circuit to 6 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
produce a voltage proportional to the heat transfer rate. 6.1 Experimental measurements

The Macor substrate was not taken right up to the
nose of models described so far, the first 12% of the models At 00 of incidence, Fig 6a-c, the results from the Gun
being ungauged. The reason for this is that it is difficult to Tunnel and Shock Tunnel experiments show similar, and
make gauges less than about /2 cm in length and so on the expected, patterns of heat transfer contours; viz the

slender nose region of the model they would measure a isotherms (strictly, iso-heat-transfer values) are approxi-
mean circumferential heat transfer rate, not a point value. matel a - constant cuyes and their values decrease
In order to measure heat transfer rates nearer to th. nose, with distance from the nose. The values of the heat transfer

an enlarged model of the first 25% of the original 200 mm rates are very small, varying from about 1.5 W/cm
2 

near the
long model was made which had a length of 182 mm with a nose to about 0.8 W/c=

2 
towards the rear of the models.

131 mm Mr,.co( insert. It was hoped that measurements on At these low levels systematic errors occur for the small
this model would, when properly scaled, be applicable to the variation of the heat transfer rates with 0 (the roll angle) for
original Shock Tunnel model. a given value of s.

4 PREDICTIONS In view of the large differences in Reynolds numbers,

The only readily available in-house hewt transfer based on model length, between the tests carded out in the

prediction codes were those developed by Professor Poll of Shock Tunnel at M - 7.1 and those in the Gun Tunnel at
Manchester University, and his associates, under RAE M -12.8 (viz 8 x 106 as against 0.5 x 106), the
extramural contracts, vLz a zero-incidence two-dimensional possibility that for the tests in the Shock Tunnel the
code called KHOMP2D and a three-dimensional version boundary layer may be turbulent had to be addressed.
called KMOMP3D 4. For these engineering prediction However, the heat transfer distribution along the, say,
codes the boundary layer is assumed to be laminar through- 0 - 900 line shows no sudden jump to a much higher level
out and a simple modified Newtonian pressure distribution at some point along the line as it should do if transition from
prediction method is used to provide the pressure input. a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer occurred there, the
The boundary layer thickness, and hence the heat transfer experimental results showing a monotonic decrease with
rates, depends on the pressure distribution. Since the distance from the nose This delay in transition is thought
modified Newtonian approximation breaks down whenever to be due to the effect of nose bluntness on transition. This
and wherever the model surface slopes away from the free- has been studied by many investigators (see, for example,
stream, the comparisons with the predictions of KHOMP3D Ref 7) and from their results it would appear that for the
have been limited to angles of incidence which do not Mach number of the tests a small nose bluntness could
exceed 7*, the cone half angle, so that the leeward body result in the position -f transition being up to five times
meridian does not violate this condition, further aft than the tiaisition position for the sharp cone. it

was also noted that the rearward movement of transition
In their present form these codes can deal only with stopped after a certain amount of blunting and the locatton

problems involving air, not nitrogen, as the test medium, of transition began to move forward when bluntness was
However, this limitation is not thought to be a serious further increased. The bluntness experiments referred to in
source of error. More important is the fact that they can Ref 7 were performed in 'noisy' tunnels and so the
deal only with air as a thermally and calorically perfect gas. measured transition Reynolds numbers for the sharp cones
Around the noses of the models tested there is a region of
high temperature gas in which the specific heats may weie quite low (between 2 x 106 and 4 x 106) due to the
deviate from the ideal values. The consequent change in possible effect of high free-stream turbulence. If we take
the value of the ratio of the specific heats can have a (Sblunt/Ssharphransifion = 2.5 and a sharp-cone transiKion
significant effect on the flow field. For instance, the shock Reynolds number of 3 x 106, then we would expect the
stand-off distance can after quite markedly and this would transition Reynolds number for the blunted cone in the
alter the boundary layer state. Thus the assumption of a Shock Tunnel at M - 7.1 to be 7.5 x 106. This would
calorically perfect gas may introduce errors in the predicted imply that the boundary layer would be laminar over most, if
values, although these are thought to be small, not all, of the body for the Shock Tunnel experiments.

5 TEST AND RESULTS Additional support for a laminar boundary layer may be

Heat transfer measurements were made at incidences obtained from an empirical correlation for hypersonic transi-
from 0 to 25° in 50 steps, with additional low-incidence tests lion on free-flight vehicles, viz transition occurs when the
carried out at 1, 2, 3 and 4*. At each angle of incidence the ratio Reg/Me equals a value of 100, where Re8 is the
model was rotated from 0° of roll, in which the gauges were Reynolds number based on momentum thickness and Me is
lying along the leeward generator, to 180° of roll, in which the local Mach number at the edge of the boundary layer.
the gauges were along the windward generator of the model. Using the bluntness factor of 2.5 at a free-strean, Mach

All the model surface heat transfer measurements number of 7.1, the value of the ratio at transition for a blunt
presented here have been normalised to the computed cone should increase to 250. Values of the ratio Ree/Me
value of the stagnation point heat transfer rate based upon were computed along the surface of the Shock Tunnel
the equation proposed by Crabtree, Dommett and model and it was found that the mayimum value reached
WoodleyS. which was in turn derived from the theory of Fay was about 120 and this occurred at the base. it should be
and Riddell

6
. The resuits are presented in the form of mentioned that a value of about 220 for transition at a free-

contour plots of the measured heat transfer distribution stream Mach number of 7 on a sharp cone model in a tunnel
around the body. is given by Ref 8. The fact that this value is higher than the

free-flight value may be arributed to tunrnel turbulence."Photographs of the flow-field pattern were taken at all
incidences with a single-pass Schlieren system using an As the angle of incidence is increased above zero it is
argon-jet spark light source of about 0.2 ms duration. seen that the flow pattern changes very quickly from an
Photographs were taken on Kodak Tri-X Ortho sheet film axisymmetric flow to one with significant cross flow in the
S 4163. azimuthal direction This is shown very clearly even for anangle of incidence of 10, Fig 7a-c, and by 50 of incidence,

1__.. ... . .
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Fig 8a-c, the contours are nearly parallel to the model on the ray from the nose, then remains virtually constant
generators. It is perhaps worth pointing out that these low over the next 35% before rising to higher values over the
incidence results show that the btundary layer is well and remaining 50%. This is a typical variation for laminar
truly laminar ovwr the whole of the iodal. For it is well separation and reattachment and its occurrence is more

known
9 that as the incidence l.' increased transition moves likely at the higher Reynolds number and lower Mach

forward on the leeward side and rearward on the windward number of the Shock Tunnel results than for the Gun Tunnel

side. If transition were to occur in the LICH tube tests at a results. The cause could be the pressure gradient along the

Reynolds number of 8 x 106, then this should show itself windward surface caused by an over-expansion and

on the leeward generator at small angles of incidence. No recompression process after the curvature discontinuity at

evid-ence of this happening is to be seen. the sphere-cone junction. This is clearly seen in the flow
photograph showing an adversely curved shock wave near

From about 5' of incidence onwards, however, the the nose on the windward surface.
surface flow patterns on the two models, as evidenced by As mentioned above, no embedded shock wave is
the heat transfer contour lines, are no longer similar and wil seen in the Schlieren photographs of the flow in the Shock

therefore be discussed separately. (Some reference will Tunnel, Fig 11b, comparable to that evident at high angles

also be made to the enlarged nose section model, although of incidence in the Gun Tunnel. However, the Shock Tunnel

its flow pattern seems to model that of its parent body.) of raphsde she G n emb e ved th e eman ng

Isotherms for 200 of incidence are shown on Fig 9a-c. photographs do show an embedded shock wave emanating

Schlieren photographs for the three models are shown on froni the nose region on the leeward surface, at least for

Fig 10a-c for zero angle of incidence, and Fig 1a-c at 20° angles of incidence from 150 onwards. This shock wave is a
of incidence, 0 stable, fairly weak feature and does not appear in the Gun

of incidence. Tunnel photographs (where, admittedly, the density gradi-
We consider first of all the model tested in the Gun ents are much weaker). This embedded shock wave has

Tunnel at a nominal free-stream Mach number of 12.8, been reported previouslyt 
1 

from tests on biconics (on-axis
Fig 9a. Looking at the heat transfer rate contour maps, we and blunt) and sphere-cones in the Langley 20-inch Mach 6
see that the lines bunch together on about the 45' line. This Tunnel, and was tentatively attributed to a flow expansion
is taken to be evidence of a three-dimensional flow around the spherical nose followed by a recompression
separation found on blunt bodies at high angles of arack, because of the presence of the cone section.
and described by a number of investigators. For example,

Stetson
10 measured the surface and pitot pressure 6.2 Comparison of experimental results

distributions in detail over sharp and blunted cones at and theoretical predictions

incidence at a Mach number of 14.2. From these results, Fig 12 shows a comparison of experimental data at
Stetson presented a separated flow model with a pair of -ero incidence with the predictions of KHOMP2D, shown as
vortices, which he called 'stream ribbons', over the leeward scl;, lines. The code predicts the surface heating rate fairly
surface. well over the first half of the 7' blunted cone in both tests,

A comparison of the Gun Tunnel photographs for 0 and but then over the rear half over-predicts by up to 20%. The

20' of incidence, Figs IOa and IIa, show an unsteady code over-predicts the rates on the expanded nose model

shock wave lying between the bow shock wave and the by some 20-30% over the whole of the body, excluding the

leeward surface vortices at the higher angle of incidence, nose region for which no experimental results were

This feature does not appear to be present in the Shock available.

Tunnel flow photographs, Fig 11b&c. Although this shock These discrepancies may be partially attributed to the
wave must curve around the body In the same way as the use of modified Newtonian pressure. Altematively, it could
bow shock wave, no evidence of its presence is seen in the be attributed to inadequate modelling of the blunt nose
surface heat transfer plots; that is to say, it is not a surface region. The flow in the nose region is characterised by a
generated phenomenon, but is a function of flow Mach strong near-normal bow shock wave, which generates an
number only. Upstream of this embedded shock wave the entropy gradient inside the shock layer. This entropy
flow Mach number must be very nearly equal to the free- gradient results in an entropy layer which prevails over the
stream value of 12.8; the shock wave is required to match inviscid region between the shock and the boundary layer.
this flow with vortical flow from the windward side. At the As the shock location approaches the limit of a sharp cone
lower Mach number tests in the shock tunnel such a shock solution, the entropy layer thickness decreases and
wave does not appear to be required to match the two flows, eventually is swallowed by the boundary layer, which

Turning to the Shock Tunnel heat transfer rate contour probably occurs about half way along the body for the tests

maps, Fig 9b&c, a separation line is again seen lying described here. The prediction code may not provide a

approximately on the 45s line, suggesting that the leeward method to account adequately for the effect of variable

side flow is again vortical in nature. However, the 135' line, entropy on heat transfer rates along blunted bodies,

the windward surface, shows much more structure than the oecause real gas effects have decreased the shock stand-

corresponding Gun Tunnel line, especaialy towards the base off distance. This would also explain why the very blunt

of the model. This is the region where, at hypersonic Mach body heat transfer prediction over-estimates the

numbers, the bow shock wave lies very dose to body on the experimental data.

windward side, and could cause local heating. However, The plots of heat transfer rate prediction at incidence
these high heating rate contours should also be visible on using KHOMP3D are shown in Fig 13a-d, for both windward
the Gun Tunnel results if their cause was a shock wave- and leeward generators. These plots are shown for
boundary layer type interaction. Also, this phenomenon is completeness and indicate that In its present form, the code
seen on the very blunt body where the bow shock is still grossly over-predict measurements alopg the windward
some distance from the base. generators. The reasons for this are currently being

A suggested possible reason for this high base examined.
heating region is a stream-wise separation of the laminar 7 CONCLUSIONS
boundary layer. 9f one looks at the M - 7.1 Shock Tunnel
results for 20' of incidence, it is seen that on the 135' ray Heat transfer rate measurements have been made on
the heat transfer rate decreases in value over the first 15% a 7' blunted cone geometry over a range of incidences at
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two hypersonic Mach numbers. Analysis of the data in the REFERENCES
form of contour maps of the heat transfer rates over the
surface, aided by flow field photographs, have led to the 1 Davies, L., Regan, J.D. and Dolman, K.A.; On the
following preliminary conclusions: equilibrium piston technique in Gun Tunnels, NPL Aero

Report 1240, July 1967.
(1) The boundary layer was found to be laminar over all
the models tested, even though the Reynolds number for 2 Oldfield. M.L.G., Jones, T.V. and Schultz, D.L.; A
the Shock Tunnel tests was 8 x 106 based on model Ludwieg tube with light piston isentropic compression
length. This was almost certainly due to the effect of heating, ARC 34225(1972).
bluntness delaying the onset of transition. 3 King. J.N.; Details of tests on conical and power law

bodies in the ARA M4T and M7T at Mach numbers of 4.25(2) The appearance of cross flow effects on the results and 7.0, ARA Model Test Note M1 54/1, August 1982.appear even at 1 o incidence.appear evn abt 10 of incidene. th4 Hellon, C.M. and Poll, D.I.A.; On the use of the boundary(3) By about 100 of incidence there is strong evidence of a layer integral equation for the prediction of skin friction and
cross flow separation over the leeward surface, suggesting heat transfer. College of Aeronautics Report 8625,
that the leeward flow is vortical in nature. November 1986
(4) It is possible that streamwise separation of the 5 Crabtree, L.F., Dommett, R.L. and Woodley, J.G.;
boundary layer over the windward surface occurs for the Estimation of heat transfer to flat plates, cones and blunt
M - 7.1 tests, but not at M - 12.8. bodies, RAE Technical Report 65137 (1965)

(5) An embedded shock wave in the leeside flow is seen in 6 Fay, J.A. and RiddellF.R.; Theory of stagnation point
the flow field photographs at M - 12.8 towards the base of heat transfer in dissociated air, J. Aero Sc, 25, 2,(1958).
the model and which does not appear in the M = 7.1 photo-
graphs. This unsteady shock wave is tentatively attributed 7 Malik, M.R., Spall, R.E. and Chang, C.L.; Effect of
to a requirement to match the leeside flow with the vortical nose bluntness on boundary layer stability and transition,
cross flow. AIAA Paper 90-0112, 8-11 January 1990

(6) An embedded shock wave originating from the region 8 Malk, M.R.; Prediction and control of transition in
of the join of the spherical nose cap to the cone is seen in supersonic and hypersonic boundary layers, AIAA Journal,
the M -7.1 photographs. There is also some evidence of 27, 11, pp 1487-1493, November 1989
this shock wave in the M - 12.8 photographs at incidencesabove W0. 9 DiCristina, V.; Three-dimensional laminar boundarylayer transition on a sharp 8* cone at Mach 10, AIAA

(7) The predictions of KHOMP2D, applicable only at zero Journal, 8, 5, pp 852-856, May 1970
incidence, are of an acceptable accuracy. KHOMP3D,
applicable to non-zero angles of incidence, requires further 10 Stetson, K.F.; Boundary layer separation on a slender
development before it can yield predictions of acceptable cone at angle of attack,.AIAA Journal, 10, 5, May 1972
accuracy. 11 Miller, C.G. and Gnoffo, P.A.; Pressure distributions

(8) A wide-ranging data base of flow field photographs and and shock shapes for 12.84°/70 on-axis and bent-nose
heat transfer contours have been assembled against which biconics in air at Mach 6, NASA TM 83222, December 1981
current and future flow field prediction methods can be
validated.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A tube cross-sectional area
A; nozzle throat area

m piston mass
M Mach number
Me Mach number at edge of boundary layer
Pt pressure in front of piston during run

Ap rarefaction wave step at start of run

Zl heat transfer rate

.0 stagnation point heat transfer rate
r nose radius

Re8 Reynolds number at edge of boundary layer,
based on momentum thickness

e momentum thickness

s surface distance

ri L ngle of incidence

y ratio of specific heats

p censity of gas
* roll angle (00 - leeward surface)
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(a) Gun tunnel model: r =3.845 mm (a) Gun tunnel model: r =3.W4 mm

(b) Shock tunnel model: r =7.69 mm (b) Shock tunnel model: r =7.69 mm

(c) Shock tunnel model: r 27.95 mm (c) Shock tunnel modpl: r =27.95 mm
Fig 10 Schlieren photographs at a 00o Fig I1I Schfleren photographs at a 20
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THERMAL IMAGING ON MISSILES IN
HYPERSONIC FLOW

Henning SCHOLER

DLR Institute for Experimental Fluid Mechanics
Bunsenstrassc 10, D-3400 G6ttingen, F.R.G.

Summary tipiu

The method of thermal imaging with liquid crystals devel- a', trop
oped at DLR Gdttingen is briefly described, and some -,
applications in the DLR Ludwieg tube are presented. As dirw point
the temperature sensor is sprayed on the model no expen- ,entmic
sive instrumentation is required. Responding to temper- ,' '4,
ature variation the liquid crystals show a colour play
which directly visualizes surface temperature fields. For * d-i
qualitative heat transfer measurements, it is sufficient to s• cie A
photograph or video record the model while it is exposed
to the flow. -moc dci Cost f srnitch C

1. Introduction.. smecic

The increasing speed of missiles and projectiles in the metlng point

anti-aircraft and armour penetr.ting classes requires
growing attention to aerodynamic heating problems. In
many cases the position of hot spots created by shock or
vortex impingement or by boundary layer transition can-
not be predicted accurately and has to be determined in
wind tunnel experiments. Here again, difficulties imposed
by extensive model instrumentation with discrete sensors, Fig. I Phase transitions in a mesogene material
hamper the accuracy of the results.

Thermal imaging techniques can overcome these problems,
as a complete mapping of the model surface is provided.
Detailed local information can be obtained ;atcr with con-
ventional sensors at the loci of interest, if necessary. - .
Alternatively, after an appropriate calibration procedure,
quantitative heat transfer data can be extracted from the
thermal maps.

A low cost method of therrmal imaging is the liquid crystal
technique, which has been developed and established at
DLR Gottingen [Il.

2. Liquid Crystals

Choksiroli sikelzion

Some organic materials form a mesophase between the Aliptii chai
solid and the liquid phase, where a strongly anisotropi- U a -ýc/lmns
fluid is formed. This mesophase is called the liquid crystal Aliphatic chain
phase. It was first observed in 1888 by Friedrich Reinitzer
in Prague.

The melting process of a mesogene crystal is a gradual loss
in order as shown in Fig. 1. At the melting point the three
dimensional order of the crystal grid is broken down to a
two dimensional one; the material can be imagined as a set Fig. 2 Chiral structure of cholesterol esters
of lubricated solid slabs (smectic - soap-like structure). The cholesteric mesophase can be considered as a special
With rising temperature the two dimensional order of each case of the nematics, where chiral molecules are solved in
slab is destroyed, and each layer forms a two dimenstonZl a nematic fluid, or if the mwlecules of the fluid itself are
fluid. After transition to the nematic (thread-like) phase chiral, i.e. cholesterol esters. The structure of such a mole-
the position of each molecule is random, however, a long cule is shown in Fig. 2.
range orientation of the molecules remains.

The nenmatic structure undergoes a helical distortion with
If the temperature is above the clearing point, the orien- the spatial period being one half of the pitch p, which
tation vanishes, .the fluid is then isotropic. typically is in the order of visible light (Fig. 3).

.JI
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light beam and the helical axis will shift the Bragg
Z' reflection to a shorter wovelength. This shear-stress-in-ducec colour play is in some cases desirable; especially in

low speed wind tunnels with negligible temperature effects
boundary layer transition can be detected with this meth-

SN..,,,] od [6, 7], or etcn in free flight [8]

F "-"I, 1%1In hypersonic wind tunnels, however, where temperature
. ...... effects are dominant, shear stress influence has to be

2 ',avoided. This can be done by the use of micro-encapsulat-

-ed thermochromic liquid crystals A small droplet of ther-
:-:-=-= L..,mochromic material is enclosed in a capsule of gelatine and

arabic gum which is a reliable shield against shear forces
X •The diameter of the capsules is in the order of 10 pmr.

These micro-encapsulated liquid crystals are commercially
available in the temperature range from -30°C to 150°C

Fig,3 Structure of cholesterlc liquid crystals as a water-based slurry.

This results in Bragg reflection of an incident light beam In wind tunnel testing the liquid crystals are sprayed on a
with R - p/2 showing an extremely brilliant colour. The blackened model surface, as the colour play is best visible
reflected light is circularly polarized, and the electrical field against a black background
vector of the light wave forms a helix identical in shape to
the cholesteric helix. Oppositely polarized light is fully
transmitted The physical properties of liquid crystals are
described in detail in the textbooks by P.G. deGennes 3. Test Apparatus
[2], and G Vertogen and W.H. de Jeu [3]

In most cases the pitch p of cholesteric liquid crystals is The experiments were done in the DLR's Ludwieg Tube.
dcre.sing with increasing temperature. There is a colour
change from red to blue with rising temperature [4] A sketch of the tunnel is shown in Fig. 5.

N \- I!hkt* d"l
I2 ci~yevieutiei S I O 0 No l

1B

7Mach N'"" RFg T#.h e Lud wi j Suue DL ube
hsrse.Sfto gI ol o 05-0 OS 5OS 0 Fast -Aciing Vlee
TMind S treSunnlionI is 40 ISO w ongtune

F-.4Rlto ft. i I thLw•eg 00 7Wi gc00 0) MovnbteModnt Sutogtnft.V 'I.c 04 -02 .03 10 ValNe
2oR.,,u,0t,' 80-50 50.16 0164 0 Vacuum ronk

Fig. 5 The Ludwleg tube of DLR
The wind tunnel is a down wa rd-blowi ng tunnel working

Fig. 4 Relation between pitch and temperature In with the Ludwieg principle, where constant stagnation
typical cholesterics (4] conditions are provided by the state behind a travelling

For a given sample at constant pressure the appearing rarefaction wave inside a storage tube, thus disusing any
colour is only a function of temperature and the process is regulation mechanisms. Compressed air is provided in
fully reversible The response time is in the order of milli- three electrically heated storage tubes of 80 m length each,
seconds. The dependency of the reflected colour on tern- accelerated in nozzles to the desired Mach number and
perature is highly nonlinear. As shown in Fig. 4, blue col- dumped through the test section into a vacuum tank. Tie
our is displayed over a wide temperature range, therefore Mach number range is 3 •ý AMa_ 12 with the Reynolds
the cholesteric liquid crystals are sometimes called 'blue number extending from Re= = 106 to Re_= 5.10' ,
phases" in the literature based on I m length. The test section has a diameter of

Many different materials oý composed mixtures are com- 0.5 m or, for tub,-- A at Ma,= - 46, a squared test
mercially available with temperature spans for the folour section 0 5x0.amn. The running time or the tunnel is
play from 0 05'C to 30°C in the range from limited by the Si avelling time of the rarefaction wave twice
-30°C to 250°C. For wind tunnel testing the choice of the the length of the tube and is around 0.35 s . A detailed
mixture depends on the wind tunnel conditions and the description of the Ludwieg Tube is given in [9].
desired experinent. Cholesteric liquid crystals are sensitive The test set-up is sketched in Fig. 6: A model of low heat
to shear stress as well [5]. Shear stress applied to a layer conductivity is sprayed with liquid crystals of the desired
of liquid crystals distorts the helical axis of the orientation
(see Fig. 3). Ary angle of incidence between the incoming

,2 ,
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Vv Figures 8-30 are colour photographs which for technical
reasons are printed on three pages as an appendix to this

,Sorage "Vauum contribution. The figure captions are on page 29-A3.tub Vessel
Fig. 8 shows a photograph of a 10" -cone ic i Ma* = 5

T. P. C -flow. Between 60 %O and 80 % of the conc !ecigth we
Model Support observe a colour change from red to blue, indicating

Fa t _ _boundary layer transition.

Trigger r omero and flashes Doubling the free stream Reynolds number from
t Timor out o plane 1.6.10' based on I m length to 3.2- 10' shifts the

To p. transition zone (m Figure 9) forward to 30 % - 40 % of
the cone length, thus proving that the transition Reynolds
number is independent of the free stream Rcyaolds num-

Fig. 6 Test set-up in Ludwieg tube ber.

Low heat conducting material for the models as perspex,
Plexiglas ® or Ureol 0 etc. has proven to give the best The influence of nose radius on transition is shown in figs.
spacial resolution for thermal imaging. The model is illu- 10 and Ii. At the same free stream Reynolds number an
minated by a blue flash, a strobe flash, or a circular neon increasing nose radius pushes the transition region down-
tube, depending on the recording device as i.e. a photo stream, due to the fact that the attached conical shock
camera, a high speed movie camera, or a video camera. wave now detaches and the subsonic-supersonic flow
Illumination with spotlights is limited, because the black behind the shock exposes the boundary layer to a more
model surface absorbs all light and converts it into heat. favourable pressure gradient.
The average power that is radiated by flashing lights is
several orders of magnitude smaller. Spotlights are used to Boundary layer transiton is very sensitive to small angles
heat the models after spraying liquid crystals on the sur of attack, being delayed on the windward side and pro-
face to check the quality of the colour play. moted on the leeward side.

For angles of attack larger than a = 3Y , on the leeward
side vorticity effects become pre-dominant [I I].

4. Examples of Thennal Imaging in Hypersonic Testing The surface heat transfer pattern induced by leeside vor-
tices in shown in Fig. 12 on a blunt cone in a Ma = 5
flow at a = 15* angle of attack.

4.1 Boundary layer transition on cones It could be shown that for cones a critical nose radius
exists, above which for a given flow situation, the positions

The expected heat transfer distribution along a cone in of all boundary layer transition and leeside vortex flow
hypersonic flow is shown in Fig. 7. phenomena are proportional to the nose radius

b•lue 4.2 Boundary layer transition on a sphere

green " hypersomc flow around domes of self-guiding missiles
is similar to the flow around a sphere As long as the sonic
line that limits the subsonic flow behind the detached bow
shock is on the spherical part, the shape of the following

, / body is of no evidence to the flow in this region. It is
important to know if boundary layer transition occurs in
this region giving rise to structural strength problems
because of high turbulent heat transfer

_A sphere machined from Plexiglas ® was coated with liq-
uid crystals and tested in the DLR Ludwieg tube in a

"-F Ma. = 5 flow. The test set-up was arranged so that the
camera looked from about 30* forward to allow observa-Transition tion of the stagnation region.

The two photographs in Fig. 13 and 14 taken during the
Fig. 7 Heat transfer along a cone same run in a 200 ms time interval, display purely lami-

nar flow around the sphere at a Reynolds number of
At the vertex there is high stagnation point heating. As the Re,= 2- 101, based on the diameter of the sphere The
boundary layer grows along the cone the heat transfer first photograph shows a green spot at the stagnation point
reduces. Eventually the laminar boundary layer becomes which quickly fades to red and is colourless where the
unstable and undergoes transition to a .urbulent state, surface temperature is sdll below the colour-play band of
combined with a steep rise in heat transfer which then with the liquid crystals.
growing turbulent boundary layer th:ckness gradually
reduces again. In Fig. 14 around the stagnation point the temperature has

risen to beyond the clearing point of the liquid crystals and
If the model is coated with thermocro-nic liquid crystals a decreases continuously towards the equator.
blue colour in the stagnation region will be observed that
changes through the whole spectrum to red, and in the If the Reynolds number is increased to Red=-3. 106, as
transition zone rapidly changes to blue again, shown in Fig. 15, some turbulent wakes from surface

-- • •+• . . .. • , • ,.i .. ,. i im m i i. .... .A. .. .
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roughness appear, the main boundary layer flow still stays This expresses in the appearance of a sharp curved line in
laminar, the liquid crystal photographs in Fig. 23.

At a further increase of the Reynolds number to The two photographs are taken during the same wind
Red = 3.5. 10' (Fig. 16) the turbulent wakes become more tunnel run in a 200 ms time interval. Due to the smaller

pronounced and at Red = 4. 10' there are only very few Mach number of Ma, = 4.2 in this test series and hence
areas left where the boundary layer still appears laminar, larger shock angles, the curved line is shifted somewhat
Finally at Red= 4.5. lO, the boundary layer transition is towards the rear of the window; the phenomenon, howev-

complete and can easily be seen in Fig. 18 as a fringed zone er, is the same The reason for showing thermal images
encircling the stagnation pointd and interferogrammes at different Mach numbers is verysimple: The photographs became better as we gained

The wind tunnel conditions at Ma** = 5 simulate flight experience throughout the tests.
altitudes of about 14 000 m (Fig. 13, 14) down to 8 000
m in Fig. 18. On the highly polished dome surface of a Fig. 23& shows on the windew a line of symmetry and

real missile the boundary layer transition will occur at a number of faintly visible straight lines which focus on the
somewhat higher Reynolds number, for the liquid crystal two small dark peaks at the left, just behind the stagnation
layer introduces a surface roughness of about 0.01 - 0.02 zone (Fig. 23b). The flow within this region seems to be
mm, hence the prediction is 'on the safe side'. conical. Note the turbulent wake of a surface roughness in

the lower part of the window. The flow outside the conical
part expands over the sides of the window and boundary

4.3 Taylor-Gfrtler vortices on a short cylinder layer transition occurs (see chapter 4.2). The pattern on
the mod"l surface resembles a flying bat.

On a short cylinder perpendicular in a Ma, = 5 flow Fl
thermal imaging reveals two phenomena: g. 24 shows the model at zero angle of attack. The

intersection of the bow shock and the window shock does
At a Reynolds number of Re,= 2. 10', based on the not hit the model. The heat transfer in the window region
diameter of the cylinder Taylor-G0rtler vortices can be reduces. In Fig. 24a the line of symmetry is clearly seen as
observed (Fig. 19) [12]. Their regular structure can still well as the limits of the conical flow region The flying bat
be seen at twice the Reynolds number in Fig. 20. The structure is even more pronounced.
boundary layer flow, however, is by no means two-dimen-
sional, as the pattern of the vortices might suggest. The Fig. 25 at a = +5° finally reveals the conical part being
boundary layer seems to radiate out from a stagnation the influence of vortices which are developing in the vicin-
point in all directions along the surface of the cylinder and ity of the nose and are impinging on the window, expressed
undergoes transition to turbulence. by the typical owl face structure.
The three-dimensionality of the boundary layer can also The thermal imaging allowed a much better interpretation
be observed in Fig.19 by the turbulent wakes of two par- of the results of local quantitative thin skin heat transfertides in the flow which have smashed the surface of the measurements conducted consequently.
cylinder.

4.5 Aerodynamic heating In the fin region of a kinetic
4.4 Heating pattern at the window of a missiles infrared energy projectile

seeker
In the framework of a data exchangc agreement a genernc

A design study for a self-guiding missile was tested in the kinetic energy finned projectile was investigated in the
Ludwieg tube. The forebody had a blunt ogive shape with DLR Ludwieg tube.
the first part flattened to a ellipsoidal cross section to give The model shown in Fig. 26 had six fins of 4 D lengthspace for a plane window for the infrared seeker. and 1.4 D span each and three different tips with an 8'
Prior to quantitative heat transfer measurements a flow half angle conical tip of nose radius 0.05 D providing
visualization was made and thermal imaging of the heating L/D of 10, 15, and 20 respectively for the cylindrical
pattern, part; D - 20 mm. The aerodynamic heating especially in

the finned region was tested by thermal imaging with liq-
The flow visualization was done with a differential inter- uid crystals throughout Ma_ = 3 to 6 at
ferometer, into which a schlieren apparatus is easily a = 0' and 4' , x-wise and + -wise
changed by adding a pair of Wollasion prisms and a pair As an example, the heating patterns at Ma. = 3 are pre-
of polarizers. sented at L/D = 10 and x-wise orientation.

The photograph in Fig. 21 shows the differential interfe- Fig. 27 shows the model at a = 0^ The boundary layer iv
rogram of the duckbill-shaped nose of the missile in a still laminar, as was checked by schlieren visualization On
Ma- = 5 flow at a = 0' angle of attack. Fringe settiig the fins a number of vortices appear, with a horseshoe
%•as horizontal with infinite spacing and the displacement vortex around the foot of the fin. Note the high heating at
of the ordinary and extraordinary beam was about 3 mm. the leading edges, seen by the dark blue colour.

The bow shock is observed from the nose and, on the ros- At a = 4' in Fig. 28 on the suction side we observe the
trate part in front of the window, a large separated area, high heating due to the leeside boundary layer transition
above which a compression wave can be detected. At and vortices on the fuselage and a number of vortices
reattachement of the flow on the window shortly behind which seem all to originate at the foot of the leading edge.
the corner a strong plane shock wave is formed. This pattern is typical for the leeside flow over a delta

At a = -5* angle of attack (Fig. 22) the bow shock is wing.
pressed closer to the body. The separation bubble is much On the pressure side, however, shown in Fig. 29, the fine
smaller and the flow reattaches almost directly behind the vortices on the fins are parallel to the outerflow. A certain
corner. The bow shock intersects with the plane shock large scale periodicity in the heating pattern of these vor-
from the corner. This seems to let the boundary layer sep- tices shows up.
arate on the window, as lines of equal density move away
from the surface.
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Fig. 25 b Fig. 30

Fix. 26
Fig. 8 Boundaiy layer transition on a 10" cone, Mu0.'- 5. Re,,= 16 107 [in 11

Fig. 9 Boundary layer transition on a 10* cone, Ma,,'- 5,Re,,'- 3 2 lO
7
Inr'i

Fig. 10 Boundary layer transition on a cone, Re.- -24 10
7
1,1Lj

nose radius r,. - 07 mm.-

Fig. I I Boundary layer transition on a cone. Re.- 24 10
7
[irs-l,

nose radius r. - 5 25 mm

Fig 12 Leeside vortices on a blunt cone, Ma.= ,Q =. 15*

Pig. 13 Surface temperature distribalin on a sphere in a Ma0.'= 5 laminar flow.
Ri'= '2 106.

Fig. 14 Same run in Ludwieg tube, 200 ms later

Fig. 15 Surface temperature distribution on a sphere in a Ma,. =S feow,

Fig 16 Suracetemerauredistrihution on a sphere in a Alaw = 5 flow.Fix 7 Rd -3 6106,inceas ofturbulent spots
Fig. 17 Surface temperature distribution on a sphere so a Maw,'= 5 flow,

Red= 106 onl fewlaminar spots renaining.

Fig. 18 Surface temperature distribution oo a sphere in a Mla. ' 5 flow.
Red--5 11. fllyturbulent flow

Fig. 19 TirGrirotcsnsharI elinder, Ala0  5, Ri.,'- 2 10)6

SFig. 20 ryo-ote otcsadboundary layr-i l-nstiin on icylinder,

Fig. 2 Difrnilitfeorrofa missile no~se with 0,inel',w for
inraedseke i aMaw0,  flow, a 01

Fig. 22 Difrnilinterferograrm of a missile nose with window for
infrared seeker in a Ma0, ' 5 flow, a - 51 shock impinging on window

Fig. 23a Hleating patrern on missile nose and wvindow
it MAl.w= 4 2,. =--51.

Fill, 28Fig. 23 b Same ran, 200 ms later

Fig. 24 a He ating pattern on missile nose and window
al Ma., '-42, a = 0*

Fig. 24b Samr run, 200 ms later

Fig. 25 a Hleating pattern on missile nose and window
at Miaw '-42,a'+5

Fig. 25 b Same run, 200 mu later.

Fig. 26 Generic K-E projectile with 3 sips of various L/D

Fig. 27 K-E projectile, aft region, Mao.'- 3, . = 0*

Fig. 28 K-E projektile, aft region. Maw, - 3, a= 4*, suction side

Fig. 29 K-E projeklile, aft region, Maw, '- 3, a -4' pressure side

Fig 29Fig. 30 K-E projektile, aft region. Ma,. - 3, a '-4, side view
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1. Summar Of fin orientation angle in data base, f = +90" for
fin on windward meridian, Of = -90" for fin on

The extensive triservice experimental data base leeward meridian
has been investigated and used to obtain a fin
chordwise and spanwise center of pressure data base 3. Introduction
for use in the preliminary analysis and design of
missile fins. Correlations and curve fits of the center ofpresuredat hae ben erfomedto edue te m The preliminary design and analysis of new
pressure d c atbeen performed to reduce the missile configurations or improvements to existing
storage and computation time required to obtain missiles requires estimates of the fin hinge- and
engineering level predictions of fin hinge and bending bending-moment coefficients. These estimates are
moments. -he method developed is simple to use and necessary for structural design and for actuator sizing.
is easily incorporated into comprehensive missile In addition, a method capable of accurately predicting
aeroprediction methods. The method is extremely hinge moments can be used to determine optimum
valuable because it includes effects due to real flow and
fin-body gaps inherent in the experimental data base. hinge line location for minimum hinge moment.

In order to predict the fin hinge- and bending-
This paper describes the experimental data base, moment coefficients and the missile overall rolling,

its manipulation, and its implementation into a pitching, and yawing moment coefficients, it is
prediction method. necessary to determine tie chordwise and spanwise

2. List of Symbols positions of the fin center of pressure. An engineering
level method to predict fin center of pressure for
preliminary analysis and design of conventional fins in

a body radius cruciform arrangements has been developed. The
AR aspect ratio of wing-alone formed by joining method makes use of the extensive systematic fin-on-

two fins at their root chords body force and moment triservice experimental data
CBM fin bending-moment coefficient; bending base (Refs. I and 2) which covers a Mach number range

moment/oq.Ss from 0.6 to 4.5, fin aspect ratios from 0.25 to 4.0, angles
CHM fin hinge-moment coefficient; hinge of attack up to 457, and deflection angles from -40°

moment/q-SRCR to 40o. This paper describes the experimental data
CNF fin normal-force coefficient; normal force/qSR base, its manipulation, and its implementation into a

cR fin root chord prediction method.

cT fin tip chord 3.1 Overview Of Triservice Experimental Program
D maximum body diameter
IR reference length The overall objective of the triservice test
M_ freestream Machnumber program (Ref. 2) was to obtain a high quality
s exposed fin semispan systematic force and moment data base tor fins
sm semispan of fim-body combination mounted on a body. The experimental data fall into
SR reference area two categories: (1) fin loads without fin deflection for
XHL chordwise location of fin hinge line measured all fins in the data base (stability data), and (2) fin loads

with fin deflection for a control fin set (control data).
from leading edge of the fin root chord The model design and test conditions were based on

xL axial location of the leading edge of the root the utilization of the NASA Langley Remote Control
chord measured from the nose tip Missile Roll Rig (Ref. 2), and they were intended to

xc chordwise location of the fin normal-force reflect as completely as possible the range of flight
center of pressure measured from the leading conditions and fin designs employed by modern high
edge of the fin root chord performance missiles.

yc spanwise location of the fin normal-force center
of pressure measured outboard from the fin The Langley body-tail model is 3.0 inches in

root chord diameter and 11.5 calibers long. The model allows
independent, remote control of four control surfacesac included angle of attack; angle between the and model roll angle and includes three component

body axis and the freestrearn velocity vector balances for each of the four fins. All of the data
6 fin deflection angle obtained for the data base were for a body with a single
A taper ratio; ratio of fin tip chord toroot chord cruciform fin set on the body. The body details

4/
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including fin hinge line locations are shown in 10. 40, and 45%. The fin control deflection angles
Figures l(a) and 1(b). The forces and moments for the vary from -40" to 40 in 10° increments. The data base
fins depicted in Figure 1(c) were obtained from force contains fin loads for -90" s 4f s 90"in 10' increments,
balance measurements. All fins have symmetric double where of is the fin orientation angle on the body
wedge airfoil sections. Geometric details of these fins (of = 900 for a fin on the windward meridian, Of = -90°
can be found in Reference 1. All test fins have a body for a fin on the leeward meridian)
radius to fin semispan ratio, a/sn, of 0.5. The tests
measured fin normal-force, hinge-moment, and Figure 2 shows the angle of attack, .Aspect ratio,
bending-moment coefficients, and Mach number range of the systematic data base

Multiple tunnel entries were performed between The stability data base consists of 2090 flow
1982 and 1984. Intermediate and high Mach number conditions/orientations (Mea, acand of) for each of the
(2.5 - 4 5) tests were conducted in the NASA Laagley nine fins. In addition, the fiiy normal-force, hinge-
Unitary Plan Tunnel (Ref. 2), and low and intermediate moment, and bending-moment coefficients are present
Mach number (0.6 - 2.0) tests were conducted in for each fin and condition This results in a tota, of
the 6-by-6 foot Supersonic Tunnel at NASA Ames. 56,430 individual fin data points measured during the

experimental program. The control data base cons,sts
3.2 General Description Of Triservice Data Base of 9405 flow conditions/orientations (M_, ac, O, and

6) for each of the five contro, fins *he measurement of
The ranges of parameters in the triservice the fin normal-force, hinge-moment, and bending

experimental data base are described in this section. moment coefficients for each fin and condition results
The data base consists of a stability set of data for in a total of 141,075 individual fin data points measured
undeflected fins and a control set of data for deflected during the experin eOntal program. To develop an
fins. The test fins have aspect ratios (aspect ratio of two efficient prxiction method for fin centers of pressure,
fins joined together at the root) of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4, methods -were invaidgated ind developed to correlate
and the taper ratio ranges from 0 to 1. The fins with the stabi.,ty and ý.ontrol data thus reducing the
aspect ratios of 1, 2, and 4 are the control test fins. Fins required storage and clculations required.
with trailing edge sweep and/or swept forward
leading elges are not included. The body radius to fin The following sections describe the fin center of
semispan ratio, a/sm , is 0.5 for all test fins, and the pressure data base and correlations. The -lability data
method and data base consider cruciform sections with (undeflected fins) is 4iscusstd first tollowed by a
identical fins only. Figure 1(c) depicts the fin descriptior of the control data (deflected fins).
planforms, and the following table shows the aspect
ratio and taper ratio domain of the data base. 4. Data Base Description

The data base consists of fin-oi,-body center of
TAPER RATIO, A pressure data. The centers of pressure in the chordwise

and spanwise directions have been correlated to be a
0 1/2 1 function of one or more of the following parameters

AR, A, M0 ,,, ,, 6, and i CN the magnitude of fin
1/4 12 normal force. 6ata for the ciordwise and spanwise
1/2 31 32 33 centers of pressure are included with and without fin

ASPECT deflections for fins with aspect ratios of 0.25 to 4 0 to
RATIO, AR 1 42 illustrate the approach.

2 51 52 53 CONTROL The measured fin hinge and bending moments
FINS have been reduced to obtain the chordwise, xc /cR,

and spanwise, ycp/s, centers of pressure as follows.
4 62 xcp (M ' a O ,6) XHL C (1m ' act, f,6)

cR CR CNFQ ( ' ,*, f 6) (1)

TABLE 1. aspect ratio and taper ratio CR CR N

range of the database Ycp (M ,a,0f,6} CBH(M4 a,,f, (

The matrix numbers in Table 1 are the test fin CNF( a ,,f,6)
designation numbers (Figure 1(c)).

The stabiii',y data consist only c- 6 = 0' data The
The Mach number range of the data base is following setiions summarize c.,rrelatio,- .c.. ýes

from 0.6 to 4.5. Stability test data for Mach numbers developed or the stability and control data anu
of 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.2 provide detailed loads for'the examine the behavior of the fin center of pressure with
transonic speed regime. The supersonic Mach numbers respect to f'n Seometry and flow condwtn•s.
in the stability data base are 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5,
and 4.5. The Mach numbers for the control test data 4.1 ltability Fin ,emer of Press,,ie
base are 0.8,1.2,2.0,3 0, and 4.5.

The !-. rc'-• c'..,0p ed':z 'r tihe stability fin
The body angle of attack range is ac s 45' with centers o: .,scae is d escribea in Rt-ference 1 and is

actual wind tunnel test angles of attack of a= 0, 2, 5, brief!, sun,warized here. Because the experimental

= o 

o
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results correspond to a specific body-tail wind tunnel does for the lower Mach numbers. Therefore, the
model, it is desirable to correlate only the center of correlation described in the next section is used for the
pressure data which are free of vortex-induced effects. higher Mach numbers. The interpolation procedure in
Effects of vorticity in the flow field can be added with the AR-A parameters for the control fin data is
the equivalent angle of attack approach described in described in a later section.
Reference 1.

4.3 Supersonic Fin Control Center of Pressure
When body vortex-induced effects on the fin

loads are removed, the fin center of pressure locations An extensive effort (Ref. 3) was carried out to
depend primarily on the fin normal-force coefficient correlate the supersonic control fin center of pressure
and therefore are insensitive to roll angle as described data base. The chordwise and spanwise centers of
in Reference 1. To obtain the centers of pressures as a pressure were correlated for positive and negative
function of the magnitude of fin normal force I CN F I deflection angles. During the development, this
without vortex effects, the fin on the windward side of correlation was made to include the -" ,,plete range of
the body (0* s Of % 80 *) is considered because the fin orientation angles; therefore, vortex effects on the
vortex-induced contributions to the fin load are centers of pressures were present in the correlations for
minimal. The measured center of pressure for this case the higher angles of attack for control fins on the
is almost entirely free of vortex effects. A piecewise leeward side of the body. This was done in order to
linear least squares fit applied to the give an indication of the magnitude of the body vortex
x (M ,a , .f = 0 f) , and y effects present in the experimental tests. These vortex
MOap,(,6 = 0-)/s versus I Cr F (M-,,a.,!6 -=60) F effects were particular to the configuration tested and
data results in a single curve [it of the wingward fin as such are not applicable to other configurations.
data for =0" to 80". Figure 3 depicts typical fits of the Since the vortex location and strength are dependent
f &P any,/s data points tor orientation angles on the location of the fins on the body as well as

i 0 -of fin 52 (ig. 1(c)). Supersonic conical upstream fin jets (if any), only the windward side data
inrr theorypredicts the center of pressure to be at the (nearly vortex free) should be used from the supersonic
area centroid of the fin. Figure 3 indicates that the control fin data base. The equivalent angle of attack
chordwise and spanwise centers of pressure measured scaling method and a separate vortex model should be
in the experiment approach the area centroid as the used to determine the effect of vorticity on the centers
Mach number increases. This is seen by comparing of pressure for cases different from those of this data
Figures 3(a) through 3(c). Limited representative base. Reference 1 describes the procedure used in
examples from the data base are shown for selected program MISSILE 3 to accomplish this.
Mach numbers only. Generally, the centers of pressure
for the undeflected fins correlate very well with The supersonic control data did not correlate well
ICNFI for all fins and Mach numbers in the data base. with the magnitude of the fin normal force I CN F I;

therefore, an extensive effort was undertaken to
With the dependence on a, and Of reduced to a correlate these data using one or more of the

dependence on I CN F I x /cD andy , /s depend independent parameters, M., ac, f•, and 6 as
only on AR, A,, M,,, and l' FU. The iriterpolation described below. As a result, the correlations of the
procedure in the M_ and) CE F I parameters is x data are within 4% of the root chord, and the
bilinear. The interpolation procedure in the aspect AR cofrelationsforyc data are within 4% of the exposed
and A parameters is described in Reference 1. fin span when thS fin normal force is of significant

value.
4.2 Control Fin Data Base

The positive deflection data (6 a 0°) were plotted
The control data base is composed of two parts. against (Of - 90.), and the negative deflection data were

(1) transonic center of pressure data, and (2) supersonic plotted against (90• - Of). This provided a plotting axis
center of pressure data. system which is zero on the windward meridian and

either -180o or 180° on the leeward meridian. The data
4.2 Transonic/Low Supersonic Fin Control Center of were plotted in this manner for the following reasons:
Pressure (1) on the windward meridian (plane of symmetry), the

positive and negative deflection results should be the
The effect of control deflection on the center of same for the same magnitude of deflection, (2) the

pressure locations in the transonic speed regime is effects of vorticity and dynamic head on the leeward
derived from the control test fins at 0*. Here, the side can be seen, and (3) the compressibility effects due
transonic/low supersonic range includes Mach 08,1.2, to the body bow shock can be observed.
and 2.0.

Representative examples of the correlated data
For the transonic/low supersonic range, the are shown in Figures 5 through 6 for various angles of

center of pressure data are plotted versus I CN F I for attack. Figure 5 shows the chordwise center of
each fin. The -40"s6s40" data for each fin is plotted on pressure for fin 52 at M_ = 4.5. Figure 6 shows the
the same graph for each Mach number, and these data spanwise center of pressure for fin 52 at Mo = 4.5.
are flit ed with a piecewise linear curve. Representative
examples of these fins are shown in Figure 4 for fin 52 In Figure 5(a), the chordwise center of pressure
for various Mach numbers. The dependence on a and shows no unusual behavior in the leeward region
6 is reduced to a dependence on I C I fhus, ( = -30" to Of = -90*) Vortical and other nonlinear
x /c and yc is depend only on AR, 2,M and effetdue to angle of attck are minimal for a =2*. As
'UN F "Note-tat for M0 , = 3.0, this correlation does shown in Figure 5(b) for a = 20 °, the chordwise center
not collapse the center of pressure data as well as it of pressure does not depend greatly on fin deflection
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angle (for negative deflection angles) from Of = 90* to of the errors in the correlations with respect to angle of
about Of = -30*. In this region, effects due to body attack and Mach number can be found in Reference 3.
vortices are minimal. On the leeward region, the
chordwise center of pressure is influenced by vortical 5. Conclusions
as well as nonlinear effects of reduced dynamic
pressure. Largely to the same extent, these effects can The extensive triser'. ice data base has been
also be observed for positive fin deflection angles investigated and used to obtain a fin chordwise and
although in this case some systematic dependence on spanwise center of pressure data base for use in the
fin deflection angle is indicated in the region where preliminary analysis and design of missile fins.
body vortex effects are minimal. Figure 5(c) illi,:•'ates Correlations and curve fits of the center of pressure
the behavior of x fora =45°. The effect of the sign data have been performed to reduce the storage and
of the normal force for negative fin deflections is computation time required to obtain estimates of fin
apparent in this figure. hinge and bending moments

The effects of the bow shock (and its associated The method developed is simple to use and is
flow field) close to or impinging on the fin can be easily incorporated into comprehensive missile
observed by comparing the spanwise center of pressure aeroprediction methods. The method is extremely
locations shown in Figure 6(a) for a = 2° and in Figure valuable because it includes effects due to fin-body
6(c) for a = 45°. For the fin near the windward gaps and real flow. Effects due to body vorticity are
meridian ('f = 90,), the spanwise center of pressure present for the conditions of the wind tunnel tests, but
moves inboard as the angle of attack is increased vortex free results (windward side data) should be
because of the bow shock influence. used in combination with, for exa,.ple, the equivalent

angle of attack procedure to obtain the effects of
The chordwise and spanwise center of pressure vorticity present on the actual configuration and flow

correlations shown in Figures 5 and 6 are based on conditions of interest.
both functional and parameterized correlations. A
functional correlation is defined as one for which the The correlations and curve fits determined
effect of one of the independent parameters is during this investigation are not unique. Other
described in a functional relationship. A methods of obtaining similar results from the triservice
parameterized correlation is defined as one for which data base are possible However, it is believed that the
the effect of one of the independent parameters is developed prediction method is more than adequate
stored as a set of numbers to be used in an for preliminary and design purposes.
interpolation procedure. For the chordwise and
spanwise centers of pressure, 01 and 6 were taken as 6. Recommendations
functional parameters as shown in the next section. For
the two high supersonic Mach numbers, 3.0 and 4.5, the There are several additional investigations which
experimental angles of attack are used for should be performed in order to improve the
p arameterized correlations. The details of the prediction of fin center of pressure. The supersonic
unctional and parameterized correlations for the control data were investigated extensively, but the

chordwise and spanwise center of pressure locations transonic/low supersonic control data were taken
are described in Reference 3. directly from previous work described in Reference 1.

Additional transonic/low supersonic triservice
Chordwise Center of Pressure. - Figure 7 shows the experimental control data remains to be reduced and
error between the value from the correlation and the examined. This control data should be reevaluated in
actual data for the chordwise center of pressure as a the manner similar to that used for the supersonic
function of fin normal force magnitude for fin 52 at control data. As mentioned previously, a method to
M. = 4.5 and aC = 20_. Note that x (x = x, ) is the include vortex effects for the geometry and flow
expenmental data, and is the correlated qcugntity. It conditions of interest is required for a more accurate
is seen that the chorTwise center of pressure is prediction of the centers of pressure. Finally,
generally within two percent of the root chord, except experimental data should be examined for fins with
at the lower values of fin normal force. The correlations streamwise sections and planforms different from those
are generally best at low and high angles of attack. The in the data base used herein
largest deviations occur in the 10 to 20 degree angle of
attack range. Maximum hinge moments will generally 7. Acknowledgements
occur when the fin normal force is large; therefore,
errors at the small values of CN F are not critical for fin The authors wish to acknowledge the United
structural or actuator design. An extensive States Air Force, Army, and Navy and the National
investigation of the errors in the correlations with Aeronautics and Space Administration for their
respect to angle of attack and Mach number can be participation in creating the extensive triservice missile
found in Reference 3. data base. The original data correlations for inclusion

into the MISSILE 3 prediction program were performed
Spanwise Center of Pressure. - Figure 8 depicts the under Contract N00014-80-C-0700. We would also lke
error between the results obtained with the correlation to thank the Flight Dynamics Laboratory of the Air
and the actual data for the spanwise center of pressure Force Systems Command, Wright Research &
(y = y ) as a function of fin normal force magnitude Development Center, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, for
for finng2 at Mo = 4.5 and a. = 20°. It is seen that the funding an additional effort under Contract F33615-86-
spanwise center of pressure is generally within four C-3626 to examine the center of pressure data in detail
percent of the exposed fin span, except at the lower for eventual inclusion into prediction methods for
values of fin normal force. An extensive investigation Missile DATCOM.
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COMPUTATIOMAL NODELS WITH ADVANCED THERXOCBERISTRY FOR THE
ANALYSIS OF MISSILE/PLUWE FLOWFIELD INTERACTIONS

S.M. Dash, N. Sinha, and B.J. York
Science Applications International Corporation

Fluid Sciences Division
501 Office Center Drive. Suite 420

Fort Washington, Pennsylvania 19034-3211
United States

SUINMaRY code [31 and the AEDC propulsive extension,
PARC [4]. both of which use Beam-Warming

Advanced. computational models which based central-difference numerics. The PARCH
solve the full (FNS) and parabolized (PNS) code developmental activities have taken
Navier-Stokes equations for the analysis of place as follows:
missile aerodynamic problems with exhaust
plume interactions are described. The (1) The 2D and 3D versions of ARC and PARC
models utilize conservative implicit algor- were unified into:
ithms and include finite-rate chemistry,
two-equation turbulence models, and prelim- . a baseline PARCH2D Master Code;
inary multi-phase flow capabilities. In the and,
tactical missile arena, a 3D Navier-Stokes . a baseline PARCH3D Master Code.
code, PARCH, has been developed to analyze
missile/plume interactions with both conven- The baseline PARCH2D/3D Master Codes
tional nozzle exhausts, as well as with contain all the desired capabilities
bifurcated/scarfed nozzle exhausts. Our PNS available-in the ARC and PARC codes.
work has focused on supersonic/hypersonic The coding was performed as an upgrade
applications utilizing time-iterative upwind to PARC which had many propulsive-
numerics for enhanced robustness and accur- oriented features not available in ARC,
acy, and has included the analysis of aerody- particularly, grid blanking/blocking
namic, plume. and propulsive problems for and generalized boundary conditions
missiles as well as for reentry and aerospace (see Reference 4).
vehicles.

(2) As a prerequisite to incorporating
1. INTRODUCTION extended thermochemical and turbulence

modeling capabilities, implicit. approx-
The ability to analyze missile aerody- imately factored ADI based scalar

namic flowfields has advanced to a level solvers were developed to solve the
where calculations employing Full Navier- chemical species and turbulence model
Stokes (FNS) and Parabolized Navier-Stokes convective/diffusive equations. These
(PNS) based computational models can now be scalar solvers emulated the numerics of
performed on a routine basis with some the PARCH fluid solver.
reliability. FNS and PNS models are being
utilized in an engineering environment to (3) Matrix-split methodology was formulated
deal with strongly interactive problems, to incorporate the chemical species
such as leeside separation or higher alti- equations and finite-rate chemical
tude flows, that cannot readily be analyzed kinetics into the PARCH codes [5. 61.
using coupled viscous/inviscid models [11.
However, including the effects of interac- Most recently, upgrades. in numerical capa-
tions with propulsive and/or control jets bilities (e.g., inclusion of Roe/TVD numer-
has not heretofore been analyzed at this ics) were incorporated into PARCH [71, and,
advanced level due to the complex require- several specialized versions were developed
ment of incorporating generalized thermochem- including: a rocket nozzle version, PARCH/RN
ical capabilities (as well as multi-phase [8]. with gas/particle nonequilibrium capa-
capabilities for solid propellant propulsive bilities; a missile hypersonic shock layer
systems) into the computational model. version, PARCH/VSL [91, with thermal non-
Engineering-oriented missile/plume inter- equilibrium capabilities; and, a tactical
active methodology had been restricted to missile/plume interaction version, PARCH/TMP
the use of coupled viscous/inviscid methods (10], with very broad-based capabilities.
as surveyed by Dash [2]. Recently, the Table 1 exhibits the component ingredients
authors and co-workers have been engaged in that are incorporated into master versions
programs involving the extension of FNS and of PARCH2D/3D along with peripheral modules
PNS computer codes to analyze flowfields containing data (Master Data File), pro-
with generalized thermochemistry. These viding grids (Grid Generators), and per-
extended ccdes have been applied to a vari- forming post-processing of the data. Also
ety of missile flowfield problems with shown in Table 1 are the contents of several
attention focused on missile/plume inter- specialized versions,
action problems. This paper will provide an
overview of these new, extended compute: Missile related applications of PARCH2D/
codes and, will highlight applications to a 3D are summarized in Table 2. The shock
variety of missile/plume interactive prob- layer work has focused on hypersonic. higher
lems. altitude, missile nose region studies requir-

ing the inclusion of both chemical and
2. OVEMVW OF FNS CODE DEVELOPNET WORK thermal nonequilibrium effects into PARCH.

AND APPLICATIONS The rocket nozzle work has provided for the
inclusion of particulate nonequilbrium

Our primary work with FNS methodology capabilities into PARCH, as required for the
has focused on the computer code, PARCH, for analysis of solid propellant systems.
which 2D (planarlaxisymmetric) and 3D ver-
sions have been developed. PARCH is an
outgrowth of the NASA/ Ames ARC aerodynamic
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Test facility studies have included analy- the approximate Riemann problem is posed in
tical support for hypersonic missile testing time rather than space. For time marching,
simulating the high enthalpy environment via the eigen-functions of a much simpler matrix
use of a rocket exhaust blown over the are required, and in fact, this analysis has
missile airframe. Scramiec applications been completed by several researchers, such
have focused on Aerospace Plane vehicles, as Molvik and Merkle [21].
but the computational scheme must be per-
formed for the composite methodology is At the 3D level, our recent PNS work
equally applicable to airbreathing missile has concentrated on the inclusion of time-
systems. Film cooling atudies have focused iterative methodology into existing finite-
on window cooling environments for hyper- volume (SCRAMP3D) and finite-difference
sonic/high altitude missile systems. The (SCRINT3D) spatial marching codes (22].
missile/plume interaction work has dealt Significant improvements in robustness and
with a variety of complex problems assoc- accuracy, above that provided by the inclu-
iated with conventional single-engine and sion of upwind numerics, have been obtained
multi-engine nozzle exhausts, as well as by the use of time-iterative relaxation
with lateral controljets for hypersonic methodology [233. Also, significant work
missile problems, and with unconventional was performed involving the use of advanced
scarfed/bifurcated nozzle propulsive systems grid generation techniques in the cross-flow
being utilized on specialized tactical plane, and grid blanking for the treatment
missiles. of cavities and swept surfaces.

3. OVERVIEW OF PNS CODE DEVELOPMENT WORK Our preliminary 3D PNS work with chem-
AND APPLICATIONS istry had concentrated on the inclusion of

chemistry into the SCRINT3DT code which was
Our PNS work is focused on supersonic/ a 3D extension of the SCRINTX code with

hypersonic flowfield problems and several time-iterative PNS numerics. SCRINT3DT was
computer codes have been developed which made operational with matrix-split chemistry
include finite-rate chemistry and advanced and operated with Beam-Warming central
turbulence models, Under support of the difference numerics or 'ad hoc' real gas Roe
National Aerospace Plane (NASP) Program, a upwind numerics (the splitting was done
series of computer codes were developed before the Roe decomposition). Its ability
which provided a complete nose-to-tail to analyze multi-component, chemically
flowfield analysis of an aerospace vehicle reacting flow problems with Roe upwind
integrated scramjet and propulsion system numerics was found to be problematic and the
[11-131. The original 2D computer codes, obvious remedy was a reformulation of the
SCRAMP, SCRINT, SCORCH, and SCHNOZ, used Roe real gas methodology using a large
different numerical techniques. The orig- matrix/fully-coupled framework, As this
inal versions of the SCRAMP forebody code rather ambitious effort was to initiate, the
and the SCRINT inlet code employed Beam-Warm- STUFF 3D iterative PNS code of Molvik and
ing based implicit central-difference numer- Merkle [21] became available which had the
ics, and were subsequently upgraded to large-matrix/fully coupled Roe formulation
incorporate Roe/TVD upwind numerics [14]. done properly for clean air chemistry. It
The SCORCH combustor code employed hybrid was deemed more expeditious to use the STUFF
implicit/explicit pressure-split methodology code as our baseline code than to upgrade
[15], while the SCHNOZ nozzle code employed the SCRINT3DT code, and, the added benefits
explicit MacCormack numerics [16], of the finite volume formulation of STUFF

became available with this decision. Our
The original versions of SCRAMP and upgraded version of STUFF is called the

SCRINT contained only equilibrium air ther- SCHAFT code. and work to date has involved
mochemistry. A research version, SCRINTX, the generalization of the chemistry and the
was upgraded to include finite-rate chemis- inclusion of two-equation turbulence models
try into the Beam-Warming numerical frame- [20, 24, 25].
work using a matrix-split approach [5, 17].
SCRINTX was applied to a variety of combus- A companion NS code entitled TUFF has
tor and nozzle related flowfield problems as also been developed by Molvik and Merkle
well as to inlets. Detailed comparative [21] with comparable numerics to STUFF, Due
studies with these codes [18] for scramjet to the more generalized geometric capabili-
propulsion indicated a clear preference for ties (blanking/blocking) and boundary condi-
the SCRINTX methodology with regard to tion options in the PARCH NS code, we have
accuracy and robustness. deemed it more expeditious to upgrade PARCH

via including the TUFF strongly-coupled/
In our 2D research with SCRINTX, we had large matrix methodology for dealing with

incorporated first and second order (TVD) the Roe chemistry issue, rather than to
Roe upwind numerics [19] into the code after upgrade the geometric capabilities of TUFF,
the matrix-splitting was performed. This which would entail a much more substantive
'ad hoc' approach worked quite well for effort. PARCH, currently, has the Roe chem-
flows with air chemistry, but worked poorly istry formulation done in the 'ad hoc'
for strongly combusting flow problems where matrix- split manner.
the approximations entailed 'broke down'.
For such flows, the formulation of Roe's The remainder of this paper will pre-
system of coupled fluid and chemical species sent a brief overview of current capabil-
equations. For space marching, such an ities available in the PARCH NS code and our
analysis depends upon an eigen-decomposition PIS codes, with details of the numerics
whose derivation is quite difficult to available in other references. Applications
perform (20]. The Roe (PNS) formulation to missile related flow problems will serve
with chemistry is much easier to develop if to highlight these capabilities and focus

A ---
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attention on needed upgrades in the areas of
turbulence modeling [26, 27] and grid gener-
ation, which are generally the limiting
factors in obtaining good agreement with the +
data. y~xy z xz

4. PARCH PUS CODE Yx~yx+4YTYY+tzvyz

4.1 Gas-Phase Fluid Dynaskic Equations Cx zx+ty zy+4ZrZZ

PARCH solves the Reynolds averaged, Ev - xqx+4yqy+tzqz (3b)

compressible flow equations, cast in strong P a.+y ai + i a.
conservation form in generalized curvilinear xaix y y z iz
coordinates: P(4xkx+4yky+÷zkz)

aQ 8 E aF •
8Qt + + F + a- _ H - 0 (1) P(cx e x+ yay+ z(z)

WEx xl yny+FzzL

A detailed description of the fluid dynamic where E - E. - E . Analogous expressions
elements in the above vector arrays and the are obtained' for *he F and G arrays, and,
transformation to generalized coordinates is the source term vector H takes the form:
provided in refs. 3 and 4. The PARCH code
contains options for solving the thin layer
equations and Euler equations in addition to
the full NS equations. 0

With the addition of NS chemical spec- H
ies equations (i - 1,2, .... NS) and the 2
kg turbulence model equations to the contin- H
uity, momentum and energy equations, the [S
+ NS + 2] vector array of dependent variables
is given by: Pw

H H HPh (4)

P
pu

Pu1

pv 
e

1 PW (2) E (C 1 PC2p•)
Et

In the above equations 4(xyoz), n(x,y,.
z) and 6(x,y,z) represent the curvilinear
coordinates in the transformed computational

pk domain. C, C, 6,
and J reilese~t the ýmtri s aJd Jcob an 8f

Pe the transformation; p is the fluid density;
P is the pressure; u, v, and w are thE
Cartesian velocity components in the x. y.

The inviscid (E., F., Gi) and viscous (Ev, and z directions; a. represents the ma~s
Fv. Gv) flux ve~torl taKe the form: fraction of the ith themical species, p is

the laminar viscosity; q is the heat
flux; k is the turbulent ifve'T1c energy; and
8 is the turbulence dissipation rate. U, V

PU and W are the contravariant velocity compon-
ents.

For turbulent flow simulation the
PvU+•yP laminar viscosity and thermal conductivity

ate replacad by their respective sums of
pwU+ZzP laminar and turbulent values. (i.e. I + .

k + k ). Additionally, the source term H
Ei (Et+P)U (3a) comprised of the chemical production terms

P ; the turbulent production P, and the
PUai dissipation of turbulent kinetic-energy, a;

and the gas/particle interaction terms H
pUk H , H and H h required for multi-pEARe

fP6X sikdYation ?a, 28].pUs
4.2 Matrix-Split Rethodology

Applying the conventional Beam-Warming
algorithm to equation (1). utilizing Euler

61
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implicit time-differencing, yields the forcing function term, AQ . contain the net
'delta' form finite-difference expression influence of the chemicil species change
[3, 4. 291 written below for the 2D system (due to convection/diffusion/kinetics) on
of equations: the fluid dynamic solution through prec-

Al + a N N sure/species derivatives [5. 17]. The
II At(8"+ MN)eAQN inclusion of this term on the right hand[I +

_( N + N(5) side is not essential to obtain a converged"-At (6E- + N I - RN steady state solution and it can be dis-carded. However, it cannot be discarded for
In equation g$), j.js a central difference time accurate computations. For the same
operator. AQ - Q - Q where N denotes reason, it can not be discarded for a space
the time step level, and, the flux vectors E marching PNS computation unless time-iter-
and F, (which are nonlinear •unctions 0 1 Q) ative methdology is incorporated. The
h+ve bRenNlinearized about Q , viz., E - removal of the forcing function from the
B" + A AQ where A - aE/BQ. Equation (5) is right hand side can impact the rate of
the unfactored form of the block algorithm convergence and this is an atea of current
and represents a system of 4 fluid (5 for 3D investigation.
flows), n (- NS) species equations, and 2
turbulence model equations (which we will 4.3 Numerical Methodoloqg
now dismiss to simplify our discussion of
matrix splitting). We thus seek to decom- All work with PARCH to date has fo-
pose an n+4 system of coupled equations to a cussed on the analysis of steady flow prob-
system of 4 coupled fluid dynamic equations, lems using non-time accurate procedures to
and n scalar chemical species equations, expedite convergence to steady state. The
Using the nomenclature block unfactored, matrix-split, fluid dy-

namic equations (eq. 8) (with the explicit
Qf - (p. pu, pv, Et)T species term, AQ , removed), are approx-

(6) imately factored a' follows:
-(a, 62- .3. an) [I + At6 A fN [I + At& BNf1AQ; N RN (9)

the n+4 system is decomposed as:

Equation (9) can be solved by block tridiag-r F I F Ii onal inversion (3. 29]. which is computa-
A Aff A B B tionally expensive per time step, but gener-

I+At 6 L Lf-fc + 6 fLc ally permits taking large time steps (e.g..
Courant numbers of 5 - 10) and obtaining

L~cf I AccJ Fcf IocJ converged solutions in a very reasonable
J A number of iterations (e.g., 300 - 3,000.

(7) depending on the problem at hand, the grid,H 1 .- I II"R the initial and boundary conditions, etc.).
' A

1f R ~ Equation (9) can more efficiently be solved
- f I ' i f I f by using the diagonalized scheme of Chaussee[- -and Pulliam [30] which uncouples the block
c 'A R.. system and reduces the work to the inveisionJc c of a scalar tridiagonal system. HowEver.- the implicit diagonalized solution is re-

stricted to the Euler equations (the visvous
terms do not diagonalize and wist thus bewhere Aff D *Ef/aQf, Acf - OEc/aQf, etc. treated explicitly), and, the pa n to conver-

The above system of matrices is split gence for complex, viscous dc inated flows
about the horizontal (indicated by the can be slow and sometimes prot ematic.
dashe) lines) leading to a fluid dynamic The choice of the bloc •d tridiagonal
system written as: inversion or diagonalized so-.tion procedure
[I + At(6CAfN + 6 B N)]A N for the fluid dynamic equations is available

ff n ff (f) as a user option in PARCH and is very problem
RN - At( Af 6 Bf )AN ( dependent. With multi-zone versions, the

Slfc Qc diagonalized option can be used in some
zones and the blocked option in others

(where the source term M , having particu- (e.g.. for a missile/ plume interactive
late contributions is tJeated explicitly, problem, the zone of strongly interactive
and has thus been incorporated into Rf). flow can be handled by the block procedure

with all other flow zones analyzeable by the
This exercise in matrix partitioning generally more efficient diagonalized method).

recovers the original 4x4 block structure of With central difference numerics employed.
the perfect-gas fluid dynamic formulation, artificial dissipation is required in nonvis-
with addit~on of a forcing function on the cous regions to ensure stability and diagon-
explicit right hand side and revised ele- al dominance. The implicit/explicit second
ments of the A and B matrices on the and fourth order dissipation model of Jameson,
implicit left and sigf to account for et al., [31] is employed in PARCH. Indepen-
generalized multi-component species and dent time steps are used to advance the
calorically imperfect behaviour (see refs. s equations based on a user-specified Courant
and 17 for details). The elements of the
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number (locally applied at each grid point) and:
with a flux change limiter (e.g., 20 percent
change in AQ/Q), which cuts back on the lt- Cppk2 a [l-exp (-C9y4 )] (15)
local time step in regions of severe change
(see ref. 4 for details). In eqs. (12) and (13). y represents the

distance from the nearest wall and is used
4.4 Chapeal Secies/Rate Kinetics for computing the corresponding y . The

AMgorithm model constants are Cp t .09. C1  - 1.35.
C, - 1.8, C, - 0.0115 and C4 - 0.S. P is

Upon matrix splitting and decomposition the turbulent production term.
of equation (7), the lower half contains the
chemical species transport equations, written The turbulence model equations are
as: solved as independent, uncoupled equations

N N N N using the approximately-factored ADI solver
(I + At(6-A* +8 N MNIAQc R of eq. (11). The source terms are treated

c cc +6 cc c c implicitly using the linearization described
(10) in refs. 26 and 27. Corrections to the ke

- At( 6 IAcf + %qBcf)AQf equations for compressibility, curvature.
etc., are incorporated in a zonal manner on

The second term on the right hand side a problem dependent basis 126. 27]. The
contains the forcing functions from the initialization of the turbulence model
fluids upon the species, which is discarded variables is case dependent and often. a
for time-asymptotic steady-state solutions. simpler algebraic eddy-viscosity model is
Subsequent factorization leads to: used to initiate the calculation until the

flow structure becomes somewhat established;
N then k and e are initialized assuming the

[(I-AMN) t c. (II-AtM ) turbulence to be in equilibrium.,(11)

AtB N RN 4.6 Multi-Phase Flow Capabilities
cc c -c The PARCH code contains multi-phase

Equation (11) represents the numeri- flow capabilities for the simulation of
cally intensive task of inverting block NxN solid propellant rocket nozzle/exhaust plume
tridiagonal matrices. CPU costs and memory flowfields where the dilute particle assump-
requirements can become prohibitive as the tion applies and eliminates particle volu-
number of chemical species gets large. An metric effects [35]. Gas/particle inter-
efficient alternative solution strategy has actions [35] can be treated in both the
been devised, which breaks up the solution equilibrium limit (where particle velocities
sequence into two steps: and temperatures are taken to be the same as

that of the gas-phase) and the nonequili-(1) a point implicit solution of the brium limit (where particle velocities and
chemical kinetic rate equations temperatures differ from those of the gas-
with diffusion and convection phase). In the nonequilibrium limit, the
treated explicitly; and, analysis is presently restricted to flows

with a primary streamwise direction where
(2) a globally implicit time integra- the particulate equations can be spatially

tion of the species equations integrated.
sequentially with the chemical
source term specified from step The particulate equations, cast in
(1). strong conservation form in generalized

curvilinear coordinates, are listed below
The details of this methodology are provided for two dimensions.
in Reference 32.

4.5 Turbulence Modeling .Ep I + p (16)

In the earlier 2D versions of PARCH [5,
6, 8, 33], the high Reynolds number form of The inviscid flux (Ep, Fp) vectors take the
the ka model was utilized and near wall following form:
matching was achieved by coupling the ke
solution to a nixing length - Van Driest 1
fgrmulation at a location corresponding to pp U
y - 50. The low Reynolds number extension P
of the ke model, as proposed by Chien [34], PP UP U
has been implemented in the 3D code. In the p
Chien low Re extension, the convective/dif- E V UJ (17a)fusive terms are the same, but the source j PPP
terms for k and a are given by: pp hp Up

H - P - ap- (12)

H, -(C, '-C~pef) - exp (-C~y+) (13)

where:
S 0.4 exp (-pk2/6pe)2 (14)

2A

ALg
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the development of coding logic which permits
1 patching the overall flowfield to 'blankI pp Vp Iout' grid points occupied by embedded obsta-

Pp VP cles (rather than contour the grid about

such obstacles as would be required in9p UP VP (17b) conventional codes). This facilitates the
1 vpp Vp treatment of embedded boundaries such as
S Pvp ] steps, struts, cavities. etc.. which would

p hp VP be difficult to deal with if blanking capa-hp bilities were not available. With blanking,
the overall grid is broken down into a set
of 'patches' for each of the mapped coordin-

The source term vector Hp takes the form: ate directions (viz., patching is done in
mapped com-,utational coordinates, not in
physical coordinates). The patches alre

0 automatically constructed from boundary
inputs. Figure 1 illustrates the patching

HP concept for a simple 2D problem. Boundary
H u (18a) conditions are applied along the outer

H computational boundaries as well as on thep v embedded boundaries, and are generalized to
HP h permit varied fluxes to cross the boundaries.L ehmbe.ddedboundarie, ceiand y aregerahized tow

The analysis of geometrically complex,
1 ~three-dimensional, chemically reacting f low-

0 fieldu can require several million nodc
points with memory requirements well in

-pp (up - u)/•u excess of those available on modern dayu - (18b) super computers. To overcome the memoryJ - PF (vi - v)/•v limitation imposed by machines. a general-S (v Pized multi-zone blocking procedure has been
(h h)/h Jis split into several zones and only one

zone is permitted to reside in the memory
Particulate equations are solved for differ- while the flowfield variables from the other
ent particulate types (e.g.. AlO) and for zones are saved (i.e., on SSD, an 1/0 device
several representative sizes (e.g., 1 pm. 3 available on CRAY). The zones are rolled in
pm, 5 pm. ... ). The nomenclature to desig- and out of memory in a sequential fashion
nate types and sizes hhs beet, eliminated for and specialized logic has been written to
simplicity, In the above equations, u and ensure communication between adjacent zones
v are the Cartesian particulate velocity in a manner consistent with the second order
cgmponents in the x and y directions and Up accuracy of the implicit algorithm. The
and V are the contravariant velocity com- detaiLs of the multi-zone blocking is dis-
ponen's. " , T, and ch represent char- cussed in ref. 37 and closely parallels that
acteristic p%rtidle times for velocity and recently implemented by Sirbaugh, et al.
thermal equilibration. Details of the [38], in the AEDC PARC code.
explicit predictor-corrector based particle
space marching algorithm utilized is provided 4.8 Recent Numerical Upgrades
in ref. 36. Coupling between the gas and
solid phases is provided through the gas/par- PARCH implements central-difference
tidle interaction source terms in both the numerics with second/ fourth order artifi-
gas-phase and particulate equations [35]. In cial dissipation. Its application to hyper-
nozzle/plume applications, the particle sonic problems with strong shock waves can
solution is typically updated (by marching be problematic. Roe/ TVD upwind numerics
down the length of the nozzle or the exhaust [19] has recently been incorporated [71 to
plume) every 50 iterations of the gas-phase integrate the matrix-split fluid dynamic
solution. equatic.is. With this upwind methodology,

issues arise with regard to the scalar
The highly efficient particle spatial solver equations for the chemical species

marching technique is, of course, limited to and turbulence model equations. and with
flows where there are no recirculating regard to the Roe/TVD real gas manipula-
features. Applications include rocket nozzle tions, which are 'ad hoc' if performed after
flow or the farfield of rocket exhaust the matrix-splitting. Successful results
plumes. The nearfield is significantly more for problems with non-combustion chemistry
complex, being characterized by large base have been obtained using nonconservative
regions, plume induced separation and a forms of the scalar equations. Future work
significant amount of recirculating flow. is geared towards developing a non-matrix
The analysis of particulates in this region split upwind version of PARCH (with all
requires the usage of a time-asymptotic, equations strongly-co-Ipled) with a finite-
elliptic solver, volume discretization. Such upgrades will

borrow from the methodology incorporated in
4.7 Grid Blanking. Multi-Zone Blocking, and the TUFF NS code [21].

Generalized Boundary Conditions

In the PARC code [4]. which preceeded
PARCH, significant effort was expended in
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5. PARCH CODE VALIDATION AND additional complexities such as multi-zone
REPRESEWATIV APPLICATIONS blocked grids. zonal turbulence modeling.

etc. Validation on this level should pro-
5.1 Observations on Code Validation Process ceed initially to establish a baseline

operational capability (e.g.. to get all the
The validation of a Navier-Stokes code, pieces in place), recognizing that the Level

which contains generalized thermochemical 3 unit problems may not be easily resolved
capabilities and advanced tu:bulence models, to support the Level 4 analysis (e.g.,
must be performed in a very systematic turbulence modeling issues may preclude
manner, and, must be restricted to a very obtaining good agreement with Level 3 unit
specific category of flowfield problems. The problem data).
performance of the 'basic code' (algorithm,
boundary conditions) must be distinguishid 5.2 PARCH Code Validation Studies
from the performance of the incorporated
submodules for turbulence and thermochem- PARCH derives from ARC [3] and PARC [4]
istry. and, will be dependent on the quality which have been very popular aerodynamic and
and resolution of the grid utilized. propulsive % codes in the United States,

and reflect a teii year history of develop-
A detailed discussion of the code ment, upgrade, validation and application -

validation process for scramiet propulsive restricted to single component. single
flowfields was given by Dash [39], with four phase, perfect gas flows with simple alge-
distinct levels of validation identified?-'a braic turbulence models. ARX code aerody-
summarized below. namic validation studies have been widely

reported in the open literature, by Pulliam
LEVEL 1 - Performance Of The 'Basic and coworkers [3, 40, 41] and many other
Code'. This entails code to code investigators. ARC code derivatives hdve
comparisons, serves to remove 'bugs', been successfully applied to projectile
establishes run parameters (e.g., flowfield problems [421 and have incorpor-
artificial damping coefficients), and ated upwind (TVD) upgrades [43, 44]. PARC
defines the operational range of the code plume/propulsive validation studies
code using the existing algorithms and have also been widely reported in the open
boundary conditions, literature by Cooper and various coworkers

at Sverdrup [45 - $1].
LEVEL 2 - Analysis Of 'Fundamental'
Unit Problems. This entails analyzing- Level 1 validation issues with PARCH
unit problems such as simple shear have been largely resolved oy previous and
layers. laminar/turbulert diffusion ongoing studies with ARC and PARC. Our
flames. etc., to ensure that the ad- PARCH validation work was initiated with
vanced turbulence models and thermo- Level 2 studies which emphasized a checkout
chemistry were incorporated into the of the new code with inclusion of advanced
code correctly, and, that the coeffi- turbulence models, multi-component species,
cients are appropriate (e.g., turbu- real gas thermodynamics and finite-rate
lence model coefficients, thermodynamic chemistry. The unit problems studied have
curve fits, chemical rates, etc.). included.

(1) turbulent free shear flows for
LEVEL S - Analysis Of 'Com onent' streams of different composition,
Problems. This entails the analysis of using the ka turbulence model and
'advanced' unit problems which are variants with high Mach number
subsets of the overall flowfield prob- compressibility-corrections [52];
lems, and for which detailed data are
generally available. For a missile (2) laminar/turbulent shock-boundary
airframe/plume interaction problem, layer interactioo problemsi
component problems would include:

(3) laminar premixed flame problems;
missile aerodynamic problems sans and,
plume; viz., blunt nose region
thermochemistry, treatment of (4) turbulent combusting shear layers
wings/fins/ control surfaces, in a duct.
angle-of-attack issues, etc. These Level 2, fundamental unit problem

studies have been described in refs. 5 - 8
plume interaction problems sans and 33. They have ensured us that the ka
missile airframe; viz., straight- turbulence model and the finite-rate chem-back jets, transverse jets, angled istry are working properly in PARCH via
jets with simple approach flows, comparisons with results of other (already
etc. validated) computer codes, and with funda-

mental data. At Level 3, some of the funds-
unit plume/airframe interaction mental studies performed, oriented towards
problems; viz.. conventional missile/plume interactive flowfield problems.
plume/base flow interaction prob- will be summarized below.
lams for single/ multiple nozzles;
angled/transverse plume/airframe 5.3 Jet Interaction Studies
interaction problems sans wings/-
fins, etc. Jet interaction unit problem studies

have included the analysis of: conventionalLEVEL 4 - Analysis Of 'Complete' Flow- (straight-back) propulsive jets. with uniformfield Problem. This entails the analy- low and high speed approach flow - with andsis of a problem which could involve
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without base regionsi transverse and angled problem properly. The case involves the
jets; and, wall jets (to simulate missile sonic, tangential, balanced pressure injec-
film cooling problems as well as wall bounde' tion of a Mach 1, cold (T - 254 'K) H, jet
propulsive jet interactions). For straight- into a Mach 2.44, hot (T - 1270 *K) vitiated
back jets, we have used the data of Seiner airstream in a near-parallel wall combustor.
which has served to validate our earlier PNS The airstream has a thick boundary layer.
jet model, SCIPVIS [53. 54). Figure 2 which was about three times the size of the
exhibits predicted density contours for an initial H. jet (jet slot height was 0.4 cm).
underexpanded (P /P - 1.44) Mach 2 axi- Figure 7 shows the experimental set up and
symmetric jet eXahsting into a Mach .25 compares predictions (performed imposing a
external stream, while Figure 3 compares turbulent Prandtl number of 0.9 and utiliz-
PARCH and SCIPVIS predictions. Numerical ing the hybrid ke/Van Driest turbulence
studies showing comparisons of SCIPVrS model) of H1, Na, O*, and H.0 mole fractions
predictions with data, using various two- at the combustor exit (36 cm downstream of
equation turbulence models (ka, kW, kocc), the injection plane) with the measured data.
are described in refs. 53 and 54 - the kW The results are quite reasonable and accur-
model performed the best for this unit ately locate the flame position (peak HO)
problem which has not yet been incorporated although they sligb-ly under predict the
into PARCH. Comparative studies with PARCH, peak level of HO observed (this may require
TUFF, and SCIPVIS of such jet flows, using a use of adaptive gridding that concentrates
new matrix of data. will be the subject of a points in the flame zone).forthcoming paper (551. The above 'Level 31 validation studies

A PARCH prediction for an underexpanded exhibit the ability of PARCH to analyze
(P./P - 2) Mach 2 jet exhausting into a various types of jet interactions using a
Ma h 2 external stream, in the presence of a two-equation turbulence model, and the
base (base height is 1.5 nozzle exit radii) chemical kinetic capabilities incorporated
is exhibited in Figure 4. This prediction in the code. Issues with regard to the
simulated an experiment of Reed and Hastings turbulence modeling still have not been
[561, and the predicted base pressure agreed resolved at this 2D component problem level,
quite well with the experimental measurement and adaptive grid requirements are indicated
despite the uniform, course mesh employed to achieve adquate resolution with a reason-
(50 by 50 over 4x4 numerical domain), and ably sized mesh. Analogous Level 3 jet
the use of a basic ke model with no compress- interaction studies for 3D problems will be
ibility-correction. This calculation is performed in the near future.
being repeated with an adaptive mesh [57).
using a compressibility-corrected turbulence 5.4 Missile Rocket Nozzle Studies
model [521 for the base region shear layers.
A comparable PARCH prediction with an H jet A complete missile calculation requires
instead of an air jet is exhibited in Figure the analysis of the rocket tnozzle/propulsive
5, which demonstrates the ability of PARCH flowfield. For some problems, there can be
to deal with base combustion - the base strong coupling between the nozzle exhaust
pressure levels were elevated from those of and the missile aerodynamic flowfields. A
the noncombusting case and appear qualita- specialized version of PARCH (PARCHIRN) has
tively reasonable, although no data is been developed to analyze rocket nozzle
available to quantify the prediction. flowfields, starting from nonequilibrium

conditions in the combustion chamber. This
Predictions for a 2D transverse jet version deals with multi-phase (gas/particle)

interaction flowfield simulating the helium nonequilibrium. as well as chemical nonequil-
fuel injection experiment of Kraemer and ibruim and is described in refs. 8 and 28.
Rogers (described in rei. 58) are exhibited
in Figure 6 along with the experimental Validation sans nonequilibrium effects
setup. Predictions made with the ka turb- is provided via data such as that of Back
ulence model underestimated the lateral and Cuffell [59]. The test case chosen is a
extent of the approach separation zone popular one for validation of nozzle codes
indicating too fast a rate of mixing. A since both wall and profile data are avail-
'capped' version of the ka model which did able, and the large throat curvature poses a
not allow the turbulent viscosity, pt, to distinct numerical challenge to simulate tle
exceed 1000 P produced results in better flowfield in this conical nozzle. The reser-
agreement witk the data indicating the voir conditions were P = 70 psia and T =
requirement to incorporate compressibility 540 R. The nozzle ig a conical geometry
effects and possibly strong nonequilibrium with 45' converging and 150 diverging half
effects (correction for P/s >> 1) into the angles. The throat radius is 0.8 in. with a
turbulence model. Griddiug was not an issue small throat radius of curvature (R /R
as ascertained by both grid convergence .625). Figure 8 shows the grid utiliieAnd
studies on both rectangular and adaptive comparisons between the measured and computed
[57] grids. Predictions by Weidner and pressures on the wall and axis. for an ruler

Drummond for this problem using an algebraic calculation. The agreement with data is
turbulence model also underestimated the seen to be good upstream of the nozzle
lateral extent of the separation zone [$81. throat; kowever the comparison is poorer

downstream of the throat. The cause of the
For high speed wall jets, the Burrows discrepancy may be inadequate grid resolu-

and Kurkov data [59] are among the few sets tion in the throat region and failure to
of data available that provide the detailed resolve the significant gradients produced
initial conditions required to analyze this by the small throat radius of curvature.

The agreement with data is comparable to

"ONO
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that achieved by most other investigators variant of the ks model) are exhibited in
(see e.g. the recent work of harcum and Figure 14, in the nymmetry plane which
Hoffman in ref. 61). includes the centerline of both engines.

Axial cuts of x/RB - 18 (just downstream of
To illustrate gas/particle nonequili- nozzle), - 25 (in base) and - 30 (in pP" e-

brium capabilities in PARCH. a solid propel- wake flow) are shown in Fig. 15 for the
lant rocket motor nozzle calculation was temperature.
psrformed with H/C/O chemistry (12 species.
16 reactions), and with A1.0, particulates The problem described above was repeat-
(30% mass loading). Preliminary calculations ed for a missile flying at an angle-oi -attack
were performed assuming all the particulates of 100. Contours of Mach number and turbu-
to have radii of 3 1km. Computations were lent kinetic energy are exhibited in Figures
performed with and without particles to 16 and 17 in a plane containing the two
illustrate the strong influence of particu- nozzle axes (e.g.. top view) and in a plane
lates on the gas-phase flowfield. Figure 9 rotated 1800 (e.g., side view). The side
compares tue Mach number contours from the view contours show a thin turbulent boundary
gas only calculation with that of the multi- layer on the windward (bottom) side of the
phase calculation. As shown by the Mach missile, and indicate separated flow on the
number contours, the presence of particles leeward (upper) side. The upstream influence
has a dramatic influence on the flowfield. of the propulsive jets is readily evident in
The reflected shock disappears; the parti- the top view Mach number contours. Cross
cles peel away from the nozzle at the throat flow contours of Mach number (and/or veloc-
and the limiting particle streamline effect ity) temperature, and turbulent kinetic
is clearly seen. Figure 10 shows the temper- energy are exhibited: at x = 22.9 (at the
ature distributions along the nozzle center- missile base) in Figure 18; and, at x - 23
line. Notice the particulate temperatures (just downstream of the base) in Figure 19.
lagging the gas temperature. At the nozzle Note that the plumes heat up the base as
exit plane, the thermal nonequilibrium evident from the base temperature contours
between the gas and particles is almost 300 shown in Figure 18. Note also that the flow
OK. Also, the particles begin to solidity downrtream of the missile base represents a
with the onset of phase changes indicated by complex interaction of 3 free shear flows,
the particle temperature remaining constant. namely the two exhaust plumes and the mis-
Comparisons with an earlier spatial marching sile wake.
two-phase code, SPFNOZ code E621 are also
shown, downstream of the throat. Work is currently in progress towards

analyzing a tacticas ,-ssile with wings/fins
This case was also computed with three (Fig. 20) and to';ards analyzing a missile

particle size groups. The total mass loading with nonflush scarfed nozzle (Fig, 21).
of particulates remained the same, however Attempts are being made to analyze these
it was distributed into particles of 3, 5 problems with a single grid to minimize CPU
and 10 microns with respective mass frac- costs (the use of contiguous blocked grids
tions of .6, .3 and .1. Pressure. temper- entails more operations, e.g., the transfer
ature, and Mach number contours are shown in of information from one blocked grid to the
Figure 11. The striations evident in the next, and will slow down the path to conver-
contours of tempeiature and Mach number gence).
coincide with the limiting particle stream-
line locations of the three particle size 5.6 EvpersoniclRigher Altitude Missile
groups (3p is uppermost, Sp is next, 10p is Applications
lowest). Further details of this calcula-
tion and other rocket nozzle calculations Much of this work has entailed the
are provided in refs. 8 and 28,• upgrade of PARCH to incorporate thermal

nonequilibrium effects, and, advanced ground
5.5 Tactical Missile Airframe/Plume Inter- state and excited state air chemistry 19].

action Studies Thermal nonequilibrium work has included the
performance of sensitivity studies to assess

Much of our recent work has concen- the dependency of reaction rates on temper-
trated on the difficult interaction problem ature (viz, which temperature is utilized in
of a tactical missile with scarfed (bifur- the chemical reactions). Other work in this
cated) nozzles [63] where the nozzle exhaust area has explored the ability of the PARCH
issues from the sides of the missile (Fig. NS code to simulate very high Mach number/-
12). Calculations for a tactical missile (M high altitude shock layer problems such as
- 0.6 sea level) with a liquid (amine) the Mach 37, 50 km case (simple perfect gas

propellant and no wings/ fins are presented. conditions were used here to first explore
Figure 13 shows the grid utilized. The 3D numerical issues) whose pressure contours
problem was performed with half plane symm- are exhibited in Fig. 22 for 2 nose radii
etry and had two engines whose centerlines (R - 2.5 in. and R - 7.9 in.). Note the

are on the plane 6 - 0 and 6 - 1800, with mahked differences qn the shock thickness
grid points clustered in the vicinity of the for these two cases, which is clearly exhib-
nozzle exit plane and base, as well as on ited in the pressure variation along the
the missile body surface to resolve the stagnation streamline (Figure 23). In such
boundary layers. Note that the 'blanking' cases, the inclusion of rotational nonequil-
capabilities of PARCH greatly simplify the ibrium effects in the thick shock may be
analysis of the base region. Contours of required [64] as will be the inclusion of
temperature, velocity and turbulent kinetic slip flow surface boundary conditions.
energy (the full flow was taken to be turb- Comparisons of such hypersonic calculations
ulent and solved using the low Re/Chien

2
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with direct simulation Monte Carlo code TABLE 4. SCEAPTSD CODE DEVELOPRMET
predictions are currently in progress. FROM STUFF CODE FRAROIRK

6. SCnArr PUS CODE AND PRELIMINARY * 3D PNS Extension Of STUFF For
CALCULATIONS Plume/Propulsive Applications

6.1 SCHAFT Code Overview * Generalization Of Boundary Condi-

The SAIC SCHAFT Code [20, 24, 25] tions

represents an upgrade of the 3D PNS STUFF - No Slip/Slip/Symmetry/Free-
code of Molvik and Merkle (21] whose fea- stream On Any Of 4 Boundaries
tures are summarized in Table 3 below.

* Full Cross-Flow Stress/Diffusive
Terms Incorporated

TABLE 3. STUFF CODE OVERVIEW

* Generalization Of Clean Air Finite-
. 3D Rhin Layer PNS Code Developed Rate Chemistry For Arbitrary H/C/N/O

For Hypersonic External Aerodynamics Systems
With Advanced Thermochemistry By
Molvik And Merkle (AIAA Paper - User Friendly Coding To Vary
89-0199) Reactions Employed. Rate

* Ro2/TVD - Convective, Central Dif- Coefficients, etc.
ference - Diffusive - Data Bank Of Reaction Mechanisms

And Rate Data
* Iterative Spatial Marching Procedure - Transport Data For H/C/N/O

Chemical Species
SVectorization on CRAy-2 - Full Coupling/Fully Implicit

* Fully-Coupled/Fully Implicit Finite- Methodology

Rate Clean Air Chemistry (5 + NS - 1) . Inclusion Of Two-Equation Turbulence
Matrix Inversion Where NS - 7 For Models
Clean Air Chemistry

- ke, Low Re Chien Terms
SLaminar Transport Data For Air - Strong Coupling/Extension Of

Matrix Size
Recent Upgrades By Kolvik -- Implicit Treatment Of Source

Terms
* Generalizaticn Of Matrix Size To S +

NS - 1 Where NS Is Number of Chemical
Species

* Perfect Gas/Equilibrium Air (Tanne- TABLE S. SCHAFTSD EQUATIONS
hill Fits) Run Options

dA IJOdEdi,'r + flAEd'dr + jJArdtd[ + JfhGdEq

The work to date in developing SCEAFT from dt

STUFF is described below in Table 4. The f.A Sdr÷ + +effTdjd f + OlEdqdr
user-friendly aspects of dealing with gener-
alized H/C/N/O chemistry parallel the method-
ology in earlier SAIC codes (SCORCH, SCHNOZ, Were S.$1(0. Qn)÷S2 (0. Q)
etc.) and PARCH, in that data banks contain T T1 (Q. Or + T2 (0.- )
the generalized thermochemical data. and
varying mechanisms, rates, etc.. is quite [ORGINLSTUFF CODE HAD ONLYT S t]
straightforward. STUFF utilizes forward/
backward rate data whereas the earlier SAIC
codes utilized forward data only, with [ p. Pv. PW. PEt. l. Paz. ----. NS - I.

backward rates obtained from the equili ---------

brium coefficient. 5 FLUI SPECAES
VRALS Pk. PC)7] PEIE

6.2 SCHAFT Equations

2 TURBULENCE
The finite-volume equations in the VARIABLES

SCHAFT3D code are given in Table 5 below. SOURCE TERM
Note that SCHAFT integrates a system of 5
(fluid) + N1S - 1 (species) + 2 (turbulence) D - EO.[OO.O. 41i, •2- .... . 5-1, Dk, DO
equations in a fully-coupled manner with all - OURCE T----C
source terms treated fully-implicitly. The CHEISTRY SOU SUCE TERMS
complete details of the numerics, including

the Roe upwind manipulations, performed with
the real gas behavior accounted for in a Ok. O. - LOW Re CHIEN FORM OF kE FOR4UALT!ON
rigorous manner, are given in ref. 21. ALL SOURCE TERMS LI.EARIZEODIFWLY IMPLICIT TREATMENT

'7
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contours and the water contour of Figure 26.The source terms in SCHAFT are all linear .zed Combustion initiates when the shock pene-and treated in a fully-implicit manner - a trates the H./air shear layer. SCHAFT
detailed description of the treatment of the performed this analysis with a 7 species/8
chemical so2. rce term. ii is provided in reaction representation of the H/O chemistry.ref. 21. H, contours serve to indicate the extent of

the shear layer - notice the very crisp6.3 Mumerical/Validatiom Studies response of the shear layer streamlines towave interactions. H.0 contours clearlyThe STUFF PNS code has concentrated on indicate the combustion process and its

hypersonic external aerodynamic applications, onset just downstream of where the shock
with validation studies [651 emphasizing the from the lower wall penetrates the shear
clean air chemistry capabilities. SCHAFT layer.
has involved an extension of STUFF for
plume/propulsive applications, and the 6.6 SCRAPT Analysis of 3D Combustor/Nozzle
validation studies performed to date have Problem
included:

SCRINT3DT calculations (22] were per-
(1) Laminar Premixed H./Air Flame formed earlier using first order Roe upwind
(2) 2D Shear Layers numerics. Attempts to analyze this problem(3) 2D Shock Propogation In Duct using second order upwind numerics failed.(4) 2D Shock induced Combustion(5) 2D CD Nozzle The Beam-Warming second order central-dif-
(6) 3D CD Nozzle ference run option was not sufficriently
(7) 3D CDm /Nozzle robust to deal with the ihocks generated by
(7) 3D Combustor/Nozzle the underexpanded jets wh.le the ad hoc real
(8) 2D/3D Plumes gas Roe upwind formulatioi would not operdte

with second order accur- y. The SCRINT3DTMany of these validation studies have calculation could NOT be started from theinvolved 'Level 1' comparisons with predic- initial data plane 'top hat' profiles. Thetions made utilizing PARCH, as well as with solution was initiated 1 duct height down-
earlier PNS codes such as SCRINTX [5, 171 stream with profiles provided b', a PARCH NS
and SCRINT3DT [20, 22). While PARCH, and its solution (the complete PARCH Eolution for
predecessors, ARC and PARC, have a long this case is described in refs. 8 and 28).validation history, STUFF is a new code, and The first order SCRINT3DT resultL were found
our extended version, SCHAPT, has been to be overly diffusive, and flux/ species
operational for less than 2 year. Hence, conservation was not satisfactory. To exhibit
validation to date has been limited and has that the fluid/chemistry matrix split coup-emphasized 'Level 1' comparisons, some of ling in the Roe formulation was the source
which will be briefly summarized below, of the problems encountered by SCRINT3DT,

the calculation had been repeated with
6.4 2D Shock Propogation in Duct air/air mixing (perfect gas) using second

order Roe/TVD numerics. It was found thatSCHAFT can run in an ruler mode as well the calculation could be initiated at x'0as a PNS mode and a numerical study of a and flux balances were excellent (see ref.
simple 2D shock propogation problem is 22 for details).
presented and compared with SCRINTX resultsin Figure 24. The conditions and griC for The SCHAFT analysis of this flowfield
this perfect gas calculation are described (Fig. 28) was extremely promising. The
below, along with a comparison of predicted calculation could be started from 'top hat'
pressures along the upper and lower duct profiles at x-O and no problems were encoun-walls. Results of the two codes, both tered using the second order Roe/TVD numer-
implementing second-order Roe upwind numerics, ics. Contours in a vertical plane passingare in good agreement, with the SCHAFT through the center of the inner H, jet are
predictions showing somewhat crisper waves. showa in Fig. 29. This plane initiallyComparisons of pressure contours for this exhibits more of a 2D like solution. The
case more clearly exhibit the superior initial growth of the H./air shear layer is
shock-capturing characteristics of SCHAPT depicted in the temperature contours. Thewhich utilizes an iterative, finite-volume pressure contours exhibit the underexpansion
discretization in comparison to the non-iter- shock propogating outward from the jet and
ative finite-difference discretization the Prandtl-Meyer fan propogating inward.
utilized in SCPINTX. Figure 30 exhibits SCHAFT cross-flow con-
6.5 Shock-Induced Combustion tours of HO at planes x=S, 20, and 15.Note the deformation of the original square

shapes by the expansion waves emanating fromA solution of flow in the same duct the upper wall and side wall,
with the same grid as the previous case is
shown in Figure 25, where the approach flow 6.6 Axisaymetric Underexpanded Plumenow contains two uniform streams - a lower
H, stream, and an upper air stream both at The calculation simulated a uniform
the same pressure (.1 atm), temperature (750 Mach 2, hot (T - 1000 OK), underexpanded air"K), and Mach number (M - 2.9). The initial jet exhausting into a uniform Mach 5 exter-temperature and pressure levels are too low nal air stream (P /P - 10/1). A relatively
for combustior to ignite the initial shear crude grid was for thiz Jet inter-
layer. The shock emanating from the lower cr id wasculation frth ia0jetdinter-

comresio sufac i suficen tointit action calculation with S0 radial gridcompression surface is sufficient to initiate points extending from the axis to uppercombustion as shown in the temperature

I
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boundary (r/r - 5), and an axial step size (planar or axisymmetric) or 3D mode, pres-
of AX " .1 employed (where r is the ently includes finite-rate chemistry, two-
nozzle exit radius). With this crdde grid, equation turbulence models, and generalized
a step-like initial profile at the nozzle implicit boundary conditions. Its excellant
exit plane. and no special treatment of the performance to date clearly warrants its
lip interaction region or the Mach disc application to supersonic/ hypersonic missile
region, the results exhibited in Figure 31 aerodynamic and plume propulsive flowfield
were obtained. With twice the grid resolu- problems and we plan to use it for such
tion, the nearfield pressure contours shown purposes in upcoming programs.
in Figure 32 were obtained which show a
clear definition of the lip Prandtl-Meyer ACKNOWLEDGRENTS
expansion fan, the barrel and reflected
shocks, and the plume underexpansion shock. Portions of this work were performed
The upper boundary at r/r - 5 is 'non- under ONR Contract N0014-87-C-0549 (moni-
reflective' and permits waies such as the tored by Dr. Spiro Lekoudis), with funds
plume underexpansion shock to pass out of provided by MICOM (monitored by Dr. Billy
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Fig. 20: Grid Details for Tactical Missile
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
FDP SYMPOSIUM "MISSILE AERODYNAMICS"

Friedrichshafen, Germany 23 - 26 April 1990

P.R. Bignell, Chairman

So we are on the last lap of this conference with a substantial time alloted for discussion. In. the
programme, you will see reference to the Round Table Discussion after the remarks by the Teennical
Evaluator. That isn't strictly what will happen; it won't be a Round Table Discussion in the true sense,
it really is a free-for-all. For those of you who went to Trondheim, the discussion was done slightly
differently there in tha£- the session cheIrmen played a major part in the Round Table Discussion, it was a
genuine Round Table Discussion. I would have expected three of the session chairmen to be here,
unfortunately one of them has had to go, Mr. Lacau. But there were two other sefsion chairmen from
Trondheim, Prdfessor G.rsten and our Technical Evaluator. As I said on Monday, we were all sorry that
Jack Nielsen had to pull out only a week or so ago. It was a bit of a problem for me for about 5
minutes. I walked into the office next door to mine and spoke to Paul Herring and as he was coming to
Friedrichshafen I asked him if he would be prepared to take en this job, which he readily agreed to do. I
was extremely grateful, as you can imagine given that sort of notice but I was aware that Dr. Nielsen had
been unwell for somt considerable time. Anyway, Paul is a colleague of mine, has been for some 25 years
or so, during which he has worked solely really in missile aerodynamics. So he is well able to comment on
a Symposium entitled "Missile Aerodynamics". He has worked in the Guided Weapons Division of what was
Bristol Aircraft Ltd, which then became British Aircraft Corporation and finally British Aerospace, and he
is now head of an Aerodynamics Department within the Corporate Research Center of British Aerospace in
Bristol. He has presented AGARD papers, as you well know, he presented one this week, papers at AIAM
meetings on missile aerodynamics and for those of you yesterday afternoon who were still .weke, and quite
a lot of you were awake when Mr. Delery was speaking, you will have noticed that Paul is a member of the
GARTEUR Action Group 09 on flows past missile afterbodies. While you have all been enjoying yourselves
during the evenings, out on the town as it were, Paul has been locked away in his hotel room. He has
missed all the functions, the boat trip, the jazz band, this is what I believe, I don't really know, while
he has been preparing his comments for you. Without more ado, I will ask Paul to give you his evaluation.

P.G.C. Herring, British Aerospace

I want to start by saying that I am very much aware, and I think more aware than anybody sat down there,

that I am here standing in for Jack Nielsen, Mr. Missile Aerodynamics himse•f. There Is no way that I can
compete either in physical or mental stature with Jack. I know that if Jack was doing this technical
evaluation all of his remarks would be technically sound, they would be extrerely perceptive and they
would be honest. All I can promise is that my remarks will be honest. One of the nice things about AGAK,
meetings is the fact that they bring together people who are working in a common field. Those of you who
attended this meeting and other meetings will knew that a lot of the technical discuasions and informatona
exchange takes place outE'de this hall, be it In the room out there, over in the lunch hall, or even,
rumor has it, in the local bars and cafes. That to me Is one of the most useful and interesting parts of
a meeting like this.

Turning to what has been happening inside these four walls, I have been generally very impressed with the
very high standard of presentation of the papers. I don't think we have had a bad pesentation all week,
I would like to congratulate all the speakers. One comment I would like to make bef<.re I actually go on
to the technical evaluation is about the human brain. You may know tha, the human braln is a marvelous
piece of machinery. It starts working a couple of weeks after conception and continues functioning urtt1
the moment that you stand "p to talk in public. Bearing that in mind, I sahll start my evaluation,

On the green card that we received announcing this meeting, the stated purpose of this symposium is to
review current progress and achievements, highlight outstanding problems and establish pointet. for
plaoning future research programs. That is, a follow-on from the 1982 meeting hinch was held in Trondheim.,

At the end of the 1982 meeting, as you heard, we had a Round Table Discussion and I have selected half a
dozen topics which came out of that Round Table Discussion, and I want initially to see if we have
achieved any of the aims that were raised at that RTD. One of the points that was ra;aed in Trondheim was
that exact prediction methods are beginning to account for the major flow features about weapon
configurations. I think to some extent that statement is still true, thoug, obvio',ily we ere now able to
account for more of those features and some of the minor flow features So in that sense we as a
commuity have made a lot of progress over the last 8 yeacs. The second point that was raJbed was that
advanced panel methods were beginning to show promise but were not yet ready to be uesd as kngineeriag
tools. That Is one thing that we can definitely cross off our l•. Advanced panel methodr ar& used
day-to-day, routinely for the design and evaluarlon of missile configurations., The next ixint that was
made was that CPD was too costly in terms of run costs and set-up time to be used on a day-to-day basis.
I thine that most people would agree that this is still true. I think that it will be so Zor a long tiue
to come. A further point that was made is that we needed to undercake trade off :usdies bet-eso
aerodynamics and stealth requirements. I have no doubt that such studies have been takliýg place, but
obviously for sec.rit7 reasons, one can imagine that those studies won't be discussed at a meetiDg like
this. Those of you who were in Trondheim In 1982 will reme'ber that during toe Round Table Discussion
there were some fairly heated debates about the usefulness of experimental dsta, semi-empirical predietIon
methods and CRD methods. It was Jack Nielsen who said that we need to contInue to develop the
computational methods, the semi-empirical methods and to do more tests, both for method development and
validation. It is good to see that in this conference we have lots of new cr- -. rational methods, new
semi-empirical methods and more experimental data. Now I don't intend to go ' ýugh 'll the papers that
were presented this week and give a assessment of each paper. What I hive it Is divide the papers of
the week into a number of topic areas. What I would like to do Is go through nose tepics. In addition
to those, I think that I will start by first looking at the three papexs we had Monday morning, the survey
papers. I think that people would generally agree that tho4e three survey papers were very interesting
and very informative. But a couple of points on cach of them. In Mr. Lacau's paper he conceutrated on
the evaluation of missile aerodynamics using computational methods.
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The thing that surprised me is that he didn't mention Navier-Stokes. Mr. Lacau seemed co indicate that
the future, perhaps as far as Aerospatiale is concerned, lies with the Euler solvers. Barry Haines gave
an excellent overview of the Bath conference. I wasn't at the Bath conference, but talking to people who
were there, I understand he gave a very fair and very full overview of what went on. He showed some very
impressive viewfoila from that conference showing CED solutions for very complex stores installations and
the installation of the multiple stores on the F-15 was a very good example of that. I wonder how often
you can actually grid up a configuration like that for aerodynamic assessment? One comment that Berry
made that came from that conference, which I think ought to be borne in mind, is the point that we can use
CFD as a guide to good design. Howard Torode gave us some comments on the conference that was held a
couple of years ago in Ankara. One of the points that he made is that, at the Ankara conference,
aerodynamicists were concerned that although they had been asked to produce accurate aerodynamic
information for missile configurations, when that information is used by the system engineers, they end up
putting straight lines into their models and h. assured us that that system was r.ow changing. I will
believe it when I see it. Certainly as far as the people that -'e work with are concerned, the aerodynamic
models that they use in their simulation studies are not yet capable, as far as I know, of taking
aerodynamic data as detailed as we could provide. The other point that Howard made was on unsteady
aerodynamics and I don't think that we as a community have looked at unsteady aerodynamics in the detail
that we ought to.

Going on now to the first topic on my list, Euler methods. This was to me a disappointment. There were
several papers which described the same problem, that is, smooth bodies at supersonic speeds and the use
of empirical experimental data to determine how and where the flow separates from a smooth body at
incidence at supersonic speeds. Nothing was presented on Euler solutions for subsonic and transonic
speeds. This is an area where the couputational methods like Euler need to be applied. Because of the
three papers that we had which discussed supersonic Euler, all basically looking at the ease problem, some
of which used the same experimental data, I wonder to what extent the committee who selected the papers
were deceived by the abstracts. It was suggested just before I came up here that it would be interesting
to do a correlation between what appears in the abstract and what appears in the paper..

It seems to me that the Euler solution can be used at supersonic speeds to provide good estimates of
overall forces and moments for some configurations. But how people can expect non-viscous codes to
represent highly separated flows in the lee of bodies is beyond me. I will, with Mr. Delery's permission,
quote from his paper where he was talking about the GARTEUR Action Group activities. Initially the Action
Group we- going to look at the use 3f semi-empirical, multi-component and Euler methods as applied to
missile afterbodies. The action group very soon decided to drop the Euler activity, because, as Mr.
Delery said, "the use of Euler for highly separated flows is science fiction, not science". One of the
concerns that I have about Euler methods and CFD methods in general, is the problem of grid generation for
real configurations. Some of the grids that Mr. Lacau showed for example - in particular for the complex
airbreathing configuration - obviously took a considerable amount of time and research to generate. But
in my experience, particularly at sub-sonic speeds, it is often the small features of a configuration
which can have a profound effect on the aerodynamic characteristics. I remember many instances of
missiles at sub-scale speeds for example, where the presence of a launch rail can produce quite profound
changes to the aerodynamic characteristics. If we are going to use CFD methods we are ging to have to
represent, through the grid, those small exoresences. Are we going to be able to do that? I don't know.

Moving on to the Navier-Stokes papers, I was very impressed to see how Navier-Stokes is no-,! being used for
practical problems. Navier-Stokes obviously has a tremendous proaise for the future. It is obviously the
future of CR). As the last paper this morning indicated, Navier-Stokes is not limited by the alogriths,
it is limited by the computer power that is currently available. Because Navier-Stokes is the future, we
need to be developing the Navier-Stokes solvers now ao that we have the algorithms available when the

computers become available. Those computers are going to become available perhaps a lot quicker than we
think. Computer power has a way of going - p in quantum leaps. Who knows, in five years time we may have
a hundred times the computer power we hp e available now. I think that vs need to be ready to use those
machines when they come,

Going on to general comments about CFD, I think that we need, as a community, to use CFD sensibly. The
paper by Hike Mendenhall was, if you lik., the epitome of how we as a missile aerodynamics csmunity

should use prediction codes. You use the right code for the right application. If you can use a
semi-empirical code, use it; if you have to go to a panel code, use it; for some other features of the
flow you may have to go to Navier-Stokes, so use Navier-Stokes, but use the right code for the right
application. Again I go hack to the comment that Barry Haines made that CFD can be used as a good design
guide and can help to solve some specific problems, but we don't want to ýnd up using CE) in a blanket
fashion; it is not cost effective.

Going on to semi-empirical methods, as I said earlier, it is nice to see that semi-empirical methods are
still being developed. People who actually are involved with missile design realize that semi-empirical

methods are always going to be used in the same way that the experience of an engineer is used. An
engineer can give an off-the-top-of-the-head figure for an aerodynamic coefficient, perhaps. As long as
there are missiles we are going to have semi-empirical methods 1ecause they provide basic information a,

minimum cost.

Some of the methods that were presented were fairly naive. I was particularly concerned with the Dornier
paper. They are, if I understood correctly, hoping to represaent the load on a panel as a fuuction of the
zero roll argle panel load and roll angle. 7 tried this myself once many years ago, I suspect the Nielsen
organisation may have tried it cnce many years ago, aad although it looks attractive initially, I think
people soon realize that it doesn't work and you have to start using the now well-known equivalent
angle-of-attack approach.
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Going to the experimental papers, it is obvious that there are still many problems Ahich can only be
investigated in the wind tunnel. It is obvious to me from the papers we have had this week that there is
currently a very great deal of care and attention to model design and care in execution of experiments,
that the experiments and tests are obviously very carefully planned, very carefully thought out and have
obviously been done by professionals. This is something that is good and necessary, simply because of the
cost of wind tunnel tests these days. It is nice to see that we are getting such high quality data on all
sorts of things from the papers that were presented by ARA and the more recent papers we have had on
heating for example. We must make sure that we are just as careful when we come to analyze these data.

Coming on to some of the general papers, we had some very useful reviews and descriptions of how the data
that we as a community provide are being used for current project investigations. It is nice to see that
the prediction methods that are being developed are actually used. That is something that we need to
remember. We are here to provide methods that will be used.

In conclusion I Lhink that what I would like to end witb is a concern that has been with me for a long
time in that, I intimated as much when I was talking about Nike Mendenhall's paper, we need to be aware of
what is available both in terms of methods and experimental data and that those tools need to be used
sensibly. You don't use a screw driver on a nut, you use a spanmer. In the same way we need to use the
right prediction tool for the right application. That application and the tool is determined by factors
such as: - how accurate do we need the solution to be; - how much money have we got available to find that
solution; how quickly do we need that solution; - how many times are we going to require that particular
information for however many configurations.

So in summary, generally I thought the conference was very good, very informative. The big disappointment
to me was the Euler sessions, and the fact that all those papers was so similar was a surprise to me and I
hope that it was a surprise to the Panel who selected the papers. If the papers were selected in that
fashion deliberately, I must say that I am disappointed. Finally, I would like to end by saying that we
all come here to learn by listening to presentations, exchanging views, discussions, even being shot down
in flames occasionally, it all helps, we learn from our mistake.. Finally, I remind people why we are
here. We are here as an aerodynamic community to develop aerodynamic prediction techniques which are used
to design more effective weapon systems. We are not here to sit around playing with interesting problems,
we are here to provide solutionn to real problems which will increase the effectiveness of weapons systems
and our work must have a practical application and with that I would like to finish.

P.R. Bignell, Chairman

Thank you very much, Paul, for that evaluation. I had in fact made an additional list of 6 points which
have already been covered in the evaluation and it would only be a complete waste of time to add to what
has already been suggested. So really, now it is over to you. I would ask that because this session is
being recorded, it will be included in the Conference Proceedings, you must give your name and affiliation
when you speak. The session is now open for discussion.

D.S. Woodward. RAE

I might take issue with Mr. Herring slightly on his comments over Navier-Stokes. I think it is not true
to say that the application of Navier-Stokes is limited solely by the power of the computers that are
available, there is a very fundamental problem with the application of Navier-Stokes and that is the
turbulence modelling that is incorporated in those codes. We are going to have a technical status review
this afternoon on the state of turbulence modelling, but I think it is fair to say that there is no
turbulence model currently available on which one can rely to provide accurate calculations of the flow,
particularly when the flow is partially separated. I think there is a very fundamental advance that we
need to make before we can take advantage of any advance in computer power that may come in the future.,
The two things need to go -ogether.

P.G.C. Herring, British Aerospace

One of the things that I think I said was that we need to develop the algorithms including the turbulence
models so that they are available for use on real problems when the ccmputing power is available. : agree
there are areas where %e have got to improve the algorithms. We need to develop the algorithms and not
wait until the computers which will enable them to be used become available.

K. Gersten, Univ. Bochum

I would like to clarify something about the nomenclature. Navier-Stokes - I saw from the papers that most
of these Navier-Stokes codes were actually not Navier-Stokes, not full Nawier-Stokes bit more partially
parabolized Navier-Stokes, so in principle, these are hidden boundary layer equations really because you
parabulize these equations so I wonder why people are afraid to use the word boundary layers. We have
learned about boundary layers for about 80 years or sc and Euler methods are of any value only in
combination with boundary layer equations to get the separation line etc. I think Euler methods per se,
are not of any value except when you combine them with boundary layer equations or any other equations
where the viscous effect comes into play. I would like to see more of the ftndamental work on boundary
layers applied to even more complicated three-dimensional flows. In the list, boundary layer methods
would be very good to sea.

A
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P.R. Bixnell, Chairman

While you are giving the microphone to Prof. Lilley, perhaps I could ask a question myself on Euler
methods, that is the application of Euler methods to missile aerodynamics. I am somewhat puzzled at the
level of agreement there seems to be between Euler methods and experiment, but I wonder if we have got a
situation here where two wrongs are making a right, where you may well have deficiencies in the equations
in the Euler equations being combined with deficiencies in the numerical schtses and the overall result is
that you get good agreement. I would like somebody to tell me if that is true or not. If it is true it
suggests that you are getting good agreement for the wrong reasons.

G.M. Lilley. Univ. of Southampton

Mr. Chairman, you have more or less stated one of my questions. My first question however, is in the form
of a statement. It is a minor point, and it is one in which I would not wish it to be seen that I am
making any criticism on a•l of the excellent computations that have been presented at this conference
under the name Navier-Stokes. My statement is that it is wrong to call these solutions of the
Navier-Stokes equations; they are solutions of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations, which were
referred to some years ago as RANS, Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stoken equations. I would suggest it is
better to use this notation and would avoid any confusion with the very large computing power that is
available today one can obtain at low Reynolds numbers the full simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations
and such solutions involve none of the approximateions and simplifications associated with RANS. If ir
future meetings we are going to refer to these solutions from full simulation or from large eddy
simulation (LES) there will be confusion if they are to be compared also with Navier-Stokes solutions
which are strictly Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes solutions. At this meeting as far as I am aware, the
solutions presented have been from the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The second point is the
point that Chairman has just made with regard to the problems of numerics. Here I would just like to
remind the audience that at the Stanford Conference in 1980-81 we attempted the comparison between
calculations made on the various turbulence models for complex turbulent flows and good reliable
experimental data. Let me remind the audience here that the complex turbulent flows that we were
concerned with at the Stanford meeting were very much simpler than some of the very complex flows that we
have at this meeting with missiles incorporating wing body interference, inrin wing and tail/fin
interference. All of these are much more complex than treated at the Stanford meeting. At that meeting
it was very difficult to see in many cases the differences between one turbulence model and another

because in the main the solutions suffered from numerical inaccuracies, centered on a lack of grid
independence and problems associated with numerical diffusion. Earlier in this meeting I made the point
that indeed in many of the calculations presented here a lot of numerical diffusion has been
incorporated. Thus, when a certain turbulence model is employed it is easy to miss the differences
between using one type of turbulence model such as an algebraic stress model, k-epsilon, or full Reynolds
stress equation model from another if strong numerical diffusion is present. Some of it of course is grid
generated, some of it is by the numerical algorithm used. T stress that it is important to make full use
of the power of the computers we have today in obtaining accurate solutions of the Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes equations with the current turbulence models. This will enable us to see more clearly the
deficiencies in these models and will assist in the developsent of improved turbulence models, which
address more adequately the physics of turbulence. A review of current turbulence models is being
discussed this afternoon.

W. Schmidt, Dornier

I would like to come back to the question that Mr. Woodwerd raised earlier. I am a little bit concerned
about the fact that in many cases the matter of the turbulence models is not the real problem. The very
had resolution of the flow physics dip. to coarse meshes and due to the high numerical viscosity is the
real problem. It might not be a matter of having the best turbulence model in the first place since we
are lacking many, many other things. Many people just use the turbulence model as an umbrella for all
those things they do not unde~stand when they do real practical applications. The second argument was
alorng with Mr. Gersten. If you use large computers the most efficient way to incorporate boundary layer

methods in Euler methods is to use the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations.

J. Slooff, NLR

A change of subject, Mr. Chairman, if you will allow me. The technical evaluator very briefly mentioned
the fact that very little attention was paid to unsteady effects at this meeting. I, is my impression
that increased menoeuvrability or agility, at least for certain classes of missiles, is something that is
being pursued fairly strongly. Therefore, that raises the question of whether or not we should pay more
attention to time accurate simulation of flowfieldo about missiles both computationally as well as
experimentally. I wonder whether somebody from the missile community would comment on that and perhaps
give some indications in particular for what sort of experimental means that they would hope to be

available for that purpose in the future.

P.R. Bignell, Chairman

Anybody want to comment on that? I believe that at the Missila Aerodynamics Conference that was organized
to celebrate Jack Nialsens 70th birthday in 1988 there was quite a lot of discussion on unsteady
aerodynamics. This is one of the points that I wanted to raise here that we have had very little on
unsteady aerodynamics and I wonder if there is some sort of scope for having a meeting in the not too
distant future covering that aspect of missile aerodynamics, looking at unsteady aerodynamics, dynanic
effects, aeroelasticity, etc.

I ___ _______________
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M. Mendenhall, Nielsen Engineering

Joop, I think that you hit upon the problem. We a~e all trying to stick our heads in the sand and avoid
unsteady aerodynamics because it is a difficult problem. We at NEAR have been trying to use the
engineering methods to look at unsteady aerodynamic and hydrodynamic effects, in particular, long slender
bodies going through rapid pitching manoeuvers. What we are finding, interestingly enough sos-, of it has
been published, some of it hasn't, is that the vortex shedding effects in unsteady motion are critical to
tha non-linear aerodynamics. We have seen some very interesting effects of unsteady vortex shedding
induced effects on control fins. There is almost no data for us to compare with, but what we have seen is
a reversal of the hysteresis loop for the fin normal force as a function of changing angle in a steady
pitching manoeuver. I don't know if this is correct or not, but if it is, it hRs great implications on
the design of control systems. We are also doing some work which Marnix could probably talk about better
than I. He is looking at unsteady effects of sea skimming missiles flying at low altitudes, essentially
flying over a wavy wall, if you will, and some of the dominant non-linear effects that can occur there. I
think that the problem in my work in the last number of years in unstendy aerodynamics and hydrodynamics
of missiles and submersible bodies is the problem that there are nu daca available to find out if what we
are calculating sakes any sense. You can calculate a lot of things. You turn on the code, and as they
say, if it doesn't blow up the answer is right. I think we all realize that is not true. I think that
what we need to do is to get some people interested, and we need to get some data together to evaluate
somL of these unsteady methods.

M.F.E. Dillenius, Nielsen Engineering

Our dear VP mentioned my name, so I would like to say that in the application to missiles the aspect of
unsteady aerodynamics will become intimately coupled with resonances or the frequencies of the structure
and the automatic pilot and that we are finally getting down to where you have to have the aerodynamicist
and the system guy come together and understand the problem. The thing of it is that the natural
frequencies influence one another and will affect the final performance of the whole thing and that is, as
a mat.er of fact, the misrile engineer's nightmare. That is why during one of the talks we listened to
describing a Navier-Stokes solution I popped up the questlon that maybe it is important that you consider
the unsteady aspects. At NASA Ames they show big differences in the transonic range, the shock formation
can be quite different asd introduce frequencies again that you miss when you do it in time asymptotic
solution. The costs are horrendous, and is it right? I don't know. ExperimentE and tests are just as
important today in view of th unsteady problem that we are faced with next. So don't forget the tests
and experimentation. What .j do? I don't know how you do experimentation for unsteady effects.

P.R. Bignell, Chairmen

Could I ask Dr. Orlik-Ruckemaen to consider making a comment. I am surprisrd he has not stood on the
table waiting to get in on this.

Dr. K. utlik-Ruckemann, NAE

I am rather on the production end of all those aerodynamic data, not a person who applies them, and before
1 say how you can get them, let me pose a question to people who actually use aerodynamic data for
predicting stability and, generally speaking, behavior rf missiles. Research of this nature is often
driven by a documentel need and in the aircraft cosmunity we have had cases where there was clear evidence
that, if you do not include scme non-linear and unsteady effects, the correct prediction of an aircraft
manoeuver at high angles of attack and high rates of motion was not a very precise procedure. I wonder
whether anybody here has had any experience with predicting missile behavior under such conditions and
whether he could point out, without necessarily mentioning what missile it was or without revealing too
many details, whether there were any large discrepancies between the predicted behavior and the actually
observed one.

M.E. Dillenius, Nielsen Engineering

It just so happened that I saw a bit of a propaganda tape from NASA Ames. They show calculations done for
the shuttle fuel tank going through a fairly raplracceletaftion through the transonic range, and there are
appreciable differences because of the shock motin and the wake mong hack and forth on the bottom of
the tank. That is one example that I can think of.

W.B. Brooks, LTV

I don't know whether it is just personal ignorance or not, but I am often embarrassed by the hinge moments
on the -ontrol fins measured in flight as opposed to those measured in wind tunnel.

Dr. K. Orlik-Ruckemann, NAE

I would now like to get back to how to provide unsteady and ebpecially non-lfrear uusteady data. Several
speakers have mentioned that this is a formidable computational problem and I agree with that. In our
laboratory we have been pursuing experimental methods to obtain this information and we have developed
some non-linear types of experiments with an associsaed non-linear method of representing the data
obtained. So far, this has never been applied to a missile ccnfiguration, but rather to a wing or wing
body configuration, and it consists of presenting various kinds of aerodynamic data, such as detailed
pressures as well as forces and moments, in terms of the various motion variables and their time
derivatives. We have also used that kind of data obtained experirentally in a wind tunsel to predict the
actual frea behavior of a model, In this case in roll, and we have shown that there was a very good
agreement between the prediction based on those non-linear data and a free-to-roll motion of the same
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model in the same wind tunnel. When standard linear data were used Instead, that agreement was often
rather poor. I stress that this was for a particular, rather high, angle of attack of 350 or 450, for
a large amplitude (up to 400) and also high frequency (up to 10 Hz) motion of a delta wing with
approximately 2 foot span. I am still looking for somebody who could give me such information regarding
missiles.

W.B. Brooks, L..

If I could mix the two topics we have been discussing, and maybe roeeone knows the answer much better than
I do, as we move to unsteady solutions, does the Reynolds averaged approach break down? I know in
fundamental turbulence measurements, sometimes the averaging process takes days, which we generally don't
have for our flow fields.

G.M. Lilley. University of Southampton

In general it is accepted that solutiosua of the unsteady form of the Reynolds averaged lavier-Stokes
equations will be correct provided the frequencies are small or the unsteady time is long compared with
the turbulence time scales. Unsteady solutions from the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations would
be applicable in finding unsteady derivatives, etc.

W.B. Brooks, ITV

How would this then relate to subjects such as the last pap.r which involved chemical reactions?

S.M. Dash. SAIC

No influence if the chemistry rates are still representabla. The same comments that Dr. Lilley has made
should apply to chemically reacting flows. We do typically solve unuteady time accurate solutions of a
large number of chemically reacting flows using Reynolds averaged equations, and I say the comment does
apply to those flows also.

Dr. K. Orlik-Ruckemann.

I would like to make a further comment regarding the unsteady effects. We should distinguish between
high-frequency phenomena which affect the structural and control responses and more low-frequency
phenomena which affect the dynamic behavior of the complete missile. In this second case it should be
realized that, if we get into significantly non-linear situations, the standard method of superimposing
the effects of various motions, such as represented by the stability derivative approach (I believe there
was one or two papers on that in the meeting) is, strictly speaking, not valid any longer. In fact, it
could lead to substantial errors. So it is Important to investigate more complex motions, not just
pitching motions and rolling motions separately.,

J.B. Berry. Aircraft Research Association

I think that unsteady effec•e are very difficult to set up experiments to study and get quantitative data
for. But I think where the experimentalist can help is getting a better understanding of the physics of
the flow processes which are causing the unsteady responses and here I think non-intrusive techniques,
e.g., lasers, for flow visualisation and flowfield surveys are going to be much more important from now on.

P.R. Bignell, Chairman

Mr. laecau on Monday was talking about accuracy, and he said the use of semi-empirical methods would give
center of pressure to within half a caliber but the use of CFD methods would give center of pressures to
within a quarter of a caliber, but is that good enough? Are there applications of missil-s where you
would need to get even more accurate than that, say highly agile air-to-air missles, would anybody like to
com•lent on that?

G. Moretti. British Aerospace

I think the overall accuracy is very important. The more accurate the data is, quite obviously, the
better is the job we may do and the better is the envelope we can produce at the end of the day on
various missile or various stores. So, yes, it is Important to increase the accuracy, but we have got to
balance that with the costs, and it is not very simple to do that. I was surprised to see that we use
Xavier-Stokes for so many CPU hours. Perhaps with less money we can achieve similar results. I think
this is very Important, I ,ould like more accuracy, but I am not so sure the costs warrant it.

W. Schmidt , Dornier

Along with accuracy I have a question that is coming from the application standpoint and might be very
prasgatic. As you know missiles and rockets are built to be used once and are manufactured in large
quantities at a rather bad manufacturing accuracy. How can we talk about accuracy in tools if we don't
knew.the accuracy of the final product?

R. Deslandes, I4BB

Since about 5 years I am using Euler codes for missiles, for missile separation and for trajectory
prediction,.and I am quite happy about the accuracy. I do not think that we will ever apply any
Navier-Stokes code on it because we are happy with about 80% agreement between Euler and full-scale
aerodynsaics. We are not looking at flow phenomena, such as vortex tracks and so on, but we have to
quantify the coefficients, and so I think we should say also a litt.e bit good about Euler, because these
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equations are the unique physical solutions we have now available in CFD. Panel methods and potential
theory are mathematically tuned solutions. Navier-Stokes codes now ývailable are for me science fiction
because of the lack of appropriate turbulence modelling.

S. Dash, SAIC

I would like to comment on that last remark. I think that the Navier-Stokes codes serve a very useful
purpose even in preliminary design of very unconventional systems. All the problems that we are dealing
with are not strictly aerodynamic problems with pressures. In fact in some of the advanced missile
concepts with unconventional propulsive systems, we are talking about hot reacting plumes with
particulates impinging over large portions of the aerodynamic a faces. For tLose t',pes of calculations
only Navier-Stokes types of codes will be applicable. The turbulence models for aerodynamic predictions
in Navier-Stokes codes are really no different than the turbulence models you would be using in boundary
layer codes. So if a KE model works in a boundary code, you will have the same accuracy in a
lhvier-Stokes code. The real problems are dealing with the heavily separated flow regions and some of
"those effects, and there we do need upgrades in turbulence modelling.

M. Mendenhall, Nielsen Engineering

I will bring up a topic that came oLt of the Missile Aerodynamics Conference in Monterey in November
1988. We had a Missile Aerodynamics Panel session. A comment that was made and recorded in the
proceedings of that Conference was that the quality or the sophiatication of the missiles that are being
designed today are limited by the capability of the codes that are available to design those missila'. As
long as your missile design is evolutionary and the missile that you are going to build for next year 'a
going to look 99.44% like .he missile you designed last year, we are probably O.K., and the semi-empirical
methods are in good shape, But I think a group of people in this a• dience maybe should be considering,
shot is the missile 20 yetis from today going to look like, an," what kind of methods or predictions
methods are required for a dramatic change in missile configuration, something totally different than we
have seen at this point.

P.R. Bignell, Chairman

If you go to a completely different shape then that could prove to be a very much more expensive
solution. Maybe it doesn't, I don't know. However, in the miasile fraternity there has been a lot of
thinking that it may be better to go for something cheap and cheerful than something that is extremely
sophisticated and complicated. thybe if you wanted to make the la-'er, you would never sell it in the
sense of industry having to make a profit. So there must be a ti ne off between something that is pretty
conventional and something whi:h is very sophisticated but which may have problems in manufacturing.
Thank you for that comment Dr. Mendenhall,

M. Abnet, British Aerospace

I have more of a general comment to make rather than a technical one. It apears to me that although
there is agreement that all methrds discussed have their practical applications, yet arguments develop
about Euler vs. Navfoer-Stokes vs. empiricism or analytical methods. I think that it may be an idea for
our colleagues involved in these qpecific fields, to look at in more detail at the other techniques, so
they can appreciete the applications and limitations in a bit more detail.

P.R. Bignell. Chabiran

One thing that concerns me, coming from industry, relative to CPD is that there is always a great deal of
debate between the people in the research laboratories developing the codes an4 the people at what I would
call the sharp end, who have to apply these codes £k real life, whether that be to a missile or to an
aircraft. Is there anybody who would care to comment from the missile industry, that there is this
rapport, Ehich is obviously quite necessary, between the code developers and the people who actually have
to use these codes in the end to design missiles?

D. Hughes. British ,crospace

I have been involved over the past nine years or so in using semi-eapirical prediction methods for the
design of missiles. The particular application that I have been looking at involves a semi-automated
approach whereby missiles can be designed very quickly using semi-empirical techniques so that when used
in the concept feasibility stages you can produce many, many configurations in a very short space of time,
which are the sort of tije-swales that you need at this level for use in simulation modelling. One of the
things that I have noticed is that invariably no matter how careful the semi-empirical method designers
are in developing the codes, the project aerodynamicist will always come up with a configuration that
doesn't quite meet the code that he has Sot. Therefore, bearing in mind the fact that expanding the data
bases of these codes is lMkaly to be very costly in the future if wind tunnel testing is involved, perhaps
a marriage between the semi-empirical approach and the computational fluid dynamics approach could be
postulated whereby the results of computational fluid dynamics runs could be used to expand the
semi-empirical method data bases. Perhaps people would like to comment on that.

S. McDougall - British Aerospace

We are already doing it. I presented some results in my paper using a semi-empirical method and compared
these with a panel method. We have already incorporated panel method results into the technIque. As I
said, the new inviscid calculation is being expanded to Mach numbers up to 5, and we will be using Euler
methods to extend the data base of the semi-eapirical method in order to do that.
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D. W. Hughes, British Aerospace

Then I would like to ask if the code has been validated against experimental data.

S. McDougall, British Aerospace

Yes.

S. Dash, SAIC

That path has been taken quite a bit. I have been involved in the National Aerospace Plane program in the
United States, and preliminary design of the scram jet propulsion system is routinely done by
one-dimensional cycle codes. One-dimensional cycle codes contain information such as skin friction, the
amount of combustion that takes place and tries to simply represent very complex processes. The CFD
community has gotten involved and we have taken these large full-scale computer codes, we have attempted
validation as best as possible and we have transferred the CFD information into the cycle decks. We have
put information relevant to combustion efficiency, to A to KE's for inlet performance and all these types
of information have been fed in to improve the cycle decks information for preliminary design.

P.R. Bignell, Chairman

I would like to get back to Mr. Deslandes. You commented on the use you make of, Euler methods. Did I
understand it correctly that these you use in the context of store carriage end release, because that is
an incredibly complicated aerodynamic situation where you are releasing a store into an aircraft flow
field so can you comment that ycu still get good comparisons with experiment?

R. Deslandes, MEB

With the panel method I was using 10 years ago, I never succeeded in producing a full agreement for
installed flows of a store on an aircraft. With the Euler method we get mere than 90% of appropriate
measurements. Calculating separation and comparing the results with flight tests, we never get more than
80 - 902 agreement, but we don't know where this difference exactly occurs. Some mistakes are probably
provided by the analysis of the flight test data itself. Not knowing perfectly where we are, we are happy
about the 80% accuracy provided by the Euler equations. You cannot reach this degree of accuracy with
other data than higher order methods like the Euler method.

P.R. Bignell. Chairman

One comment I was going to address to Howard Torode, but he has just left the room. He said to me as we
were walking back one afternoon that he was extremely disappointed that there was so little on sub-sonic
aerodynamics and I thought he would be addressing the hall on this. Would anybody else like to make a
comment on why we didn't seem to get too much in the way of sub-sonic aerodynamic papers or issues being
discussed at the meeting. I would have thought that people still work on high sub-sonic, maybe transonic,
missile applications.

R. Deslandes. MBB

I was also very surprised to see that the Euler applications in this meeting were only referring to
super-sonic speeds. I think that the reason is that for sub-sonic speeds, you cannot use space-marching
schemes which are very good, but you have to use time-marching procedures. We have a very good experience
in missile aerodynamic calculations with the Euler code in sub-sonic regions and also there, the accuracy
is much higher than attainable with potential theory even within the transonic regime. There are some
problems for the base pressures predictions. However, still now, we cannot specify who is right, the wind
tunnel with small scale models, or the Euler calculations which for instance provided a very good
approximation for a crew escape module which we were analyzing last year.

G.M. Lilley. University of Southampton

I accept everything the last speaker has said with regard to solutions of the Euler equations, but I would
welcome his telling us of his experience in using the Euler equations in the case of separated flows.

L Deslandes, MBB

I was expecting this. Perhaps I should say that Euler is not able to calculate smooth surface
separation. It is impossible with an inviscid code. We have seen in this session possibilitie4 to take
this kind of separation into account by fixing the transition line and the separation line. However,
wherever you have surface singularities, this means a kink or a sharp edge, Euler will produce a physical
separation, We have very good results for such separation effects, which are matching wind tunnel
measurements by more than 90%.

G.M. Lilley. University of Southampton

Mr. Chairman, I really wanted to change the subject, so if you are still continuing this particular area
of discussion, perhaps I had better let somebody else speak.

fr!
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W. Schmidt, Dornier

Since you are talking about Euler and separation, I think I have to add one point. If we deal with a ligh
speed inviscid flow, high supersonic flow over a smooth surface and the flow has to pass a strong shock
due to discontinuities, then this can cause separation as a fully inviscid problem. Similarly, we deal
with an inviacid vortex and a shock, namely a vortex passing through a shock, then we will experience on a
fully inviscid basis, that this vortex will burst. There is not only this viscosity causing separation,
but also inviscid phenomena. In some cases the inviscid phenomena are causing separations that are
looking very similar to the very physical ones. This is the only reason why sometimes Euler can succeed
in predicting flows that originally are viscous flows with separation.

M.F.E. Dillenius, Nielsen Engineering

One thing that we didn't bring up here was the work that was done, I believe, at NASA Langley by Newsome.
I am not a CFD'er, but it has worried me to no end. He did convergence studies with the grid using an
Euler on a fin and Navier-Stokes of some kind on the fin, and with the Euler he kept getting different
results as he kept refining the grid. It never converged. So sharp edge vortical formation Euler is
highly questionable, I think. Perhaps you do have to use a cut-off or such thing to make sure that it is
physically correct. With regard to Mr. Deslandes' comments on him being very happy with Euler, which is
nice, in his store separation work. Remember we saw the case here of the F-15 which took 6 man months to
set up and using the Euler. Guess what they didn't get - the inlet vortex flow that came out of it. So
there are still problems with that if you are dealing with a specific aircraft with big inlets. There is
also the wind tunnel problem of course. Does the inlet work in the wind tunnel the way it does in full
flight. Apart from that, the vortical flow that comes ovt of an inlet under certain conditions is not
modeled.

R. Deslandes, EBB

Mr. Dillenius, to be honest, I would like to remark that the grid they have shown is representating a
closed intake. Therefore, they had no chance to produce any vorticity there. Some other Euler codes and
grid generators are available, which can simulate open inlets as also done at MBB for the Tornado or with
the EPA aircraft.

G.M. Lilley. Ibiversity of Southampton

T- point I wished to make is in relation to experiments and what one can deduce from them. In many of
the test results that were discussed at this conference, the model was mounted in the wind tunnel with an
ordinary sting, and hence there was the problem of deriving the base pressure that would exist on the
actual case of the missile. I wonder whether any of our experimentalists would like to comment on this
problem in predicting the kind of base flow and the accuracy in deriving that base flow on the missile
model, which would exist in the absence of the sting.
J. Delery. ONEPA

I would like to speak in French. The problem of the model support which is used for base flow studies is
a basic problem. It has been studied a very long time ago as well in Europe as in the USA. However, for
all the test cases in the case of GARTEUR for instance, with a view to test the Navier-Stokes codes, we
have chosen an upstream support (nose sting system). In this case there are no disturbances due to
three-dimensional effects coming from a lateral strut placed in the high speed flow. So since the
computing codes can take account of the upstream boundary layer, we find ourselves in a validation
situation which I would call healthy.

P.R. Bignell, Chairman

It is almost exactly 12:30 so I think we must bring our discussion to a halt. I would like to thank the
program committee who helped me to put the program together and the session chairmen also. More
particularly I would like to thank the authors, especially the invited speakers and if I could say a
special thank you to Dr. Graham from Imperial College, to Nernix Dlillenius from Nielsen and to M.
Champigny from ONERA who were prepared to present papers at the very last minute on withdrawals. This has
meant that we were able to stick to our schedule of 31 papers. I think that that was particularly
appreciated. Above all I would like to thank the delegates to the conference who have participated so
well during the week and to this discussion here this morning. It has been a delight to have the meeting
so well attended. I thank you very much for that and I now hand over to the Panel Chairman to draw the
meeting to a close.

J.NcCroskey, FDP Chairman

Thank you Bob. Now it is time to bring our 66th Meeting of the Fluid Dynamics Panel to a close. Whether
you prefer Euler or Navier-Stokes or lieberkase or wienerschnittel, I hope that you have found this
Symposium both informative and stimulating and that you have enjoyed the Duchy of Wuerttemberg and the
Bodensee environment as much as I have.

Now as we say in the U.S., a word from our sponsor. I would like to call your attention to some events
that you can find on the AGARD cable channel in the months ahead. We have a fall Symposium in the
Netherlands on Vortex Plow Aerodynamics, a four day symposium followed by some Panel business meetings.
In the spring of 1991, we have two specialists meetings on the topics you see, Effects of Adverse Weather
on Aerodynaa.ca and Manoeuvring Aerodynamics to be held in France. In the fall we have a full blown
Symposinm or Airframe Engine Integration, and then in the spring we will have two spec il courses
presented at von Karman Institute and other locations to be determined precisely on Aixtxaft Dynamics at
High Angles of Attack and Engineering Methods in Aerodynamic Analysis and Design of Aircraft, with I am
sure some attention paid to missiles. So I would ask you to please contact me or the AGARD office or your

countrymen on the Panel for further details.
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This Symposium on Missile Aerodynamics was intended to review the current state of affairs, to highlight
outstanding problems and to guide future research programs. I will leave it to you to determine the
extent to which these goals were met, but I would say on this subject or any of the other AGARD functions
if you find them useful, and I certainly hope you do, I would urge you to relay your positive impressions
to your colleagues and to your management. If you don't like what you have seen, we would appreciate your
constructive criticism, preferably directed to Panel members and we will strive to improve. Assuming you
have found something to cheer about, I would like on your behalf to thank the Program Committee and
especially the Program Chairman, Mr. Robert Bignell, end the Technical Evaluator and of course the
speakers for their contributions for making this in my view a very successful Symposium.

Next I am sure you will join me in thanking our warm and efficient German hosts. These Include a number
of people, I will just mention a few, Herr Guenther, the German National Coordinator and of course a lot
of support from the German Ministry of Defense. Here in Priedrichshafen Buergermeister Sigg, Herr Haupt,
Herr Fischer, the personnel in town in Friedrichshafen and the Graf Zeppelin house, Dornier and Deutsche
Aerospace, you recall Herr Ambos was joining us on the boat ride and certainly His Royal Highness Carl
Duke of Wuerttemberg. His presence will linger with us beyond this mornings session.

Please join me in thanking our good friend and colleague Dr. Wolfgang Schmidt, also people working with
him, Fran Berkel, Frau Bower and other Bornier personnel who have been here on the site, and I am sure
that they will certainly be ready for a vacation after this exhausting week.

Successful meetings rely heavily on the staff of AGARD and it is even more difficult when we have these
classified meetings such as this. We must acknowledge first and foremost our Panel Executive Winston
Goodrich, our Panel secretary Anne Marie Rivault, and others including the technicians who have operated
this projection and audio equipment in this rather difficult environment so efficiently all during the

eek and including Mr. Fischer from the local organization.

This could go on and on, but I will now say last and by no means least, our interpretors who have worked
very hard all week keeping up with our supersonic conversations. I can hardly even pronounce their names
and they have kept the dialogue going bi-lingv, dy; Madame Kudick, Madame des Susby and H. Sherer. Thank
you very much.

Now unless Wolfgang has some further remarks or surprises, you never know,

W. Schrtidt, Dornier

I would like to thank all of you for being so active in here and the whole thng worked out very nicely.

J. McCroskey. FDP Chairman

"Thank you, Wolfgang, thanks to you ladies and gentlemen, have a safe trip home and a pleasant trip too,
and we hope to see you at future AGARD activities.

A./ L
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